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Introduction

Welcome to the StrongMail documentation suite. StrongMail is a high-performance application server, 
combined with powerful email delivery software that transforms email from a simple communication 
tool to a platform for conducting business. 

Product Features
StrongMail offers the unique ability to provide high-speed message delivery and unparalleled reliability. 
It provides key features, such as:

• Message customization

• Real-time reporting and extensive detailed logging

• Dynamic content generation

• Improved deliverability

• Domain-specific connection management

• Ability to cluster servers for scalability

• Virtual routing

• Bounce analysis and categorization

• Extended tracking capabilities

StrongMail is all-inclusive, providing everything you need to power any email delivery application. It 
utilizes an integrated DNS cache, an integrated HTTP server for tracking and document storage, and a 
built-in load balancer that provides unlimited scalability and expansion for increased capacity. 
StrongMail also offers a services oriented architecture with easy-to-use APIs.

Intended audience
This document assumes that the reader is familiar with Linux, network firewalls, the Domain Name 
System (DNS), Ethernet, TCP/IP networking, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and other related 
email technologies.

Documentation update
StrongMail believes that a world-class product should include world-class documentation. With that in 
mind, we are in the process of re-creating the entire documentation suite. We are taking a phased 
approach to updating the manuals, with the 3.2.2 release being phase 1- we hope you are pleased 
with the results and the direction we’re taking. If you have any comments or questions regarding this 
project, please email us at documentation@strongmail.com. 
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In this release, you'll notice several changes to the documentation:

• PDF packaging

• Document reorganization

PDF packaging
Starting with version 3.2.2, we are delivering the entire documentation suite in a single PDF package, 
which provides several benefits to you.

The PDF package contains several documents that make up the components of the package. You can 
view every component within the package in a single window, which allows you to quickly flip through 
an entire document set.

You also get improved searching capabilities, as you can perform a single search for content in all the 
StrongMail documents. The Advanced Search function allows you to search within a single component 
or multiple components.

In order to take full advantage of these benefits, StrongMail recommends upgrading to Adobe 
Reader 8.

Document reorganization
The second phase of the project continues the reorganization and rewriting of the existing 
documentation. The version 4.1 documentation suite consists of the following documents:

• CLI Reference Manual

• System Administrator’s Manual

• Glossary
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Introduction
Documentation update
CLI Reference Manual
The CLI Reference Manual is a new manual that provides detailed information about the command 
line interface and is organized into the following chapters:

Chapter Description

Chapter 1: Managing Mailings This chapter provides instructions to manage mailings from the 
command line. This is a new chapter.

Chapter 2: Mailing Configuration File This chapter describes the mailing configuration file and the 
supported directives in detail. This is a new chapter.

Chapter 3: Recipient Database This chapter describes the format and usage of the recipient 
database. This is a new chapter.

Chapter 4: Templates This chapter describes templates and provides template 
examples. This is a new chapter.

Chapter 5: Utilities This chapter describes the StrongMail command line utilities. 
This chapter was previously part of the old System 
Administration Manual (Chapter 6, Operations: Command Line 
Interface).

Chapter 6: Configuration Files This chapter describes the configuration directives that 
StrongMail supports. This chapter was previously part of the old 
System Administration Manual (Appendix A, Advanced 
Configuration Options).

Chapter 7: Log Files This chapter describes the StrongMail logs and log formats. This 
chapter was previously part of the old System Administration 
Manual (Appendix B, Log Files).

Appendix A: Character Sets This appendix lists the character sets that StrongMail supports.
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System Administrator’s Manual
The System Administrator’s Manual has been restructured to make it easier to find the information 
you’re looking for and is divided into four sections (Installation & Configuration, Mailings, User 
Interface, Maintenance & Troubleshooting) and is organized into the following chapters

Chapter Description

Chapter 1: Before You Begin This chapter includes pre-installation checklists and security 
information.

Chapter 2: Installation This chapter provides information about installing the StrongMail 
Appliance and StrongMail software.

Chapter 3: Upgrades This chapter describes the upgrade process.

Chapter 4: UI This is a new chapter that introduces you to the UI.

Chapter 5: StrongMail Architecture This chapter introduces you to deployment basics, including 
DNS, SPF & SenderID, Domain Keys & DKIM, firewall changes, 
and Goodmail. This is a new chapter.

Chapter 6: Audit This is a new chapter that provides information about auditing 
your network for deliverability.

Chapter 7: Create This chapter provides information creating mailings from the 
Mailings tab of the UI.

Chapter 8: Assemble This is a new chapter that provides information about 
configuring EAS to assemble a mailing.

Chapter 9: Deliver This is a new chapter that provides information about setting up 
the MTA, including details about delivery configuration options.

Chapter 10: Track This chapter describes the tracking features StrongMail offers.

Chapter 11: Analyze This is a new chapter that provides information about analyzing 
the results of your mailings.

Chapter 12: Maintenance & 
Troubleshooting

This chapter provides information about backing up the 
StrongMail server and rotating log files, plus providing 
troubleshooting tips.

Appendix A: Customizing a Mailing This appendix provides information for customizing a mailing, 
and introduces the four customization methods: global 
customization, simple personalization, advanced 
personalization, and XML-based customization.

Appendix B: Internationalization This appendix lists the character sets that StrongMail supports.

Apendix C: Failure Definitions This chapter provides a description of the various failure 
categories and types contained in StrongMail MTA reports.

Appendix D: Web Services SOAP API This appendix outlines the StrongMail SOAP APIs.

Appendix E: Transactional Mailings API This appendix provides additional information about the Tx API.

Appendix F: Conjurer This appendix introduces the new Conjurer tool.

Appendix G: Cluster Configurations This appendix provides additional details about cluster 
environments.
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Introduction
Typographical conventions
Typographical conventions
The documents use the following typographical conventions:

In addition, this manual is optimized for two-sided printing.

StrongMail Technical Support
At StrongMail, our goal is to provide highly-scalable, feature-rich technology backed by expert services 
and support to enable you to effectively develop, operate, and maintain your email systems. 

Please make use of the support resources, including this manual. If you are unable to find the answers 
to your questions within this manual, please call technical support or contact your account 
representative.
 

Support portal
StrongMail’s Support Portal offers you fast answers to specific technical questions about StrongMail 
products and services, including:

• software downloads

• software updates

• FAQs

• User Manuals

• Technical Knowledge Base

• case submission and status

To access the Support Portal, from the Help drop-down menu, select Support Portal and log in.

Font style Usage

Courier New Courier New is used for commands, files, directories, programming code, 
and on-screen computer output. 

Courier New Italics Courier New Italics is used for variables and command-line 
placeholders.

Address StrongMail Systems, Inc.
1300 Island Drive, Suite 200
Redwood City, CA 94065

Telephone (650) 421-4250

Fax (650) 421-4201

Global Email Support support@strongmail.com

Support Portal http://www.strongmail.com/support/overview
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Debug files
While working on your case, technical support may ask you to email them a debug file. To generate a 
debug file, from the command line, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta directory and 
run the following command:

# ./sm-server debug

StrongMail outputs the following:

-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail Server VERSION: 3.2.2
-------------------------------------------------------------------
 StrongMail Debug Report
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Creating directory /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/log/debugreport-server...
Performing diagnostics...
Taking snapshot of install directory...
Getting version and status information...
Copying configuration files...
Copying license files...
Checking license...
Copying last 500 lines of each log file...
Creating tar file: debugreport-server.tar...
Compressing debugreport-server.tar (this may take a while)...
Removing /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/log/debugreport-server...
-------------------------------------------------------------------
 Debug Report COMPLETE
 Debug File: /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/log/debugreport-server.tar.gz
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Note the location and name of the debug report (highlighted above in orange. This debug file contains 
extensive diagnostics, the status of current mailings, system statistics, and copies of the configuration 
files. Using this report, technical support will be able to quickly analyze the issues you experienced and 
provide a solution.
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Introduction
About StrongMail Systems, Inc.
About StrongMail Systems, Inc.
Businesses today need a single, future-proof platform for email delivery, personalization and campaign 
management. They need a company with the technology, expertise and services to guide them 
through today's deliverability challenges. In a word, they need StrongMail.

Whether you need to replace a failing MTA or CRM email system, personalize your customer 
communications, or ensure delivery of your email marketing messages, we can help. With StrongMail, 
you get patent-pending technology backed by professional expertise and hands-on support. Our high-
performance solutions are reliable, extendable and fully adaptable to your operating environment - and 
to your vision for the future of your business.

We back up our world-class email infrastructure solutions with personalized consulting services to help 
you unlock the potential of email. We're here to listen. To ask questions. To understand your business 
and IT objectives. Our experienced professionals provide in-depth technical expertise and industry 
knowledge - a winning combination that enables you to solve the email messaging challenges unique 
to your enterprise.

Our goal is to provide highly-scalable, feature-rich technology backed by expert services and support 
to allow you to easily maintain your outbound email. We offer a range of maintenance and support 
packages to fit the demands of every customer, whether you're around the corner or around the globe.

For additional information about StrongMail's products and services, visit our web page at http://
www.strongmail.com/. For support, please log into the Support Portal (http://www.strongmail.com/
support/overview/), or send an email to support@strongmail.com.

Products
StrongMail offers the following additional products:

StrongMail MTA Express   StrongMail MTA Express leverages the benefits of open source and 
commercial innovation to deliver a Linux MTA optimized for commerce. StrongMail combines superior 
scalability with the tools required to work cooperatively with receiving ISPs to differentiate legitimate 
commercial email from spam. StrongMail's cost-effective platform enables authenticated delivery 
without the costly customization of traditional open source MTAs.

StrongMail Email Integration Server   StrongMail Email Integration Server unites StrongMail’s state-
of-the-art MTA software with powerful integration technology that enables dynamic message 
assembly, delivery, reporting and tracking – all within a single “rack-ready” server appliance. The high-
performance appliance combines specially configured and pre-tuned hardware with StrongMail’s 
industry leading Email Application Server (EAS) and MTA software to simplify email deployment and 
streamline email operations.

StrongMail Email Marketing Server   StrongMail Email Marketing Server is a fully integrated, turnkey 
email marketing system for enterprises who want better control, delivery and bottom-line results – all 
without arbitrary lead times or per message charges. Offered as a “rack-ready” appliance, StrongMail 
Email Marketing Server is a combination of specially configured and pre-tuned hardware, StrongMail’s 
industry-leading MTA and EAS software and Message Studio – StrongMail’s email marketing and 
management application.
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StrongMail Transactional Email Server   Extremely reliable and flexible, StrongMail Transactional 
Email Server extends the business logic of your existing e-commerce system to dynamically create 
customized transactional messages that properly reflect your company’s identity and relationship with 
the customer. StrongMail’s proven transactional capabilities work in conjunction with its powerful 
integration and MTA software to offer dynamic message assembly, delivery, reporting and tracking – all 
within a single “rack-ready” server appliance. 

StrongDelivery Tools  StrongDelivery Tools are a valuable complement to your delivery reporting on 
the StrongMail system. The tools are powered by ReturnPath, an industry leader in delivery assurance 
services, and come with full training and support on their use. Support for other delivery assurance 
providers is also available.
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Chapter 1 Managing Mailings


Once you have created your database, message templates, and mailing configuration file, you are 
ready to set up your mailing. Table 1 lists the tasks included in this chapter.


Table 1 Tasks
Task Title Page


Task 1 Setting up a mailing page 2


Task 2 Testing a mailing page 3


Task 3 Sending a mailing page 5


Task 4 Pausing a mailing page 5


Task 5 Resuming a paused mailing page 6


Task 6 Stopping a mailing page 6


Task 7 Recovering a mailing page 7


Task 8 Restarting a mailing page 7


Task 9 Cancelling a mailing page 8


Task 10 Checking the mailing status page 8
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Set up a mailing
Task 1 lists the steps necessary to set up a mailing.


Task 1 Setting up a mailing
Step Action


1 Create a recipient database and save it to the /data1/strongmail/data/databases directory; 
for more information on creating a recipient database, please read  "Chapter 3, Recipient Database". 
The recipient database must include a list of email addresses for the recipients.


If you’ve already created the database you want to use for this mailing, go to the next step.


2 Create the template for your email and save it to the /data1/strongmail/data/messages 
directory; for more information about templates, please read  "Chapter 4, Templates".


3 Create the mailing configuration file and save it to the /data1/strongmail/data/mailings 
directory; for more information about the mailing configuration file, please read  "Chapter 2, Mailing 
Configuration File". At a minimum, the mailing configuration file must include the following directives:


MailingID=Test Mailing 1
Type=Batch
Databases{
     File=Test.db.test, ID=1234, Class=Proof
     File=Standard.db, ID=1235
FromAddress=”John Doe” examples@strongmail.com
BounceAddress=bounce@strongmail.com
MessageTemplates {
     Message {
          ContentType=text/plain
          OutputCharset=UTF-8
          Source {
               Combine {
               SourceFile=newsletter.txt, InputCharset=UTF-8
               }
          }
     }
}
Recipient-Parameter=email
Parameter-Separator=::


4 Once you have completed steps 1 through 3, you should test your mailing.
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Managing Mailings
Test a mailing


Test a mailing
StrongMail recommends testing all mailings. When you test a mailing, StrongMail sends the message 
to the email addresses listed in the test database. StrongMail assembles the message, including all 
defined customizations.


Task 2 Testing a mailing  
Step Action


Creating a test database


1 From the CLI, create a test database in the /data1/strongmail/data/databases directory. For 
the test database, you should use the following naming convention:


filename.db.test


where:
filename is the name of the test database.


2 When creating the entries in the test database, you should use the same format and same delimiters 
as you used in the recipient database.


Adding the test database to the mailing configuration file


3 Open the mailing configuration file for the mailing you plan to test. The mailing configuration file is 
located in the /data1/strongmail/data/mailings directory.


4 Modify the Databases directive to include the test database. The format for the test database is:


File=filename.db.test, ID=string, Class=Proof.


where:


filename is the name of the test database.


string is the unique numeric id for the test database.


5 The Databases directive should look something like this:


Databases {
  recipientlist.db, ID=1234
  testlist.db, ID=1235, Class=Proof
}


6 Save the mailing configuration file.
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Once the test is complete, verify the test recipients received the mailing and that the message contents 
are accurate. Make any changes necessary to the template, databases, customization data, or mailing 
configuration file and re-test the mailing.


NOTE: StrongMail combines the statistics for test mailings with the statistics for the live 
mailing, which allows for tracking of all mailings. StrongMail flags the test statistics as 
“test”. However, if you prefer, you can remove the test statistics. To remove the test 
statistics, from the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory, issue the 
following command: ./sm-client cleanup tests


Testing the mailing


7 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


8 Run the test mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing start filename.cfg TEST


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


9 Verify test results.


Task 2 Testing a mailing  (continued)
Step Action
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Managing Mailings
Send a mailing


Send a mailing
After successfully testing the mailing, you can send the mailing.


Pause a mailing
Occasionally, you may need to stop a mailing. 


Task 3 Sending a mailing
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Start the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing start filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


Task 4 Pausing a mailing
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Pause the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing pause filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.
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Resume a paused mailing
Occasionally, you may need to stop a mailing. 


Stop a mailing
Occasionally, you may need to stop a mailing. 


Task 5 Resuming a paused mailing
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Pause the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing resume filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


Task 6 Stopping a mailing
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Stop the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing stop filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


3 If for any reason you need to stop ALL mailing, you can do that by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing stopall
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Manage stopped mailings
If you stopped a mailing, you can choose to:


• Recover - when you choose to recover a stopped mailing, StrongMail starts where it left off and 
completes the mailing based on the RecoveryMode configuration (located in the strongmail-
client.conf file. 


• Restart - when you choose to restart an active or stopped mailing, StrongMail cancels the current 
mailing, restarts the mailing, and sends the message to all recipients. Any recipient that had 
already received an email as a part of the initial mailing will receive a duplicate email.


• Cancel - when you choose to cancel an active or stopped mailing. Once you cancel a mailing, you 
cannot recover it. StrongMail deletes the mailing status files and removes all information about the 
mailing from the UI. If you need to view information about a cancelled mailing, you must manually 
parse the raw log files.


Task 7 Recovering a mailing
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Stop the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing recover filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


Task 8 Restarting a mailing
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Stop the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing restart filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.
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Check mailing status
You may want to check the status of your mailings. 


Task 9 Cancelling a mailing
Step Action


3 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


4 Stop the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing cancel filename.cfg


where:


filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


Task 10 Checking the mailing status
Step Action


1 From the CLI, go to the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas directory.


# cd /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas


2 Stop the mailing by issuing the following command:


# ./sm-client mailing status
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Every mailing requires a mailing configuration file, which identifies the components of a particular 
mailing, including the database and template. This configuration file also identifies data that StrongMail 
uses to assemble the email, including personalization and attachments.


Place the mailing configuration file in the /data1/strongmail/data/mailings directory. 
StrongMail recommends using the following naming convention for the mailing configuration file:


filename.cfg


where:
filename is the name of the mailing configuration file.


WARNING: Errors in the configuration file may prevent StrongMail from properly assembling 
your mailings.


Directives
The mailing configuration file is comprised of several directives that provide the necessary data for 
StrongMail to assemble the mailing. In order for StrongMail to properly assemble the mailing, each 
directive must use the exact syntax documented in this chapter. Most directives have a standard 
format of directive=value.


The mailing configuration file also uses block directives, which is a series of directives logically 
grouped together (using curly brackets - {}). For example, the Databases directive is a block directive 
that supports three sub-directives:


Databases {
File=recipientlist1.db, ID=1234
File=recipientlist2.db, ID=1235, Class=Proof


}


A few notes regarding the mailing configuration file:


• When creating the mailing configuration file, the order of the directives is not important. However, 
nested sub-directives must be in the appropriate block, using the syntax shown in this chapter.


• All directives are case-sensitive.


• The mailing configuration file supports comments. The comment indicator (#) must be the first 
character in the line and cannot be placed within or following a directive.
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Table 1 lists all the directives, identifies whether the directive is required or optional, whether the 
directive supports personalization, and what format the directive uses. StrongMail recommends you 
order the directives in your mailing configuration file as shown in the table.


Table 1 Directives  
Directive Usage Description


MailingID Required An alphanumeric value used to identify the mailing.


MessageID Optional An alphanumeric value used to identify the message template.


Type Required Identifies the type of mailing, either Batch or Transactional.


Databases Required This block directive identifies the recipient database StrongMail 
should use for the mailing.


FromAddress Required Identifies the name and email address of the sender.


MailSubject Optional Identifies the subject of the email.


BounceAddress Required Identifies the email address where asynchronously bounced 
messages should be sent.


InputHeaderCharset Optional Identifies the character set you used to create the SMTP and 
ESMTP headers. If no character set is defined, StrongMail uses 
the default character set, UTF-8.


OutputHeaderCharset Optional Identifies the character set the email client should use for SMTP 
and ESMTP headers. If no character set is defined, StrongMail 
uses the default character set, UTF-8.


ReplyTo Optional Identifies the email address used when the recipient replies to the 
mailing.


Attachments Optional Identifies the files or files that StrongMail should attach to the 
email.


MessageTemplates Required This block directive identifies the content for the mailing.


Message Required This block sub-directive identifies the type of content used for the 
mailing.


Source Required This block sub-directive uses the Combine and Mixed block sub-
directives to identify the templates used for the mailing.


     Combine Optional This block sub-directive identifies the template files used to create 
the mailing.


     Mixed Optional This block sub-directive identifies that the mailing contains mixed 
file types for the mailing.


MessageHeaders Optional Identifies any custom headers you want to add to the email.


Recipient-Parameter Required Identifies the field within the recipient database that contains the 
recipient’s email address.


Parameter-Separator Required Identifies the field delimiter used in the recipient database.


Row-ID-Column-Name Optional Identifies the field from the recipient database to include in the 
UserID field of the StrongMail logs.


VSG Optional This block directive identifies the virtual server group StrongMail 
should use to send the email. If no virtual server group is specified, 
StrongMail will use the default.
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MailingEndTimeLimit Optional Identifies the percentage of mailings completed that StrongMail 
uses to consider a mailing complete. If no value is set, StrongMail 
uses the default value of 95%.


TokenFiles Optional This block directive identifies any external token files StrongMail 
should use to customize the email.


Logging Optional This block directive identifies whether StrongMail should keep a 
full copy of the email for successful and failed deliveries.


Table 1 Directives  (continued)
Directive Usage Description
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Attachments block 


Purpose
Attachments is an optional block directive that identifies the file or files that StrongMail should attach 
to the email. Before setting up the mailing, you should upload all attachments to the /data1/
strongmail/data/attachments directory. 


Supported sub-directives
• File - required


File
File identifies the file or files that StrongMail should attach to the message.


Usage.  Required


Syntax.  File=filename


where:
filename is name of the attachment.


Example.  File=attachment1.pdf


Block syntax
Attachments {
  File=filename
}


Block example
Attachments {
  File=attachment1.pdf
  File=attachment2.doc
}


SMTP header
Content-Type: multipart/mixed


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Advanced  Attachments
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BounceAddress 


Purpose
BounceAddress is a required directive that identifies the email address where asynchronously 
bounced mail should be routed. There are two methods for handling bounced mail: integrated and 
remote.


For the integrated method, you must install and configure the strongmail-inbox feature. The bounce 
address should be the name of the bounce mailbox you set up on the StrongMail server. When you 
use the integrated method, you must set up an MX record for the StrongMail server domain on your 
authoritative DNS server.


For the remote method, you have set up a mailbox (on an external mail server) to receive all bounced 
messages. When you use the remote method, you can configure StrongMail to retrieve the bounced 
message logs from the remote server using the StrongMail bouncefetcher utility.


Syntax
BounceAddress=bounce_mailbox@domain.com


where:
bounce_mailbox is the name of the bounce mailbox.
domain.com is the domain where the bounce mailbox resides.


Examples
For the integrated method:


BounceAddress=bounce@strongmailserver.com


or for the remote method:


BounceAddress=bounce@yourdomain.com


SMTP header
ReturnPath: bounce@strongmailserver.com


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Bounce Address
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Combine block 


Purpose
Combine is an optional block sub-directive that identifies the message template StrongMail uses when 
assembling the email. A Combine block must be inside a Source block.


Supported sub-directives
• SourceFile - required


• Encoding - optional


• GenerationType - optional


• InputCharset - optional


SourceFile
SourceFile is a required directive that identifies the template you want StrongMail to use.


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  Sourcefile=filename


where:
filename is the template filename and extension.


Example.  SourceFile=newsletter.html


SMTP header.  Content-Type: text/html


Content-Location: newsletter.html


Content-Disposition: inline


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content  Choose Standard Email Message Template(s)


Encoding
By default, SMTP supports 7-bit MIME; ESMTP supports both 7-bit and 8-bit MIME. To ensure that all 
mailings can complete successfully, StrongMail encodes 8-bit data for transmission. The Encoding 
directive identifies the encoding method StrongMail should use.


Usage.   Optional
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Combine block (continued)


Syntax.  Encoding=base64 | quoted_printable


where:
base64 is used for binary data.
quoted_printable is used for content that contains mostly 7-bit data with a few characters 


outside the 7-bit range.


Example.  Encoding=base64


SMTP header.  Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content  Choose Standard Email Message Template(s)  Advanced  
Encoding


GenerationType
The GenerationType directive identifies how StrongMail should manage the customization of an 
email. If no GenerationType directive is specified, StrongMail assumes a type of template. 


Usage.   Optional


Syntax.  GenerationType=none | template | xml


where:
none instructs StrongMail to do no customization on this file.
template instructs StrongMail to use this file as a template; this is the default.
xml instructs StrongMail to translate the file into XSL after completing personalization 


on the file.


Example.  GenerationType=none


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content  Choose Standard Email Message Template(s)  Template Type
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Combine block (continued)


InputCharset
The InputCharset directive identifies the character set you used to create the template. If no 
character set is defined, StrongMail uses the default character set, UTF-8.


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  InputCharset=charset


where:
charset is one of the StrongMail-supported character set. For a list of supported character 


sets, refer to Appendix A.


Example.  InputCharset=UTF-8


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content  Choose Standard Email Message Template(s)  Advanced  
Input Character Set


Block syntax
Combine {
  SourceFile=filename, Encoding=encode_type, InputCharset=charset
}


Block example
Combine {
  SourceFile=logo.html
  SourceFile=newsletter.html, Encoding=base64, InputCharset=UTF-8
  SourceFile=unsubscribe.html
}


SMTP header
StrongMail analyzes all Combine blocks to identify the ContentType for the entire email.


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content  Choose Template
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Databases  


Purpose
Databases is a required block directive that identifies the recipient database that StrongMail uses to 
assemble the mailing.


Supported sub-directives
• File - required


• ID - required


• Class - optional


File
File is a required directive that identifies the recipient database. You can use multiple databases for a 
single mailing; all databases for a mailing must share the same format and use the same delimiters. 


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  File=database


where:
database is the name of the database that contains the recipient list.


Example.  File=recipientlist1.db


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: List Information  Choose List


ID
ID is a required directive that identifies the database used in the mailing. Each database used for the 
mailing must have a unique ID.


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  ID=string


where:
string is a unique numeric string that identifies the database.


Example.  ID=1234


SMTP header.  Part of the X-MailingID.
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Databases (continued)


UI configuration.  StrongMail automatically assigns a value for this field, when you create the mailing 
configuration file through the UI.


Class
Class is an optional directive that indicates StrongMail should use the server associated with the 
class (configured through the UI at Administration  Configuration  Clustering or in the 
strongmail-client.conf file). If you plan to do a test mailing, you should include the Class 
directive; testing uses the proof server.


Usage.   Optional


Syntax.  Class=Proof


Example.  Class=Proof


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: List Information  Choose a Pre-Test List


Block syntax
Databases {
  File=database, ID=string
}


Block example
Databases {


File=recipientlist1.db, ID=1234
File=recipientlist2.db, ID=1235, Class=Proof


}


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: List Information
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Databases (continued)


Restrictions
Databases must conform to the following:


• Databases is a required directive.


• You can include multiple databases in a single mailing.


• If the database is not located in the default directory (/data1/strongmail/data/databases), 
then you must specify the full path. 


• All databases in a single mailing must share the same format and use the same delimiters.
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FromAddress  


Purpose
FromAddress is a required directive that identifies the name and email address of the sender.


Syntax
FromAddress=”name” <email_address>


where:
name is name of the sender, in quotes (this is optional).
email_address is the sender’s email address (this is required).


Example
FromAddress=”Doc Examples” <examples@strongmail.com>


SMTP header
From:examples@strongmail.com


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  From (Name) and From (Email)


Restrictions
FromAddress must conform to the following:


• The receiving mail server must be able to fully-resolve the FromAddress domain. 


• StrongMail recommends that a mailbox associated with the address exists.
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InputHeaderCharset  


Purpose
InputHeaderCharset identifies the character set you used to create the headers. If no character set 
is defined, StrongMail uses the default character set, UTF-8.


Syntax
InputHeaderCharset=charset


where:
charset is one of the StrongMail-supported character set. For a list of supported character 


sets, refer to Appendix A.


Example
InputHeaderCharset=UTF-8


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Advanced  Input Header Character Set
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Logging block  


Purpose
Logging is a block directive that identifies whether StrongMail should keep a full copy of the email for 
successful and failed deliveries.


Supported sub-directives
• FullSuccess - required


• FullFailure - required


FullSuccess
This directive identifies whether StrongMail should include a full copy of the email for successful mail 
deliveries


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  


FullSuccess=ON | OFF


Example.  


FullSuccess=ON


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Advanced  Full Success Log


Success
This directive identifies whether StrongMail should log successful mail deliveries


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  


Success=ON | OFF


Example.  


Success=ON


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  n/a
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Logging block  


FullFailure
This directive identifies whether StrongMail should include a full copy of the email for failed mail 
deliveries


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  


FullFailure=ON | OFF


Example.  


FullFailure=ON


SMTP header.  n/a
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Logging block (continued)


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Advanced  Full Failure Log


Failure
This directive identifies whether StrongMail should log failed mail deliveries


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  


Failure=ON | OFF


Example.  


Failure=ON


SMTP header.  n/a


UI configuration.  n/a


Block syntax
Logging {
  FullSuccess=ON | OFF
  FullFailure=ON | OFF
}


Block example
Logging {
  FullSuccess=OFF
  FullFailure=OFF
}


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field:
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MailingEndTimeLimit 


Purpose
MailingEndTimeLimit is an optional directive that identifies the percentage of completed mailings 
that StrongMail uses to consider a mailing complete. If no value is set, StrongMail uses the default 
value of 95%.


Syntax
MailingEndTimeLimit=percentage


where:
percentage is the percentage that StrongMail should use to consider a mailing complete.


Example
MailingEndTimeLimit=90


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Configurable only from the CLI.
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MailingID 


Purpose
MailingID is a required directive that identifies a particular mailing and can be used to differentiate 
traffic and response rates across mailings. Depending on your company’s requirements, you may 
choose to assign a unique id to every mailing. Or, you may choose to use the same id for several 
related mailings. 


For example, if you are sending same newsletter to your customer base but want to distribute the 
deliveries over a period of time, you might use a common MailingID and a unique MessageID to 
identify a specific mailing. 


Syntax
MailingID=string


where:
string is an alphanumeric string (supports a-z, A-Z, 0-9, and spaces).


Example
MailingID=JanSalesCampaign


SMTP header
Part of the X-MailingID.


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Information  Mailing Tracking ID


Restrictions
MailingID must conform to the following:


• MailingID is a required directive.


• StrongMail recommends using a unique MailingID, but does not require that the id be unique.


• The id must be alpha-numeric (spaces are supported).
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MailSubject 


Purpose
MailSubject is an optional directive that specifies the subject line of the mailing. This directive 
supports personalization, so you can use tokens to provide a customized subject.


Syntax
MailSubject=subject


where:
subject is subject line of the mailing.


Examples
MailSubject=Your monthly newsletter


or


MailSubject=Hi ##FirstName##


SMTP header
Subject: Your monthly newsletter


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Message Subject
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Message block 


Purpose
Message is a required block directive that identifies the templates used for the mailing. The mailing 
configuration file must contain at least one Message block. When StrongMail assembles the message, 
it uses each Message block to create each part of a multipart message 


Each Message block identifies the type of content, source files for the content, and any SMTP headers 
specific to that part of the message.


The Message block resides in either a MessageTemplates block or a Mixed block.


Supported sub-directives
• ContentType - required


• OutputCharset - required


• Source block - required (see page 43)


• MessageHeaders block - optional (see page 31)


ContentType
ContentType is a required sub-directive that 


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  ContentType=mimetype


where:
mimetype is any of the standard MIME types, such as text/plain, text/html, image/jpeg, 


audio/mpeg, or application/zip.


Example.  ContentType=text/plain


SMTP header.  Content-Type: text/plain


UI configuration.  StrongMail automatically determines the content type based on the template you 
use for the mailing.


OutputCharset
OutputCharset is an optional sub-directive that identifies the character set StrongMail should use 
for the content when assembling the message. If no character set is defined, StrongMail uses the 
default character set, UTF-8.


Usage.   Optional
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Message block (continued)


Syntax.  OutputCharset=charset


where:
charset is one of the StrongMail-supported character set. For a list of supported character 


sets, refer to Appendix A


Example.  OutputCharset=BIG-5


SMTP header.  charset=”BIG-5”


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field:


Block syntax
Message {
  ContentType=mimetype
  OutputCharset=charset
  Source {
    Combine {
      SourceFile=filename, Encoding=encode, InputCharset=charset
    }
  }
}


Block example
Message {
  ContentType=text/html
  OutputCharset=BIG-5
  Source {
    Combine {
      SourceFile=logo.html
      SourceFile=newsletter.html, Encoding=base64, InputCharset=UTF-8
      SourceFile=unsubscribe.html
    }
  }
}


SMTP header
Content-Type: text/plain;


  charset=”BIG-5”
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Message block (continued)


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Advanced  Attachments
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MessageHeaders 


Purpose
MessageHeaders is a block directive that identifies any custom headers you want to add to the email. 
StrongMail recommends using the ESMTP standard by prefixing all custom headers with X-.


MessageHeaders supports personalization. Based on a recipient’s profile, you can add custom 
information to the header of the email. For example, you might want to identify the customer as a new 
customer or identify which mailings they subscribe to.


MessageHeaders supports standard SMTP headers and custom X-Headers.


Supported sub-directives
• Header - required


Header
Header identifies the custom header and its value.


Usage.   Required


Syntax.  Header=X-headername: value


where:
headername is the name of the X-header.
value is the value associated with the X-header.


or with personalization:


Header=##token##


where:
token is the name of the token you want to use for personalization.


Example.  


Header=X-CustStatus: New Customer


SMTP header.  X-CustStatus: New Customer


UI configuration.  


Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Additional Headers
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MessageHeaders (continued)


Block syntax
MessageHeaders {
  Header=headername: value
}


Block example
MessageHeaders {
  Header=XCustStatus: New Customer
  Header=XNewsletter: Subscribed
}


SMTP header
X-CustStatus: New Customer


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Additional Headers
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MessageFormatField 


Purpose
MessageFormatField directive is an optional directive used to identify a mailing with a specific 
template. It can be used to track response rates by creative design or changes in content across 
commonly-themed mailings. For example, you can use the MessageID to track the effectiveness of a 
particular template based on click and open rates.


Alternatively, successive mailings on a particular topic might share the same MessageID value, where 
mailings on a different topic would share a different value.


In some cases, you may want to use the same MessageID for multiple mailings when the message 
template remains the same.


Syntax
MessageFormatField=format


where:
format identifies the format column in the target. TEXT, HTML, or MULTI-PART 


Example
MessageFormatField=HTML


SMTP header


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Information  Message Tracking ID


Restrictions
MessageFormatField must conform to the following:


•
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MessageID 


Purpose
MessageID directive is an optional directive used to identify a mailing with a specific template. It can 
be used to track response rates by creative design or changes in content across commonly-themed 
mailings. For example, you can use the MessageID to track the effectiveness of a particular template 
based on click and open rates.


Alternatively, successive mailings on a particular topic might share the same MessageID value, where 
mailings on a different topic would share a different value.


In some cases, you may want to use the same MessageID for multiple mailings when the message 
template remains the same.


Syntax
MessageID=string


where:
string is an alphanumeric string (supports a-z, A-Z, 0-9, and spaces).


Example
MessageID=SaleTemplateA


SMTP header
Part of X-MailingID


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Information  Message Tracking ID


Restrictions
MessageID must conform to the following:


• A single MessageID may be used for multiple mailings, if the message template remains the 
same.
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MessageTemplates 


Purpose
MessageTemplates is a required block directive that identifies the content for the mailing and 
consists of one or more Message blocks. MessageTemplates allows you to combine multiple files 
into a single email. 


For example, if your company sends out a monthly newsletter, you might have “static” files that contain 
the information that doesn’t change from month-to-month, like your logo and an unsubscribe section. 
You’d also have the content of the monthly newsletter that does change from month-to-month. For this 
example, you would have three files:


• logo.html


• Jan07newsletter.html


• unsubscribe.html 


MessageTemplates is made up of one or more Message blocks.


Supported sub-directives
• Message block - required (see page 28)


Block syntax
MessageTemplates {
       Message {
         ContentType=
         OutputCharset=charset
         Source {
           Combine {
               SourceFile=filename, Encoding=encode, InputCharset=charset
           }
         }
       }
}
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MessageTemplates (continued)


Block example
MessageTemplates {
   Message {
     ContentType=text/plain
     OutputCharset=UTF-8
     Source {
       Combine {
           SourceFile=newsletter.txt
       }
     }
   }
   Message {
     ContentType=##AOL_CONTENT_TYPE##
     OutputCharset=UTF-8
     Source {
       Combine {
           SourceFile=newsletter.aol, InputCharset=UTF-8
       }
     }
   }
   Message {
     ContentType=text/html
     OutputCharset=BIG-5
     Source {
       Combine {
          SourceFile=newsletter.html, Encoding=base64, InputCharset=UTF-8
       }
     }
   }
}


SMTP header


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content  Choose Standard Email Message Templates
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Mixed block 


Purpose
Mixed is an optional block directive used when the source for the message contains more than one 
file type. A Mixed block must be inside a Source block.


Supported sub-directives
• Message block - required (see page 28)


Block syntax
  Mixed {
    Message {
      ContentType=text/html
      Source {
        Combine {
          SourceFile=filename, GenerationType=type
        }
      }
    }
  }


Block example
Source {
  Mixed {
    Message {
      ContentType=image/jpeg
      Source {
        Combine {
          SourceFile=image.jpg, GenerationType=xml
        }
      }
    }
  }


SMTP header
Content-Type: multipart/mixed


UI configuration
Configurable only from the CLI.
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OutputHeaderCharset 


Purpose
OutputHeaderCharset identifies the character set StrongMail should use for the headers when 
assembling the message. If no character set is defined, StrongMail uses the default character set, 
UTF-8.


Syntax
OutputHeaderCharset=charset


where:
charset is one of the StrongMail-supported character set. For a list of supported character 


sets, refer to Appendix A.


Example
OutputHeaderCharset=BIG-5


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Advanced  Output Header Character Set
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Parameter-Separator 


Purpose
Parameter-Separator is a required directive that identifies the field delimiter used in the recipient 
database.


Syntax
Parameter-Separator=delimiter


where:
delimiter is the character or set of characters used in the database to separate the different 


fields and values. By default, the delimiter is ::.


Example
Parameter-Separator=::


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: List Information  List Delimiter
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Recipient-Parameter 


Purpose
RecipientParameter is a required directive that identifies the field within the recipient database 
that contains the recipient’s email address.


Syntax
Recipient-Parameter=field


where:
field is the name of the field in the recipient database that contains the recipient’s email 


address.


Example
Recipient-Parameter=email


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: List Information  Email Address Field
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ReplyTo 


Purpose
ReplyTo directive is an optional directive that identifies the email address used when the recipient 
replies to the mailing.


Syntax
ReplyTo=email


where:
email is the email address used when the recipient replies to the mailing.


Example
ReplyTo=examples@strongmail.com


SMTP header
Reply-To: examples@strongmail.com


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Details  Reply-To (Email)
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Row-ID-Column-Name 


Purpose
Row-ID-Column-Name is an optional directive that allows you to identify a certain field from the 
recipient database and include that information (as a unique identifier for the recipient) in the UserID 
field of the StrongMail logs.


Syntax
Row-ID-Column-Name=field


where:
field is the name of the field in the recipient database that contains the data you want 


to use to identify the recipient.


Example
Row-ID-Column-Name=LastName


SMTP header
Used as part of X-MailingID.


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: List Information  User Id Field
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Source block 


Purpose
Source is a required sub-directive block that identifies the source of the message. A Source block 
must be inside a Message block.


Supported sub-directives
At least one of the following sub-directive blocks must be included in the Source block.


• Combine block - optional (see page 14)


• Mixed block - optional (see page 37)


Block syntax
Source {
  Combine {
    SourceFile=filename, Encoding=encode, InputCharset=charset
  }
}


or


Source {
  Mixed {
    Message {
      ContentType=text/html
      Source {
        Combine {
          SourceFile=filename, GenerationType=type
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
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Source block (continued)


Block example
Source {
  Combine {
    SourceFile=newsletter.txt
  }
}


or


Source {
  Mixed {
    Message {
      ContentType=image/jpeg
      Source {
        Combine {
          SourceFile=image.jpg, GenerationType=template
        }
      }
    }
  }
}


SMTP header
Content-Type: multipart/mixed


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Mailing Content
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TokenFiles 


Purpose
TokenFiles is an optional block directive that identifies any external token files StrongMail should 
use to customize the email.


Supported sub-directives
• Name - required


Name
Name is a required directive that is used to identify the name of the token file used to customize the 
email.


Usage.  Required


Syntax.  Name=filename.ext


where:
filename is name of the token file.
ext is the extension of the tokens file. 


Example.  


File=CustomerProfile.tkn


Block syntax
TokenFiles {
  Name=filename.tkn
}


Block example
TokenFiles {
  Name=CustomerProfile.tkn
  Name=zip.rules
}


SMTP header
n/a


UI configuration
Configurable only from the CLI.
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Type 


Purpose
Type identifies the type of mailing (either batch or transactional). Use a batch mailing to send a 
common message (templates, offers, headers) to a large recipient audience in a single mailing at a 
specific time. Batch mailings may contain dynamic personalized content.


Use a transactional mailing to send a single message to a single recipient in response to an action 
performed by the recipient (ie, filling out a web form or making an online purchase). This message can 
be a static message or a customized message based on the recipient’s actions and/or profile.


You can create both batch and transactional mailings from the UI.


Syntax
Type=Batch | Transactional


Example
Type=Batch


SMTP header
Content-Type: multipart/mixed


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New or Mailings  Transactional Mailing  New


Field: n/a
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VSG 


Purpose
VSG is an optional block directive that identifies the virtual server group that StrongMail should use 
when sending the email to the recipient.


Supported sub-directives
• Name - required


Name
Name identifies the name of the virtual server group StrongMail should use to deliver the email. From 
the UI, you can configure virtual server groups from Administration  Configuration  Delivery  
Outbound  Virtual Routing.


Usage.  Required


Syntax.  Name=vsg


where:
vsg is the name of the virtual server group.


Example.  


Name=MktgVSG


Block syntax
VSG {
  Name=vsg
}


Block example
VSG {
  Name=MktgVSG
}


SMTP header
X-VirtualServerGroup: MktgVSG


UI configuration
Screen: Mailings  Mailing  New


Field: Advanced  Virtual Server
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WrapCDATA 


Purpose
WrapCDATA is an optional block directive that 


Supported sub-directives
• Name - required


Name
Name identifies the name of the 


Usage.  Required


Syntax.  Name=field


where:
field is the name of the virtual server group.


Example.  


Name=company


Block syntax
WrapCDATA {
  Name=field
}


Block example
VSG {
  Name=company
}


SMTP header


UI configuration
Configurable only from the CLI.
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The recipient database is a text file that identifies the people you are mailing. Every mailing requires at 
least one recipient database. Place the recipient database in the /data1/strongmail/data/
databases directory. StrongMail recommends using the following naming convention for the recipient 
database:


filename.db


where:
filename is the name of the database.


You can create the database from any location and ftp the file to the StrongMail server. Alternatively, 
you can create the database from the CLI (using VI or another text editor) or from the Mailings tab of 
the UI. 


Database format
The most basic recipient database must contain the email addresses of your recipients. The first row of 
the database identifies the fields (columns) in your database. Figure 1 shows a simple database that 
contains email addresses for multiple recipients.


Figure 1 Simple database
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Recipient profiles
You can also create a recipient database that include profiles of your recipients. A recipient profile 
includes data associated with the recipient that is relevant to your mailings. For example, you may 
want to include the recipients first and last names, their birthday, their zip code, the newsletters they 
subscribe to, etc. You can use the recipient profile to customize the mailing for each customer.


Figure 2 shows a database that include a profile for each recipient. In this case, the profile includes the 
recipients first and last names and their zip codes.


Figure 2 Recipient profile database


Field delimiters
When you create a database that includes recipient profiles, you must separate the fields by a 
delimiter (see Figure 2). The default delimiter is ::. 
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The message template is the file that defines the format and content of the message. Every mailing 
requires at least one template. Place the template in the /data1/strongmail/data/messages 
directory.


MIME standards provide the ability to send multiple formats of a message in a single email. The 
recipient’s email client shows the message in the format that corresponds to the recipient’s viewing 
preferences (set up on the client). StrongMail supports five types of templates:


• HTML
In most cases, these templates are created using an HTML editor and often include links, images, 
and other HTML-formatted content. HTML templates must have a .html extension. 


• Text
These templates are created using a text editor and do not include links or images. Text templates 
must have a .txt extension.


NOTE: Mailings often include HTML and Text versions of the message to meet the reading 
preferences of a wider range of recipients.


• AOL
This template format is used to meet the needs of AOL5.0 (and earlier) recipients, since AOL5.0 
does not support HTML email. AOL templates must have a .aol extension.


NOTE: AOL has not required this format since 2001; we include support for this format for 
backward compatibility.


• Raw


Raw templates are fully-formatted SMTP emails (including all SMTP and MIME headers). 
StrongMail relies on the data provided in the raw template to deliver the email (and uses the 
database and tokens identified in the mailing configuration file). 


StrongMail will ignore all other data in the mailing configuration file. Raw templates cannot be used 
in conjunction with any other template. Raw templates must have a .raw extension.


WARNING: StrongMail does not perform any checks on the SMTP formatting of raw 
messages.


• SMS
These templates are plain text messages that StrongMail delivers to a phone via email; the 
maximum number of characters you may use in an SMS template is 160. SMS templates cannot 
be used in conjunction with any other template. SMS templates must have a .sms extension.
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Sample Templates
 Figure 1 shows a simple text template.


Figure 1 Sample text template


Figure 2 shows the same template, but with HTML formatting.


Figure 2 Sample HTML template
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The command line interface provides a flexible way to manage and monitor the StrongMail processes. 
The following is a list of the command line interface commands:


autotagger 


Usage:   autotagger [OPTIONS] -f INPUTFILE [-o OUTPUTFILE]


Description:  Adds tracking tags to an HTML file by adding a CLICKTAG prefix to all hyperlinks. 


For example:


 <a href="http://www.strongmailsystems.com">strongmail</a> 


becomes:


<a href="##CLICKTAG##100&&&http://www.strongmailsystems.com">strongmail</a>


subsequent anchor hyperlinks are given a value incremented from 100.


Options:   


Example:  autotagger –s 150 -f my_source.html -o message.html


autotagger logrotate sm-server


bouncefetcher mailingreport sm-top


deliveryreport mboxparser sm-ui


domainfreqs mergefiles strongmail-setup


exporter removebadchars trackingreport


faileddetail removedups unsubscribereport


failedparser removerecords


failurereport server-top


-h, --help Displays help screen


-v, --version Displays the version for this utility


-f, –-file INPUTFILE File to process


-o, --output OUTPUTFILE Sends results to this file (will output to screen if unspecified)


-s, --startid  Starts the Link ID with this number (defaults to 100 if unspecified)


-c, --clicktag The clicktag token that should be used in the replacement (defaults to 
##CLICKTAG##)


-u, --urldelimiter The delimiter that should be used to separate the url from the clicktag token 
(will use ArgDelimiter value in strongmail-client.conf, if it does not exists 
defaults to &&&)
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bouncefetcher


Usage:  bouncefetcher [OPTIONS] [FILE]


Description:  Program to retrieve email messages from a remote POP3 server.


Options:  


Example:  
bouncefetcher


deliveryreport


Usage:  deliveryreport [OPTIONS] strongmail-stat.log [-o FILE]


Description:  Provides a report of mail deliveries showing date, mailing-id, and number of messages 
delivered.


Options:  


Example:  
deliveryreport -m 12345 /log/strongmail-stat.log -o myfile.log


-c Specify an alternative configuration file. The default is:/data1/strongmail/config/smclient-
bouncefetcher.conf)


-q Quiet mode, suppresses all standard output


-r Report interval (displays progress every X messages retrieved, DEFAULT: 100)


-l Log to save messages, Default: : data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-bouncefetcher.log


-v Version


-h, --help Display this help message.


-m [MAILINGID] Limit search to mailing Id


-s Summary report only (no dates)


-o [OUTPUTFILE] Output report to file


-v Display version


-h, --help Display help
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domainfreqs


Usage:  domainfreqs --file FILE [OPTIONS]


Description:  Provides a report on the frequency distribution of domain names based on a file's email 
address field.


Options:  


Example:  
domainfreqs --file myfile.log --col 1 –s=”yahoo.com” –l 10


exporter


Usage:   exporter [OPTIONS] INPUTFILE OUTPUTFILE


Description:  Program to reformat an existing file creating a new file with the user-specified desired 
format. Functionality includes the ability to select specific fields, re-arranging specified fields in any 
desired order, removing quote-like characters, and specifying delimiters in both the input and the 
output file.


Options:  


Example:   
exporter -w -i "::" -o "," strongmail-failed.log myfile.csv


-f, --file FILE Name of file to explore


-c, --col COLUMN Column number of email address (if known). If this flag is not used, then the program 
will attempt to guess the email column.


-s, --sortby Specify a domain name to sort by.


-l, --limit Limit of counts to be viewed.


-h, --help Display help.


-v, --version Display version information.


-i Field delimiter for the input file


-o Field delimiter for the output file


-w Output in windows format (\r\n line end)


--noquot Strip quotes from each field


-c Order of desired fields in output file (Example: -c "1,3,2")


--notemp Do not use a temp file write directly to the output_file


-v Display version


-h, --help Display help screen.
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faileddetail


Usage:  faileddetail [OPTIONS] FILE


NOTE: faileddetail replaces failuredetail utility


Description:  Program to categorize reasons for email failures that occur in a failed log, show 
summaries based upon instances of a mailing id and a serial id, view lines from the failed log that 
correspond to a mailing id, save the first N lines from a failed log, and more.


Options:  


Examples:   To get the summary on mailing id 2001 and serial id 123123123:


 faileddetail -m 2001 -s 123123123123 failed1.log


 To view the lines from the log that correspond to 4002:


 faileddetail -t 4002 failed1.log


 To save the first 100 lines from the log that are "unknown" to file saved.log:


 faileddetail -t 9 -o saved.log -u 100 failed2.log


-t View log mode; by type:
1 BLOCK
2 HARD BOUNCE
3 SOFT BOUNCE
4 TECHNICAL
9 UNKNOWN


-o Output filtered log file to this log file (will append)


-u Stop after this number of loglines found.


-m Filter by mailing id


-s Filter by serial id


-h, --help Display help screen.


-v Display version


-filterversion Version of the Bounce codes
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failedparser


Usage:  failedparser [OPTIONS] strongmail-failed.log


NOTE: This utility replaces the bouncereport utility


Description:  Reads a file in either strongmail-failed.log format (11 fields) or aggregate log format (19 
fields) and categorizes reasons for bounces, each with a distinct error code.


Options:  


-m [MAILING-ID] Filter by Mailing ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-d [DATABASE-ID] Filter by Database ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-t [MESSAGE-ID] Filter by Message ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-s [SERIAL-NUMBER] Filter by Serial Number (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-e [ERROR_CODES] Filter by error codes (comma-separates lists allowed)


-g Daily report (includes dates) 


-n Summary report (does not include dates)


-a [LOGTYPE] Address report. Log type is one of the following:
1 = failed log file
2 = defer-failed log file
3 = invalid log file


-x [COUNT] Top domains report. Count should be more than 0, otherwise 5 is used as default 
count.


-o [OUTPUTFILE] Save output to output file (address report and bounce log report only)


-overwrite Overwrite the output file if it exists (The default is to append)


-k [KEYWORD] Filter by keyword (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-w Ignore case when searching by keyword


-csv Output in CSV format


-noquot Strip quotes from the CSV output


-showserial Show the serial number and the mailing id


-serialonly Show the serial number instead of the mailing id


-q Quiet mode (ignores warnings)


-v Version


-filterversion Version of the filter cod


-oldaddressformat Address report in old format


-h, --help Display help screen.
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Example:   


failedparser -g strongmail-failed.log


Error Codes:  
1 BLOCK


2 HARDBOUNCE


3 SOFT BOUNCE


4 TECHNICAL


9 UNKNOWN


failurereport


Usage:  failurereport [OPTIONS] FAILEDLOG [-o OUTPUT FILE]


Description:  Program to list (uncategorized) reasons for email failures.


Options:  


Example:  


failurereport strongmail-failed.log,strongmail-failed2.log -o 
report.output


-d Process defer logs. following are the flags to specify logs.


--failed_log=[defer-failedlog] Default = strongmail-defer-failed.log


--retryfailed_log=[defer-retryfailedlog] Default = strongmail-defer-retryfailed.log


-m Only display errors with X occurrences or more (Default=1)


-t Display the top X errors only


-o [OUTPUTFILE] Output report to a file


-h, --help Display help screen


-v Display Version
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logrotate


Usage:  logrotate [OPTIONS] FILE


NOTE: StrongMail does not recommend rotating STrongMail-generated logs (as that is 
handled by internal processes. logrotate must be run as root or the user strongmail.


Description:  Renames a file, appends timestamp to a filename. Please use with caution. If the file 
being renamed with a timestamp is currently open by a running process (e.g. apache, mysql), you 
must manually restart the process such that the renamed file is no longer used.


Options:   


Example:   


logrotate -f myfile.log


mailingreport


Usage:  mailingreport [OPTIONS] [-o OUTPUT FILE]


 Description:   Displays information about a given mailing, including delivery and response metrics.


Options:  


Example:  


mailingreport -c -f myfile.mail -i install/path -o myfile.output


-e File extension to append to rotated file (example=old)


 -f Name of file


 -a If given with -e, appends timestamp along with extension specified in case file already exists.


 -v Version


 -h Display help screen


-i StrongMail install path


-f MAILING Mailing config file or serial number to search for


-o OUTPUTFILE Output report to file


-c Display report in CSV plain-text format


-s Display all serial numbers for a given mailing file (as specified in -f) or all mailing files if no 
mailing file is specified.


-v Version


-h, --help Display help screen
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mboxparser


Usage:  mboxparser [OPTIONS] FILE [FILE…]


NOTE: mboxparser replaces the bounceparser utility


Description:  Reads a file in mbox format and categorizes reasons for bounces, each with a distinct 
error code.


Options:  


-f <mailboxname> Generates a report (by domain) that identifies the number of complaints 
received from a specific domain.


-c <mailboxname> Generates a report (by mailing id) that identifies the number of complaints 
received from a specific domain for a specific mailing.


-g Daily report (w/ dates) [ DEFAULT ]


-n Summary report (no dates)


-a [LOGTYPE] Address report. log type is one of the following:
4 = bounce MBOX file
5 = feedback MBOX file
6 = unsub MBOX file


-x [COUNT] Top domains report


-m [MAILING-ID] Filter by Mailing ID (regex and comma list)


-d [DATABASE-ID] Filter by Database ID (regex and comma list)


-t [MESSAGE-ID] Filter by Message ID (regex and comma list)


-s [SERIAL-NO] Filter by Serial Number (regex and comma list)


-e [ERROR_CODES] Filter by error category number (comma list)


-k [KEYWORD] Filter by keyword (regex and comma list)


-w IIgnore case when searching by keyword


-body Limit keyword search to message body


-subject Limit keyword search to message subject


-to Limit keyword search to "To:" header


-from Limit keyword search to "From:" header


-z Output the original email


-b Output to strongmail-bounced.log format


-showserial Show the serial number and the mailing id


-serialonly Show the serial number instead of the mailing id


-p [HEADERNAME] Header to use for user ID


-o [OUTPUTFILE] Save output to output file
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Examples:  


mboxparser strongmail-mail.log strongmail-bouncefetcher.log


Error Codes:  


 1 BLOCK


 2 HARDBOUNCE


 3 SOFT BOUNCE


 4 TECHNICAL


 9 UNKNOWN


mergefiles


Usage:  mergefiles [OPTIONS] FILE1 FILE2 [OUTPUTFILE]


Description:  Concatenates two files together. Optionally removes first line header of the second file.


Options:  


Example:  


mergefiles mydb1.txt mydb2.txt mydb.txt


-overwrite Overwrite the output file if it exists. The default behavior is to append.


-csv Output in CSV format


-noquot Strip double-quotes from the CSV formatted result


-v Tersion


-filterversion Version of the filter code


-h, --help Display help screen
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 -x Delete input files after merging


 -f Remove the first line of the second input file


 -i Strongmail installpath


 -v Version


 -h Display help screen
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removebadchars


Usage:   removebadchars INPUTFILE OUTPUTFILE


Description:   Program to remove all windows characters from text/UNIX files.


Option:  


Example:  


removebadchars charsfile.txt no_charsfile.txt


removedups


Usage:  removedups [OPTIONS] FILE


Description:  Utility to remove duplicate emails in a database file. Note that the order of the rows in 
the database file will NOT be preserved.


Options:  


Example:  


removedups -i "::" -f 2 -b database_file.db


 -v Display version


-h, --help Display help screen


-i Field delimiter for the file


-f Column number of email address to match in file (Default: 1 - First Column)


-b Create backup of the original file (backup file will have the timestamp appended to the filename)


-v Version


-h Display help screen
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removerecords


Usage:  removerecords [OPTIONS] REMOVEFILE ORIGINALFILE OUTPUTFILE


Description:  Utility to match and remove records from a database file. Can be used to remove 
bounced/failed addresses or unsubscribe requests. By default, this utility will ignore remove records 
that do not contain an email address. It also checks for valid email addresses in the original database 
column. To turn this feature off use the --nochecks flag


Options:  


Example:  


removerecords -d "::" -o "," remove_records.txt orig_db.txt 
my_output.txt


removerecords -d "::" -o "," -report remove_records.txt orig_db.txt


-d Field delimiter for the REMOVEFILE


-o Field delimiter for the ORIGINALFILE


-f Column number of email address to match in REMOVEFILE (Default: 1 - First Column)


-g Column number of email address to match in ORIGINALFILE (Default: 1 - First Column)


-b create backup of the original file


-i Ignore case


-s Suppress output


-v Version


-h, --help Display help screen


-nochecks Do not perform any data checks (e.g. email address format when removing email 
addresses)


-csv Output in CSV format 


Removefile File containing email addresses to remove from originalfile


ORIGINALFILE File containing records


outputfile Output file (optional) defaults to overwriting ORIGINALFILE


-report Does not remove records, just returns a count of matching records found.
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server-top


Usage:  server-top [OPTIONS] INTERVAL


Description:   A tool resembling Unix top command for strongmail.


Options:  


Example:  ./server-top


sm-top


See server-top


sm-ui


Usage:  sm-ui [OPTIONS]


Description:  Enables control of strongmail user interface process.


Options:  


Examples:  


sm-ui start
sm-ui status


strongmail-setup


See chapter on StrongMail installation.


-i Install path to StrongMail. The SMINSTALLPATH environment variable may also be set in place 
of this option.


-l Stats log file


-p Show historical updates (progress)


-h, --help Display help screen


-v Version


IntervaL Seconds to wait between updates (Default: 10)


start start smui-httpd processes


stop stop smui-httpd


status show status of smui-httpd


-h, --help Display help screen
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trackingreport


Usage:   trackingreport [OPTIONS] FILE [FILE…]


Description:  Utility to gather and compute statistics on tracking, including number of opens and 
clicks. Includes filtering and sorting options for various fields as well as output file formatting options.


Options:  


Examples:  


trackingreport -x 10 /path/to/strongmail-tracking*
trackingreport -x 10 -byuclick /path/to/strongmail-tracking*
trackingreport -g -showserial -csv /path/to/strongmail-tracking*
trackingreport -k *aol.com /path/to/strongmail-tracking*
trackingreport -k "aol.com,yahoo.com" /path/to/strongmail-tracking*


-m [MAILING-ID] Filter by Mailing ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-d [DATABASE-ID] Filter by Database ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-t [MESSAGE-ID] Filter by Message ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-s [SERIAL-NO] Filter by Serial Number (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-k [KEYWORD] Filter by keyword (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-g Daily report (w/ dates) [ DEFAULT ]


-n Summary report (no dates)


-l Link report (works with both -g and -n options)


-x [COUNT] Top domains report (by clicks)


-byclick Sort top domains report by clicks


-byopen Sort top domains report by opens


-byuclick Sort top domains report by unique clicks


-byuopen Sort top domains report by unique opens


-o [OUTPUTFILE] Save output to output file


-overwrite Overwrite the output file if it exists (DEFAULT: append)


-csv Output in CSV format


-noquot Strip quotes from the CSV output


-nounique Do not calculate uniques (faster)


-showserial Show the serial number and the mailing id


-serialonly Show the serial number instead of the mailing id


-v Version


-h, --help Display help screen
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unsubscribereport


Usage:  unsubscribereport [OPTIONS] FILE [FILE...]


Description:  Program to report on unsubscribes.


Options:  


Examples:  


unsubscribereport /path/to/strongmail-unsubscribe.log


unsubscribereport /path/to/strongmail-unsubscribe.log


unsubscribereport -x 10 /path/to/strongmail-unsubscribe.log


unsubscribereport -g -showserial -csv /path/to/strongmail-
unsubscribe.log


unsubscribereport -k *aol.com /path/to/strongmail-unsubscribe.log


unsubscribereport -k "aol.com,yahoo.com,hotmail.com" /path/to/
strongmail-unsubscribe.log


-m [MAILING-ID] Filter by Mailing ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-d [DATABASE-ID] Filter by Database ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-t [MESSAGE-ID] Filter by Message ID (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-s [SERIAL-NUMBER] Filter by Serial Number (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-k [KEYWORD] Filter by keyword (wildcards '*' and comma-separated lists allowed)


-g Daily report (w/ dates) [ DEFAULT ]


-n Summary report (no dates)


-x [COUNT] Top domains report


-o [OUTPUTFILE] Save output to output file


-csv Output in CSV format


-nounique Do not calculate uniques (faster)


-showserial Show the serial number and the mailing id


-serialonly Show the serial number instead of the mailing id


-v Version


-h, --help Display help screen.
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Starting StrongMail Server


NOTE: To run the following commands, you must log in as root. And run these commands 
from the strongmail/stromgmail-mta directory.


To start all of the StrongMail server processes in normal running mode, type the following command.


If you use StrongMail, type the following command. 


Depending on the options selected during setup, the status should appear similar to the list below.


Starting in Simulation Mode
Simulation mode is available to test server processes and performance metrics. When running in this 
mode, messages are not delivered to the end recipient. The DNS lookups, delivery connections, host 
negotiation and logging occur as normal, but the message is not delivered to the recipient mailbox.


To run StrongMail MTA in simulation mode, type the following command:


If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


# ./sm-server smtp start


# ./sm-server start


-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail Server VERSION: 4.0.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Starting smserver-named:                                   [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-inodeserver:                           [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-pstore:                                [  STARTED  ]
Starting goodmail-proxy:                                   [  DISABLED  ]
Starting strongmail-server:                                [  STARTING  ]
Starting smserver-logserver:                               [  DISABLED  ]
Starting strongmail-logprocessor:                          [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-dataprocessor:                         [  DISABLED  ]
-------------------------------------------------------------------


# ./sm-server smtp startsimulation


# ./sm-server startsimulation
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Depending on the options selected during setup, the status should appear similar to the list below.


To restart all StrongMail MTA processes in dummy/simulation mode, type the following command. This 
will prevent the accidental sending of email and allow secure testing of the StrongMail system.


If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


Restarting in Normal Mode
To restart all StrongMail MTA processes in normal mode and send complete emails, type the following 
command. This will begin sending complete emails to the recipients.


If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


Stopping StrongMail Server
To stop all StrongMail MTA processes, type the following command.


If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


If one or more of the StrongMail MTA processes fails to stop, it may be necessary to use the following 
command.


-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail Server VERSION: 4.0.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Starting smserver-named:                                   [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-inodeserver:                           [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-pstore:                                [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-server (SIMULATION):                   [  STARTING  ]
Starting smserver-logserver:                               [  DISABLED  ]
Starting strongmail-logprocessor:                          [  STARTED  ]
Starting strongmail-dataprocessor:                         [  DISABLED  ]
-------------------------------------------------------------------


# ./sm-server smtp restartsimulation


# ./sm-server restartsimulation


# ./sm-server smtp restartnormal


# ./sm-server restartnormal


# ./sm-server smtp stop


# ./sm-server stop


# ./sm-server smtp stopall
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If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


Restarting StrongMail Server
To restart all StrongMail MTA processes, use the following command. This will restart StrongMail MTA 
in the same mode it was last in: either Normal or Simulation mode.


If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


Reloading Server Configuration
You can reload the StrongMail configuration files without restarting the StrongMail server. For example, 
you may find that you are receiving an "Exceeded MaxAttempts" error when mailing to certain 
domains. If you are in the middle of a large mailing, you can address this error by decreasing the 
ConnectionFactorByMX value for that particular domain in the strongmail-mta.conf file and then 
reloading the server configuration.


When reloading your configuration, the following variables are reloaded:


MaxQueueSize 
AdminLevel 
AdminFileRedirect 
AdminFileWritePolicy 
AdminRRDDump 
ConnectionTimeOut 
Stats-Interval 
Admin-Stats-Interval 
QueryOrphan 
Memory  
      Monitoring 
      MonitoringInterval 
      FreeLowerLimit 
WorkerPool  
      MaximumConnections 
      PercentQuittingConnections 
StrongMailServerPool  
      ProcessRecycle 
      Processes 
      RecycleAfterTime 
      RecycleAfterSize 
Logging  
      Success 
      FullSuccess 
      Failure 
      FullFailure 


# ./sm-server stopall


# ./sm-server smtp restart


# ./sm-server restart
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Dns  
      TTL 
      BadDomainsRefreshInterval 
DomainVariables  
      ConnectionFactorByMX 
      ConnectionTimeOutData 
      ConnectionTimeoutQuit 
      ConnectionTimeOut 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection 
      MaxIdleConnectionTimeout 
      MaxAttempts 
      Action 
      Send8BitMIME 
      RetryUnverifiedMessages 
      DeferDNSFailures 
      UseARecord 
      AllowLocalIP 
      SmtpServers  
           IP, Port 
DKIM  
      Signature 
      KeyStore 
      KeyFile 
      Selector 
DomainKeys  
      KeyStore 
      Selector 
      Signature 
      KeyFile 
Goodmail  
       MessagetypeDefaultValue 
       OboIDDefaultValue 
       PayerIDDefaultValue 
       TokentypeDefaultValue 
       AccountID 
       ImprinterID 
       ImprinterPassword 
       IssuerID 
       TokentypeDefaultValue 
       AccountID 
       Signature 
VirtualServers  
      ConnectionFactorByMX 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin 
      MaxAttempts 
      RetryUnverifiedMessages 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnections 
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Reloading a server's configuration will have no effect on any variables other than those listed above. 
To reload all of the StrongMail server processes, type the following on the command line:


If you use StrongMail, type the following command.


Checking StrongMail Status
To check the status of all StrongMail services, type the following command.


The checkservers utility verifies the connectivity between StrongMail components. It checks each port 
of each server configured on the client. Type the following command.


# ./sm-server smtp configreload 


# ./sm-server configreload 


# ./sm-server status


-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail Server VERSION: 4.0.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------
smserver-named:                                            [  RUNNING  ]
strongmail-inodeserver:                                    [  RUNNING  ]
strongmail-pstore:                                         [  RUNNING  ]
goodmail-proxy:                                            [  DISABLED  ]
strongmail-server:                                         [  RUNNING  ]
smserver-logserver:                                        [  DISABLED  ]
strongmail-logprocessor:                                   [  RUNNING  ]
strongmail-dataprocessor:                                  [  DISABLED  ]
-------------------------------------------------------------------


-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail Client VERSION: 4.0.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------


---------------------------------
|Server         |Port   |Status |
---------------------------------
|127.0.0.1      |9010   |ACTIVE |
|127.0.0.1      |9011   |ACTIVE |
---------------------------------
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MTA Status Utility
The MTA status utility shows the status of the MTA internal state in the last 'n' seconds according to 
the setting in the Monitor Interval directive. To launch from the command line interface, type:


Performance
You have the following utilities to view the performance of StrongMail:


• Progress Utility


• Speedometer Utility


• Sm-top Utility


# ./sm-server mtastatus


===============================================================
| StrongMail: MTA Status Report                           ( ) |
===============================================================
|  Time Interval:  From - 16:36:55 To - 16:36:57              |
===============================================================
| Mailing Status                                    0 Servers |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| Message Source        | Accepted        | Delivered         |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| Client                | 0               | 0                 |
| Smtp                  | 0               | 0                 |
| Disk                  | 0               | 0                 |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| Total [Mails]         | 0               | 0                 |
| Rate  [Mails/Sec]     | 0.00            | 0.00              |
===============================================================
| Delivery Status                                             |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| Success | Failure | Deferred | Unverified | DeferredToIMTA  |
| 10      | 0       | 2        | 0          | 0               |
===============================================================
| Resource Pool Status                                        |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| Active SMTPWorkers:            134                          |
| Free SMTPWorkers:              1866                         |
===============================================================
| Server Traffic Status                                       |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| BytesSentToLocalMachine:       18860                        |
| BytesRecvdFromLocalMachine:    721                          |
| BytesSentOutside:              21768                        |
| BytesRecvdFromOutside:         18906                        |
===============================================================
| Queue Status                                                |
---------------------------------------------------------------
| MaxQueueSize     | ActiveQueues     | CurrentQueueSize      |
| 4000             | 2                | 293                   |
===============================================================
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StrongMail Progress Utility
The current progress status of the StrongMail server and mail queue is available through the 
command line interface. To change the interval between report updates, enter the number of seconds 
after the report name (for example, …/sm-server progress 3 for every three seconds) the default value 
is 10 seconds. The progress report displays the current performance metrics for any active mailing.


StrongMail Progress Utility
This report shows the current performance metrics for any active mailing.


# ./sm-server progress


----------------------------------------------------------------------------


StrongMail Server VERSION: 4.0.1


============================================================================


| StrongMail: Speedometer                                                  |


============================================================================


| Msgs Delivered|Msgs/sec|Msgs/hour|Avg/hour |Peak/hour|Last Message Sent  |


----------------------------------------------------------------------------


|     4,234,495 |  256.3 |  922,520|  922,520|1,121,520|06-01-2003 12:39:42|


|       342,576 |  289.8 |1,043,160|1,043,160|1,043,160|06-01-2003 12:39:48|


|       933,591 |  331.2 |1,192,400|1,192,400|1,192,400|06-01-2003 12:39:58|


# ./sm-client progress


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------


StrongMail Email Application Client VERSION: 4.0.1


===============================================================================


| StrongMail: Speedometer |


===========================================================================


| Msgs Delivered | Msgs/sec|  Msgs/hour|  Avg/hour |Peak/hour|Last Message Sent| 


---------------------------------------------------------------------------


|    289 |    28.9 |   104,040 |         0 |   104,040 |01-26-2004 12:31:29|  


| 10,914 | 1,062.5 | 3,825,000 | 3,929,040 | 3,825,000 |01-26-2004 12:31:35| 


| 14,491 |   357.7 | 1,287,720 | 2,484,171 | 3,825,000 |01-26-2004 12:31:47| 


| 18,708 |   421.7 | 1,518,120 | 2,172,541 | 3,825,000 |01-26-2004 12:31:59| 


| 20,902 |   219.4 |   789,840 | 1,835,297 | 3,825,000 |01-26-2004 12:32:05|
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StrongMail Speedometer Utility
The StrongMail Speedometer utility provides average and peak speed metrics, updated every 10 
seconds. It is available through the command line interface. To change the interval between report 
updates, enter the number of seconds after the report name (for example, …/sm-server speedometer 
3 for every three seconds) the default value is 10 seconds.  The progress report displays the current 
performance metrics for any active mailing.


Speedometer Utility for StrongMail


# ./sm-server speedometer


=======================================================================


| StrongMail: Speedometer                Thu June 1 12:39:42 PDT 2003 |
|                                                                     |
| Elapsed Time:                          00:14:56                     |
|                                                                     |
| Peak Speed (msgs/sec):                    331.2/sec                 |
| Peak Speed (msgs/hour):               1,192,400/hour                |
| Avg Speed (msgs/sec):                     289.8/sec                 |
| Avg Speed (msgs/hour):                1,043,160/hour                |
|                                                                     |
=======================================================================
| Msgs Delivered |    Msgs/sec |     Msgs/hour |    Last Message Sent |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
|        260,820 |       289.8 |     1,043,160 | 05-09-2003 02:38:12  |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
| NOTE: Msgs Delivered = Messages delivered starting from the time    |
|          sm-top was run, not the total messages delivered.          


# ./sm-client speedometer


===================================================================


| StrongMail: Speedometer Mon Jan 26 12:33:35 PST 2004|
|                                                                     |
| Elapsed Time:                          00:01:04                     |
|                                                                     |
| Peak Speed (msgs/sec):                    819.8/sec                 |
| Peak Speed (msgs/hour):               2,951,280/hour                |
| Avg Speed (msgs/sec):                       193/sec                 |
| Avg Speed (msgs/hour):                  696,881/hour                |
|                                                                     |
===================================================================
| Msgs Delivered |    Msgs/sec |     Msgs/hour |    Last Message Sent |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
|         12,389 |       201.8 |       726,480 |  01-26-2004 12:33:34 |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
| NOTE: Msgs Delivered = Messages delivered starting from the time|  
|sm-top was run, not the total messages delivered. |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Managing Mailings
Once message templates have been created, the mailing may be tested and then initiated. StrongMail 
recommends testing all mailings prior to sending email to customers and potential customers.


Testing a Mailing
To test a mailing that has been configured, run the built-in StrongMail command:


1 Replace samplecfg.txt with the name of the configuration file that should be tested. If the 
configuration file is not in the default directory, the full path must be provided.


2 A test email will be sent to each recipient listed in the test database, using the specified message 
templates including all personalization and tracking tags. Once the test emails have been verified, 
the complete mailing may be initiated. 


3 The statistics for all test mailings are included with the statistics for normal mailings by default. 
This allows full tracking of all test mailings. However, all test statistics are flagged as "test" and 
may be removed using the StrongMail client. To clean up test statistics, type the following 
command:


Starting a New Mailing
After testing the mailing and making any changes to the templates, user data or configuration, the 
complete mailing may be initiated.


The command for starting a new mailing requires the exact filename of the mailing configuration file. 
Replace samplecfg.txt with the name of the mailing configuration file. If the configuration file is not in 
the default directory, the full path must be provided.


This will initiate the mailing for immediate delivery.


Stopping a Mailing
A mailing that has been started begins sending emails immediately. However, a mailing may be 
paused or stopped, if necessary. When a mailing is stopped or paused, email that has already been 
sent will be delivered, but no further mail will be sent until the mailing is restarted.


To stop a mailing in progress:


# ./sm-client mailing start samplecfg.txt TEST


# ./sm-client cleanup tests


# ./sm-client mailing start samplecfg.txt


# ./sm-client mailing stop testcfg.sample
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Recovering or Restarting a Mailing
To resume a mailing that has been stopped, StrongMail can recover or restart the mailing. A mailing 
may be recovered from the point where it was stopped. Recovery of a stopped mailing makes use of 
StrongMail's logging functionality and ensures complete recovery based on several user settings 
provided.


The RecoveryMode directive in the strongmail-client.conf file governs the handling of recovery. This 
directive takes two values:


Min:  Don't resend messages that were actively being sent, regardless of actual completion status. 
No recipients will receive duplicate emails, but a small number may not receive the email 
message.


Max: Resend all messages that were actively being sent, regardless of actual completion status. 
All recipients will receive the email message, but a small number may receive duplicate emails


To start the mailing from where it left off, type the recover command below 


# ./sm-client mailing recover testcfg.sample


To restart the mailing from the beginning, enter the command below. This is the equivalent of 
canceling and starting the mailing again. Any recipients that received an email as part of the initial 
mailing will receive a duplicate email.


If the mailing should not be recovered, or was initiated in error, the mailing can be canceled. Canceling 
the mailing will remove the mailing from the list of active mailings and prevent the mailing from being 
recovered.


Stopping all Mailings
If all mailings currently active on the server should be stopped, the following command can be used:


This will perform the same and running an ./sm-client mailing stop command on each mailing file 
currently active. After stopping all active mailings, each may be restarted or recovered individually.


# ./sm-client mailing restart testcfg.sample


# ./sm-client mailing cancel testcfg.sample


# ./sm-client mailing stopall
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The following is an alphabetical list of configuration parameters. Although it is possible to manually edit 
the configuration (.conf) files that contain these directives, it is not recommended. Most or all 
configuration should be done via the web browser user interface or through the installation script.  
Configuration files are found in the config directory. 


NOTE: Some values may be referenced by several configuration files by use of the 
IncludeFiles directive. So if the value is modified, it may affect the operation of 
several components.


Directives
Configuration files use directives to store the data StrongMail uses to process a mailing. In order for 
StrongMail to properly assemble the mailing, each directive must use the exact syntax documented in 
this chapter. Most directives have a standard format of directive=value.


Configuration files also uses block directives, which is a series of directives logically grouped together 
(using curly brackets - {}). For example, the Databases directive is a block directive that supports 
three sub-directives:


Databases {
File=recipientlist1.db, ID=1234
File=recipientlist2.db, ID=1235, Class=Proof


}
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Action


Specifies what to do with messages sent a domain. 


SUPPRESS  Causes all messages to the domain to be suppressed: they will not be sent. Messages 
are discarded. For each message, a log entry is made that indicates that the message was 
suppressed.


DEFER  Causes all messages to the domain to be sent to the deferred queue and retried at extended 
intervals. 


FLUSH  Causes all messages to the domain to be discarded. For each message, a log entryis made 
that indicates that the message was flushed. 


AdminPort


This directive is deprecated.


AdminLevel


AdminLevel sets the level of data used by Top Domains reports and the level of detail included in the 
monitor reports. To turn this feature on set AdminLevel to DETAIL. This directive is in the 
strongmail-server.conf file. 


Example:  AdminLevel=DETAIL


AdminFileRedirect


Controls XML data redirection to log file name strongmail-monitor-
report_127.0.0.1_$pid.log. 


Example.   AdminFileRedirect=ON


NOTE: This directive needs to be ON when using mtastatus and topdomains utilities. 


AdminFileWritePolicy


Controls how XML data is redirected to the strongmail-monitor-
report_127.0.0.1_$pid.log file (Applicable only if AdminFileRedirect=ON) Possible values 
are APPEND and OVERWRITE, If set to APPEND, new information is always appended to the end of the 
file. (File size always grows) If set to OVERWRITE (default), new information is always overwritten, after 
truncation. (Average file size remains constant)


Example.   AdminFileWritePolicy=OVERWRITE
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Admin-Stats-Interval


Admin-Stats-Interval is the interval used for sending performance statistics to the StatsAgent.  
This directive is in the strongmail-server.conf file. 


Example.  Admin-Stats-Interval=30


AllowedHosts


AllowedHosts is a semicolon delimited list of the IP addresses or host names of machines allowed 
to connect to this server. Wildcards (*) are allowed. For example: 192.168.0.* enables the range of IP 
addresses from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.0.255. This directive is contained in the strongmail-
server.conf configuration file.


Example.   AllowedHosts=127.0.0.1; 192.*


AllowLocalIP


Enables sending to the local IP address. If not specified, it defaults to OFF.


Example.   AllowLocalIP=OFF


AuthUserName


User name to be provided, while connecting to a StrongMail (as part of the standard SMTP AUTH 
protocol).  Access will be denied to remote hosts or applications connecting without proper 
authentication. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


Example.   AuthUserName=myusername


AuthPassword


Password to be provided, while connecting to a StrongMail (as part of the standard SMTP AUTH 
protocol).  Access will be denied to remote hosts or applications connecting without proper 
authentication. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


Example.   AuthPassword=mypassword


ConnectionTimeOut


The number of seconds the StrongMail server will wait before giving up on the delivery of a message. 
This includes the DNS lookup time, connection and delivery to the remote SMTP server. Decreasing 
this number may result in improved performance while lowering delivery rates to slower SMTP servers. 
This directive is contained in the DomainVariables directive block (domain specific) and in the 
strongmail-server.conf (global default) configuration file.


Example.   ConnectionTimeOut=30
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ConnectionTimeOutData


This variable specifies the timeout interval in seconds in which to wait before givingup on a connection 
when in the DATA sequence of the message sending state.


Example.   ConnectionTimeOutData=300


ConnectionTimeoutQuit


Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a connection when in the QUIT 
sequence of the message sending state. 


Example.   ConnectionTimeoutQuit=10


ConnectionFactorByMX


The ConnectionFactor limits the number of connections opened between a strongmail-server 
process and any MX host receiving the mail. Increasing the connection factor may increase 
performance for some hosts depending on the user database makeup, but may also trigger filtering 
and blocking by certain recipient systems.


Example.   ConnectionFactorByMX=1


DataPoolSize


Specifies the maximum size of memory in MB to be used for memory queues. The default value is 256 
MB. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


Example.   DataPoolSize=256


NOTE: If both directives are defined, the smaller value of MaxQueueSize or DataPoolSize
directives will be used.


DeferDNSFailures


Turn this directive ON to defer failures with invalid domains. This directive is contained in the 
strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


Example.   DeferDNSFailures=ON
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DeferredQueue


NOTE: StrongMail recommends that you modify these settings from the Message Manager 
screen in the UI.


Specifies how long the defer process attempts to send messages before discarding and logging them 
as send failures.


• RetryAfter: Depending on the volume of messages being sent, the RetryAfter option can override 
the TimeToLive option and allow retries after expiration.


• TimeToLive: This is the maximum time in seconds that the inode server tries to resend messages 
after they have been returned or orphaned. A message that still hasn't been sent after the time to 
live has expired will be discarded and logged as a send failure.


Example.   


DeferredQueueService {
     RetryAfter=900
     TimeToLive=14400
}


DeferredQueue (in strongmail-inodeserver.conf only)


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


DeferredServerService


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


DeferTo


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.
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DiskQueue: 


NOTE: StrongMail recommends that you modify these settings from the QueuingMode and 
General screens in the UI.


This directive specifies the queuing mode. There are two options:


• Memory - indicates that the MTA manages IQMP messages and injected SMTP messages in 
memory only.  In this mode, messages only exist in RAM memory and may be irretrievably lost 
should during an electrical or server failure. In such a case recovery can be done if the messages 
are stored in the calling application. (Service=OFF)


NOTE: For example, in the case of StrongMail, there is inherent recovery since the database 
and templates are already on disk in the Central Data Store - this permits StrongMail 
to reconstruct messages and send them out again. This directive is contained in the 
strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


• Disk -  indicates that the MTA will always write a copy of the message to the hard disk and then 
process. (Service=ON)


Both options support the overflow to disk feature. If memory cannot process the incoming messages 
when they arrive, the MTA writes messages to disk. The messages are tagged as “available for 
processing” after the RetryAfter (from DeferredQueue directive) setting expires. These message 
ARE NOT deferred messages, the MTA just uses the same timer for managing overflow messages.


Location identifies the queue location; MaxSize specifies the Disk Queue size in GBs. 
Recommended value is 30% of available disk space.


Example.   


DiskQueue {
   Service=OFF
   Location=data/queue
   MaxSize=2.43
}


NOTE: The startnorecovery startup parameter is ignored when the DiskQueue is OFF.
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DNS


The MTA server can run with its own local DNS cache for best performance. If you wish to use an 
external DNS server, then set DnsService to OFF, change the DnsPort to 53 and, change the IP 
address for DnsSserver. 


UseSOATTL - when ON, indicates that the MTA should use the receiving server’s TTL from their DNS 
SOA record.


TTL is "Time to Live"  - the amount of time that a domain is kept in the DNS cache.


RefreshInterval specifies the number in seconds that the MTA server caches bad domainsthat have 
been marked as failed before another lookup is attempted. TTL is the expiration time interval for DNS 
data.


Example.   


Dns {
    UseSOATTL=OFF
    TTL=36000
    BadDomains {
        RefreshInterval=900
    }
}


DnsPort


Thie directive is deprecated. Directive functionality is moved to the DnsServer block directive. 


DnsServer


This block directive identifies the IP of the DNS server and the port the MTA will use to communicate 
with the server.


Example.   


DnsServers {
        IP=127.0.0.1,      Port=53
}


DnsService


Enables StrongMail DNS service.


Example.   DnsService=ON
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DomainKeys


This directive block contains controls digital signatures for outbound messages using Domain Keys. 
This directive block is contained in the domain-keys.conf configuration file. The DomainKeys 
block allows the ability to:


• determine which domain messages will be signed


• determine which key (per domain) will be used when signing messages


• determine the default policy for signing (via 'Default') for domains not specifically defined in 
DomainKeys block 


• determine what appears in the 's' tag (selector) in the DomainKeys-Signature 


• turn signing ON or OFF for specific domains


Settings:


• Default: Applies only to the domains listed in the DomainKeys block.  


• Signature: [ON|OFF] controls if domain keys signing should be used for the domain.  It defaults to 
OFF if no value is defined


• KeyFile: Name of private key file to used when signing messages. The default location for key 
files is: /data1/strongmail/data/keystore/domainkeys/


• Selector: Defaults to dummy if no value is defined


Example.   


DomainKeys {
    Default {
        Signature=OFF
        KeyFile=default.pem
        Selector=dummy
        Canon=nofws
    }
    domain1.com {
        Signature=ON
        KeyFile=domain1.pem
        Selector=cirrus
    }
    domain2.com {
        Signature=OFF
        KeyFile=domain2.pem
        Selector=stratus
    }
    domain3.com {
        Signature=ON
        KeyFile=domain3.pem
    }
}
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Domain-Variables


NOTE: StrongMail recommends that you modify this configuration from the UI.


This configuration file contains the configuration directives that control domain-specific connection 
management. This directive block is contained in the domain-variables.conf configuration file.


Directive Description


Default Lists the default configuration for variables if no block is defined for a domain.               


Defer This directive is deprecated in 4.1


DeferTo Specifies the defer server configuration to use.


MaxAttempts Specifies the maximum number of retries to attempt before giving up on a 
failed delivery.


ConnectionTimeOut Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a 
connection.


ConnectionTimeOutData Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a 
connection when in the DATA sequence of the message sending state.


ConnectionFactorByMX Specifies the max number of concurrent connections used per MX server.


MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin Specifies the max number of messages sent per minute per domain. You can 
use this for throttling throughput to a specific domain.


RetryUnverifiedMessages Enables automatic retries for messages that have not been acknowledged by 
the receiving MX server.


SmtpServers Specifies the MTA relay to use for a domain, if specified, then no DNS lookup 
will be done; instead, the IP address and port specified are used
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Example.   


DomainVariables {
    Default {
        RetryUnverifiedMessages=ON
        ConnectionFactorByMX=30
        DeferTo=Defer
        ConnectionTimeOut=30
        ConnectionTimeOutData=300
        MaxAttempts=2
    }
    hotmail.com {
        RetryUnverifiedMessages=OFF
        SmtpServers {
# If Port is not defined then the default is 25                     
            IP=192.168.6.1
            IP=192.168.6.2, Port=9025
            IP=192.168.6.3
        }
    }
    msn.com {
        RetryUnverifiedMessages=OFF
    }
}


ExcludeLogFiles


This option allows you to specify which files to exclude while rotating logs.


ForkChild


This directive is deprecated as of 4.0.0.
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FTP Directives


The following directives control the FTP server:


Example.   


anonymous_enable=YES
chown_uploads=YES
chown_username=strongmail
local_enable=NO
secure_email_list_enable=YES
hide_ids=YES
listen=YES
write_enable=YES
ftpd_banner=Welcome to the Strongmail FTP Service
nopriv_user=strongmail
anon_mkdir_write_enable=YES
anon_upload_enable=YES
anon_world_readable_only=NO
anon_other_write_enable=YES
anon_umask=0770
anon_root=
email_password_file=
tcp_wrappers=YES


Headers


The following headers are added to messages sent by StrongMail: 


X-VirtualServerGroup: <VSG> 


Identifies the virtual server group used for sending the mail. Changing the VSG block will change value 
of this header. VSGs can be specified per mailing.


Example.   


VSG{
     Name=gold
}


For MTA, VSG can  be specified using the VirtualServerRules{ } block in virtual-servers.conf.


X-VirtualServer: <IP address>  


Identifies the Virtual server's IP address
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Custom Headers
You can add custom headers to any message using the MessageHeaders block in the virtual 
server group configuration.


Example.   


VirtualServers { 
    Debug=ON 
    MyVSG{ 
        Servers { …. } 
        MessageHeaders {  
             Header=Myheader1:val1 
       } 
   }  
}


will generate this header: MyHeader1:val1


If Debug=OFF in strongmail-virtualservers.conf, then X-VirtualServer header is not added


X-Destination-ID: <email address> identifies the recipient address


X-SMHeaderMap: mid="X-MailingID" identifies the "Mailing-Id" header name. X-SMHeaderMap 
header is generated from the following block in strongmail-server.conf:


SMHeaderMap{ 
      Header=mid, MapTo=X-MailingID 
}


will convert to: 


X-SMHeaderMap: mid="X-MailingID"


X-MailingID: <SerialNo>::<Mailingid>::<ListId>::<MessageId>::<RowId>::<RowNum> identifies 
various mailing parameters. For example:


X-MailingID:977797120::1245::1234::0000::1::1"


X-Mailer: <product name> <version> identifies the product name and version. For example: 


X-Mailer: StrongMail Enterprise 3.2.0(3.00.44) 


Date: <date> identifies received date 


From: <email address> identifies the sender 


Received: <from description…> identifies the receiver and sender hosts 


Return-Path: <originator> identifies the message originator. Return Path is added only to inbound 
messages.


HeartBeat


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.
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InboxServer


This option enables the Inbox server and is located in strongmail-server.conf.


Example.   InboxServer=OFF


IncludeFiles


A generic block for including config files.  If no DefaultPath is defined, the /data1/strongmail/
config directory will be searched.


Example.   


IncludeFiles {
DefaultPath=/path/to/default/forthis/block
File=virtual server.sample


}


InodeServerIP


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


InodeServerPort


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


InodeServerRecoverOrphanMessages


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


List-ID-Parameter


The standard parameter name for the numeric database identifier used to differentiate traffic and send 
processing across multiple databases. (examples: "ListID", "DatabaseNum", "MailingListID"). The 
default is DatabaseID.


LogCollector


LogCollector is used to download and aggregate logs from external StrongMail servers. The default is 
OFF.


Example.   LogCollector=OFF
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LogCollectorInterval


The time in minutes to wait between retrievals of Log data. The default is 10.


Example.   LogCollectorInterval=10


Logcollector configuration


Logcollector is configured by a file named /data1/strongmail/strongmail-client/config/
smclient-logcollector.conf.


It should contain a list of hosts for which the server is authorized to establish a connection.


Example.   127.0.0.1


LogFiles


Specifies the  names of the log files and which files will be rotated. This directive is used in the 
strongmail-logprocessor.conf file.


Example.   


LogFiles{
         Name=strongmail-failed.log
         Name=strongmail-defer-success.log
         Name=strongmail-defer-failed.log
         Name=strongmail-server.log
         Name=strongmail-fullfailed.log
         Name=strongmail-success.log
         Name=strongmail-fullsuccess.log
         Name=strongmail-defer-fullsuccess.log
         Name=strongmail-smtp.log
         Name=strongmail-invalid.log
         Name=strongmail-unverified.log
         Name=strongmail-unsubscribe.log
         Name=strongmail-retryfailed.log
         Name=strongmail-tracking.log
         Name=strongmail-client.log
         Name=strongmail-retryfailed-bcc-cc.log
         Name=strongmail-defer-failed-bcc-cc.log
         Name=strongmail-defer-success-bcc-cc.log
         Name=strongmail-failed-bcc-cc.log
         Name=strongmail-success-bcc-cc.log
         Name=strongmail-unverified-bcc-cc.log
}
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Logging


The following directives control logging. 


Example.   


Logging {
Success=OFF
FullSucess=OFF
Failure=ON
FullFailure=OFF


}


LogRotationInterval


Indicates how often EAS rotates the aggregate logs, in minutes. The default is 5.


Example.   LogRotationInterval=5


LogServer


The LogServer is used by remote StrongMail Email Application Servers to collect log data from the 
MTA and aggregate the data at a central remote location.


Example.   LogServer=OFF


LogServerAllowedHosts


IP address of allowed hosts.


Example.   LogServerAllowedHosts=127.0.0.1


LogServerPort


Specifies the port to use for LogServer. The default is 9873.


Example.   LogServerPort=9873


Directive Description


Success=ON reports on successful mail deliveries 


FullSuccess=ON reports on successful mail deliveries and stores a full copy of the message 


Failure=ON     reports on failed mail deliveries 


FullFailure=ON reports on failed mail deliveries and stores a full copy of the message
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Mailboxes


The Inbox server must be enabled to use this directive.  Mailbox definitions are stored in the 
strongmail-mailboxes.conf file.


NOTE: Wildcards and regex expressions are allowed in mailbox names.


If the File points to a directory, then the directory must exist and have write permission by user/group 
strongmail. The fine name and extension can be any regular file descriptor. 


Example.  The general format is:


MailBoxes {
    Mailbox=abc@strong-mail.com, File=newfile1.txt, Type=general, 
MailSizeLimit=8192
    Mailbox=bounce@*, File=newfile2.txt, Type=bounce, MailSizeLimit=8192
    Mailbox=bounce@strong-mail.com, File= , Type=bounce, 
MailSizeLimit=8192
    Mailbox=bounce@newdomain.com, File=newdomain.file, Type=bounce, 
MailSizeLimit=8192
    Mailbox=unsubscribe@domain2.com, File=unsubscribe.mail, 
Type=unsubscribe, MailSizeLimit=8192
    Mailbox=aolfeedback@domain.com, File=aolcomplaints.mail, 
Type=complaint, MailSizeLimit=8192
    Mailbox=test@local-test.strongmailsystems.com, File=test.mail, 
Type=general, MailSizeLimit=8192
}


Mail-Subject-Parameter


To change the parameter name for the Subject line for strongmail, change this line to the appropriate 
characters. (examples: "Subject", "SubjectLine", "MailTitle"). The default is MailSubject.


Mail-ReplyTo-Parameter


The standard parameter name for the reply email address where all written return mail should be sent. 
This does not include bounces or automated replies, but only responses sent. The default is ReplyTo.


Type Description


BOUNCE These types of mailboxes are configured to store asynchronous bounce messages received 
from ISPs. 


COMPLAINT These types of mailboxes are configured to store (asynchronous) complaint or SPAM abuse 
feedback loop messages received from ISPs. 


UNSUBSCRIBE These types of mailboxes are configured to store unsubscribe request messages received 
from recipients. 


GENERAL These types of mailboxes are configured to store reply messages received from recipients. 
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MailingEndTimeLimit


Mailing end time will be recorded when the percent specified of total messages have been attempted 
once. The default is 95.


Example.   MailingEndTimeLimit=95


Mailing-ID-Parameter


The standard parameter name for the numeric mailing identifier used to differentiate traffic and 
response rates across mailings. The default is MailingID.


Message-ID-Parameter


The standard parameter name for the numeric identifier associated with each message template. This 
parameter can be used to track response rate by creative, changes in content or design across 
similarly named message files, etc… (examples: "TemplateID", "MessageTemplateID", "ContentID"). 
The default is MessageID.


MTALifeTime


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


MaximumConnections


MaximumConnections controls the maximum number of connections that the MTA server can make 
to remote MX servers. This directive is contained in the DomainVariables and in the WorkerPool 
directive blocks. 


Example.   MaximumConnections=500


NOTE: The total number of connections specified in the DomainVariables block will be 
capped at the value specified in MaximumConnections specified in the 
WorkerPool directive block. 


MaxQueueSize


Each StrongMail server process maintains independent queues of mail to be sent to each target 
domain. The MaxQueueSize will prevent the server processes from exceeding the specified queue 
length, which may be used if experiencing memory management issues. MaxQueueSize determines 
the size of memory queues in messages. 
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This directive should be set to a value that will limit the memory used to be below the amount of free 
memory after all OS and application processes are loaded. For example, if the average message size 
is 50 KB and MaxQueueSize=10000, then the amount of memory consumed by the queue will be 
approximately 500 MB. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf configuration 
file.


Example.   MaxQueueSize=30000


NOTE: If both directives are defined, the smaller of MaxQueueSize or DataPoolSize
directives will be used.


MaxAttempts


The number of times the StrongMail server will attempt to deliver a failed message delivery. Increasing 
this number may increase the number of successful deliveries but may lower performance as well.


Example.   MaxAttempts=3


MaxPercentofQueue


Specifies the maximum percentage of the queue that this domain should occupy. It is recommended 
that this setting be equal to 1 whenever “Max Messages per Minute”  is less than 1000 or “Connection 
Limit by MX” is less than 3.


NOTE: This directive is only valid for EAS/SERVER configurations it will have no effect on 
MTA only configurations.


MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin


This variable allows configuring domain limit for message speed.


Example.   MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin=200


Message-Token-Separator


The standard delimiter for indicating personalization fields in message templates (for example: 
##RecipientAddress## to insert the email address). This may be changed if the default delimiters 
conflict with other systems or tools. (examples: "::", "%%%"). The default is ##.


Example.   Message-Token-Separator=##
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MXHistorySize


Set this value to the number of times each MX Server should be tried before failing the connect to the 
MX server. With each failed connect attempt to an MX Server, this value is decremented by one, so for 
example if the initial value was 3, it would be reduced to 2 after the first failed connect attempt. 


Once the MXHistorySize for a particular MX Server reaches 0, we have to wait until the DNS refresh 
for the history to be restored to 3. A successful connect will restore the history for that MX Server to its 
full value. 


The default value for MXHistorySize is 3.


Example.   MXHistorySize=3


Parameter-Separator


The standard delimiter for separating fields in all databases of users uploaded to the system. This may 
be set during setup to any standard delimiter, including "tab" for tab delimited files, "," for comma 
separated values, or any other delimiter used by the third-party list management software. The default 
is ::. This directive now supports escaped sequences.


Example.   Parameter-Separator=::


Parameter-Set-Separator


The standard delimiter for record sets of user data. This may be set to any character, or 'tab' (for the 
tab character '\t') or 'newline' (the default). The default is newline. This directive now supports escaped 
sequences.


Example.   Parameter-Set-Separator=newline


ParamValue-Separator


The delimiter used in configuration files and global data sets can be changed from the default if 
necessary. This will impact mailing configuration files and global parameters (it will not affect the 
strongmail-client.conf). The default is =.


ParseMyHeader


This directive can be used to track emails based on header values and is located in strongmail-
server.conf.  The value will appear in the strongmail-failed.log and strongmail-
success.log. 


Port


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.
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PstoreIP


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


PstorePort


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


QueueSize: (default="100") 


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


QueryOrphan


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


Reconnect-Interval


This is the interval between retry attempts made by the StrongMail client to communicate with each 
configured StrongMail server. The time is specified in seconds, and may be adjusted to tune 
performance and reliability over remote connectivity. Consult technical support prior to changing the 
Reconnect-Interval from its default as it may have unintended performance or reliability 
consequences. The default is 5.


Example.   Reconnect-Interval=5


Recipient-Parameter


The standard column heading for the user's email address for all user databases. To accommodate 
differing corporate standards or external list management software, the setting may be customized. 
(examples: "EmailAddress", "UserEmail", "Email"). The default is RecipientAddress.


Example.   Recipient-Parameter=RecipientAddress


RecoveryMode


Governs the handling of recovery.  This directive takes two values:


Min:  Don't resend messages that were actively being sent, regardless of actual completion status. No 
recipients will receive duplicate emails, but a small number may not receive the email message.


Max: Resend all messages that were actively being sent, regardless of actual completion status. All 
recipients will receive the email message, but a small number may receive duplicate emails.


Example.   RecoveryMode=Min
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RequestManager


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


RetryUnverifiedMessages


This directive enables the retry sending of messages if acknowledgement is not received by the time 
that the ConnectionTimeoutData value is reached. Certain mail systems do not send a final 
acknowledgement after the receipt of an email.  


In these cases, the server has successfully negotiated a transaction with the receiving server but 
cannot confirm that the email transaction was successfully completed.  This can lead StrongMail to 
resend the email until an acknowledgement is received, thereby possibly duplicating mails to 
customers.


The RetryUnverifiedMessages directive allows you to control whether or not StrongMail server 
tries to resend emails until an acknowledgement is received from the receiving server.  Regardless of 
the directive's value, StrongMail server will mention the incident in the unverified.log file. If the directive 
is turned on, the server will continue to resend emails until the MaxAttempts directive is met.  Each 
time the mail is resent, the unverified.log is updated to read: "Retrying unverified message potential 
duplicate."


If the directive is turned off, the server will not try to resend the email.  The unverified.log is updated to 
read: "No ACK (Unverified) - Possibly sent, not retrying."


Example.   RetryUnverifiedMessages=OFF


ReturnTo


The ReturnTo block allows the ability to specify an email message template to use when returning 
undeliverable messages to the original sender. You can specify all of the headers such as the "From:" 
address, for example, postmaster@yourdomain.com; the subject header for returned messages; for 
example, "Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender"; the message body template for returned messages; 
for example, "Your message did not reach the following recipient(s):" and logging for successful or 
failed deliveries of returned messages. This directive block is contained in the return-to-
sender.conf file. 
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Example.   


ReturnTo {
    Service=OFF
    Sender=postmaster
    Subject="Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender"
    Message="Did not reach the following recipient(s):"
    Logging {
        Success=ON
        Failure=ON 
    }
}


Row-ID-Column-Name


If each record has a specific row id in the data, indicate the column name. For example, if the user 
database includes a CustomerID or other record number, the column name should be configured. The 
default is set to null.


Example.   Row-ID-Column-Name=


Stats-Interval


The amount of time (in seconds) that the StrongMail server processes uses to poll for statistics.  
Decreasing this number results in a decrease in performance due to additional processing overhead.


Example.   Stats-Interval=5


From: System Administrator
To: John Doe
Subject: Undeliverable: new product announcement


Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients.


      Subject:new product announcement
      Sent:4/11/2005 11:33 AM


The following recipient(s) could not be reached:


   invaliduser@domain.com on 4/11/2005 11:33 AM


The e-mail account does not exist at the organization this message was sent to.  Check the e-mail address, or 
contact the recipient directly to find out the correct address.
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Scheduler configuration


Scheduler is configured by a file named smclient-scheduler.conf. It should contain UNIX style 
commands that could have been run at the command line.  The file format is MM/DD/YYYY HH:DD 
followed by the delimiter "::" and the command to run.


Example.   


# Format for scheduler is MM/DD/YYYY HH:DD
# Wildcards(*) may be used and values may be separated by commas
# Examples:
#  2/*/* 12:01::/fullpath/testscript.pl ( would run everyday in February 
at 12:01
#  */1,15/* 00:00::/fullpath/testscript.pl ( would run on the 1st and 
15th of every month at midnight)
#  */wed,sat/* 12:00::startmailing mailingcfg.sample ( would run a 
mailing every wed and sat at noon )
9/3/2004 10:00::echo hello


Sender-Parameter


The parameter name for the email address of the sender, or the From address. This may be used to 
display or integrate custom parameters for the sender's address. (examples: "Sender", "FromEmail"). 
The default is FromAddress.


ServerDomainName


The domain name of the server ( for example, strongmail.com ). ServerDomainName is used when 
connecting to receiving MX servers using the HELO command to specify the sender name. 


For example: "Sender: HELO walton.net"


Example.   ServerDomainName=


ServerProcesses


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.


SMTPServer


SMTPServer is used for enabling or disabling the SMTP service and is located in strongmail-
server.conf. This directive should be ON for SMTP (MTA) and SMTP Defer servers.


Example.   SMTPServer=ON
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SMTPPort:


Port identifier for SMTP.


Example.   SMTPPort=25


NOTE: SMTPPort is set to 9321 in the defer server configuration only


SNMP Directives


These directives control the SNMP configuration parameters. This directive is contained in the 
snmp.conf configuration file.


Example.   


SecurityGroups {
    localhost {
        Community=strongmail
        Source=127.0.0.1
    }
}
Process {
    Name=smserver-named
    Name=strongmail-smtp 
    Name=strongmail-inodeserver
    Name=strongmail-pstore
}
Load {
    OneMin=25
    FiveMin=25
    FifthteenMin=25
}


StartingPort:


This directive is deprecated in 4.1. 


Stats-Interval


Stats-Interval specifies the time interval in seconds for reporting statistics to a StrongMail Email 
Application Server. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


Example.   Stats-Interval=3
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StrongMailServers


Hostname or IP addresses and port identifiers for StrongMail server processes.  Included in this setting 
is the Class parameter which allows the designation of priority and deferral servers.  The class 
parameter may be specified as one of the following values.


• Proof:  The server processes for this block are reserved for test mailings only.


• No value:  If the "Class" parameter is not specified, the server block is reserved for standard 
mailings.


Example.   


StrongMailServers{
    HostName=127.0.0.1, StartingPort=9010, Connections=10, 
AuthUserName=*, AuthPassword=*
    HostName=127.0.0.1, StartingPort=9011, Connections=10, Class=Proof, 
AuthUserName=*, AuthPassword=*
}


StrongMailServerPool


Process recycling and pooling has been added to the StrongMail server to increase network 
performance and system utilization. While the server runs as a pool of processes, there is one 
administrative process and others work as worker processes.  


When required, the server creates new worker processes and recycles existing processes at the 
appropriate time. When a worker process starts the recycling process, it stops accepting connections 
and runs until undelivered mail is delivered and its queue is empty.  


Simultaneously, a new process is launched to take its place. The optional Processes field specifies the 
maximum number of worker processes that should exist at any given time.  When unspecified, a 
default value of one is assumed. 


This field does not include the administrative process which always exists. The RecycleAfterTime 
attribute specifies the amount of time in seconds that a process should live before it recycles: it should 
typically be set to a value greater than or equal to 36000 (ten hours). When unspecified, the default 
value is 36000. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf configuration file.


Example.   


StrongMailServerPool {
   ProcessRecycle=ON
   Processes=3
   RecycleAfterTime=604800 # time in seconds (7 days)
   RecycleAfterSize=1000 # process size in MB
}
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strongmail-named.conf


The strongmail-named.conf file is the configuration file for the strongmail-named process.  This 
file is automatically configured by setup and should not need to be modified.  The file is a standard 
BIND configuration file.


Tokens and Click Tags


Token: A token can be used as shorthand notation for a longer string of characters, for example, a 
URL or some other type of HTML markup.  Tokens are monikers that refer to another string of 
characters, usually a string that is longer or more complicated.  


Tokens can be used to identify parts of a mailing where tracking of user behavior, with respect to 
opening and clicking, can take place.  


Click: When a token is used for the purpose of defining how StrongMail client should track user clicks 
and opens, it is called a Click Tag.  Click Tags themselves can contain any number of tokens.


Additionally, since URLs can contain variable-name=value pairings, a Click Tag can serve to define a 
URL that defines a set of variables to track.  Furthermore, Click Tags can be personalized such that the 
tokens used correspond to a particular user's data from an email database.  As mailings are sent, Click 
Tags are resolved, expanded, and introduce personalization such that StrongMail client can track user 
behavior with respect to any field represented in the CLICKTAG token.


Pre-defined Click Tags
StrongMail defines a number of Click Tags that illustrate how the tracking mechanism works.  


These tags include:


• CLICKTAG
• SHORTCLICKTAG
• TINYCLICKTAG
• OPENTAG
• UNSUBSCRIBETAG
• SHORTUNSUBSCRIBETAG
• TINYUNSUBSCRIBE


Refer to the section Advanced Tracking Features for usage examples.


CLICKTAG:  The click tag provides a simple way to insert the click tracking tag into HTML style 
emails. This tag expands to the tag specified in configuration file, including individually identifiable 
tracking by email address, IP address and user ID. Also included are mailing id, message id and 
database id, for performance tracking. This tag can be configured with additional custom parameters in 
the "extra=" field, including any global parameters or any fields provided in the user database.


Due to the number of variables passed, this tag is not appropriate for text style emails. 


CLICKTAG=http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?type=click|mailingid=##MailingID##|messageid=##MessageID##|databaseid=##Data
basesID1##|serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER##|emailed=##\Recipient-
Parameter##|userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name##|extra=|||
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SHORTCLICKTAG:  This tag is similar to the CLICKTAG above, but uses all field abbreviations and 
reduces the number of fields collected to a minimum. This may be suitable for text style emails where 
individual recipient fields are required. Similar to the CLICKTAG, additional fields may be included as 
required.


TINYCLICKTAG:  The shortest version of the click tracking tag is the TINYCLICKTAG. It contains only 
a bare minimum of fields and abbreviates all parameter names. Use this tag with text style emails. If 
the tracking server is running on http port 80, the URL may be configured to not include the 
":##PORT##", additionally shortening tag.


OPENTAG:  The open tag provides real-time reporting on the number of users who open the HTML 
style email. This is achieved through a server process which is called by the OPENTAG. Additional 
fields may be appended to the OPENTAG using the "&extra=" field, including any mailing specific 
global variables or any fields provided in the user database.


UNSUBSCRIBETAG:  Tracking of unsubscribe requests can be managed by the StrongMail system if 
this unsubscribe tag is included in the email. The unsubscribe tag does not contain any text, and may 
be used in addition to other list management systems by using the built-in redirect feature of the 
unsubscribe tag (see Subscription Management above). 


Existing parameters may be modified in the configuration file, and additional fields may be appended 
to the UNSUBSCRIBETAG using the "&extra=" field, including any mailing specific global variables or 
any fields provided in the user database.


Due to the number of variables passed, this tag is generally not appropriate for text style emails. 


SHORTUNSUBSCRIBETAG:  This tag is similar to the UNSUBSCRIBETAG above, but uses all field 
abbreviations and reduces to a minimum the number of fields collected. This may be suitable for text 
style emails where individual recipient fields are required. Similar to the UNSUBSCRIBETAG, 
additional fields may be included as required.


SHORTCLICKTAG=http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?t=c|mid=##MailingID##|msgid=##MessageID##|did=##DatabaseID1##|sn=##SERIAL_NU
MBER##|eid=##\Recipient-Parameter##|uid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name##|extra=|||


TINYCLICKTAG=http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?t=c|mid=#MailingID##||| 


OPENTAG=<IMG SRC="http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?mailingid=##MailingID##|messageid=##MessageID##|databaseid=##DatabasesID1##|
type=open|serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER##|emailid=##\Recipient-Parameter##|userid=##\Row-
ID-Column-Name##|extra=|||" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 BORDER=0>


UNSUBSCRIBETAG=http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?type=unsubscribe|mailingid=##MailingID##|messageid=##MessageID##|databaseid=
##DatabasesID1##|serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER##|emailid=##\Recipient-
Parameter##|userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name##|extra=|||


SHORTUNSUBSCRIBETAG=http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?t=u|mid=##MailingID##|sn=##SERIAL_NUMBER##|msgid=##MessageID##|did=##Databas
esID1##|eid=##\Recipient-Parameter##|uid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name##|extra=|||
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TINYUNSUBSCRIBE:  The shortest version of the unsubscribe tracking tag is the 
TINYUNSUBSCRIBE. It contains only a bare minimum of fields and abbreviates all parameter names. 
This tag will is suitable for inclusion in text style emails. If the tracking server is running on http port 80, 
the URL may be configured to not include the ":##PORT##", additionally shortening tag.


TrackingSystem


TrackingSystem is used to enable click and open tracking, the unsubscribe, and viewmessage 
programs. The default is ON.


Example.   TrackingSystem=ON


TrackingSystemURL


Example.   TrackingSystemURL=you.yourdomain.com


TrackingSystemPort


Example.   TrackingSystermPort=6001


UseARecord


Enables you to enable DNS "A" record lookups for valid domains that do not have published MX 
records; for example, sdsu.edu. This directive is contained in the strongmail-server.conf 
configuration file.


Example.   UseARecord=ON


NOTE: Using this directive may degrade the performance of the server. 


TINYUNSUBSCRIBE=http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?t=u|mid=##MailingID##|eid=##\Recipient-Parameter##|uid=##\Row-ID-Column-
Name##|||
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VirtualServers


The StrongMail server includes advanced capabilities to distribute mail through multiple virtual IP 
addresses. Multiple Virtual Servers improve the reliability of mail delivery, reducing the likelihood that 
target servers will interpret a mailing as illegitimate spam or an attempt to hack their system. When 
VirtualServers are enabled, outgoing mail will be distributed across the different Virtual Servers.


VirtualServers also enable administrators to distribute outbound mail through multiple Ethernet 
interfaces. This can be used to connect to several sources of bandwidth to maximize the peak 
throughput of the system.


At most each server may have up to 250 or 500 Virtual Servers if the appropriate license is purchased.


Example.   


VirtualServers {
 news.com {
 server {
   Name=newsletter1, IP=10.33.200.200, Interface=eth0
   Name=newsletter2, IP=10.33.201.201, Interface=eth1
  }
 }
 mail.com {
 server {
   Name=mail4, IP=10.33.203.203, Interface=eth0
   Name=mail5, IP=10.33.204.204, Interface=eth1
  }
 }
 Default {
 server {
   Name=def1, IP=10.33.205.205, Interface=eth1
   Name=def2, IP=20.33.214.214, Interface=eth0
  }
 }
}


VERP


Specifies whether the server should substitute bounce addresses with Variable Envelope Return Path 
(VERP) standard style replacements to help match bounces with addresses in the mailing list. The 
default is OFF.
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VerpDelimiter


The delimiter value for VERP settings.  The recipient address in the mailing will be changed to the 
specified bounce address. The default is _smverp_.


Example.   Mail TO bar@hotmail.com FROM jsmith@sender.com


Is transformed at mail time to 


jsmith+smverp_.##SERIAL_NUMBER##.##ROWNUM##._smverp_.bar=hotmail.com@sen
der.com


The receiving Inbox must support TO addresses in this VERP format. The @ in the recipient's email 
address is replaced with "=".  The VerpDelimiter needs to be understood by the bounce handler. If 
the bounce handler is on a separate system, then either VerpDelimiter is passed as a command 
line parameter to the bounce handler, or, the bounce handler implicitly assumes that the 
VerpDelimiter value is defaulted (For example = _smverp_).


WebServices


The directive to enable web services. The default is ON.


Example.   WebServices=ON


WebServicesPort


Port for web services. The default is 9000.


Example.   WebServicesPort=9000


WebServicesUser


An authentication value for use of web services.


Example.   WebServicesUser=you


WebServicesPassword


An authentication value for use of web services.


Example.   WebServicesPassword=yourpassword


WorkerPool


This directive is deprecated in 4.1.
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The following includes descriptions of each log file located in the /data1/strongmail/log 
directory and information on log processing.


External Interface Log Files
Log files are located in the /data1/strongmail/log directory. The following logs are used for data 
hygiene (mailing lists) or failure and performance analysis.


In /data1/strongmail/export/:


External Logs 


aggregate.YYYY-MM-DD.log - This is the main log file that contains processed and categorized data for 
failures, complaints, and unsubscribe requests. You should use the data in this file for removing hard bounces 
and unsubscribes from your mailing database. It is created daily and updated every five minutes.


Optional external log files:


strongmail-invalid.log


strongmail-invalid.log.processed-YYYY-MM-DD


strongmail-tracking.log


strongmail-tracking.log.processed-YYYY-MM-DD


strongmail-success.log


strongmail-success.log.processed-YYYY-MM-D


strongmail-fullsuccess.log


strongmail-fullfailure.log


strongmail-monitor-report_<IPAddress><PID>.log


strongmail-sms-failed.log


strongmail-sms-success.log


strongmail-sms-submitted.log


strongmail-sms-invalid.log


Daily Reports for Data Hygiene 


complaints.<timestamp>.log


hard-bounces.<timestamp>.log


soft-bounces.<timestamp>.log


unsubscribes.<timestamp>.log
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Figure 1 shows how the aggregate log is created from multiple sources (log files or mailboxes).


Figure 1 Aggregate log file and associated input log fIles
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Internal Log Files
The logs below are internal and should NOT be used directly with external applications. These logs 
can usually be rotated and deleted every 3 days. Please use the aggregate log files for external 
applications.


Internal Delivery Logs Reserved for System Use 


strongmail-defer-failed.log


strongmail-defer-failed.log. processed-YYYY-MM-DD


strongmail-defer-fullsuccess.log


strongmail-defer-success.log


strongmail-failed.log


strongmail-failed.log.processed-YYYY-MM-DD


strongmail-retryfailed.log.


strongmail-retryfailed.log.processed-YYYY-MM-DD


strongmail-unsubscribe.log


strongmail-unverified.log


System Logs  


smserver-logcollector.log


smserver-logserver.log


smserver-named.log


smclient-scheduler.log


strongmail-inbox.log


strongmail-client.log


strongmail-dataprocessor.log


strongmail-monitor-report_.log


strongmail-pstore.log


strongmail-server.log


strongmail-smtp.log


strongmail-server-stats.log


smserver-named.log


strongmail.log


strongmail.st


smclient-logcollector.log


smclient-scheduler.log


strongmail-client.log


strongmail-stat.log


strongmail-inodeserver.log
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In /data1/strongmail/log/web/:


Log Processor Configuration
The Log Processor automatically processes log files according to directives contained in the /data1/
strongmail/config/strongmail-logprocessor.conf file. The directives in this file are:


Interval in minutes at which the logprocessor will run (in minutes):


LogProcessingInterval=5


Time of day in HH:MM format when the daily report files will be generated:


DailyReportTime=23:00


Flag to specify whether the rotated (.processed) files are to be deleted or archived:


DeleteRotateFiles=OFF


Days after which processed files will be archived:


LogArchiveDays=7


Flag to specify whether the .processed files are to be deleted or archived:


DeleteProcessedFiles=OFF


Glag to specify whether the rotated mailbox files are to be deleted or archived:


DeleteMailBoxFiles=OFF


strongmail-ui.log


strongmail-updates.log


strongmail-success-bcc-cc.log


strongmail-unverified-bcc-cc.log


System Logs  (continued)


Web Logs 


smclient-httpd_access.log


smclient-trackhttpd_access.log


smui-ssl_access.log


smclient-httpd_error.log 


smclient-trackhttpd_error.log   


smui-ssl_error.log


smclient-ssl_access.log    


smui-httpd_access.log


smclient-ssl_error.log     


smui-httpd_error.log
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Flag to specify whether the daily report is to be generated or not:


GenerateDailyReport=ON


Days after which processed and rotated files in the archive directory will be deleted:


CleanupArchiveDays=0


List of files to be rotated:


LogFiles{
    Name=strongmail-failed.log
    Name=strongmail-defer-success.log
    Name=strongmail-defer-failed.log
    Name=strongmail-server.log
    Name=strongmail-fullfailed.log
    Name=strongmail-success.log
    Name=strongmail-fullsuccess.log
    Name=strongmail-defer-fullsuccess.log
    Name=strongmail-smtp.log
    Name=strongmail-invalid.log
    Name=strongmail-unverified.log
    Name=strongmail-unsubscribe.log
    Name=strongmail-retryfailed.log
    Name=strongmail-tracking.log
    Name=strongmail-client.log
    Name=strongmail-retryfailed-bcc-cc.log
    Name=strongmail-defer-failed-bcc-cc.log
    Name=strongmail-defer-success-bcc-cc.log
    Name=strongmail-failed-bcc-cc.log
    Name=strongmail-success-bcc-cc.log
    Name=strongmail-unverified-bcc-cc.log
}


List of stats logs to be rotated once daily:


StatsLogFiles{
    Name=strongmail-server-stats.log
    Name=strongmail-stat.log
}


List of success logs:


SuccessLogFiles{
    Name=strongmail-success.log
    Name=strongmail-defer-success.log
}


List of failure logs:


FailLogFiles{
    Name=strongmail-failed.log,Type=failed
    Name=strongmail-defer-failed.log,Type=defer-failed
    Name=strongmail-invalid.log,Type=invalid
}
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List of unsubscribe logs:


UnsubscribeLogFiles{
    Name=strongmail-unsubscribe.log
}


List of Intermediate logs to be created:


IntermediateLogs{
    Name=hard-bounces,ErrorCode=2
    Name=soft-bounces,ErrorCode=3
    Name=unsubscribes,ErrorCode=1:2:3:4:9
    Name=complaints,ErrorCode=1:2:3:4:9
}


List of Web Logs to be rotated


WebLogFiles{
    Name=smui-ssl_access.log
    Name=smui-ssl_error.log
    Name=smclient-httpd_error.log
    Name=smclient-trackhttpd_error.log
    Name=smui-httpd_error.log
    Name=smclient-httpd_access.log
    Name=smclient-ssl_access.log
    Name=smclient-ssl_error.log
    Name=smclient-trackhttpd_access.log
    Name=smui-httpd_access.log
}


Log Processing
1 The Log Processor runs every 5 minutes (LogProcessingInterval). It rotates the log files 


contained in the LogFiles block and stores them into: aggregate.YYYY-MM-DD.log. For 
example: aggregate.2005-02-27.log. It reads data from the following logs:


strongmail-failed.log
strongmail-defer-failed.log
strongmail-invalid.log
Bounce, Complaints, and Unsubscribe mailbox (MBOX) files.


2 When files are rotated, they are renamed by appending a -<time>-rotated suffix to the file 
name. For example: strongmail-failed.log becomes: strongmail-failed.log-2006-
05-10-10h-39m-53s-rotated.


3 The logprocessor copies the rotated file's contents into a new file with a.processed-YYYY-MM-
DD suffix. For example: strongmail-failed.log.2006-05-10-10h-39m-53s-rotated is 
copied to: strongmail-failed.log.processed-2005-02-27


4 If DeleteRotateFiles=ON, then the Log Processor deletes the rotated file. For example: 
strongmail-failed.log-2006-05-10-10h-39m-53s-rotated will be deleted.


5 Else, if DeleteRotateFiles=OFF, then the Log Processor archives the rotated file immediately 
by copying it to the archive directory.
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6 At DailyReportTime (23:00) every day the Log Processsor renames all *.processed logs to 
*.processed-YYYY-MM-DD. For example: strongmail-failed.log.processed becomes: 
strongmail-failed.log.processed-2006-06-26


7 After LogArchiveDays days, The Log Processor moves all *.log.processed-YYYY-MM-DD 
to the /data1/strongmail/log/archive/ directory.


Figure 2 Archive process
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Log Maintenance
The following are recommendations for log file maintenance that can be used to keep disk space 
under control on the StrongMail server. Note that the recommended frequencies are for typical load 
conditions on a production server. If your server is under high load, then the maintenance frequencies 
will also need to be increased accordingly. 


Use the CleanupArchiveDays directive in the Log Processor configuration to automatically delete files 
from the archive directory.


StrongMail System Logs


Apache access and error logs for tracking, Web UI and SOAP server.


    Recommended Frequency: monthly or weekly depending on the tracking load.


strongmail-client.log, strongmail-server.log.processed*, strongmail-smtp.log.processed*,  strongmail-
server-stats.log.processed*, strongmail-stat.log.processed* logs 


    Recommended Frequency: monthly or weekly depending on the delivery load.


    Remove old rotated files which were not cleaned after DeleteRotateFiles parameter was turned ON


 
StrongMail Delivery Logs


strongmail-failed.log.processed*, strongmail-success.log.processed*, strongmail-retryfailed.log*, 
strongmail-defer-failed.log.processed*, strongmail-defer-success.log.processed*, strongmail-
invalid.log.* 


    Recommended Frequency: monthly 


aggregate*.log 


    Recommended Frequency: bi-monthly 


mailbox *rotated 


    Recommended Frequency: bi-monthly.


Logs
This section lists and describes the logs:


• Aggregate logs


• Bounce logs


• Daily export logs


• Daily reports


• Failed logs


• Full failed logs


• Full success logs


• Inbox logs


• LogCollector logs
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• LogServer logs


• Server logs


• SMTP logs


• Status logs


• strongmail.st


• Success logs


• Tracking error logs


• Unsubscribe logs


• SML Monitor logs
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Aggregate Logs
The aggregate log files contain processed data compiled from raw bounce, complaint, unsubscribe 
and other log files. This eliminates the need to process different files separately. You should use 
aggregate log files for most reporting and data exports to achieve the highest accuracy and efficiency. 
Aggregate logs contain processed information from the following logs:


• strongmail-failed.log 


• strongmail-defer-failed.log


• strongmail-invalid.log


• Bounce, Complaints, and Unsubscribe mailbox (MBOX) files.


The log name is stored as aggregate.timestamp.log, where timestamp equals the date of the log, such 
as aggregate.2005-02-27.log, and contains one day's worth of data. 


NOTE: This is the recommended log to use for most reporting.


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Log Type 1 = failed 
2 = defer-failed 
3 = invalid 
4 = bounce mailbox 
5 = feedback mailbox 
6 = unsubscribe mailbox
7 = unsubscribe log


1–6 1


2 Log Name Source log file name with 
timestamp appended


<file-spec><timestamp> /data1/1738/strongmail/log/
strongmail-failed.log-2005-09-15-
00h-00m-53s-rotated


3 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


4 Serial Number System-generated unique 
identifier for a mailing


String 11266408474339


5 Mailing ID User-assigned ID for a 
mailing


System or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string


7320


6 Database ID Database (List) identifier System or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string


27171


7 Message ID Template identifier System or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string


62


8 User ID Null if using SMTP relay, 
otherwise if using IQMP, it 
can be a foreign key to an 
external database for 
uniquely identifying a 
recipient


NULL or user-specified alpha-
numeric string (contained in a 
list column)


12345


9 Database Row 
Number


Record identifier in list Numeric string 33158


 (Sheet 1 of 3)
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10 Database 
Name


Name of list ‘/’ if using SMPT, otherwise a 
string


mylist.txt


11 Message Serial 
Number


Unique identifier for each 
message


Numeric string 33158


12 Email Address Recipient’s email address Email address nospam1@hotmail.com


13 Bounce 
Reason


The reason for failure (if 
available)


Alphanumeric string [VALID DOMAIN, 
1126767130,1713,82] 550 
Requested action not taken: 
mailbox unavailable


14 Category The failure category or 
class


1 = Block 
2 = Hard Bounce 
3 = Soft Bounce  
4 = Technical 
9 = Unknown


2


15 Type The failure type or sub-
category; provides more 
detail about the failure 
reason.


1001 = Spam Complaint
1002 = Blacklist
1003 = ISP Block
1004 = Content Filter
1005 = Spam URL
1006 = Excess Traffic
1007 = Security Violation/
Virus
1008 = Technical Error Block
1009 = List Practices
1010 = Authentication
1011 = User Initiated Block
1999 = Other
2001 = Unknown User
2002 = Bad Domain
2003 = Address Error
2004 = Closed Acct
2999 = Other
3001 = Mailbox Full
3002 = Inactive/Disabled Acct
3003 = Greylist
3004 = Server Too Busy
3999 = Other
4002 = Data Format Error
4003 = Network Error
4004 = Other Receiver Error
4006 = Network or 
Configuration Error
4999 = Other
9999 = Unknown


1001


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example
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The following example shows the contents of an aggregate log: 


16 Code Provides an intermediate 
level of failure 
categorization.


11 = Recipient action
12 = ISP action
13 = ISP violation
19 = Other Block
21 = Bad address
22 = Bad domain
29 = Other Hard Bounce
31 = Temporary Error
32 = ISP action
39 = Other Soft Bounce
41 = Connection Error
42 = Bad address
43 = Sender configuration
49 = Other Technical
99 = Unknown


13


17 VSGName Name of Virtual Server 
Group used for sending 
the email message


Alphanumeric string transactional


18 OutboundIP Outbound IP address used 
for sending the email 
message


String in the following format:
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX where 
XXX is a number between 0 
and 255


255.255.255.255


19 MXIP IP address of MX server 
that received the email 
message or where the 
attempt was made.


String in the following format:
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX where 
XXX is a number between 0 
and 255


255.255.255.255


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example
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1::/data1/1738/strongmail/log/strongmail-failed.log-2005-09-15-00h-00m-53s-
rotated::2005-09-14 23:57:32::00000::00000::00000::00000::::33158::/
::33158::nospams1234o@hotmail.com::[VALID DOMAIN,1126767130,1713,82] 550 Requested 
action not taken: mailbox unavailable::2::2001::21::Transactional:: 
255.255.255.255::255.255.255.255


1::/data1/1738/strongmail/log/strongmail-failed.log-2005-09-15-00h-00m-53s-
rotated::2005-09-14 23:58:04::00000::00000::00000::00000::::33160::/
::33160::c34567@hotmail.com::[VALID DOMAIN,1126767470,1714,81] 550 Requested 
action not taken: mailbox unavailable::2::2001::21::Transactional:: 
255.255.255.255::255.255.255.255


1::/data1/1738/strongmail/log/strongmail-failed.log-2005-09-15-00h-00m-53s-
rotated::2005-09-14 23:58:55::00000::00000::00000::00000::::33168::/
::33168::h12345@netzero.net::[VALID DOMAIN,1126711546,7,1] 550 
[email_address_replaced] Account Inactive::3::3002::31::Transactional:: 
255.255.255.255::255.255.255.255
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Bounce Log 
This file is the output of the mboxparser utility. More information about the mboxparser utility can be 
found in the command line interface chapter.


The format for the strongmail-bounced.log is as follows:


A real life example will look like the following:


NOTE: There may be some empty values. Empty values can be caused by several reasons. 
Since this is a publicly available mailbox, empty values might indicate unsolicited 
email generated from another company. They might also be generated when other 
mail servers bounce your emails without including the original e-mail's header 
information.


DATETIME::SERIAL_NUMBER::MAILING_ID::DATABASE_ID::MESSAGE_ID::EMAIL_ADDRESS::USER_
ID::BOUNCE_CODE


2004-08-27 19:44:20::10931134495540::203::0000::203::jsmith@123.com::3780322::4
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Daily Export Logs
The StrongMail Log Processor automatically creates "remove lists" or exports of hard and soft 
bounces, complaints, and unsubscribe log files to produce export logs on a daily basis.These files are 
stored in the /data1/strongmail/export/ directory as:


• complaints.timestamp.log


• hard-bounces.timestamp.log


• soft-bounces.timestamp.log


• unsubscribes.timestamp.log


where timestamp equals the date of the log and contains one day's worth of data. 


NOTE: These are the recommended log files to use for list hygiene.


The following example shows the contents of an export log:


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Category The failure category or class 1 = Block 
2 = Hard Bounce 
3 = Soft Bounce  
4 = Technical 
9 = Unknown


2


2 Mailing ID User-assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-
numeric string


7320


3 Email Address Recipient’s email address Email address nospam1@hotmail.com


4 User ID Null if using SMTP relay, otherwise if 
using IQMP, it can be a foreign key 
for an external database for uniquely 
identifying a recipient


NULL or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string 
(contained in a list column)


12345


5 Database ID Database (list) identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


27171


6 Serial Number Unique identifier for a mailing String 11266408474339


2,23820,ljones@domain.org,57365,27171


3,96537,bbarnes@domain.gs,80264,11266408474339


1,74351,emarketing456@yahoo.com,83303,11798,1179243332


1,25862,quad7890@hotmail.com,61555.58746,145678954321
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Daily Reports
If the directive GenerateDailyReports=ON in the strongmail-Logprocessor.conf file, then the 
StrongMail Log Processor automatically creates daily report files to show the results of the day's 
mailings. These files are stored in: /data1/strongmail/log/dailyreports/ as: 


daily-report.timestamp.log


where timestamp equals the date of the log and contains one day's worth of data. 


A sample daily report looks like:


### EMAIL SUMMARY ###
---------------------
METRIC                                NUMBER  %ATTEMPTED     %SENT
Total mailings:                            1
Client mailings:                           0
Confirmation mailings:                     0
Proof mailings:                            0
Assurance mailings:                        0
Attempted:                            40,288
Sent:                                 26,253      65.16
Sent (unique):                         6,156      15.28
Synchronously bounced:                14,035      34.84
Synchronously bounced (unique):          848       2.10
Invalid:                                   0       0.00
Invalid (unique):                          0       0.00
Asynchronously bounced:                    0       0.00       0.00
Asynchronously bounced (unique):           0       0.00       0.00
Unverified:                               33       0.08       0.13
Unverified (unique):                      16       0.04       0.06
Unsubscribes:                              0       0.00       0.00
Unsubscribes (unique):                     0       0.00       0.00
### SUCCESS ANALYSIS ###
------------------------
Number of emails sent by domain:
  Total=26253   Attempted=40288   Sent=26253
     NUMBER     %TOTAL %ATTEMPTED      %SENT     DOMAIN
       2637      10.04       6.55      10.04     yahoo.com
       2530       9.64       6.28       9.64     aol.com
       2326       8.86       5.77       8.86     gmail.com
<snip>
### UNSUBSCRIBE ANALYSIS ###
----------------------------
Number of unsubscribers by domain:
  Total=0   Attempted=40288   Sent=26253
     NUMBER     %TOTAL %ATTEMPTED      %SENT     DOMAIN
Number of unique unsubscribers by domain:
  Total=0   Attempted=40288   Sent=26253
     NUMBER     %TOTAL %ATTEMPTED      %SENT     DOMAIN
### UNVERIFIED ANALYSIS ###
---------------------------
Number of unverified emails by domain:
  Total=33   Attempted=40288   Sent=26253
     NUMBER     %TOTAL %ATTEMPTED      %SENT     DOMAIN
         12      36.36       0.03       0.05     yahoo.com>
          4      12.12       0.01       0.02     domain123.de>
          4      12.12       0.01       0.02     domain456.de>
<snip>
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### ASYNCHRONOUS BOUNCE ANALYSIS ###
------------------------------------
Number of asynchronous bounces by domain:
  Total=0   Attempted=40288   Sent=26253
  NUMBER     %TOTAL %ATTEMPTED      %SENT     DOMAIN
### SYNCHRONOUS BOUNCE ANALYSIS ###
-----------------------------------
Number of synchronous bounces by cause:
440      1002 Blacklist
571      1003 ISP Block
1        1004 Content Block
<snip>
======================================================================++++++======
| StrongMail Systems: Bounce Report                                                        
==================================================================================
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| SERIAL NUMBER   |  BLOCK  |  HARD   |   SOFT   | TECHNICAL |  UNKNOWN  |   TOTAL  |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| 00000           |  1,115  |  0,154 |   277    |     1,983|  506     |  14,035   |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| TOTAL           |  1,115  |  10,154 |  277     |     1,983 | 506    |    14,035 |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| StrongMail Systems: http://www.strongmailsystems.com                                     
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of synchronous bounces by domain:
NUM       %TOT   %ATT   DOMAIN
  5792  41.27%  14.38%  hotmail.com  4       0.07%    1003 ISP Block
  2412  17.19%  5.99%   yahoo.com    4       0.17%    1003 ISP Block
  504   3.59%   1.25%   aol.com      4       0.79%    1003 ISP Block
<snip>


Number of synchronous soft bounces by domain:
NUM       %TOT   %ATT   DOMAIN
  111   40.07%  0.28%   yahoo.com
  71    25.63%  0.18%   yahoo.jp
  30    10.83%  0.07%   earthlink.net
<snip>
Number of synchronous hard bounces by domain:
NUM       %TOT   %ATT   DOMAIN
  5792  57.04%  14.38%  hotmail.com
  2412  23.75%  5.99%   aol.com
  389   3.83%   0.97%   earthlink.net
<snip>
Number of synchronous block bounces by domain:
NUM       %TOT   %ATT   DOMAIN
  245   21.97%  0.61%   mail123.ru      4       1.63%    1003 ISP Block
  101   9.06%   0.25%   bk12344.ru      4       3.96%    1003 ISP Block
  92    8.25%   0.23%   amex11212.net   4       4.35%    1003 ISP Block
<snip>
Number of synchronous technical bounces by domain:
NUM       %TOT   %ATT   DOMAIN


  498   25.11%  1.24%   reg85487349.com
  223   11.25%  0.55%   ln9838383.ca
  210   10.59%  0.52%   business
<snip>  
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Defer Server Log  
This log file contains the detailed status of Strongmail Defer Service like its starting, stopping and 
process recycling times. The format of the file is as follows:


Failed Logs
These log files contain information about failed delivery attempts. They are stored in: strongmail/log/ in 
the following forms: 


strongmail-failed.log 
strongmail-failed.processed.log 
strongmail-failed.processed.<timestamp>.log
strongmail-defer-failed.log 
strongmail-defer-failed.processed.log 
strongmail-defer-failed.processed.<timestamp>.log 


2005-01-24 01:21:36::NOTIFY::8011::strongmail-server started on port 8011


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Serial Number Unique identifier for a mailing String 11266408474339


3 Mailing ID User-assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-numeric 
string


7320


4 Database ID Database (list) identifier User-specified alpha-numeric 
string


27171


5 Message ID Template identifier User-specified alpha-numeric 
string


62


6 User ID NULL if using SMTP relay; 
otherwise, if using IQMP, it can be an 
external or foreign key for uniquely 
identifying a recipient


NULL or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string 
(contained in a list column)


12345


7 Database Row 
Number


Record identifier in list Numeric string 33158


8 Database 
Name


Name of list ‘/’ if using SMTP; otherwise, 
a string


mylist.txt


9 Message Serial 
Number


Unique identifier for each message Numeric string 33158


10 Email Address Recipient’s email address Email address nospam1@hotmail.com


11 Bounce 
Reason


The reason for failure, if available Alpha-numeric string [VALID 
DOMAIN,1126767130,17
13,82] 550 Requested 
action not taken: mailbox 
unavailable


12 VSGName Name of Virtual Server Group used 
for delivering the email message


Alphanumeric string transactional


 (Sheet 1 of 3)
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13 OutboundIP Outbound IP address used for 
delivering the email message


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx is 
0-255


192.168.25.23


14 ReceiverIP IP address of MX server that 
received the email message or 
where the attempt
was made


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx is 
0-255


192.168.57.211


15 Category The failure category or class 1 = Block 
2 = Hard Bounce 
3 = Soft Bounce  
4 = Technical 
9 = Unknown


2


16 Type The failure type or sub-category; 
provides more detail about the failure 
reason.


1001 = Spam Complaint
1002 = Blacklist
1003 = ISP Block
1004 = Content Filter
1005 = Spam URL
1006 = Excess Traffic
1007 = Security Violation/
Virus
1008 = Technical Error Block
1009 = List Practices
1010 = Authentication
1011 = User Initiated Block
1999 = Other
2001 = Unknown User
2002 = Bad Domain
2003 = Address Error
2004 = Closed Acct
2999 = Other
3001 = Mailbox Full
3002 = Inactive/Disabled 
Acct
3003 = Greylist
3004 = Server Too Busy
3999 = Other
4002 = Data Format Error
4003 = Network Error
4004 = Other Receiver Error
4006 = Network or 
Configuration Error
4999 = Other
9999 = Unknown


1001


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example
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13 OutboundIP Outbound IP address used for 
delivering the email message


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx is 
0-255


192.168.25.23


14 ReceiverIP IP address of MX server that 
received the email message or 
where the attempt
was made


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx is 
0-255


192.168.57.211


15 Category The failure category or class 1 = Block 
2 = Hard Bounce 
3 = Soft Bounce  
4 = Technical 
9 = Unknown


2


16 Type The failure type or sub-category; 
provides more detail about the failure 
reason.


1001 = Spam Complaint
1002 = Blacklist
1003 = ISP Block
1004 = Content Filter
1005 = Spam URL
1006 = Excess Traffic
1007 = Security Violation/
Virus
1008 = Technical Error Block
1009 = List Practices
1010 = Authentication
1011 = User Initiated Block
1999 = Other
2001 = Unknown User
2002 = Bad Domain
2003 = Address Error
2004 = Closed Acct
2999 = Other
3001 = Mailbox Full
3002 = Inactive/Disabled 
Acct
3003 = Greylist
3004 = Server Too Busy
3999 = Other
4002 = Data Format Error
4003 = Network Error
4004 = Other Receiver Error
4006 = Network or 
Configuration Error
4999 = Other
9999 = Unknown


1001


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example
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13 OutboundIP Outbound IP address used for 
delivering the email message


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx is 
0-255


192.168.25.23


14 ReceiverIP IP address of MX server that 
received the email message or 
where the attempt
was made


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx is 
0-255


192.168.57.211


15 Category The failure category or class 1 = Block 
2 = Hard Bounce 
3 = Soft Bounce  
4 = Technical 
9 = Unknown


2


16 Type The failure type or sub-category; 
provides more detail about the failure 
reason.


1001 = Spam Complaint
1002 = Blacklist
1003 = ISP Block
1004 = Content Filter
1005 = Spam URL
1006 = Excess Traffic
1007 = Security Violation/
Virus
1008 = Technical Error Block
1009 = List Practices
1010 = Authentication
1011 = User Initiated Block
1999 = Other
2001 = Unknown User
2002 = Bad Domain
2003 = Address Error
2004 = Closed Acct
2999 = Other
3001 = Mailbox Full
3002 = Inactive/Disabled 
Acct
3003 = Greylist
3004 = Server Too Busy
3999 = Other
4002 = Data Format Error
4003 = Network Error
4004 = Other Receiver Error
4006 = Network or 
Configuration Error
4999 = Other
9999 = Unknown


1001


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example
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An example record may look like the following:


17 Code Provides an intermediate level of 
failure categorization.


11 = Recipient action
12 = ISP action
13 = ISP violation
19 = Other Block
21 = Bad address
22 = Bad domain
29 = Other Hard Bounce
31 = Temporary Error
32 = ISP action
39 = Other Soft Bounce
41 = Connection Error
42 = Bad address
43 = Sender configuration
49 = Other Technical
99 = Unknown


13


18 RecipientIndex Indicates which address failed when 
using multiple email addresses in the 
TO, CC or BCC headers.


Alphanumeric string TO-2,CC-1,BCC-3


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


 (Sheet 3 of 3)


2007-02-08 04:02:12::00000::00000::00000::00000::::2::/::2::r12345@ssystems.com::5
50 5.7.1 Unable to relay for r12345@ssystems.com::Default::192.168.54.177::192.168
.158.200
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Full Failed Logs 
These log files are stored in MBOX format and include the full contents of each message as it was 
sent. This means that the format includes all headers plus the body of the message. They are stored in 
/data1/strongmail/log/ in the following forms: 


strongmail-fullfailed.log 
strongmail-fullfailed.processed.log 
strongmail-fullfailed.processed.<timestamp>.log
strongmail-defer-fullfailed.log 
strongmail-defer-fullfailed.processed.log 
strongmail-defer-fullfailed.processed.<timestamp>.log


Here is an example of a message in the full failed format:


From <Somedomain.11725732.344735.86111436@service.somedomain.com> Wed Jun 22 
00:55:00 2005
X-StrongMail-FailureCode: 
00000::00000::00000::00000::Somedomain.11725732.344735.86111436@service.somedomain
.com::709130::/::709130:: Exceeded MaxAttempts - Lost Connection - In between 
transaction
From: "Some Domain Customer Service" <Somedomain@service.somedomain.com>
Reply-to: Somedomain.11725732.344735.86111436@service.somedomain.com
To: recipient1@domain234.com
Subject: We received your removal request
Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2005 00:55:07 -0700
Message-ID: 
<1119426907621.Somedomain.11725732.344735.86111436@service.somedomain.com>
X-Mailer: XM1 2
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="1119426907621.MimeBoundarY"


Notice:  If you can read this, we have sent you an incorrectly formatted message. 
We apologize for the inconvenience. Please let us know by replying to this 
message and putting "Sent Text" in the subject of the message. We will ensure that 
future messages you receive from us are in the correct format.


--1119426907621.MimeBoundarY
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="ISO-8859-1"


This is to confirm your request that you do not wish to receive promotional 
messages from us. We will remove your email address from our list. We appreciate 
your patience should you receive a message that was already scheduled prior to your 
request.


Sincerely,
Customer Service


--1119426907621.MimeBoundarY
Content-Type: text/html; charset="ISO-8859-1"
<html> <HEAD> <!-- Notice: If this text is displayed, your email client cannot 
display properly the format that we've sent you. You may want to consider upgrading 
to a more recent version of your email client. If you would like to receive only 
plain text messages, please reply to this message and put "Send Text" in the 
subject.--> 
</HEAD> <body>
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Full Success Logs 
These log files are stored in MBOX format and include the full contents of each message as it was 
sent. This means that the format includes all headers plus the body of the message. They are stored in 
/data1/strongmail/log/ in the following forms: 


strongmail-fullsuccess.log 
strongmail-fullsuccess.processed.log 
strongmail-fullsuccess.processed.<timestamp>.log
strongmail-defer-fullsuccess.log 
strongmail-defer-fullsuccess.processed.log 
strongmail-defer-fullsuccess.processed.<timestamp>.log


Here is an example of a message in the full success format:


This is to confirm your request that you do not wish to receive promotional 
messages from us. We will remove your email address from our list. We appreciate 
your patience should you receive a message that was already scheduled prior to your 
request.
<br><br> Sincerely, <br><br> Customer Service </body> </html> 
--1119426907621.MimeBoundarY--


From <lisa@somedomain.us> Fri Mar 18 01:34:39 2005
From: "Somedomain Activation System" <lisa@somedomain.us>
To: "John Jones" <Recipient1xyz@aol.com>
Subject: Your Somedomain Activation Code
Date: Fri, 18 Mar 2005 02:21:15 -0500
Message-ID: <8932734739-82378787237@web.domain.net>
X-VirtualServerGroup: aol
X-Tracker: 209384ijd023u4oiwhjd
MIME-Version: 1.0


Dear John, 


Welcome to Somedomain.com, the Internet's shopping site.


Once you return to Somedomain.com and submit your ACTIVATION CODE you'll enjoy free 
access to many of our great features for the next three days.


Customer Services
somedomain.com
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Inbox Log 
This file is created by the strongmail-server process using the SMTPBounceServer function. All 
incoming allowed messages (specified in /data1/strongmail/config/strongmail-
mailboxes.conf) are stored in this file in their entirety. The mail is stored in an industry-standard 
MBOX file format, and can be easily read by any standard mail reader such as pine or mail.


LogCollector Log
This log file logs stop and start status messages for the StrongMail logcollector service.


LogServer Log
Logserver service on the SM Server is responsible for syncing the SM server and client using rsync. 
So this log-file contains the status of this daemon like its starting and stopping. The format of the file is 
as follows:


Server Log  
This log file provides status information on the strongmail server service, that is, information when the 
service is started and stopped. The format of the file is as follows:


SMTP Log  
The StrongMail SMTP log contains the errors and status logging for the SMTP server activity, 
including rejected messages, licensing and successful sent messages:


-----BEGIN MESSAGE-----


this is a mailing.


-strongmail


-----END MESSAGE-----


-----BEGIN MESSAGE-----


this is another message


-strongmail


-----END MESSAGE-----


rsyncd version 2.6.2 starting, listening on port 5873


2005-01-24 01:21:36::NOTIFY::8011::strongmail-server started on port 8011


2003-06-09 02:46:14::ERROR::Connection attempt from '207.170.128.17' - this host is 
not authorized to use this server


2003-06-09 02:46:44::ERROR::Connection attempt from '66.220.11.34' - this host is 
not authorized to use this server


2003-06-09 02:59:43::NOTIFY::strongmail-server SMTP relay mode enabled


2003-06-09 02:59:43::NOTIFY::strongmail-server Inbox mode enabled
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Server Status Log 
These log files contain the status of deliveries and interactions between StrongMail components, for 
example when messages are sent from the strongmail client to the server.  An entry is created at the 
specified logging interval (StatsInterval) for each StrongMail process. 


These log files are stored in /data1/strongmail/log/ in the following forms: 


strongmail-server-stats.log 
strongmail-server-stats.processed.log 
strongmail-server-stats.processed.<timestamp>.log
strongmail-defer-stats.log 
strongmail-defer-stats.processed.log 
strongmail-defer-stats.processed.<timestamp>.log
strongmail-smtp-stats.log 
strongmail-smtp-stats.processed.log 
strongmail-smtp-stats.processed.<timestamp>.log


The following is a sample record:


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Log Message 
Type


Internal identifier 50000, 50001, 50002, or 
50003


50002


3 Mailing ID User assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-
numeric string


7320


4 Message ID Template identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


62


5 Database ID Database (List) identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


27171


6 Serial Number Unique identifier for a mailing String 11266408474339 


7 Status Status String SERVER STATS DELIVERY


8 Sender The sender of the message String "CLIENT"  or  "RELAY" or 
"INBOX"


9 IP Address IP address of the sender IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx 
is 0-255


127.0.0.1


10 Message Count Count of messages sent integer 5


2006-12-25 15:55:21::50002::7320::62::27171::11266408474339::SERVER STATS 
DELIVERY::CLIENT::127.0.0.1::5
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Status Log 
These log files contain the status of deliveries and interactions between StrongMail components, for 
example when messages are sent from the strongmail client to the server. An entry is created at the 
specified logging interval (StatsInterval) for each StrongMail process. 


These log files are stored in /data1/strongmail/log/ in the following forms: 


strongmail-stat.log 
strongmail-stat.processed.log 
strongmail-stat.processed.<timestamp>.log


The following is a sample record:


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Log Message 
Type


Internal identifier 50000, 50001, 50002, or 
50003


50001


3 Mailing ID User assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-
numeric string


7320


4 Message ID Template identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


62


5 Database ID Database (List) identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


27171


6 Serial Number Unique identifier for a mailing String 11266408474339 


7 Status Status String CLIENT STATS DELIVERY


8 IQMP 
Connections 
Serial #


Serial number for IQMP 
connection used


Dependent on number of 
IQMP connections


1


9 Message Count Count of messages sent integer 5


2005-09-19 15:55:21::50001::7320::62::27171::11266408474339::CLIENT STATS 
DELIVERY::1::5
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strongmail.st 
This log file contains accumulated performance data that is compatible with Sendmail’s mailstats utility 
(version 3). It contains statistics from strongmail-smtp (MTA) and the defer server (DEFER). It 
does NOT contain statistics from strongmail-server (EAS). When enabled by setting 
AdminFileRedirect=ON, it will create or update a file in /data1/strongmail/log/
strongmail.st which can be used by ‘mailstats’ as follows. 


# mailstats -f log/strongmail.st


displays:


    Statistics from Thu May  5 15:58:43 2005
    M   msgsfr  bytes_from   msgsto    bytes_to  msgsrej msgsdis  Mailer
    3   3       63K          2         7K        0       1        smtp
    =============================================================
    T   3       63K          2         7K        0       1 
    C   0       0            0


Field Descriptions:  


M Mailier ID. Is 3 for smtp. This is the only mailer ID used in strongmail.st


msgsfr Total messages injected


msgsto Total messages relayed successfully (These messages can fail asynchronously)


msgsrej Total messages rejected while injecting into strongmail (Only inthe end of DATA command. 
Due to resource unavailability or other internal errors.)


msgsdis Messages failed while delivering.


bytes_from Number of bytes injected into strongmail-smtp


bytes_to Number of bytes sent from strongmail-smtp while delivering the messages.


T Total sum of statistics from different mailers. (This will be same as for Mailer ID 3 because that 
is the only Mailer in strongmail.st)


C Connection statistics. Three values in this row indicate Incomming, Outgoing and Rejected 
connections respectively.
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Success Logs 
These log files contain information about successful deliveries. They are stored in /data1/
strongmail/log/ in the following forms: 


strongmail-success.log 
strongmail-success.processed.log 
strongmail-success.processed.<timestamp>.log
strongmail-defer-success.log 
strongmail-defer-success.processed.log 
strongmail-defer-success.processed.<timestamp>.log


An example record may look like the following:


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Serial Number Unique identifier for a mailing String 11266408474339 


3 Mailing ID User assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-
numeric string


7320


4 Database ID Database (List) identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


27171


5 Message ID Template identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


62


6 User ID Null if using SMTP relay, 
otherwise if using IQMP, it can 
be an external or foreign key 
for uniquely identifying a 
recipient


NULL or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string 
(contained in a list column)


12345


7 Database Row 
Number


Record identifier in list Numeric string 33158


8 Database Name Name of list '/' if using SMTP, otherwise 
a string


mylist.txt


9 Message  serial 
number


Unique identifier for each 
message 


Numeric string 33158


10 Email Address Recipient's email address. Email address nospam1@hotmail.com


11 VSGName Name of Virtual Server Group 
used for delivering the email 
message


Alphanumeric string transactional


12 OutboundIP Outbound IP address  used for 
delivering the email message


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx 
is 0-255


192.168.25.23


13 MXIP IP address of MX server that 
received the email message or 
where the attempt
was made


IP address spec: 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx where xxx 
is 0-255


192.168.57.211


2007-02-13 16:27:18::1237123072::5648::1234::0000::John::1::/data1/strongmail/
strongmail-eas/data/databases/test::0::examples@strongmail.com::Default:: 
192.168.29.177::192.168.29.200
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Tracking Error Log
This log file stores error that occurred during tracking events:


Example of tracking log:


2006-08-07 19:41:24::Invalid type specified in the URL - ::type=


Tracking Log
This log file stores tracking events such as clicks and opens.


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Error_Msg Description of error string Invalid type specified in the URL


3 Query_String String after ‘?’ in URL string type=


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Type Type of tracking event ‘click’ or ‘open’ click


3 Value count of event instances 1 1


4 IP Address IP address of user that generated the 
tracking event


0-255.0-255.0-255.0-255 192.168.100.1


5 Serial Number Unique identifier for  of a mailing String 11266408474339 


6 Mailing ID User-assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-
numeric string


7320


7 Database ID Database (list) identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


27171


8 Message ID Template identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


62


9 User ID NULL if using SMTP relay; otherwise, 
if using IQMP, it can be an external or 
foreign key for uniquely identifying a 
recipient


NULL or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string 
(contained in a list column)


12345


10 Email Address Recipient’s email address Email address nospam1@hotmail.com


11 Link ID ID number assigned by add clicktags 
utility


Numeric string 100


12 Extra parameter data passed into URL string &user=77827


13 Link URL that was clicked string http://www.yahoo.com/
mail=3439
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Example of tracking log:


Unsubscribe Log
The unsubscribe log is generated by the tracking server and it contains recipient unsubscribe 
requests: 


The following example shows the contents of an unsubscribe log:


2006-02-28 
23:04:43::click::1::192.168.29.6::114119612919984::83::38::1::9::pbmik@g45mail.com
::2001::::http://www.yahoo.com


2006-02-28 
23:04:58::click::1::192.168.29.1::114119612919984::83::38::1::9::pbh@gmail6543.com
::2001::::http://www.yahoo.com


2006-03-14 
10:41:47::open::1::192.168.29.69::11423613946859::190::77::1::3::test@ge453.com:::
:::


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date Timestamp yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 20:34:32


2 Type Type of tracking event unsubscribe unsubscribe


3 Value count of event instances 1 1


4 IP Address IP address of user that generated the 
tracking event


0-255.0-255.0-255.0-255 192.168.100.1


5 Serial Number Unique identifier for  of a mailing String 11266408474339 


6 Mailing ID User-assigned ID for a mailing User-specified alpha-
numeric string


7320


7 Database ID Database (list) identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


27171


8 Message ID Template identifier User-specified alpha-
numeric string


62


9 User ID NULL if using SMTP relay; otherwise, 
if using IQMP, it can be an external or 
foreign key for uniquely identifying a 
recipient


NULL or user-specified 
alpha-numeric string 
(contained in a list column)


12345


10 Email Address Recipient’s email address Email address nospam1@hotmail.com


11 Link ID ID number assigned by add clicktags 
utility


Numeric string 100


12 Extra parameter data passed into URL string &user=77827


13 Link URL that was clicked string http://www.yahoo.com/
mail=3439


2006-06-22 13:05:38::unsubscribe::1::192.168.29.67::11510066457264::7320::27171:: 
62::12345:: examples@strongmail.com::100::&user=77827::http://www.strongmail.com/
unsubscribe.html
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XML Monitor Log
The XML schema for the monitor log is as follows:


<QueueInfo PID="" TimeStamp="" PrevTimeStamp="">


   <AdminLevel>DETAIL | SUMMARY</AdminLevel>


   <Agent IP="" Port="9060"/>


   <Mode>SERVER</Mode>


   <BytesSentToLocalMachine>0</BytesSentToLocalMachine>


   <BytesRecvdFromLocalMachine>0</BytesRecvdFromLocalMachine>


   <BytesSentOutside>0</BytesSentOutside>


   <BytesRecvdFromOutside>0</BytesRecvdFromOutside>


   <ResourcePool>


      <SMTPWorkers Active="0" Free="600">


      </SMTPWorkers>


   </ResourcePool>


   <MemPool Allocated="0" MaxPoolSize="268435456"> </MemPool>


   <MaxQueueSize>30000</MaxQueueSize>


   <ActiveQueues>0</ActiveQueues>


   <NewQueuesProcessed>0</NewQueuesProcessed>


   <SameQueueProcessed>0</SameQueueProcessed>


   <CurrentQueueSize IsFull="0">0</CurrentQueueSize>


   <Mails Source="Client" Connections="0">


      <Accepted>0</Accepted>


      <Delivered>0</Delivered>


   </Mails>


   <DeliveryStats>


      <Failure>0</Failure>


      <Success>0</Success>


      <Deferred>0</Deferred>


      <Unverified>0</Unverified>


      <DeferredToIMTA>0</DeferredToIMTA>


   </DeliveryStats>


</QueueInfo>
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Chapter 7


Using custom headers to gather log data
One of the powerful features of StrongMail is its ability to track emails based upon header information. 
For example, tracking UserID and MailingID values in messages. These values will appear in the 
strongmail-failed.log and strongmail-success.log files when using StrongMail.  


To use this feature, you must add the following configuration to the common-directives.conf file:


ParseMyHeader=<name>


NOTE: This option is configurable from the General screen in the UI.


Next, add a header to your messages in the following format:


<name>: <value>


For example:


label: mc_group


Then, add the following line to your strongmail-mta.conf file:


ParseMyHeader=label


In the header:


label: mc_group


And the results in the strongmail-failed.log file will look like the following:


2005-01-11 17:27:58::00000::00000::00000::00000::mc_group: 
54603:0:0::18315::/::18315::mbrown2@strongmailsystems.com::Generic Error 
Message


You can use this method to add multiple values to the label header:


In the header:


label: mc_group%12453%beegees


WARNING: Do not use a double colon '::'  or single colon ‘:’ delimiters; this will result in an 
improper log format.


The results in the strongmail-failed.log file look similar to the following:


2005-01-11 
17:27:58::00000::00000::00000::00000::mc_group:12453:beegees::18315::/
::18315::johdoe2@domain.com::Generic Error Message


See Log Files on page 299 for more information about the log format. In this case, the strongmail-
failed.log file has the following format:


DATE::SERIAL_NUMBER::MAILING_ID::DATABASE_ID::MESSAGE_ID::USER_ID::DATAB
ASE_ROW::DATABASE::PROCESSED_ID::EMAIL::REASON


An example in the strongmail-mta.conf file:


ParseMyHeader=x-1ikjlsg
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Log Files
Using custom headers to gather log data


An example in the message:


x-1ikjlsgx-1scdbg: MTC_cbrt_73200_332700_10579811


An example in the Strongmail-failed.log:


21:20:49::00000::00000::00000::00000::MTC:cbrt:73200:332700:10579811::30
27::/::3027::rrealty101or@coastrealstateaccess.net::Exceeded MaxAttempts 
- 550 5.1.1 user realtyxyz@realstatexyz.net 
rrealtor123@coastaccessabc.net not known
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Appendix A Character Sets


Table 1 lists the character sets that StrongMail supports.


Table 1 Character Sets  
1046 437 850 851 852


855 856 857 860 861


862 863 864 865 866


866NAV 869 874 8859_1 8859_2


8859_3 8859_4 8859_5 8859_6 8859_7


8859_8 8859_9 904 ANSI_X3.110 ANSI_X3.110-1


ANSI_X3.4 ANXI_X3.4-1968 ANSI_X3.4-1986 ARABIC ARMSCII-8


ASCII ASMO-708 BALTIC BIG-5 BIG-FIVE


BS-4730 CA CN CN-GB CP10007


CP1004 CP1046 CP1089 CP1124 CP1125


CP1129 CP1133 CP1161 CP1162 CP1163


CP1250 CP1251 CP1252 CP1253 CP1254


CP1255 CP1256 CP1257 CP1258 CP1361


CP367 CP437 CP737 CP775 CP813


CP819 CP850 CP851 CP852 CP855


CP856 CP857 CP860 CP861 CP862


CP863 CP869 CP874 CP891 CP903


CP904 CP912 CP915 CP916 CP920


CP922 CP932 CP936 CP949 CP950


CP-AR CP-GR CP-HU CPIBM861 CSA7-A


CSA7-2 CSASII CSA_T500 CSA-T500-1983 CSA_Z243.4-1985-1


CSA_Z243.4-1985-2 CSEUCPKDFMTJAPANESE CSGB2312 CSIBM851 CSIBM855


CSIBM857 CSIBM860 CSIBM863 CSIBM864 CSIBM865


CSIBM866 CSIBM868 CSIBM869 CSIBM891 CSIBM903


CSIBM904 CSISO10367BOX CSISO103T618BIT CSISO10SWEDISH CSISO11SWEDISHFORNAMES


CSISO121CANADIAN1 CSISO122CANADIAN2 CSISO139CSN369103 CSISO141JUSIB1002 CSISO143IECP271


CSISO14JISC6220RO CSISO151CUBA CSISO153GOST1976874 CSISO15ITALIAN CSISO16PORTUGESE


CSISO17SPANISH CSISO21GERMAN CSISO25FRENCH CSISO49INIS CSISO4UNITEDKINGDOM


CSISO58GB1988 CSISO60DANISHNORWEGIAN CSISO60NORWEGIAN1 CSISO61NORWEGIAN2 CSISO646DANISH


CSISO69FRENCH CSISO84PORTUGUESE2 CSISO85SPANISH2 CSISO86HUNGARIAN CSISO90


CSISO92JISC62991984B CSISO99NAPLPS CSISOLATIN1 CSISOLATIN2 CSISOLATIN3


CSISOLATIN4 CSISOLATIN5 CSISOLATIN6 CSISOLATINARABIC CSISOLATINCYRILLIC


CSISOLATINHEBREW CSKSC5636 CSMACINTOSH CSN_369103 CSPC775BALTIC


CSPC850MULTILINGUAL CSPC862LATINHEBREW CSPC8CODEPAGE437 CSPCP852 CUBA


CWI CWI-2 CYRILLIC DE DEC


DEC-MCS DIN_66003 DK DS_2089 ECMA-114


ECMA-118 ECMA-128 ECMA-CYRILLIC ELOT_928 ES


ES2 EUC-CN EUC-JISX0213 EUC-JP EUC-JP-MS
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EUC-KR EUC-TW FI FR GB


GB13000 GB18030 GB_1988-80 GB2312 GBK


GEORGIAN-ACADEMY GEORGIAN-PS GOST_19768 GOST_19768-74 GREEK


GREEK8 HEBREW HP-ROMAN8 HU IBM1004


IBM-1046 IBM1089 IBM-1124 IBM-1129 IBM-1133


IBM-1161 IBM-1162 IBM-1163 IBM367 IBM437


IBM775 IBM813 IBM819 IBM848 IBM850


IBM851 IBM852 IBM855 IBM-856 IBM857


IBM860 IBM861 IBM862 IBM863 IBM864


IBM865 IBM866 IBM866NAV IBM868 IBM869


IBM874 IBM891 IBM903 IBM904 IBM912


IBM915 IBM916 IBM920 IBM-922 IBM-932


IBM-943 IEC_P27-1 INIS ISIRI-3342 ISO_10367-BOX


ISO-10646/UTF-8/ ISO-2022-CN ISO-2022-CN-EXT ISO-2022-JP ISO-2022-JP-2


ISO-2022-JP-3 ISO646-CA ISO646-CA2 ISO646-CN ISO646-CU


ISO646-DE ISO646-DK ISO646-ES ISO646-ES2 ISO646-FI


ISO646-FR ISO646-FR1 ISO646-GB ISO646-HU ISO646-IT


ISO646-JP ISO646-JP-OCR-B ISO646-KR ISO646-NO ISO646-NO2


ISO646-PT ISO646-PT2 ISO646-SE ISO646-SE2 ISO646-US


ISO646-YU ISO6937 ISO_6937 ISO_6937-2 ISO-8859-1


ISO-8859-10 ISO-8859-11 ISO-8859-13 ISO-8859-14 ISO-8859-15


ISO-8859-16 ISO-8859-2 ISO-8859-3 ISO-8859-4 ISO-8859-5


ISO-8859-6 ISO-8859-7 ISO-8859-8 ISO-8859-9 ISO-CELTIC


ISO-IR-10 ISO-IR-100 ISO-IR-101 ISO-IR-103 ISO-IR-109


ISO-IR-11 ISO-IR-110 ISO-IR-111 ISO-IR-121 ISO-IR-122


ISO-IR-126 ISO-IR-127 ISO-IR-138 ISO-IR-139 ISO-IR-14


ISO-IR-141 ISO-IR-143 ISO-IR-144 ISO-IR-148 ISO-IR-15


ISO-IR-151 ISO-IR-153 ISO-IR-155 ISO-IR-156 ISO-IR-157


ISO-IR-16 ISO-IR-166 ISO-IR-17 ISO-IR-179 ISO-IR-19


ISO-IR-193 ISO-IR-197 ISO-IR-199 ISO-IR-203 ISO-IR-209


ISO-IR-21 ISO-IR-226 ISO-IR-25 ISO-IR-27 ISO-IR-4


ISO-IR-49 ISO-IR-57 ISO-IR-6 ISO-IR-60 ISO-IR-61


ISO-IR-69 ISO-IR-8-1 ISO-IR-84 ISO-IR-85 ISO-IR-86


ISO-IR-90 ISO-IR-9-1 ISO-IR-92 ISO-IR-99 IT


JIS_C6220-1969-RO JIS_C6229-1984-B JOHAB JP JP-OCR-B


JS JUS_I.B1.002 KOI-8 KSC5636 L1


L10 L2 L3 L4 L5


L6 L7 L8 LATIN1 LATIN10


LATIN2 LATIN3 LATIN4 LATIN5 LATIN6


LATIN7 LATIN8 LATIN-9 LATIN-GREEK LATIN-GREEK-1


MAC MAC-CYRILLIC MACINTOSH MAC-IS MAC-SAMI


MAC-UK MS932 MS936 MS-ANSI MS-ARAB


MSCP1361 MSCP949 MS-CYRL MS-EE MS-GREEK


MS-HEBR MS_KANJI MS-MAC-CYRILLIC MS-TURK MSZ_7795.3


NAPLPS NATS-DANO NATS-SEFI NC_NC00-10 NF_Z_62-010


Table 1 Character Sets  (continued)
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NF_Z_62-010_1973 NF_Z_62-010_(1973) NO NO2 NS_4551-1


NS_4551-2 OS2LATIN1 OSF00010001 OSF00010002 OSF00010003


OSF00010004 OSF00010005 OSF00010006 OSF00010007 OSF00010008


OSF00010009 OSF0001000A OSF00010020 OSF00030010 OSF0004000A


OSF0005000A OSF05010001 OSF10010001 OSF100201B5 OSF10020352


OSF10020354 OSF10020357 OSF10020359 OSF1002035D OSF1002035E


OSF1002035F OSF10020360 OSF10020364 OSF10020365 OSF1002037B


OSF10020387 OSF10020388 OSF100203B5 PT PT2


R8 ROMAN8 RUSCII SE SE2


SEN_850200_B SEN_850200_C SHIFT-JIS SJIS SJIS-OPEN


SJIS-WIN SS636127 ST_SEV_358-88 T.61 T.61-8BIT


TCVN TCVN-5712 TIS-620 TS-5881 TSCII


UHC UJIS UK US US-ASCII


UTF-7 UTF-8 VISCII WINBALTRIM WINDOWS-1250


WINDOWS-1251 WINDOWS-1252 WINDOWS-1253 WINDOWS-1254 WINDOWS-1255


WINDOWS-1256 WINDOWS-1257 WINDOWS-1258 WINDOWS-31J WINDOWS-936


WIN-SAMI-2 WS2 YU


Table 1 Character Sets  (continued)
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Glossary


A/B split
A testing tool that compares the effectiveness of one marketing channel with another. In an A/B split, a 
list is divided by creating the "A" list from every other name on the list.  The remaining names make up 
the "B" list.  Similar to an Nth name split.


Above-the-fold
The portion of an email that initially appears on a computer screen before the user scrolls to see more.  
This is considered premium space because it is the first information the recipient sees.  The term is 
derived from print media and refers to the top - display -- half of a folder newspaper.  Fold locations on 
an email can vary from user to user depending on their monitor size, display configurations, etc.  


Acquisition Cost
The amount it costs to produce a lead, a customer, or a subscriber as the result of a particular 
campaign.  The acquisition cost is figured by dividing the cost of the campaign by the number of leads, 
customers, and subscribers obtained through that campaign.


Acquisition List 
A list of prospects rented from a broker or vendor with a targeted group of recipients to whom an email 
campaign can be sent, driving them to register on a website. (Note: All rented lists should be certified 
opt-in, permission-based lists in order to comply with the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003.)


Address Book Whitelisting 
The process of an email recipient adding a company's email address and/or domain name to their 
personal email address book.  This helps prevent the inadvertent filtering of email from trusted 
senders. 


Affiliate
A marketing entity with an agreement with a company stating that the marketing entity will receive 
payment for promoting the company's products or services based on the results they receive for their 
efforts.


Affirmative Consent
Permission provided by a person who has been informed about the collection and use of their email 
address for advertising or promotional purposes and has agreed to those terms.  Permission is 
granted prior to the collection of their email address.  Commonly referred to as "opt-in".


Alert
An email sent to subscribers notifying them of a specific, time-sensitive event.
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API (Application Program Interface)
The way in which an application (computer program) accesses another application to send out data.  
API's may be used to automatically send database information to an email system and in return to 
automatically receive reporting data from a specific mailing.


Application Service Provider (ASP)
ASPs provide applications to individuals or organizations across the Internet or other network 
connections.  Hosted applications can vary, but examples include advertising and marketing 
applications, financial applications (like general ledger or purchasing software) and office applications.


Attachment
A file (text, spreadsheet, photo, PDF, recording, etc.) that is sent along with an email message.  The 
recipient must have the appropriate software or hardware to access the attachment.  Some ISPs have 
filters that either block all attachments or place limits on the size of incoming attachments.


Authentication
An automated process used to verify the identity of an email sender.  It determines the source of a 
message and makes sure that the message has not been modified from the time it was sent. 


Auto-responder
An automatic prepared response that is sent as a result of a specific trigger.  Examples of triggers are 
subscribe and unsubscribe confirmations, "out of the office" messages, welcome messages sent to 
new members, or order confirmations.


Bandwidth 
The amount of data a connection is capable of moving.  Bandwidth is generally measured in bits per 
second.  A T1 line can move 1.5 million bits of data per second and is referred to as having "1.5 
megabits" of bandwidth. 


Bayesian filter
A spam filtering process that assigns point values to certain terms that often appear in spam.  The 
program examines header information and message content, and if a certain number of points are 
accumulated, the email is presumed to be spam.  Bayesian filters can then either reject such emails or 
send them to a specified folder (junk mail, spam, etc.).


Blacklist
The publication of a group of IP addresses known to be sources of spam.  The goal of a blacklist is to 
provide a list of IP addresses that a network can use to filter undesirable traffic.


Block
The refusal by an ISP to deliver email to the recipient.  Email can be blocked for a variety of reasons, 
including blacklisting or issues with its content.
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Bonded Sender
Bonded Sender is an email accreditation service provided by Ironport.  Bulk emailers can post a bond 
that will allow their emails to bypass Bonded Sender client filters as long as the emailer abides by 
published email practices.  If the emails sent are considered spam or the recipients complain, funds 
are withdrawn from the sender's posted bond.


Bounce
A bounce occurs when an email is not immediately delivered due to an error in the delivery process. 
There are numerous reasons that an email can bounce, including an incorrect email address, server 
problems, or spam filtering.


Bounce handler
Software to track, report and categorize the reasons for bounced emails.


Bounce message
The email sent in response to the sender notifying them that their email has bounced.


Bounce rate
The percentage of emails in a particular mailing that bounced.  (Not all undelivered emails necessarily 
bounce so the bounce rate may be imprecise.) 


Bounce threshold 
The number of times a message sent to an account can bounce before the address is purged from the 
list.  See RFC and DSN codes for reply coding standards.


Broadcast
Sending the same email message to multiple recipients.


Bulk folder or junk folder
A designated folder into which messages suspected to be spam are automatically delivered.  The 
folder is usually part of the user's email software or is installed through an anti-spam software 
application.  Users usually have the option of identifying messages that appear in the folder as "false 
positives" so that they will not go to the folder in the future.


Call to action
A link or message in the body of an email informing the recipient about what action should be taken.


Campaign 
Emails that go out to a rented or small house list at varying schedules with multiple creative treatments 
and content. 
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CAN-SPAM Act 
The CAN-SPAM Act of 2003, signed into law by President Bush on December 16, 2003, establishes 
the first national standards for the sending of commercial email and requires the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) to enforce its provisions.  The bill's full name is an acronym: Controlling the Assault 
of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003.


Carrier(s)
A company that provides telecommunications circuits. Carriers include local telephone companies, 
long distance providers, and Internet Service Providers.


Catch-all
A mailbox that receives all emails sent to non-existent usernames on a particular domain.


CGI (Common Gateway Interface)
A set of rules used to transfer data, usually in a web-based format, to a web server.  CGI scripts can be 
used to process input and output such as email subscriptions, checkbox menus, etc.


Challenge/Response Filtering 
A filtering system in which the sender's email address or domain name must be listed in the recipient's 
address book in order for email to be delivered directly to the inbox.  All other mail is filtered into a 
separate folder and an automatic message -- or "challenge" - is sent in response. The "challenge" 
requires the sender to perform a task - such as answering a question -- that can't be automated.  If the 
task is completed successfully, the sender is added to the recipient's address book.


Churn
The portion of subscribers to the total email list that stop subscribing to the list -- or whose email 
addresses otherwise become invalid -- over a specified period of time.  Churn rates are usually 
expressed as a percentage.


Click / click-through
A click occurs when a person activates a sponsor link received as part of an email.  A click-through 
occurs when the sponsor's website appears.  The terms click and click-through tend to be used 
interchangeably in the email industry.


Click-through Rate  (CTR)
The number and percentage of recipients who clicked on a particular URL included in an email. 


Click-through Tracking 
A compilation of data regarding each click-through (successful clicks, number of clicks, etc.).
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Collocation
The provision of space for a customer's telecommunications equipment on the service provider's 
premises.  For example, a Web site owner could place the site's own computer servers on the 
premises of the Internet service provider (ISP). Or an ISP could place its network routers on the 
premises of the company offering switching services with other ISPs. The alternative to collocation is 
to have the equipment and the demarcation point located on the customer's premises.  Customers 
typically select and manage their own Web servers, including the hardware and software costs.


Commercial Email
An email designed and used, in whole or in part, as a marketing tool to advertise a product or service 
to the recipient.


Conditional Content 
Content which uses a database and offer to insert unique content into the body of an email message. 
This is done with "if" and "else" statements.


Confirmation
An auto-response sent to a subscriber alerting them that their email address will be added to a specific 
list once they take some additional action.  A confirmation can also be used by the address owner to 
take appropriate action if the request was made by an unauthorized third-party.


Content
All of the data incorporated in an email message including the text, links, images, delivery information, 
return-path, etc.  Content does not include code.


Content-based filter
A spam-filtering product that sorts messages based on simple strings or keywords found in the header 
and message body. 


Conversion
A preferred response to an email campaign such as making a purchase after clicking the provided link 
to the sponsor's website, signing up for a service or event, etc.


Conversion rate
A method to evaluate how successful a particular campaign was.  This is calculated by comparing the 
number of people who received an email with the number that actually responded in the manner 
desired (email, visit to website, purchase, phone call, etc.). 


COPPA
Children's Online Privacy Protection Act.   http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/coppa.htm
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Co-registration
An extra checkbox provided to a consumer during an interaction with a company that invites the 
consumer to register with a third party.  This may occur while signing up for a newsletter, creating a 
log-in to a service, or while making a purchase.  By checking the box, the consumer gives permission 
to the third-party to send advertising materials.


Creative
The term used for the text, graphics, video, audio, layout, etc. of a marketing message.


CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
The various tools a company uses to organize and manage customer relationships.  These can include 
software solutions -- either internal or web-based -- that detail the customer's business practices, 
requirements, preferences, etc. allowing the company to better serve the customer.


Cross-campaign profiling
Examining email recipients' behavior over the course of several email campaigns to make 
assessments about their responses to the messages.


Cryptography-based Authentication
The umbrella term for protocols like Yahoo! Domain Keys and Cisco Identified Internet Mail, in which 
the sender and content of an email can be verified by checking a digital signature against a trusted 
public key.


CTR (Click Through Rate) 
A method of determining what percentage of email recipients click on a link contained in an email 
message.  The percentage is determined by dividing the number of unique clicks (each recipient is 
only counted once, even of they click on the link several times) by the number of emails either sent or 
received and opened. 


Dedicated Server
A server assigned to act as the exclusive email server for a specific sender. Because costs cannot be 
shared among multiple users of the server, the cost is higher, but resulting faster performance usually 
makes up for this.


Deduplication (deduping)
The practice of deleting identical entries from two or more mailing lists.


Deliverability 
The term deliverability addresses a series of processes concerning the intricacies of email delivery. 
Deliverability can include inbox delivery, email filtering, bounced message processing, and clarity of 
the message.
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Delivered email
A best estimate of the number of emails in a campaign that were delivered to the intended recipients. It 
is an estimate because not all ISPs alert senders when messages are filtered or bounced. 


Delivery tracking
The process of estimating delivery rates through a variety of factors such as click-through rates and 
ISP messages (bounces, invalid addresses, errors, etc.).


Denial-of-service attack (DOS)
An organized attack on a server in which an unusually large volume of traffic is directed at the server 
until it slows down, eventually forcing it to shut down when it cannot keep up. 


Deploy
The act of sending out an email campaign once testing is complete.


Digest
An abridged edition of an emailed newsletter that provides short summaries of articles along with links 
to the full articles posted on a web site.


DNS
Short for Domain Name System (or Service or Server), an Internet service that translates domain 
names into IP addresses. Because domain names are alphanumeric, they are easier to remember. 
The Internet however, is really based on IP addresses. Every time you use a domain name, a DNS 
server must translate the name into its corresponding IP address. For example, the domain name 
www.strongmailsystems.com translates to 216.34.197.133.


Domain Keys
Yahoo's DomainKeys is a cryptography-based authentication standard in which outbound email 
messages are signed with a private key and verified using a public key published in DNS.  


Domain Name
A name that identifies one or more IP addresses.  Domain names are used in URLs to identify 
particular Web pages. For example, in the URL http://www.strongmailsystems.com/index.html, the 
domain name is strongmailsystems.com.


Double opt-in
A verification process for confirming that a person has actually signed up for a mailing list before 
adding their address to it.  The person must take some action, such as sending a return email or 
clicking on a link that asks for confirmation before their name will be added to the list.  If the person 
does not take any action, their name will not be added.  (Should properly be referred to as "confirmed 
opt-in.")
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EAS
The StrongMail product that provides advanced personalization, tracking and load balancing options 
for high performance, high scalability email delivery.


Email address
The combination of a username and a domain name to create a unique address.


Email append
The process of adding an email address to an existing customer's contact information within a 
marketing database.


Email client
Software installed on a computer used to send and receive email.


Email domain
The information that appears in an email address after the "@" sign.  


Email prefix
The information that appears in an email address before the "@" sign.  Also called the username.


Email Service Providers (ESP)
The term Email Service Provider can be used to refer to two different types of companies.


The first refers to companies who provide email services to recipients for free or a small fee.  They are 
different from Internet Service Providers (ISP) in that they do not provide Internet access. Examples 
would be Hotmail, Yahoo and Gmail.


The second refers to Marketing/Advertising companies known as ASPs which provide email services 
to senders.  Business email senders outsource their messaging to these third-party ASPs, who in turn 
send the email from their own servers on behalf of their customers.  Examples would be Digital Impact, 
Cheetahmail and mobileStorm.


Event triggered email
A prepared message automatically sent to a recipient at a prearranged time.  


False positive 
Legitimate permission-based email incorrectly filtered or blocked as spam. 


FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
A list of answers to common questions about a particular subject.  Usually this list is posted on a 
website as the first source of answers for consumers.
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Filters
A filter is a program that is used to detect unsolicited and unwanted email and prevent those 
messages from getting to a user's inbox.  A filter bases its judgments on specific message 
characteristics 


FTC
Federal Trade Commission. http://www.ftc.gov


Goodbye message
An automatic email sent when a person unsubscribes from a list.  The message usually confirms that 
the recipient has unsubscribed and provides information on how to re-subscribe.


Hard bounce
A hard bounce is an email message returned to the sender as permanently undeliverable. Causes 
include invalid addresses (domain name doesn't exist, typos, changed address, etc.) or an intentional 
block on the sending server.


Headers 
Headers contain information about the email and the route the message has taken across the Internet.  
Headers include sending and receiving mail servers, dates and times, as well as the email addresses 
of the sender and recipient.  The CAN-SPAM Act (see above), makes it illegal to forge or conceal 
information contained in the header.


Heuristic Filters 
Heuristic filters attempt to identify unwanted messages using reiterative guesswork and past 
experience to establish filtering rules.


Honeypotting 
Occurs when planted email addresses find their way into email marketers' lists. ISPs and spam-
fighters place these addresses on the web and wait for them to be harvested by spammers. If a 
legitimate sender purchases a list containing a honeypot, all subsequent mail from that sender runs 
the risk of being blocked, regardless of the legitimacy of the rest of the list.


HTML email message
A formatted message that can include unique fonts, bold or italicized words, logos, colors, pictures, 
graphics, etc.  Emails can usually be sent in either plain text format or HTML.  HTML format usually 
generates more of a response than plain text because it is more interesting and provides more visual 
information.


HTML-sniffer 
Technology embedded in email software that enables it to determine if recipients can receive HTML 
content. 
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Identified Internet Mail (IIM)
Cisco's proposed cryptography-based authentication standard to encrypt emails with public keys and 
check the private key of the sender before delivery to confirm authenticity.  Permits domains to have 
any number of public keys stored on a key server, instead of just a single key stored in DNS.


IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol)
A standard protocol for retrieving email from a server.


Internet Protocol (IP)
IP, the abbreviation of "Internet Protocol," is pronounced as two separate letters.  This protocol 
establishes a connection between two hosts so that they can send messages back and forth for a 
period of time. It is the common set of instructions by which data is sent from one computer to another 
on the Internet.


Internet Service Provider (ISP)
A company that provides access to the Internet. For a monthly fee, the ISP gives customers a software 
package, username, password and - for dialup access -- a phone number. Equipped with a modem, 
users can then log on to the Internet and browse the World Wide Web and USENET, and send and 
receive email.


IP (Internet Protocol) Address
A unique number that is assigned to each device connected to the Internet. IP addresses can either be 
static or dynamic.  An IP address is dynamic if it changes every time an Internet user logs on.  An IP 
address is static if it remains constant.


IP-based Authentication
The umbrella term for protocols like SPF and Sender-ID, in which an email sender's actual IP address 
is checked against a list of IP addresses authorized to send mail from that domain.


Joe job
Forgery of a non-existent email address in the headers of a spam message, thus generating a 
substantial number of bounce messages and other replies back to the domain targeted in the forgery.


Landing page 
The first webpage an email recipient sees when clicking through to a site.  Making sure this page 
resembles the offer in the email campaign is the first step toward getting recipients to click "buy." 
Keeping the landing page consistent with the email campaign also avoids confusing the recipient.


List hygiene
Keeping an email list up-to-date by removing addresses from a database based on unsubscribes, hard 
bounces, and error messages.
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List sampling 
Segmenting a customer list to determine how different groups of customers respond to various 
marketing messages. 


Mailer-daemon 
The email address "MAILER-DAEMON@...." is in common use among older UNIX MTAs. If an MTA 
generates an email (such as a bounce report), it uses MAILER-DAEMON as the "from" username in 
the email address. 


Message testing 
Sending several unique messages to customers in order to gauge differences in response rates. 


MTA (Mail Transfer Agent)
An MTA is a mail server application, not to be confused with a mail reader application. Generally, 
humans do not interact with MTAs - instead, MTAs interact with each other, typically through the 
Internet.


Multipart-Alternative 
Sending both text and HTML content to a recipient, which allows the email client to choose the best 
content.


MX Record (Mail Exchange Record)
An entry in a domain name database that identifies the mail server(s) responsible for handling 
incoming email for that domain.


Network
A group of interconnected computers capable of exchanging information. A network can be as small 
as several personal computers on a LAN, or as large as the Internet (the worldwide network of 
computers.)


Network Interface Card (NIC)
An NIC is a computer circuit board or card installed into personal computers, workstations, or servers 
so that they can be connected to a network or the Internet.


Network Operations Center (NOC)
The physical space from which a typically large telecommunications network is managed, monitored 
and supervised. The NOC investigates network trouble, provides problem management and otherwise 
manages network changes.


Nth name
A testing tool that compares the effectiveness of one marketing channel with another. In an nth name 
test, a list is divided by creating the "a" list from every "nth" name (every 3rd name or every 11th name, 
for example) on the list.  The remaining names make up the "b" list.  Similar to an a/b split.
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Open rate
A count of all of the HTML emails within a particular mailing that were actually opened.  This number is 
only an estimate for two reasons:  first, only HTML emails can be counted; plain text emails are not 
included. Second, messages that appear in a preview pane count as having been opened.


Opt-in (or subscribe) 
Requesting to receive certain information from a company via email. Many companies offer more than 
one type of email campaign for opt-in. 


Opt-out (or unsubscribe) 
Requesting to no longer receive certain information from a company via email. 


Passed Parameters 
The act of including arbitrary subscriber information in a redirect URL. This allows web applications to 
pre-populate form values when the form is first displayed to the customer, thus requiring the customer 
to do less typing. 


Permission
Tacit approval given by a customer during the sign-up process to have their email address added to a 
particular mailing list.


Permission-based email
A list made up of email addresses from people who have subscribed or opted-in to receive email 
messages from a specified sender and/or the sender's affiliates.  Legitimate email marketers only mail 
to permission-based lists. 


Phishing
The act of sending an e-mail to a user falsely claiming to be an established legitimate enterprise in an 
attempt to scam the user into surrendering private information that will be used for identity theft.


Plain text
An unformatted message (for example, no indenting, fancy fonts, or bold formatting) that can be easily 
read by a variety of email and word processing programs.  Emails are usually sent in either plain text 
or HTML format. 


POP (Post Office Protocol)
The standard email protocol that email clients use to retrieve messages from an email server and 
deliver them to their local computer.  


Postmaster
The contact person for deliverability issues at an ISP or other network.
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Preview pane
An email software feature that allows the user to view the top portion of an email message without 
"clicking" on it.


Program 
An ongoing email communication to an in-house subscriber database using regular scheduling, 
consistent creative treatments and relevant content.


Query 
A subset of records from a database.  For example, if a database contains customer information from 
all over the U.S., then a query might specify, "males aged 18 or older who live in the southeastern 
United States."


Read rate 
Also known as open rate. This is the percentage of emails opened in any given mailing. 


Readability 
The extent to which an email client can correctly display HTML messages. 


Redirect URL 
A URL (Uniform Resource Locater) is a clickable link included in an email message that takes the 
recipient to a designated Web page. If a marketing service or software is used, the application will 
collect response information and redirect the recipient to the appropriate Web page.


Relational Database 
A software application used for storing information, such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server or IBM DB/
2.


Remarketing 
Using past campaign or click-through information to target recipients for follow-up email campaigns. 


Reply-to Address 
The address to which all replies are routed when an email recipient replies to a message. 


Retention list 
An in-house email list used to market products and services and establish valuable relationships with 
clients. 


Reverse DNS (rDNS)
Reverse DNS (rDNS) is a method of resolving an IP address into a domain name, just as the domain 
name system (DNS) resolves domain names into associated IP addresses. For example, the IP 
address 216.34.197.133 reverses to strongmailsystems.com.
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RFC-compliant 
The Requests for Comments (RFC) document series is a set of technical specifications about 
information is to be transmitted across the Internet. 


Router
A device -or in some cases computer software --that directs information packets from one point to the 
next toward their destination on the Internet. The router is connected to at least two networks and 
decides which way to send each information packet based on its current understanding of the state of 
these networks. A router is located at any juncture of networks, including each Internet point-of-
presence.


Rule-based Filters 
A type of spam filter that looks at each email entering the network and accepts or rejects it based on 
user-defined rules. One common rule is referred to as "expression matching" or "text analysis," which 
blocks emails containing certain words in the body or headers of the message.


Seed emails
Email addresses that are inserted into an existing mailing list.  The seed addresses are then monitored 
to find out when messages are delivered to members of the list, what the messages look like, what 
they say, etc.  They are also used to determine whether the list has been used for unauthorized 
mailings.


Selective unsubscribe
A menu-driven interface that allows a customer to look at a selection of mailings to which they have 
subscribed, and then pick and choose which they wish to be unsubscribed from.


Sender Authentication Protocols (SAP)
The umbrella term for protocols like Sender-ID and Yahoo! Domain Keys, in which the sender and 
source of an email can be verified by the receiving party.


Sender ID
The convergence of Microsoft's Caller ID for Email proposal and Meng Wong's Sender Policy 
Framework (SPF).


Sent Emails
A count of the number of email addresses to which a particular message was sent.  This count does 
not necessarily reflect the number of addresses to which the message was successfully delivered.


SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)
A widely used set of rules defining how email is to be transmitted.  It describes the negotiation process 
between the program that sends the email and the program that receives the email.


Snail mail
A slang term for postal mail.
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Soft bounce 
A soft bounce is an email message that gets as far as the recipient's mail server (it recognizes the 
address) but is bounced back undelivered before it gets to the intended recipient. A soft bounce might 
occur because the recipient's mailbox is full, the server is down or swamped with messages, or the 
message is too large.  Most email service providers will continue to attempt to deliver such email 
regularly for a few days. If the email still cannot be delivered after several attempts, it is considered a 
hard bounce.


SPAM or Unsolicited Commercial Email (UCE) 
SPAM usually refers to unsolicited email. Unsolicited email is any email message received without the 
consent of the recipient.


SpamAssassin(tm) 
SpamAssassin(tm) is a popular type of email filter. It attempts to identify spam based on a rule base 
made up of characteristics common in unsolicited commercial email. 


SPF (Sender Policy Framework)
SPF (Sender Policy Framework) compares an email sender's actual IP address to a list of IP 
addresses authorized to send mail from that domain.  This list is published in the domain's DNS 
record.


SQL (Structured Query Language)
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a system for manipulating and retrieving data from a database 
using simple English words. For example, to get an email address from a company database, the 
query might be: SELECT EMAIL_ADDR FROM EMPLOYEES WHERE LAST_NAME = 'Johnson' .


Subscriber 
A recipient of a permission-based email marketing communication. 


Subscriber Data 
Information collected about recipients of a permission-based email marketing communication. Usually 
stored in a database, this data can be comprised of demographic and psychographic information.


Suppression List or Opt-out list
A list of email addresses of customers who have requested to be unsubscribed from a particular 
mailing.  The list should then be used in future mailings to ensure that no further mail is sent to those 
addresses.


Text email message
An email message made up of plain text only, usually designed for subscribers who have indicated 
they cannot properly view HTML email. 


UCE (Unsolicited Commercial Email)
See SPAM.
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USP (Unique Selling Proposition)
The characteristics of a product or service emphasized in marketing as exceptional in a field of similar 
products or services.


Verification
A means of blocking incoming email containing forged header information by determining whether the 
email was actually sent by the person listed as the sender.


Viral Marketing 
A marketing strategy that encourages individuals to pass on marketing messages to friends and 
colleagues, creating exponential growth in the message's exposure and influence. Viral marketing is 
common with email because of the ease with which messages may be forwarded.


Virus or Worm
A malicious software program or script that arrives to a computer over a network, often by disguising 
itself as an otherwise harmless email attachment.  A virus installs itself on the recipient's computer and 
begins spreading itself by targeting any Internet contacts it can find listed on that computer.


Volume blocking 
Occurs when a sender bounces too many messages sent to a particular domain (usually by sending to 
an obsolete or poorly-researched mailing list).  Once the sender exceeds this threshold, all future mail 
from the sender may be blocked by the ISP. 


Web Bug or Web Beacon
A 1 pixel-by-1 pixel transparent image tag that is added to an HTML email message and used to track 
open rates.  The web bug is activated and notifies the sender when the recipient opens the message 
(even if they only view it in their preview pane).  The software that receives the web bug's transmission 
is able to track which email addresses received and opened the message, and when.


Web Insert 
The dynamic insertion of the contents of a Web page or Web application into an email message. Web 
inserts are typically used in surveys, banner ads and e-statements so marketers do not have to 
duplicate Web material in email messages.


Webmail
An email interface that uses HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) to allow users access to their email 
account through a website instead of a desktop application.  Most ISPs offer webmail for their 
customers, and there are also various free webmail services available such as Hotmail and Yahoo!.


Welcome message
An automated response message generated when a person signs their email address up for a list.  
This message usually simply greets the new subscriber and asks for confirmation that the sign-up was 
successful. 
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Whitelist 
A whitelist is a list of email addresses, domain names, or IP addresses from which a network's email 
blocking system or program will always accept messages.  Senders not on the whitelist run the risk of 
having their otherwise legitimate email tagged as spam and delivered incorrectly, or dropped 
altogether. 


X-Mailer 
A standard email header explaining which email program created the message.  For example, "X-
Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 5.2.7.2 build 1322."


XML 
eXtensible Markup Language. XML is a simple language for describing the structure and contents of 
data. 
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Chapter 1 Before You Begin


Before deploying the appliance, verify that all of the necessary components are present, plan out the 
necessary changes to your physical and virtual network setup. Identifying the specific tasks you want 
to address not only accelerates the installation and configuration process but also allows StrongMail to 
provide the best advice and support possible. We at StrongMail pride ourselves in providing solutions 
that can adapt to and grow with your expanding business. 


StrongMail recommends that a system administrator with experience in Linux operating systems and 
email servers perform the StrongMail deployment.


StrongMail components
The components included with a StrongMail appliance is dependent on the product you purchased:


• Email Delivery Server includes the MTA on a Linux appliance.


• Email Integration Server includes the MTA and EAS (Email Application Server), which allows you 
to create customized batch mailings.


• Transactional Email Server includes the MTA, EAS, and the transactional API. 


• Email Marketing Server includes the MTA, EAS, the APIs, and Message Studio.


Third-party software
In addition, StrongMail uses many open source packages into its enterprise architecture. These open 
source packages are custom built and maintained by StrongMail. The engineering team actively 
follows relevant security update mailing lists. Depending on the severity of the security vulnerability, 
StrongMail will issue a patch to the open source versions of software bundled in the StrongMail 
platform.


Network considerations
Depending on the placement of StrongMail within your network, you may need to modify your firewall 
rules and internal email routing.


Table 1 lists the ports StrongMail uses and identifies the direction/scope of network communication, 
TCP versus UDP, and whether ports are required or optional. For the communication direction:


• Internal - identifies ports that must be routable internally from the corporate network.


• Inbound - identifies ports that must be routable from the Internet.


• Outbound - identifies ports that must be routable to the Internet.
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NOTE: StrongMail no longer requires ports 9321 and 9322 (previously used for the defer 
process) or 4525 and 4980 (previously used to connect to the License Server). The 
defer process is still supported and still functions in the same manner, but has been 
re-written so that no ports are required.


Table 1 StrongMail ports
Port Direction Required TCP/UDP Use


21 Internal Optional TCP FTP support for uploading creative content and log 
management.


22 Internal Optional TCP SSH for command line administration.


25 Outbound Required TCP SMTP for outbound email delivery. This port must be routable 
to the Internet.


25 Inbound Optional TCP StrongMail MTA Inbox feature for bounce management, 
feedback loops, and unsubscribe requests via email.


53 Outbound
Internal


Required TCP/UDP DNS for MX lookups.


80 Inbound
Outbound


Optional TCP Tracking server uses this inbound port to track opens, clicks, 
and unsubscribe requests.
Live updates uses this outbound port.


123 Inbound
Outbound


Optional UDP NTP


161 Internal Optional TCP SNMP for remote monitoring.


443 Outbound Required TCP License Server and Live Updates
Note: In v4.1, License Server uses port 443.


2775 Outbound Optional TCP SMPP (SMS server)


3330 Inbound
Outbound


Optional TCP SSL for Goodmail CertifiedEmail service


4900 Inbound
Outbound


Optional TCP SSL for Goodmail CertifiedEmail service


9000 Internal Optional TCP Web Services APIs (batch and transactional)


9010 Internal Optional TCP IQMP communication between EAS and MTA. IQMP 
communication uses multiple ports, starting with 9010.


9443 Internal Optional TCP StrongMail web-based UI
Note: StrongMail strongly recommends that only internal 


administrative workstations or VPN (Virtual Private 
Network) clients should be given access to the UI


9873 Internal Optional TCP In cluster deployments, Log server communicates with the 
Log Collector over this port.
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DNS modifications
For outbound delivery through StrongMail, bounce management, and feedback loops, you must create 
appropriate A, MX, PTR, CNAME, and TXT records for any sub-domain sending through StrongMail. 


A records
You should create an A record for each sending domain or sub-domain. An A record (or address 
record) associates a FQDN (fully qualified domain name) to an IP address. Once you have updated 
your authoritative DNS server, you can check to make sure the record is set up correctly by using the 
dig command. For example:


When an MTA performs an A-record DNS query, the DNS server responds with the IP address 
associated with the FQDN.


MX records
In addition, you should create an MX record (mail exchanger) for each sending domain or sub-domain. 
MX records are necessary for asynchronous bounce management and feedback loop support.


Defining an MX record in your DNS server creates a mail route for a domain. Before creating the route, 
you must create an A record for the domain. StrongMail recommends creating an A record for each 
FQDN. 


StrongMail also recommends creating an MX record for each mailing domain. A common practice in 
creating MX records is to have the MX record in the format of mail.example.com; for example, 
mail.islanddrivebank.com. You can create multiple MX records for the same domain name.


Once you have updated your authoritative DNS server, you can check to make sure the record is set 
up correctly by using the dig command.


# dig A islanddrivebank.com
; <<>> DiG 9.2.4 <<>> A islanddrivebank.com
;; global options:  printcmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 31542
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 0, ADDITIONAL: 0


;; QUESTION SECTION:
;islanddrivebank.com.           IN      A


;; ANSWER SECTION:
islanddrivebank.com.    83148   IN      A       192.168.54.245


;; Query time: 0 msec
;; SERVER: 192.168.54.53#53(192.168.54.53)
;; WHEN: Mon Mar 10 09:12:18 2008
;; MSG SIZE  rcvd: 53
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For example:


When an MTA performs an MX-record DNS query, the DNS server responds with the mail route 
domain name, and MX preference, and maps the mail route domain name to the server IP address.


PTR records
In addition to creating A and MX records for each sending domain, be sure to add a PTR (pointer) 
record for reverse-DNS lookup functionality. Many email servers require that the sending MTA have a 
valid PTR record before they accept messages from that server. 


A PTR record associates an IP address to a FQDN. PTR records should point to a resolvable domain 
name. 


PTR records use the following format:


<reverse_ipaddress>.in-addr.arpa


where:
<reverse_ipaddress> is the mail server’s four IP octets in reverse order, followed by in-
addr.arpa; for example:9.54.168.192.in-addr.arpa.


Once you have updated your authoritative DNS server, you can check to make sure the PTR record is 
set up correctly by using the host command. For example:


When an MTA performs a PTR-record DNS query, the DNS server responds with the reverse IP 
address and the domain name associated with the IP address.


# dig MX islanddrivebank.com
; <<>> DiG 9.2.4 <<>> MX islanddrivebank.com
;; global options:  printcmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 6879
;; flags: qr aa rd; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 3, ADDITIONAL: 4


;; QUESTION SECTION:
;islanddrivebank.com.           IN      MX


;; ANSWER SECTION:
islanddrivebank.com.    60      IN      MX    10 mail.islanddrivebank.com.


;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
islanddrivebank.com.    60      IN      NS      dns.islanddrivebank.com


;; ADDITIONAL SECTION:
mail.islanddrivebank.com.  3600    IN      A       192.168.54.245
dns.islanddrivebank.com.   3600    IN      A       192.168.54.153


;; Query time: 20 msec
;; SERVER: 192.168.54.53#53(192.168.54.53)
;; WHEN: Mon Mar 10 09:13:30 2008
;; MSG SIZE  rcvd: 206


# host 192.168.54.245
245.54.168.192.in-addr.arpa domain name pointer 
mail.islanddrivebank.com.
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TXT records
To protect against ever-increasing levels of unsolicited bulk email and phishing attacks, the Internet 
community has developed many forms of email authentication techniques. Two “best of breed” email 
authentication strategies based on DNS include SPF/SenderID and DomainKeys/DKIM. To support 
these authentication methods, you will need to create a TXT record for your sending domains and sub-
domains.


SPF/SenderID  Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and SenderID compare a list of hosts in certain DNS 
TXT records to the IP address of an email sender. Recipient SPF- and SenderID-compliant email 
servers check the sending domain’s name server to ensure that the sending server is authorized to 
send emails on behalf of the sending domain.


DomainKeys/DKIM  DomainKeys, originally developed by Yahoo, is a message-based email 
authentication mechanism. Rather than specifying which hosts are allowed to send email on behalf of 
the sender’s domain, Domain Keys uses public key cryptography to digitally sign individual emails. 
DKIM (DomainKeys Identified Mail) incorporates the DomainKeys specification with aspects of 
Identified Internet Mail for enhanced flexibility and robustness.


The StrongMail UI includes a configuration wizard for both DomainKeys and DKIM. The final step in 
the wizard generates a DNS TXT record. You can copy this TXT record and publish it to your DNS 
server.


Deployment options
While there are several options for deployment, the two most common are single server and cluster.


Single server deployment
In a single server deployment, all components are deployed on the same StrongMail appliance. Figure 
1 shows the deployment and port requirements.


Figure 1 Single server deployment
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Cluster deployment
StrongMail also supports a cluster deployment. In this example, Island Drive Bank deploys three 
appliances. Message Studio and EAS reside on server A; servers B and C function as MTAs.


Figure 2 Cluster deployment


Security recommendations
In order to ensure that your server is secure, StrongMail provides user authentication for its UI, IQMP, 
SMTP, and SOAP interfaces. These authentication mechanisms are RFC-compliant and require a 
username and password to connect to and use the services. Secure configuration of these interfaces 
is handled from the UI.


StrongMail also provides host authentication based on IP addresses to the SMTP servers. This 
mechanism is similar in function to the popular Linux TCPWrappers program that uses allow and deny 
files to determine which IP addresses may access the StrongMail system.


The UI runs over HTTP with SSL and uses self-signed RSA public key encryption. The bundled key 
pair is not signed by a trusted 3rd-party certificate authority (CA), so any user connecting to the UI is 
prompted with a certificate warning. This warning states that the signer of the certificate is not trusted.


StrongMail strongly recommends that you install a CA-signed key pair for connecting to the Web UI to 
ensure that nobody else with access to the default StrongMail keys can decode your traffic.


The keys for the UI are located in the following directory: /data1/strongmail/thirdparty/
httpd/conf/ssl 


This directory contains the following files: server.crt and server.key.


Server.crt is the CA-signed public key, and server.key is the private key. Replace these files 
with the appropriate alternatives.
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Self-signed certificates  Even though StrongMail recommends using a CA-signed certificate, you 
can use keys that are not signed by a CA. These self-signed certificates help provide a secure network 
connection, but they do not establish the identity of the server like a CA-signed certificate would.


VPN
StrongMail recommends placing the appliance behind a hardware firewall. The appliance should only 
be accessed through a secure internal LAN. If you must administer your appliance from outside you 
internal network, StrongMail recommends the use of a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) rather 
than allowing direct port access through the organization’s external firewall.


Firewall considerations
StrongMail recommends implementing both a hardware firewall and host-based firewall for all 
installations. A hardware firewall can optimize performance, because packet filtering is handled on a 
separate device, reducing processor overhead on the appliance. 


In addition, StrongMail recommends using a stateful host-based firewall, and recommends that all 
connections initiated by the appliance be trusted. StrongMail appliances include IPTables as the host-
based firewall.


If this level of security is not sufficient for your organization, outbound connection allowances are 
required for TCP ports 443 (StrongMail license server), UDP port 53 (DNS), and optionally, if 
Goodmail email certification is used, TCP ports 3330 and 4900. If you will be managing bounced 
emails from StrongMail, you should also enable inbound access to port 25.


Hardware-based security
StrongMail should sit behind a hardware firewall. The hardware firewall is the recommended choice to 
protect StrongMail ports simply because the filtering of packets is handled on a separate device, 
offloading processing to that device.


The hardware firewall should use PAT and NAT to map all external requests (tracking server, port 80, 
and SMTP, port 25) received by the firewall to the private IP address and ports of the StrongMail 
server. 


Since trusted users within a LAN must access StrongMail, you must place the StrongMail system 
somewhere where in can be accessed from the private, internal network. While the firewall should 
allow the appliance to initiate any connection to the Internet, it should block any connections (except 
for SMTP) initiated from Internet hosts.


Virtual server groups  StrongMail supports many advanced configuration options including multiple 
IP addresses. If you plan to use more than one IP address with StrongMail, be sure to allow access 
through the firewall for each IP.


Host-based security
There are two methods for remotely administering StrongMail: the Secure Shell service and the UI. 
These ports must be accessible from the LAN, but should be disabled from the Internet.


• 9443 (StrongMail UI)


• 22 (Secure Shell)
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If you are injecting SMTP traffic into the MTA from another server, which would require you to open 
inbound port 25. In addition, you will need to open inbound port 25 if you are using the inbox feature.


In a single-server installation, all other StrongMail ports listen on the localhost interface and do not 
need any firewall restrictions or exceptions.


The following example shows an IPTables configuration file that allows ports 22, 25, 80, and 9443 
inbound on all interfaces. 


# cat /etc/sysconfig/iptables


# Firewall configuration written by redhat-config-securitylevel
# Manual customization of this file is not recommended.
*filter
:INPUT ACCEPT [0:0]
:FORWARD ACCEPT [0:0]
:OUTPUT ACCEPT [0:0]
:RH-Firewall-1-INPUT - [0:0]
-A INPUT -j RH-Firewall-1-INPUT
-A FORWARD -j RH-Firewall-1-INPUT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -i lo -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -p icmp --icmp-type any -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -m state --state NEW -m tcp -p tcp --dport 25 -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -m state --state NEW -m tcp -p tcp --dport 80 -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -m state --state NEW -m tcp -p tcp --dport 22 -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -m state --state NEW -m tcp -p tcp --dport 9443 -j ACCEPT
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -j REJECT --reject-with icmp-host-prohibited
COMMIT


NOTE: There are many online resources available for using iptables. If you need additional 
information, we recommend searching the web. 


NOTE: If you are configuring a StrongMail cluster, you will need to open the following ports: 
9010, 9011, and 9873 on the MTA node.


Throttled delivery
Out of the box, StrongMail throttling of outbound email delivery allows you time to audit your network 
and to establish a good reputation with the IP addresses the StrongMail server is using for delivery. 
Once you have established your sending presence, you should disable the default throttling to achieve 
the full sending power of the server. For more information, please read Chapter 9, Deliver.


Ramping up
StrongMail strongly recommends that you do not send a large volume of email immediately after 
installation. ISPs may consider the sudden spike of emails as a new source of spam and place you on 
their deny lists. Instead, slowly increase message volume over time, allowing others to more easily 
determine your intentions. By gradually increasing volume, you can maintain a good reputation among 
ISPs and increase the likelihood that your message will be received.
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If you purchased the StrongMail appliance, please perform the tasks in "Appliance installations". If you 
are installing the StrongMail software onto your own hardware, please perform the tasks in "Software 
installations".


NOTE: If you are performing an upgrade, please read  "Chapter 3, Upgrades".


Appliance installations
Before deploying the appliance, you will need the following:


• USB mouse


• USB keyboard


• VGA monitor


• Ethernet cables


• 2 AC power cords, included with the appliance


• Bezel, included with the appliance


NOTE: StrongMail supports NFS-mounted disks for log storage.


Pre-installation checklist
You should have the following resources ready before you begin:


• at least 1U of free rack or cabinet space


• knowledge of and access to your organization's DNS


NOTE: You should be prepared to update your DNS, including creating A (address) records, 
MX (mail exchanger) records, PTR (pointer) records, and TXT (text) records.


• hostname to assign to the server


• at least one available static IP address


• 100Mbit or faster burstable Ethernet LAN connection


• uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)


• VGA monitor


• PS2 or USB keyboard
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StrongMail hardware
Take a moment to become familiar with the StrongMail Appliance. For more information about the 
hardware, please read the StrongMail Appliance Manual.


Task 1 Connect the appliance  
Step Action


1 On the back panel, connect power cables to power supply connectors 1 and 2.


2 Attach the power cord retention bracket to the right bend of the power supply handle. Bend the power 
cable into a loop and attach it to the bracket’s cable clasp. Repeat the procedure for the second power 
cable.


Note: For redundancy, StrongMail recommends attaching both power cables to the appliance.


3 Plug the other end of the power cable into a grounded outlet or a separate power source such as an 
uninterrupted power supply (UPS) or a power distribution unit (PDU).


4 On the back panel, connect the ethernet cable to the GB2 connector.


 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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5 To setup the appliance, connect a keyboard and mouse to the USB ports; connect a monitor to the video 
connector. Once you complete the initial setup, you can disconnect them.


The connectors on the back of your system have icons indicating which cable to plug into each 
connector. Be sure to tighten screws (if any) on the monitor’s cable connector.


Note: If you connect two monitors to the system, using the front and rear video connections, the video 
display defaults to the front, since only one display can operate at a time.


6 Turn on the appliance.


7 Install the bezel.


Task 1 Connect the appliance  (Continued)
Step Action
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After placing the appliance in the rack or cabinet and making all necessary physical connections, make 
sure the appliance is turned on. The setup program will start automatically on boot up.


Task 2 Setup the Appliance 
Step Action


Welcome


1 When you turn on the Appliance, the setup process starts and you see the setup welcome script.


-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Welcome to the StrongMail Configuration Manager 
                        
    StrongMail 


    StrongMail Systems, Inc.
    1300 Island Drive, Suite 200
    Redwood City, CA 94065


    http://www.strongmail.com
    support@strongmail.com


    Copyright 2003-2008 StrongMail Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Press [ENTER] to continue... 


2 Press Enter to continue the setup.


License Agreement


3 The next screen shows the StrongMail End User License Agreement. Read the license agreement 
(press the spacebar to reach the end of the agreement).


  STRONGMAIL SYSTEMS, INC. SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT


              IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THE SOFTWARE


   CAUTION: IF YOU  INSTALL OR USE  THIS SOFTWARE, THE  FOLLOWING TERMS  WILL APPLY.  
By  clicking  the  "ACCEPT"  button,  or  installing,  copying  or otherwise using the 
Software, you agree to  be bound by the terms of  this Agreement. If you do not  agree 
to the terms  of this Agreement, click  on the "CANCEL" button and do not install the 
Software.


4 When you reach the end of the agreement, type Y to agree to the license and continue the setup


System Setup


5 System setup requires you to enter a new root password. Enter the new password, confirm it, and 
press Enter to continue the setup


-------------------------------------------
SYSTEM SETUP
-------------------------------------------


ROOT PASSWORD


Please enter a password for 'root':


Please retype password:
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Network Setup


6 Enter the hostname you chose for the server and press Enter.


-------------------------------------------
NETWORK SETUP
-------------------------------------------
Hostname:


Please enter the hostname for this server:
[Default: <domain server name>] 


Network:
 [M]anually assign network address
 [A]utomatically assign network information using DHCP
Please choose:


7 Before continuing the setup, you must identify the IP address for the appliance. 


• If you want to assign a static IP address, type M and press Enter. Go to step 8 for manual setup 
instructions. 


• If you want to assign a dynamic IP address, type A and press Enter. Go to step 10 for DHCP setup 
instructions.


Network Setup: Manual


8 At the prompts, enter the following data:


• IP address - enter the IP address you are assigning to the server.
• Netmask - enter the network mask.
• Default Gateway - enter the IP address of the default gateway.
• Primary DNS - enter the IP address of your primary DNS server.
• Secondary DNS - optional, enter the IP address of your secondary DNS server.


-------------------------------------------
NETWORK SETUP:  MANUAL
-------------------------------------------


Manual Network Setup:


Please enter the System IP address:
[Default: <ip_address>] 


Please enter the Netmask:
[Default: <netmask>] 


Please enter the Default Gateway:
[Default: <ip_address>] 


Please enter the Primary DNS:


Please enter the Secondary DNS:
[Default: None] 


9 Go to step 12.


Task 2 Setup the Appliance (Continued)
Step Action
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Network Setup: DHCP


10 Do you want the StrongMail server to automatically detect the DNS servers?


• Yes, type A and press Enter to automatically assign the DNS servers through DHCP. Go to step 
11.


• No, type M and press Enter to manually assign the DNS servers. Go to step 12.


11 At the prompts, enter the primary and secondary DNS servers.


Confirmation


12 Review and confirm the network setup data, type Y and press Enter to save the configuration


-----------------------------------------------------------------------
CONFIRMATION
-----------------------------------------------------------------------


------------------------------------
NETWORK SETUP
------------------------------------
  HostName: <domain server name>


------------------------------------
NETWORK SETUP:  MANUAL
------------------------------------
  IP: <ip_address>
  NetMask: <netmask>
  Gateway: <ip_address>
  PrimeDNS: <ip_address>
  SecondDNS: <ip_address>


-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Save new configuration? [Y/N]


StrongMail Web Management Interface SETUP


13 Enter and confirm the admin password for the web interface


-------------------------------------------
StrongMail Web Management Interface SETUP
-------------------------------------------


Please change the password for user 'admin':


Please retype password:


Task 2 Setup the Appliance (Continued)
Step Action
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Time and Date Configuration


14 From the list, select your primary geographic location and press Enter.


Note: NTP uses port 123.


-------------------------------------------
Time and Date Configuration
-------------------------------------------
Your current time zone is set to America/Los_Angeles
Would you like to change it? [n]: y


Please enter the number that corresponds to your geographic location:


        1) Africa                       7) Australia


        2) America                      8) Europe


        3) US time zones                9) Indian Ocean


        4) Canada time zones            10) Pacific Ocean


        5) Asia                         11) Use System V style time zones


        6) Atlantic Ocean               12) None of the above


Number: 2


15 From the city and zone list, enter your city or zone and press Enter


Adak Anchorage Anguilla Antigua Araguaina Argentina/Buenos_Aires Argentina/
Catamarca Argentina/ComodRivadavia Argentina/Cordoba Argentina/Jujuy 
Argentina/La_Rioja Argentina/Mendoza Argentina/Rio_Gallegos Argentina/
San_Juan Argentina/Tucuman Argentina/Ushuaia Aruba Asuncion Atka Bahia 
Barbados Belem Belize Boa_Vista Bogota Boise Buenos_Aires Cambridge_Bay 
Campo_Grande Cancun Caracas Catamarca Cayenne Cayman Chicago Chihuahua 
Coral_Harbour Cordoba Costa_Rica Cuiaba Curacao Danmarkshavn Dawson 
Dawson_Creek Denver Detroit Dominica Edmonton Eirunepe El_Salvador Ensenada 
Fort_Wayne Fortaleza Glace_Bay Godthab Goose_Bay Grand_Turk Grenada 
Guadeloupe Guatemala Guayaquil Guyana Halifax Havana Hermosillo Indiana/
Indianapolis Indiana/Knox Indiana/Marengo Indiana/Petersburg Indiana/Vevay 
Indiana/Vincennes Indianapolis Inuvik Iqaluit Jamaica Jujuy Juneau Kentucky/
Louisville Kentucky/Monticello Knox_IN La_Paz Lima Los_Angeles Louisville 
Maceio Managua Manaus Martinique Mazatlan Mendoza Menominee Merida 
Mexico_City Miquelon Moncton Monterrey Montevideo Montreal Montserrat Nassau 
New_York Nipigon Nome Noronha North_Dakota/Center Panama Pangnirtung 
Paramaribo Phoenix Port-au-Prince Port_of_Spain Porto_Acre Porto_Velho 
Puerto_Rico Rainy_River Rankin_Inlet Recife Regina Rio_Branco Rosario 
Santiago Santo_Domingo Sao_Paulo Scoresbysund Shiprock St_Johns St_Kitts 
St_Lucia St_Thomas St_Vincent Swift_Current Tegucigalpa Thule Thunder_Bay 
Tijuana Toronto Tortola Vancouver Virgin Whitehorse Winnipeg Yakutat 
Yellowknife


Please enter the full name of your city or zone
Press Enter to view all of them again
Name: Los_Angeles


Task 2 Setup the Appliance (Continued)
Step Action
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16 Enter a comma separated list of NTP servers, or press Enter to select the default US NTP servers. 
Press Enter to continue setup


Your default time zone is set to 'America/Los_Angeles'
Local time is now: Thu Nov  2 14:47:26 PST 2006
Universal time is now: Thu Nov  2 22:47:26 UTC 2006


Please enter a comma separated list of NTP servers or press the <Enter> key to accept 
the default US NTP servers
[Default: 0.us.pool.ntp.org,1.us.pool.ntp.org,2.us.pool.ntp.org]


Setup will now configure your ntp servers and sync the time and date.
Setting the system time
Contacting 0.us.pool.ntp.org .. succeeded
Contacting 1.us.pool.ntp.org .. failed
Contacting 2.us.pool.ntp.org .. succeeded
The system time has been set to 11-02-2006 14:47:26


Configuring ntpd .. done


Press the <ENTER> key to continue


17 The setup process updates the StrongMail configuration files and starts the services.


Updating /etc/strongmail.cnf...
Updating /data1/strongmail/config/smserver-named.conf...
Updating /etc/sm-server.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-defer.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-pstore.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-inodeserver.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-client.cnf...
Setting permissions...
sh: /proc/sys/kernel/core_setuid_ok: No such file or directory
Setting 'root' password ..
Setting up 'strongmail' user ..


Writing Network Configuration
Writing Configuration


Starting Network
Starting Nameserver
Starting StrongMail Web Management Interface
-----------------------------------------------------
 StrongMail Web Management Interface Information
-----------------------------------------------------


Go to the following URL to configure StrongMail:


https://<hostname>:9443
or
https://<ip_address):9443


username:  admin


NOTE:  The Web Management Interface runs over SSL, so 'https://' is required.


Press the <Enter> key to continue


Exiting...


Task 2 Setup the Appliance (Continued)
Step Action
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You can run the StrongMail setup at any time to update the standard settings. The setup program 
prompts you with the current settings, which you can modify or keep as configured.


NOTE: After the initial setup is complete, most configuration settings can be made from the 
UI.


Software installations
If you are installing StrongMail software onto your own hardware, the systems must meet the minimum 
requirements outlined below.


Hardware requirements
• Processors: Dual Intel® Xeon® CPUs 2.8GHz (or faster) 


• Memory: 4 GB RAM


• Hard drives: Minimum requirement: A single 146GB hard drive. Recommended: Two 146GB hard 
drives in a RAID 1 configuration. Recommended disk speed: 10-15K RPM


NOTE: For software installations, you can choose to install StrongMail to run from an NFS 
directory located on an NAS (network-attached storage) device.


Software requirements
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 4.0 (32 bit, Intel x86, Intel Itanium), update 4


Third-party software requirements
• Perl 5.8


18 You have successfully completed the setup process. To complete the configuration, access the Web 
Management UI at https://hostname:9443, where the hostname is the IP address or the hostname of 
the appliance.


Note: The Appliance uses the Linux IPTables package to filter packets. Depending on the features 
you plan to use, you may need to modify IPTables to allow traffic on specific ports required by 
StrongMail.


By default, StrongMail is installed into the /data1/strongmail directory.


Task 2 Setup the Appliance (Continued)
Step Action
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Task 3 Installing the software
Step Action


Welcome


1 If you are installing the StrongMail software onto your own server, untar the StrongMail TAR distribution 
file to the directory where you want to install StrongMail. 


StrongMail recommends installing to the /data1/strongmail directory; if you choose to install into a 
different directory, please make a note of the directory. All information in this document assumes that 
StrongMail is installed in the /data1/strongmail directory. 


To untar the distribution file, issue the following command:


# tar zxvf strongmail-<release-id>-full-<build-id>.tar.gz


2 Go to the directory where you uncompressed the package tar file. For example:


# cd strongmail


3 Run the StrongMail setup by issuing the following command.


Note: You must be logged in as root to run the StrongMail setup script.


# ./strongmail-setup


4 The setup process displays the following information:


Setting up group 'strongmail'... 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Welcome to the StrongMail Configuration Manager 
StrongMail Systems, Inc. 
1300 Island Drive, Suite 200 
Redwood Shores, CA 94065 
http://www.strongmail.com/support.html


support@strongmail.com 
Copyright 2003-2008 StrongMail Systems, Inc.  
All Rights Reserved. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Press [ENTER] to continue... 


5 Press Enter to continue the installation.


License Agreement


6 The next screen shows the StrongMail End User License Agreement. Read the license agreement 
(press the spacebar to reach the end of the agreement).


  STRONGMAIL SYSTEMS, INC. SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT


              IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THE SOFTWARE


   CAUTION: IF YOU  INSTALL OR USE  THIS SOFTWARE, THE  FOLLOWING TERMS  WILL APPLY.  
By  clicking  the  "ACCEPT"  button,  or  installing,  copying  or otherwise using the 
Software, you agree to  be bound by the terms of  this Agreement. If you do not  agree 
to the terms  of this Agreement, click  on the "CANCEL" button and do not install the 
Software.


7 When you reach the end of the agreement, type Y to agree to the license and continue the setup
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You can run the StrongMail setup at any time to update the standard settings. The setup program 
prompts you with the current settings, which you can modify or keep as configured.


NOTE: After the initial setup is complete, most configuration settings can be made from the 
UI.


StrongMail Web Management Interface SETUP


8 Enter and confirm the admin password for the web interface


-------------------------------------------
StrongMail Web Management Interface SETUP
-------------------------------------------


Please change the password for user 'admin':


Please retype password:


9 The setup process updates the StrongMail configuration files and starts the services.


Updating /etc/strongmail.cnf...
Updating /data1/strongmail/config/smserver-named.conf...
Updating /etc/sm-server.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-defer.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-pstore.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-inodeserver.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-client.cnf...
Setting permissions...
Starting StrongMail Nameserver


-----------------------------------------------------
 StrongMail Web Management Interface Information
-----------------------------------------------------


Go to the following URL to configure StrongMail:


https://<hostname>:9443
or
https://<ip_address):9443


username:  admin


NOTE:  The Web Management Interface runs over SSL, so 'https://' is required.


Press the <Enter> key to continue


Exiting...


10 You have successfully completed the setup process. To complete the configuration, access the Web 
Management UI at https://hostname:9443, where the hostname is the IP address or the hostname of 
the appliance.


Task 3 Installing the software
Step Action
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Uninstalling StrongMail
Perform the following tasks to uninstall StrongMail:


NOTE: Before you uninstall StrongMail, be sure to stop all StrongMail processes by using the 
sm-server stopall command.


• Delete the whole strongmail directory (be sure to save any data and/or logs that you want to keep)


• Delete the sm-ui.cnf, sm-client.cnf, sm-server.cnf, and strongmail.cnf files from 
the /etc directory


• Delete the strongmail user (only if you do not have any other StrongMail products on the server)


• Delete the strongmail group (only if you do not have any other StrongMail products on the server) 


• Delete any links you might have created for this product in the /etc/rc.3 directory. 


• Remove any cron jobs you might have created. 


Self-signed certificates
Task 4 Generating and installing a self-signed certificate
Step Action


Generate a private key


1 Log into the StrongMail server via ssh.


2 From the command line, enter:
cd /data1


3 Run OpenSSL by entering:
openssl genrsa -des3 -out server.key 1024


4 OpenSSL will display:
Generating RSA private key, 1024 bit long modulus
.................................................++++++
......++++++
e is 65537 (0x10001)
Enter pass phrase for server.key:
Verifying - Enter pass phrase for server.key:


5 When prompted, enter a string for the pass phrase and then repeat the same string for verification on 
the next line.


Generate a certificate signing request


6 From the command line, enter:
openssl req -new -key server.key -out server.csr
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7 When prompted, enter a string for the pass phrase, and fill in all requested information:
Enter pass phrase for server.key:
You are about to be asked to enter information that will be incorporated
into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a Distinguished Name or a DN.
There are quite a few fields but you can leave some blank
For some fields there will be a default value,
If you enter '.', the field will be left blank.
-----
Country Name (2 letter code) [GB]:US
State or Province Name (full name) [Berkshire]:California
Locality Name (eg, city) [Newbury]:San Francisco
Organization Name (eg, company) [My Company Ltd]:ABC Corp
Organizational Unit Name (eg, section) []:Information Technology
Common Name (eg, your name or your server's hostname) []:host1.abccorp.com
Email Address []:johndoe@abccorp.com


Please enter the following 'extra' attributes
to be sent with your certificate request
A challenge password []:
An optional company name []:


Enter values for each of the required parameters. It’s not necessary to enter any values for the ‘extra’ 
attributes. 
Note: use an IP address instead of a server name if the server does not have a published DNS record.


Remove pass phrase from key


8 Enter:
cp server.key server.key.org
openssl rsa -in server.key.org -out server.key 


9 Verify that the files were generated:
ls -la server*
-rw-r--r--  1 root root  741 May 23 17:18 server.csr
-rw-r--r--  1 root root  887 May 23 17:20 server.key
-rw-r--r--  1 root root  951 May 23 17:20 server.key.org


Generate a self-signed certificate


10 Enter:
openssl x509 -req -days 365 -in server.csr -signkey server.key -out 
server.crt


11 OpenSSL will display:
Signature ok
subject=/C=US/ST=California/L=San Francisco/O=ABC Corp/OU=Information 
Technology/CN=host1.abccorp.com/emailAddress=johndoe@abccorp.com
Getting Private key


12 Verify the files:
ls -la server*
-rw-r--r--  1 root root 1017 May 23 17:21 server.crt
-rw-r--r--  1 root root  741 May 23 17:18 server.csr
-rw-r--r--  1 root root  887 May 23 17:20 server.key
-rw-r--r--  1 root root  951 May 23 17:20 server.key.org


Task 4 Generating and installing a self-signed certificate
Step Action
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Installing the certificate


13 Enter:
cd /data1/strongmail/thirdparty/httpd/conf/ssl
cp /data1/server.key /data1/server.crt .


14 When prompted to overwrite the files, type ‘y’ and press Enter.
cp: overwrite `./server.crt'? y
cp: overwrite `./server.key'? y


15 Stop the StrongMail UI.
/data1/strongmail/strongmail-ui/sm-ui stop


-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail UI VERSION:
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Stopping sm-httpd:                                    [  STOPPED  ]
-------------------------------------------------------------------


16 Start the StrongMail UI.
/data1/strongmail/strongmail-ui/sm-ui start


-------------------------------------------------------------------
-- StrongMail UI VERSION:
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Starting sm-httpd:                                    [  STARTED  ]
-------------------------------------------------------------------


17 After you stop and start the sm-httpd server, quit your browser and restart it to empty its certificate 
cache. 


18 IE 7.x Users: 
When IE displays a security warning, 
• Select: “Continue to this website (not recommended).” 


• Right click on the page, select Properties 


• Click on the Certificates button. 


• Click on the “Install Certificate” button and follow the installation wizard.


Task 4 Generating and installing a self-signed certificate
Step Action
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NOTE: Before upgrading, please contact support to update your license.


StrongMail version 4.1 supports upgrades from the following releases:


• 3.1.5+


• 3.2.x


• 4.0


• 4.0.1


StrongMail has changed some key functionality of an upgrade. The upgrade utility now preserves all 
customer settings and will allow you to view a summary of the modifications that will be made during 
the upgrade. If you need to refer to this list after the upgrade, the summary is stored in the setup.log 
file.


NOTE: If your StrongMail installation uses the cluster deployment, you must upgrade all EAS 
and MTA servers to the same version.


NOTE: If you have an MTA-only deployment, the MTAs may be on different StrongMail 
versions, as long as logs are not collected on or merged onto a single server.


Setup script
The setup script provides options for upgrading existing installations. Note that the setup script 
should not be confused with the strongmail-setup script. Use the -h or --help options to display the 
usage information:


# ./setup –h | --help


Descriptions  setup – Enables installing, upgrading, or patching StrongMail products


Usage   


setup [COMMAND-OPTIONS] [GENERAL-OPTIONS]


Command Options  


-u PACKAGE Upgrades current installation to the new version in PACKAGE


-p PACKAGE Patches current installation with the patch in PACKAGE


 -r, --rollback Restores a previous installation. A list of 'version-id's will be 
presented to select the older installation to rollback to.
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General Options  


Examples   


  To display version information:           ./setup -v
  To upgrade an existing installation use:  ./setup -u <path-to-new-installation-
                                            package>
  To patch an existing installation use:    ./setup -p <path-to-new-patch-package>
  To rollback to older installations use:   ./setup -r
  To perform a new installation use:        ./setup -n <path-to-new-installation-
                                            package> -i <installation-directory>
  To test the upgrade operation:             ./setup -t -u <path-to-new-installation-
                                            package>
  To test the patch operation:              ./setup -t -p <path-to-new-patch-package>
  To test the rollback operation:          ./setup -t -r
  To test the new operation:               ./setup -t -n <path-to-new-installation-
                                           package> -i <installation-directory>
                                           (example <installation-directory>: 
                                           /data1/strongmail/)


Test Mode
You can use the test mode to simulate an upgrade and identify changes that will take place with the 
upgrade and disk space requirements for the upgrade. Test mode creates a log file detailing all of the 
changes that will be made if you upgrade an existing installation:


At the command prompt, type:


# ./setup -t strongmail-<version>-build.tar.gz


or


# ./setup ––test strongmail-<version>-build.tar.gz


NOTE: Continue with the instructions shown in the upgrade section below. Be aware, 
however, that no actual upgrade takes place and your original installation remains 
unchanged. The results of your test are stored in the log file “upgrade.log”. 


-v, --version Outputs version information and exits.


-t, --test -u | -r Simulates an upgrade, patch or rollback and reports on what will 
change


-h, -–help Displays help information
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Upgrade Mode


Task 5 Upgrading the software
Step Action


Pre-upgrade steps


1 Obtain the two distribution files needed for the upgrade (setup-version.tar.gz and strongmail-releaseid-
full-buildid.tar.gz. 


Log into the command line as root.


2 Go to the /data directory using the following command:


cd /data1


3 Place the files in this directory, and untar the setup distribution file using the following command:


tar zxvf setup-version.tar.gz


4 Untarring the distribution file creates a directory called tmp; go to the tmp directory using the following 
command:


cd tmp


5 Stop all the StrongMail services using the following commands:


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas/sm-client stopall


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/sm-server stopall


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-ui/sm-ui stop


6 If you are using Message Studio, v3.2.3x or 3.2.4x, stop the Message Studio processes using the 
following commands:


/data1/sbm/sbm_3.1/setup.sh stopall


7 If you are using Message Studio, v4.0.1, stop the Message Studio processes using the following 
commands:


/data1/message_studio/bin/msgstudio stop


8 Run the setup script


./setup -u ../strongmail-releaseid-full-buildid.tar.gz


9 Press Enter to continue the setup.


Welcome


10 When you launch the script, the setup process starts and you see the setup welcome script.


 (Sheet 1 of 5)
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Welcome to the StrongMail Setup Program 


    StrongMail Systems, Inc.
    1300 Island Drive, Suite 200
    Redwood City, CA 94065


    http://www.strongmail.com
    support@strongmail.com


    Copyright 2003-2008 StrongMail Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Press [ENTER] to continue... 


11 Press Enter to continue the setup.


12 The setup process now determines the StrongMail version and searches for existing installations.


Determining StrongMail version from package........done
Searching for existing installation...done
Found StrongMail installation at /data1/strongmail. Do you wish to continue?
[C]continue (default)
[Q]uit
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Please choose: C


13 Type C to continue the setup.


14 The setup process now checks for compatibility and shows configuration changes:.


Checking existing installation /data1/strongmail for compatibility...done
Upgrade will preserve any configuration directives that were modified in the existing 
installation.
The following configuration changes will be applied:
Please note that the following details are provided for information purposes only. 
There is no other action required.


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Press [ENTER] to view the table of changes. Use navigation keys to scroll.


----------------------------------|-------------|-------------|----------|---------|
| File: strongmail-mailboxes.conf |             |             |          |         | 
|---------------------------------|-------------|-------------|----------|---------|
| Directive                       | Old Default | New Default | Existing |  Status | 
|---------------------------------|-------------|-------------|----------|---------|
| Changes to MailSizeLimit:       |             |             |          |         | 
|         MailBoxes.MailSizeLimit |        8192 |        2048 |     8192 | CHANGED | 
|---------------------------------|-------------|-------------|----------|---------|


<snip>


Press Q to close the difference table.


15 Type Q to close the differences table.


16 After you review the changes, you must decide whether to continue the upgrade. Type C to continue. 


Do you wish to continue with the Upgrade?
[C]continue (default)
[Q]uit
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Please choose: c


Task 5 Upgrading the software
Step Action
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17 Next you need to decide if you want to include the log files in the backup.


Checking existing installation for active mailings...done
Checking existing installation for running processes...done
Checking existing installation for disk queue....done
Do you wish to include the log files in the backup?
[N]o (default)
[Y]es
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Please choose: y


18 If you chose to include the log files in the backup, the next screen calculates the necessary disk space.


Calculating necessary disk space for UPGRADE, Please wait.........done
Installation will use around 426 MB, Available: 7040 MB
Do you wish to continue?
[C]ontinue (default)
[Q]uit
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Please choose: c


19 The upgrade begins.


UPGRADE will start now, this may take a few minutes...
Please do not interrupt during the UPGRADE[00m[37m[44m
Backing up existing installation......done
Uncompressing contents of the package strongmail-4.1.0-alpha-40229.tar.gz .......done
Migrating configuration files...done
Removing non-pertinent configuration files...Removing file: /data1/strongmail/config/
strongmail-pstore.conf
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/config/strongmail-inodeserver.conf
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/config/strongmail-defer.conf
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/config/strongmail-mta.conf
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/config/common-directives.conf
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-pstore.log
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-pstore.log.processed-2008-01-27
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-defer.log
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-smtp.log.processed-2008-01-27
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-inodeserver.log
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-smtp.log
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-defer.log.processed-2008-01-27
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-inodeserver.log.processed-2008-01-27
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/system/bin/strongmail-smtp
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/system/bin/strongmail-smtp
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/system/bin/strongmail-pstore
Removing file: /data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/system/bin/strongmail-inodeserver
done
Migrating .processed files...done
Migrating mailing status files...done
Migrating mailing configuration files...done
Launching strongmail-setup...done


Welcome


20 The upgrade process launches the setup process starts and you see the setup welcome script.


Task 5 Upgrading the software
Step Action
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Welcome to the StrongMail Configuration Manager 


    StrongMail Systems, Inc.
    1300 Island Drive, Suite 200
    Redwood City, CA 94065


    http://www.strongmail.com
    support@strongmail.com


    Copyright 2003-2008 StrongMail Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Press [ENTER] to continue... 


21 Press Enter to continue the setup.


License Agreement


22 The next screen shows the StrongMail End User License Agreement. Read the license agreement 
(press the spacebar to reach the end of the agreement).


  STRONGMAIL SYSTEMS, INC. SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT


              IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THE SOFTWARE


   CAUTION: IF YOU  INSTALL OR USE  THIS SOFTWARE, THE  FOLLOWING TERMS  WILL APPLY.  
By  clicking  the  "ACCEPT"  button,  or  installing,  copying  or otherwise using the 
Software, you agree to  be bound by the terms of  this Agreement. If you do not  agree 
to the terms  of this Agreement, click  on the "CANCEL" button and do not install the 
Software.


23 When you reach the end of the agreement, type Y to agree to the license and continue the setup


24 The setup process updates the StrongMail configuration files and starts the services.


Updating /etc/strongmail.cnf...
Updating /data1/strongmail/config/smserver-named.conf...
Updating /etc/sm-server.cnf...
Updating /etc/sm-client.cnf...
Setting permissions...


Starting Nameserver
Starting StrongMail Web Management Interface
-----------------------------------------------------
 StrongMail Web Management Interface Information
-----------------------------------------------------


Go to the following URL to configure StrongMail:


https://<hostname>:9443
or
https://<ip_address):9443


username:  admin


NOTE:  The Web Management Interface runs over SSL, so 'https://' is required.


Press the <Enter> key to continue


Exiting...
UPGRADE Complete!


Task 5 Upgrading the software
Step Action
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Rollback Mode
This mode enables you to revert back to an earlier version in case an upgrade does not go as planned.


1 At the command prompt, type


# ./setup -r


Or:


# ./setup --rollback


2 The script displays:


3 Type ‘C’ to continue. The setup script lists available choices for rollback:


4 Choose the version to which you want to revert. The script displays:


25 You have successfully upgraded. To complete the configuration, access the Web Management UI at 
https://hostname:9443, where the hostname is the IP address or the hostname of the appliance.


Note: The Appliance uses the Linux IPTables package to filter packets. Depending on the features 
you plan to use, you may need to modify IPTables to allow traffic on specific ports required by 
StrongMail.


26 Log into the UI. In order to complete the upgrade, you must go through the setup wizard.


Task 5 Upgrading the software
Step Action
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Rollback will delete any changes (including changed log files) in 
the current installation.
Do you wish to continue?
[C]ontinue (default)
[Q]uit  
-------------------------------------------------------
Please choose:


Supported version-ids for ROLLBACK are:
----------------------------------------------------------------
<List of available downgrade versions>
Select the version to which to rollback:


ROLLBACK in progress, this may take a few minutes...
Please do not interrupt the ROLLBACK 
Restoring previous installation............done
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5 When the rollback is complete, the script displays:


6 Press the [Enter] key to launch the strongmail-setup script. 


NOTE: Reverting back to an earlier version should be done immediately after an upgrade if 
you determine that the upgrade did not work as intended. Rollback is not intended to 
fix a system that has operated for some time with the upgraded version. 


Previous installation restored!
Press [ENTER] to continue...
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To complete the StrongMail installation or upgrade, you must log into the StrongMail UI (Figure 3). To 
login, launch Internet Explorer and enter the URL provided during the initial installation (https://
hostname:9443), where the hostname is the IP address or the hostname of StrongMail. 
 


Figure 3 StrongMail UI


To login, enter the user name (admin) and password you created when you set up StrongMail.


NOTE: Before you log on, make sure cookies are enabled in your web browser.


Setup wizard
When you log on to the web UI for the first time, the setup wizard guides you through the initial 
configuration of StrongMail.
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Task 6 Configure the software 
Step Action


1 To configure StrongMail, launch Internet Explorer and enter 
URL (https://hostname:9443) for the Web Management UI. 
Log into the server using the admin user name and password.


StrongMail Setup Wizard


2 When you log into the UI for the first time, the StrongMail Setup 
Wizard guides you through the initial configuration.


Click  to continue.


Configure License


3 In the Reason for Download drop-down menu, select New 
License.


When you purchased your appliance, StrongMail emailed you 
an activation key. In the Enter Activation Key field, enter the 
activation key.


For upgrades, from the Reason for Download drop-down 
menu, select Upgrade.


Note:If you don’t have your activation key, or are unable to 
download the license. Click the “If you are not able to 


download the license” link and follow the instructions on the screen.


Click  to download the license.


4 StrongMail requests the license from the license server; the 
license server returns the license file. Click  to 
continue.
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StrongMail Components


5 This screen lists the components included with your 
license. Click  to continue.


Note: IQMP is StrongMail’s Intelligent Queue 
Management Protocol. StrongMail uses this efficient, 
high-speed protocol to communicate between EAS and 
the MTA. All inbound and outbound communication with 
receiving mail servers is done using standard SMTP.


Security


6 This screen is used to set up connection security for 
SMTP, IQMP, and Web services. 


StrongMail provides two levels of security for each 
protocol: Allowed Hosts and Authorized User Access.


Allowed hosts requires that you specify the IP address 
of each connecting server for each protocol. StrongMail 
strongly recommends that you do not use wild cards in 
this field.


For a second level of security, you can use Authorized 
User Access by setting up a user name and password 
for each protocol. 


To ensure the highest level of security, StrongMail 
recommends using both Allowed Hosts and Authorized 
User Access.


SMTP. Configure this setting for connections from 
injecting SMTP servers to the MTA. If you don’t allow 
SMTP injections, you should only include the loopback 
in the allowed hosts list. 


IQMP. Configure this setting for IQMP connections 
between EAS and the MTA members of a cluster.


Web services. Configure this setting for SOAP 
connections between Message Studio and EAS. This 


setting also allows servers using the StrongMail APIs to connect to EAS. 


Click  to continue.


Task 6 Configure the software (Continued)
Step Action
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Message Assembly


7 Define the default parameters EAS should use to 
assemble messages. 


StrongMail recommends using the defaults, as provided.


Click  to continue.


Delivery


8 In the Default Domain field, enter the domain name of 
the server (the hostname you assigned to the server). 
StrongMail uses this domain name with the HELO 
command when connecting to an MTA.


StrongMail recommends setting up a bounce mailbox. 
RFC standards state that you must have a 
postmaster@domain mailbox that can be accessed from 
outside your firewall for each SMTP server.


Click  to continue.


Tracking


9 StrongMail can track the actions of your recipients, for 
example:


•when they open the email
•when they click a URL within the email
•when they click an unsubscribe link
In this step, you identify the tracking server. 


StrongMail recommends using the defaults, as provided.


Click  to continue.


Task 6 Configure the software (Continued)
Step Action
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Clustered


10 This screen is used to configure a cluster. These 
settings are only required on the server that will be used 
for message assembly (where the sm-client process will 
be running). See section on Clustering in the 
Administration Tab Chapter for more details.


Specify the IP address, starting port, number of 
processes, and log in credentials for each remote 
StrongMail server that this server will send messages to. 
If you specify Yes for a test server, then an extra 
process will be reserved for sending test mailings 
through. 


If you do not intend to use a clustered configuration, 
then use the defaults, as provided and click 


 to continue.


Start Services


11 You are now ready to start the StrongMail services. Click 
 to continue.


12 This screen shows the status of each of the services. 
Click  to continue.


Task 6 Configure the software (Continued)
Step Action
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Send Test Message


13 To make sure that all configuration options are set 
correctly, you should send a test email through 
StrongMail.


In the From field, enter the email address of the sender.


In the To field, enter the email address of the recipient.


Click  to send the email.


Test Message Sent


14 Check your mailbox to make sure you received the email. Once you’ve received the message, you have 
successfully completed the software configuration process.


Task 6 Configure the software (Continued)
Step Action
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Using the UI
The main web UI screen consists of the following elements:


• Top Menu - Quick links to universal functions


• Tabs - Administer the server and manage system reports


• Navigation - Hierarchical tree view of the current section


• Main Frame - Primary content and information screen region


Figure 4 UI Overview


Top menu
The top menu includes choices for:


• StrongDelivery Tools
• Support
• Help
• Logoff


StrongDelivery Tools: Clicking this link will launch a window for the StrongDelivery Tools portal. This 
service is available to subscribers and provides tools that enable you to monitor deliverability ratios, 
blacklists, spam scores and other delivery related issues.


Support: Clicking this link will launch a window for the StrongMail Customer Service portal. This 
provides an online knowledge base and the ability to report defects and track open help desk tickets.


Top 
Menu


Main 
Frame


Navigation


Tabs
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Help: Launches the main help window that includes navigation to all subjects included in the printable 
product documentation. If you want to view online documentation or print the product manuals, go to 
the navigation tree in Administration Support Documentation. 


Logoff: Clicking this link will end your session and close the UI.


Control panel
You can monitor the status of server components and start or stop processes with the Control Panel. 
In the left navigation pane, click Control Panel to display the screen as shown in Figure 5.


Figure 5 Control Panel


NOTE: StrongMail v4.1 removes the Message Manager and Message Store services. The 
defer process is still in place and functions in the same manner as in previous 
releases.


To Start, Restart or Stop a server component, click the button next to the component name. 


To apply configuration changes dynamically, click Reload. 


To start all processes, click the Start All button. Click the Stop All button to stop all the processes that 
are running.
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The various components displayed in the Control Panel screen are:


NOTE: You must stop the UI from the command line: /data1/strongmail/strongmail-
ui/sm-ui stop


Table 2 Control panel components
Component Description 


StrongMail Server The StrongMail Server is the main service and is responsible for:
• sending and receiving email messages, including defer queues.
• managing dynamic message assembly, centralized queue 


management and load balancing across a cluster of servers.
• performing extended retries for outbound messages and 


automatically retries messages for slow responding or non-
responding domains.


Web Services Server The Web Services server manages the StrongMail Web Services 
APIs (batch and transactional). 


Tracking/Media Server The Tracking and Media server tracks clicks, opens and 
unsubscribes and can also be used to serve media assets such as 
images, video, audio and other file types that can be accessed over 
HTTP. 


Transactional Server The Transactional server manages the transactional assembly 
engine and API.


DNS Cache Server This an integrated DNS server that caches resolved DNS records 
locally to avoid making repeated calls to an external DNS server. 
Make sure this service is on for best performance.


Log Processor The Log Processor manages all logs for StrongMail. This includes 
rotating logs, archiving logs, and preparing data for real-time and 
daily reports.


Data Processor This component manages the automated clean-up of the data 
directory.


Scheduler The Scheduler manages email delivery, scheduling and sending 
email launches at the appropriate time. 


FTPD StrongMail includes an FTP daemon to allow you to upload files to 
the server.


SNMPD StrongMail supports SNMP and includes an SNMP daemon to 
support SNMP communication.
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When you click the Reload button, StrongMail reloads the following configurations:


• DomainVariables
– MXHistorySize
– DnsTTL
– DnsBadDomainsRefreshInterval
– DnsUseSOATTL
– Send8BitMIME
– DeferDNSFailures
– DotStuffing
– SendQuit
– ProcessBadQueue
– DeferConnectionFailures
– Disable-On-Failure


• VirtualServers
– ConnectionFactorByMX
– MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin
– MaxAttempts
– MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection
– RetryUnverifiedMessages


•  WorkerPool
– MaximumOpenPipes
– MaximumConnections
– PercentQuittingConnections


• Interfaces
– InterfaceName
– AuthUserName
– AuthPassword


• ConnectionTimeOut
• SessionTimeOut
• DataPoolSize
• DKIM


– KeyFile
– KeyStore
– Selector
– Signature
– CanonHeader
– CanonBody
– Timestamp
– BodyLengthCount


• DomainKeys
– KeyFile
– Selector
– Signature
– KeyStore
– Canon


• Goodmail
– AccountID
– ImprinterID
– ImprinterPassword
– IssuerID
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– MessagetypeDefaultValue
– TokenClassDefaultValue
– Signature


• SmppVariables
– ConnectionTimeout
– ConnectionFactorByIP
– MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin
– IPHistorySize
– MaxPercentOfQueue
– ConnectionTimeoutSubmit
– ConnectionTimeoutQuery
– ConnectionTimeoutEnquireLink
– ConnectionTimeoutUnbind
– MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection
– MaxIdleConnectionTimeout
– IdleConnectionHeartbeatInterval
– MaxAttempts
– GoodCacheTTL
– BadCacheTTL
– SmppServers
– Action
– DeferTo
– EsmeSystemId
– EsmeAccountPassword
– EsmeSystemType
– EsmeTypeOfNumber
– EsmeNumberingPlanIndicator
– EsmeAddressRange
– ProtocolId
– MessageMode
– ServiceType
– RegisteredDelivery
– AutoReconnect
– ReconnectionRecoveryAttempts
– RecoverConnectionAfter
– EsmeInterfaceVersion
– EsmeSystemId
– VerifyScheduledDeliveries
– VerifyEnrouteDeliveries
– ProcessBadQueue
– DeferConnectionFailures


• SmppWorkerPool
– WorkerCapacity
– MaximumConnections
– PercentUnbindingConnections


• SmppQueryChunkSize
• SmppMaxQueueSize
• SmppAdminLevel
• SmppQueryLaunchInterval
• PipeMaxQueueSize
• PipeAdminLevel
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• DNSCacheSize
• QueueCleanupInterval
• MaxQueueSize
• Stats-Interval
• TZInfo
• MemoryFreeLowerLimit
• MemoryMonitoring
• MemoryHighThresholdProb
• MemoryMonitoringInterval
• Logging


– Success
– Failure
– FullSuccess
– FullFailure


• StrongMailServerPool
– ProcessRecycle
– Processes
– RecycleAfterTime
– RecycleAfterSize


• MaxInvalidCommandsCount
• MaxRecipients
• MaxLineBuffer
• MaxEmailSize
• HideIPAddress
• DiskQueue


– MaxSize
– SubdirCount
– Location


• ClusteredSetup


Command line interface
The command line interface (CLI) allows for direct access and configuration of the appliance; however, 
it is recommended only for advanced users or for tasks that cannot otherwise be managed with the UI.
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Online help
At any point in the web UI, you can view the context-sensitive help documentation by clicking on any of 
the help icons.


Figure 6 Web UI Online Help


Support
The Support Portal offers answers to your specific technical queries about StrongMail. You can also 
get information about other StrongMail products and services from this portal. To access the portal, 
type your user name and password. If you do not have this information, contact StrongMail Customer 
Support at the number shown on the screen.


Figure 7 Support portal
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Changing the admin password


Task 7 Changing the admin password
Step Action


Generate a private key


1 Log into the StrongMail UI.


2 From the Administration tab, click Configuration.


3 Click Administration.


4 Click Web Management Interface.


5 In the Current Password field, enter your current 
password.
In the New Password field, enter your new 
password. Re-enter the new password in the 
Confirm Password field.
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License Management
Before you can begin using StrongMail, you must license the product. When you ran the setup wizard 
for the first time, you were prompted for your activation key. Occasionally, it may be necessary to re-
license the product. You should only re-license at the request of the StrongMail support team. Figure 8 
shows the License Management screen; you can access the screen from Administration System  
License Management. 


Figure 8 License Management screen


There are three reasons to download a license:


• New License - Use New LIcense when you install for the first time, or when directed to by 
support. When you install for the first time, you will need your activation key.


NOTE: If you cannot find your activation key or if you cannot download the license, then click 
on the “If you are unable to download the license” link. StrongMail generates a key: 
you must email this key to support@strongmail.com to request a license. StrongMail 
Customer Support will email you a file that you must install. 


• Upgrade License - Use Upgrade License when you are upgrading from one version of 
StrongMail to another.


NOTE: Before upgrading, please contact support. The support team will modify your license 
for the upgrade, which will then be available when you run the setup wizard. 


• Replace License - Use Replace License only when instructed to by support.
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FTP
In some circumstances, you may need to place templates or other creative material onto the 
StrongMail server via FTP. Enable FTP from Administration Configuration Interfaces FTP. 


Figure 9 FTP screen


1 In the Authorized Password field, type the password to access the FTP server. 


2 Choose whether to Run automatically on reboot. If you enable this option, the FTPD (daemon) 
process is restarted whenever the computer is restarted. 


NOTE: If you are running the StrongMail software on your own server (not the StrongMail 
appliance) and want to use the StrongMail ftpd, you must uninstall any other ftp 
daemons (including vsftpd). 


3 In the Allowed Hosts field, enter the IP address or hostname of the computer you are allowing to 
connect to StrongMail via FTP. To add a Host or an IP address to the list, click the Add button. To 
remove a Host or an IP address, select the address and click the Remove button.


NOTE: Allowed Hosts supports wildcards (*). For example: 192.168.0.* enables the range of 
IP addresses from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.0.255.


NOTE: For security reasons, the FTP service is blocked by default on in the /etc/sysconfig 
iptables file. After resetting the smftp user password, you must restart the smftp 
service. The smftp home directory is /data1. This directory is owned by root:root. You 
can change the permissions on this directory to allow uploads by a different user


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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The StrongMail software is made up of a set of UNIX processes interconnected with TCP-based 
communication pipes. Many traditional MTA software packages combine multiple mail functions into a 
single or limited set of processes. By design, these processes must run on one physical system. 


From a scalability standpoint, email processing performance decreases as a busy mail process 
attempts to process two completely different functions. For example, an MTA may be attempting to 
send mail, while synchronously attempting to process bounces and deferred messages.


StrongMail compartmentalizes mail functions into logical UNIX processes. StrongMail accomplishes 
this first by creating a distributed model for sending email. Within this model, StrongMail has different 
processes to handle different functions. 


With this architecture, StrongMail servers can dedicate and balance different computing resources to 
the different requirements of email processing. This in turn, leads to much greater efficiency in the 
email processing cycle.


StrongMail architecture
The StrongMail architecture mirrors the mailing lifecycle and includes the following components:


• UI


• EAS


• MTA


StrongMail UI (sm-ui)
The StrongMail UI is a Web-based user interface and allows you to access to EAS and MTA 
configurations. The UI is an open standard-based platform that runs the following software:


• Apache 2.x - serves StrongMail UI web pages.


• PHP - generates StrongMail UI content.


• Perl-based CGI - performs administrative tasks on the underlying file system (edit configurations, 
start and stop processes, execute commands, etc).


The UI is self-contained and does not require any administrative intervention. All of the configuration 
files for the UI are located in the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-ui directory.


For more information about the UI, please read Chapter 4, UI.
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EAS architecture
EAS is responsible for managing Web services connections, managing scheduled mailings, 
assembling and customizing mailings, tracking recipient click, open, and unsubscribe requests, and for 
managing and centralizing logs. There are five primary components:


• Web Services server


• Scheduler


• Assembly engines


• Tracking server


• Log collector


Web Services server (smclient-httpd)
EAS manages connections and requests from Web services servers and provides support for 
StrongMail’s APIs (both batch and transactional).


The Web services server uses the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) interface to allow SOAP/
XML-compliant CRM applications to pass XML messages to the StrongMail client. This interoperability 
layer runs transparently on the system.


The StrongMail SOAP server is designed to be self-contained and does not require any user 
intervention. The SOAP server is an implementation of Apache with a StrongMail-developed custom 
SOAP DSO module and is available for both batch and transactional emails. It runs on port 9000. 


Scheduler (smclient-scheduler)
The scheduler is responsible for processing scheduled mailings. When a mailing is scheduled, the 
time parameters are written to a configuration file. The scheduler processes that configuration file and 
schedules the mailing. When a mailing is ready to start, the scheduler invokes the batch assembler to 
start the mailing.


Assembly engines
EAS includes two assembly engines, one for batch mailings and one for transactional mailings. Both 
engines communicate with the MTA over IQMP and both are responsible for forming the email based 
on the information in the mailing configuration file. This includes adding SMTP headers, as specified in 
the mailing configuration file and customizing the mailing based on the template’s token use.


Once an email is assembled, strongmail-client creates a record of the message in a local 
memory cache. The delivery status of the message is contained in this cache. Then strongmail-
client sends messages to the strongmail-server processes over IQMP (port 9010). Once the 
MTA has attempted to deliver the email, strongmail-server sends delivery status reports back to 
strongmail-client over IQMP. The status of the message is updated in the local client memory 
cache.
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Batch assembler (strongmail-client)  The batch assembler is managed by the strongmail-client 
process, which runs for the duration of the mailing and then exits when the mailing is completed.


The batch assembler performs the following tasks:


• Parses the recipient list.


• Assembles each individual message, based on the customization defined in the template.


• Merges any tokens into the individual email (based on recipient profile, rules, etc).


• Connects to the MTA (strongmail-server) on port 9010 (and above) and transfers the 
messages using IQMP.


• Using IQMP, maintains a local statistical queue in memory that keeps state on the delivery of each 
message.


Transactional assembler (strongmail-tmailingserver)  The StrongMail transactional server 
enables "one of" transactional mailings. These mailings are different than the batch mailings 
processed by the strongmail-client mentioned previously. Transactional mailings consist of such 
communications as email confirmations, notifications, and e-statements. 


The strongmail-tmailingserver is a daemon service that must be “on” to be able to send 
transactional mailings. The transactional assembler performs the following tasks:


• Listens for transaction requests from the Web Services server.


• Applies information received from the Web Services application to a mail template.


• Merges user defined tokens into the mailing template.


• Connects to the MTA (strongmail-server) on port 9010 (and above) and transfers the 
message using IQMP.


• Using IQMP, maintains a local statistical queue in memory that keeps state on the delivery of each 
message.


The strongmail-tmailingserver process is a daemon process that is managed by the 
strongmail-client. 


Tracking server (smclient-trackhttpd)
The Tracking server tracks all recipient click-through, open, and unsubscribe by click events as 
defined in the mailing template. In order to track these events, you must add the appropriate click tags 
to the mailing template. When a recipient clicks on tracking-enabled link in the email, an http request 
with the click information is sent to the tracking server. 


The tracking server listens on port 80 and records the click information. The UI generates reports using 
the data collected from the tracking server. The tracking server runs multiple instances to handle 
multiple concurrent inbound requests.


Centralized logs for cluster configuration
If StrongMail is running in a clustered and/or distributed environment, the optional remote log 
synchronization subsystem is available. This subsystem enables the StrongMail client to pull log files 
from multiple servers down to the local log directory on the client. The UI on the client has the ability to 
report on a global or per server basis.
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The two processes that accomplish this are listed below:


• smclient-logcollector - The log collector runs on the StrongMail client and connects to the 
log server to synchronize log files. The collector writes each server's log files into a separate 
subdirectory of the client log directory. The subdirectory names are the IP addresses of the 
servers.


• strongmail-logserver - The log server listens on the server for client connections and sends 
the log files to be synchronized back to EAS.


Log collector (logcollector)  The log collector collects and consolidates mail log files from all 
StrongMail servers (strongmail-server). It works in conjunction with a log server that runs on the 
StrongMail server (smserver-logserver). 


NOTE: The Log Collector is a component of a cluster deployment and requires a special 
license.


This service only runs if EAS and the MTA are on separate physical servers. If both are on the same 
system, then the log collector is disabled by default. 


The log server listens on port 9873 and the log collector on the client connects at user configurable 
intervals. The log collector pulls all log files from the StrongMail servers and copies them to the 
StrongMail log directory on the client by IP address.


MTA architecture
The MTA is designed to send and receive mail and can process inbound and outbound mail from both 
EAS and from standard RFC-compliant SMTP applications. Unlike other MTA applications, StrongMail 
was designed to be able to run on dedicated hardware and span networks. 


This is possible because the MTA connects to EAS through over TCP/IP. Connections can either take 
place locally (through the localhost) or remotely (through an Ethernet device).


The MTA has four primary responsibilities:


• Managing inbound IQMP and SMTP-injected connections


• Preparing the email for delivery


• Delivering the email to the specified domain


• Collecting log data


The MTA architecture includes the following components:


• StrongMail server


• DNS cache


• Log Processor


• Log server
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Managing inbound connections
One of the responsibilities of the StrongMail server is managing inbound connections from EAS (over 
IQMP) and SMTP injections (from an external MTA or MUA).


The StrongMail server process (strongmail-server) is responsible for managing these 
connections. Multiple instances of strongmail-server may run on every system. By default, three 
instances of strongmail-server manage these inbound connections.


You can configure different options for these inbound connections from the General screen and the 
Queuing Mode screen. For more information about these configuration options, please read Chapter 
9, Deliver. Once the MTA receives the inbound connection, the strongmail-server prepares the 
email for delivery. Please read "Preparing the email for delivery" for more information.


IQMP connections
The strongmail-server process listens on port 9010 for inbound IQMP connections from EAS. 


When a mailing starts, EAS and the MTA maintain a bi-directional IQMP connection on port 9010. By 
default, the MTA starts three instances of strongmail-server. 


Since the StrongMail architecture is distributed and IQMP contains centralized outbound mail queue 
management, one EAS server may connect to StrongMail servers in the following configurations:


• Single-server configuration - The strongmail-client opens a TCP/IP connection on port 
9010 on the loopback interface to the strongmail-server process.


• Clustered configuration - The strongmail-client opens a TCP/IP connection on port 9010 
on the Ethernet interface to the multiple servers each running three strongmail-server 
processes. 


The MTA then transforms the IQMP-based emails to RFC-compliant SMTP emails for delivery to your 
recipients. Since IQMP is a StrongMail proprietary protocol, the only system capable of relaying IQMP 
mail to the MTA is EAS.


Three instances are used for standard mailings, a fourth instance is reserved for the proof server.


SMTP connections
In addition, the StrongMail MTA is an RFC-compliant mail relay server and can accept messages from 
any kind of SMTP-compliant client injector. The StrongMail server receives these emails inbound on 
port 25 and relays outbound on port 25. This functionality is no different than your standard open 
source or commercial workgroup server.


The strongmail-server is an RFC 2821-compliant mail server and also supports RFC 2554 SMTP 
authentication to protect against open relay abuse. 


To use the StrongMail MTA for SMTP injections, perform the following steps:


1 Login to the StrongMail UI and make sure that the IP addresses or networks that are connecting to 
the MTA are in the allowed hosts list. 


2 Configure your MUA or SMTP injector to use your domain that uses the strongmail-server 
server.


3 Configure your MUA or SMTP injector for SMTP authentication using the username and password 
you setup on the MTA.


4 Send the mailing from your MUA or SMTP injector.
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Preparing the email for delivery
Once the MTA has received a message via IQMP or SMTP, the strongmail-server prepares the 
email for delivery by adding any additional headers specified in the configuration files. The added 
headers fall into two categories: system X-headers and deliverability headers. You can configure these 
settings from the following screens:


• DomainKeys
• DKIM
• Goodmail (from command line only)
• VSG (custom headers)


For information about the specific headers that are added to the email, please read Chapter 9, Deliver.


Deliverability
Deliverability refers to the ability to get your message to your target audience. Many factors can affect 
deliverability, ranging from the technical, such as bandwidth limitations, to the social, with list 
management, to regulations like the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. Many aspects of deliverability are 
dependent upon your online reputation. 


Sender components  One of the biggest aspects of deliverability is reputation. It’s important to 
manage your reputation by ensuring that your sending IP addresses are “clean”. This mean that the IP 
addresses have not been used for spam in the past, are not blacklisted for any reason, and have a 
neutral or better reputation. You can earn a good reputation by creating templates that won’t be 
interpreted as spam, by creating and following through with an opt-in/opt-out policy, and by periodically 
auditing your reputation. For more information, please read Chapter 6, Audit.


StrongMail components  In addition, you can improve deliverability by using some of StrongMail’s 
built-in features, such as: domain limits, authentication options (SPF, domain keys, and DKIM), and 
accreditation options (Goodmail and Habeas). For more information, please read Chapter 9, Deliver.


Delivery
Once strongmail-server adds the remaining headers to the email, the email is ready to be delivered 
using the following delivery process:


1 Based on configuration settings (Domain Limits screen), the MTA queries the DNS server for the 
receiving MTAs MX or A record. StrongMail includes a DNS cache.


2 The MTA attempts to deliver the email to the receiving MTA, based on the Domain Limits 
settings.


3 The MTA manages any failures that may occur during delivery:


– If the MTA is unable to deliver the email due to a failure to connect, the 


– If the MTA is unable to deliver the email due to a soft-bounce, the MTA considers the email a 
deferred message, places it in the disk queue, and attempts to deliver based on the deferral 
retry settings on the Message Manager screen. 


– If the MTA is unable to deliver the email due to a hard-bounce, the MTA does not attempt to 
deliver the email and logs the email in the failure log.


The StrongMail server also manages the optional Inbox feature, which allows you to create bounce, 
unsubscribe, and complaint mailboxes on the StrongMail server. 
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DNS cache (smserver-named)
The MTA includes an optimized DNS caching server based on the Berkeley BIND software package. 
To decrease the latency of A and MX record lookups and the reliance of remote DNS server caches, 
StrongMail includes a self-contained version of BIND. The StrongMail version of BIND is bound to 
UDP port 53 and is managed by the smserver-named process.


Collecting log data
The StrongMail logging subsystem was designed to provide close to real-time statistics and graphical 
reports. This is accomplished by breaking out log files into functional categories and frequent rotation 
of current log file data. The benefits of this design include:


• Real-time UI reporting - The StrongMail reporting engine only has to process current (to the 
minute) log files. There is no latency to the reporting due to the reporting engine having to parse 
large amounts of historical data.


• Minimal Performance Degradation - Smaller and more current log files require less system 
resources to process. This allows the system to dedicate resources to the mailing and not the 
reporting.


• Log Management - When logs are rotated, they are dated down to the second. When performing 
custom reporting using command line parsers, less logic is required to locate events and files are 
well organized.


Log processor (strongmail-logprocessor)
The strongmail-logprocessor process handles all log processing on the StrongMail server. It 
performs the following functions:


• Rotates log files every 5 minutes during an active mailing, providing the reporting engine small 
files to parse


• Rotates log files on a daily basis


• Creates daily report logs of all StrongMail activities


• Archives log files older than 7 days (configurable)


All logs are written to the /data1/strongmail/log directory. At first glance, the amount of log files 
in this directory may appear overwhelming. Keep in mind, StrongMail's reporting design goal for 
logging. There are three types of log files for each StrongMail function. The following example lists all 
of the log files created by strongmail-logprocessor for successful mailings sent by 
strongmail-server:


The Log processor rotates, archives, and aggregates all StrongMail-generated log files. It places all 
the logs in a centralized location so StrongMail reporting utilities can then create reports. For example, 
the log processor aggregates all failure logs so the daily reporting utility can create reports.


Each log file is described below:


• strongmail-server.log - This log file contains up to the last 5 minutes of statistics of the 
active mailing.


• strongmail-server.log.processed-2006-01-22 - This log file contains all mailing 
statistics for the day, less the last 5 minutes.
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• strongmail-server.log.processed-2006-01-21  - This log file contains all of the 
previous day's log file entries.


The strongmail-logprocessor takes the following actions during an active mailing:


1 After 5 minutes has passed since the last log rotation, the processor appends the current data in 
the strongmail-server.log file to the strongmail-server.log.processed-day. 


2 After the processor appends this data, it then moves the strongmail-server.log to the 
archive sub-directory in the logs directory and appends a timestamp to the log. 


# pwd
/data1/strongmail/logs
# cd archive
# ls strongmail-server.log-2006-02-25-*
strongmail-server.log-2006-01-22-13h-37m-27s-rotated
strongmail-server.log-2006-01-22-23h-32m-27s-rotated
strongmail-server.log-2006-01-22-13h-42m-27s-rotated 
strongmail-server.log-2006-01-22-23h-47m-27s-rotated


NOTE: The StrongMail log processor deletes these files by default. In order to keep them, you 
must change this setting.


3 By default at 23:00, the processor invokes a process called strongmail-dailyreport that 
processes all *.processed files and generates a summary in a subdirectory called 
dailyreport.


# pwd
/data1/strongmail/logs
# cd dailyreport
# ls -l daily*22*
-rw-r--r--  1 strongmail strongmail 4057 Jan 22 23:06 daily-report.2006-01-22.log


4 After the daily reports are generated, the processor renames all of the *.processed files by 
appending a date timestamp to them.


5 The processor moves any *.processed files older than 7 days to the archive directory.


Centralized logs for cluster configuration
If StrongMail is running in a clustered and/or distributed environment, the optional remote log 
synchronization subsystem is available. This subsystem enables the StrongMail client to pull log files 
from multiple servers down to the local log directory on the client. The UI on the client has the ability to 
report on a global or per server basis.


The two processes that accomplish this are listed below:


• smclient-logcollector - The log collector runs on the StrongMail client and connects to the 
log server to synchronize log files. The collector writes each server's log files into a separate 
subdirectory of the client log directory. The subdirectory names are the IP addresses of the 
servers.


• strongmail-logserver - The log server listens on the server for client connections and sends 
the log files to be synchronized back to EAS.
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Log server (smserver-logserver)  The Log server works in conjunction with the log collector on 
EAS. The log collector connects to the log server and synchronizes log files to the client for 
processing. One log collector can be configured to connect to multiple StrongMail log servers to 
consolidate all logging in the distributed StrongMail environment. The log server runs on port 9783 and 
listens for connections from the log collector on EAS.


NOTE: The Log server is a component of a cluster deployment and requires a special license.


Mailing lifecycle
In order to fully understand the StrongMail architecture, it is important to understand the mailing 
lifecycle. The lifecycle has six phases (see Figure 10).


Figure 10 Mailing lifecycle


Audit
StrongMail recommends that you periodically audit your deliverability health which can help to ensure 
that your emails are being delivered. You can use the information you gain from auditing your network 
when you create the mailing or for updating your delivery configuration. For more information, please 
read Chapter 4. 


Create
The next phase of the mailing lifecycle is creating a mailing. StrongMail currently offers multiple 
methods for creating a mailing. You can create a mailing from the Mailings tab of the StrongMail UI, 
using Message Studio, or using the StrongMail APIs. This creative phase includes creating templates, 
identifying recipients, defining customization, and setting up the mailing. 
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Assemble
EAS manages the third phase of the mailing lifecycle. Based on the mailing you created, EAS 
assembles a customized message and passes it to the MTA over IQMP.


Deliver
In the fourth phase, the MTA accepts IQMP-formatted messages (from EAS) and SMTP messages 
(injected from an external server), adds additional SMTP headers (based on your configuration), and 
attempts to deliver the email to the recipient. 


Processing Bounces
StrongMail has an isolated subsystem from the StrongMail server for bounce processing. StrongMail 
takes two different actions depending on the type of bounce received. The two actions are:


• Send message to bounce mailbox - In the event of a hard bounce like an unknown user, domain, 
or technical error, the message is written to the inbox of the designated bounce account.


• Send message to the defer queue - In the event of a soft bounce like a busy server, the message 
is passed to a defer server and queued for delivery.


Track
Tracking encompasses several areas:


• Tracking server - When you create your templates, you have the option to include tracking tags 
that StrongMail uses to track the recipient’s actions. Use the tracking server to track opens, clicks, 
and unsubscribe requests.


• Bounce management - Occasionally, an email cannot be delivered to the recipient. Based on the 
StrongMail configuration, you can track asynchronous bounces using the Inbox feature and setting 
up a bounce mailbox.


• Feedback loops - StrongMail can parse out and track data associated with feedback loops. In 
order for this feature to function correctly, you will need to set up a feedback loop with the various 
ISPs. This option also uses the Inbox feature.


• Unsubscribe emails - In addition to providing support for unsubscribe requests through the 
tracking server, you can also set up an unsubscribe mailbox (using the Inbox feature).


• Logs - StrongMail generates many logs that you can use to track the success of your mailings. 


Analyze
Once the mailing is completed, you can use the data gathered in the tracking phase to make decisions 
about future mailings. In most cases, the changes you make will be to the create and deliver phases.


Figure 11 maps the mailing lifecycle to the different EAS and MTA components.
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Figure 11 Lifecycle map
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Failure recovery
StrongMail is designed to recover from either an EAS or MTA failure, including power failures. This is 
possible because of the client memory cache. As mentioned earlier, each mailing is assigned an ID 
along with a status and placed in a memory cache on EAS. Through IQMP, the MTA sends updates on 
the status of the message. To ensure recoverability, EAS writes this cache out to disk every 3 
seconds.


StrongMail takes the following actions in the event of a crash.


Server Crash  The strongmail-client waits up to 3 seconds for the strongmail-server to 
update the delivery status of a message in the memory cache. If no acknowledgement is received, 
then the strongmail-client considers the server as failed. It takes all of the records in the memory 
cache with no delivery status and writes them out to a recovery log. StrongMail has different options to 
recover these messages (discussed later in the module).


Client Crash  If strongmail-client crashes, then it will be able to recover and resume the mailing 
based off of the last synchronization of the memory cache back to disk. Records placed in the memory 
queue, but not synchronized within the six second interval will be lost. StrongMail has different options 
to recover these messages.


Recovery Options  StrongMail offers three recovery options in the event of an EAS or MTA crash. 
These options include:


• Minimum Recovery - EAS discards all messages with an unknown delivery state. It will skip over 
these records and resume the mailing.


• Full Recovery - EAS parses the recovery log and attempt to send messages with an unknown 
delivery state to another StrongMail server. It is possible in this mode that an MTA has delivered 
an email message, but failed to update the memory cache. 


If this is indeed the case, then it is possible that StrongMail will deliver a duplicate message. Full 
recovery mode is resource intensive as it requires an amount of file parsing and disk IO.


• Max Recovery - EAS resumes mailing at the beginning record of the last memory cache 
synchronization. For example, if the last memory synchronization started with records 10-20, EAS 
resumes the mailing at record 10. 


The advantage to this is that the client does not need to parse the recovery log, saving system 
resources. With max recovery, EAS will send duplicate messages.
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You should periodically perform audits to assess your deliverability health. Deliverability refers to the 
ability to get your message to your target audience. Many factors can affect deliverability, ranging from 
the technical, such as bandwidth limitations, to the social, with list management, to regulations like the 
CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. Many aspects of deliverability are dependent upon your online reputation. 
You can find some helpful tips below for maintaining a good reputation.


Before fully deploying StrongMail, we recommend that you fully audit your deliverability health. 


Throttling
Out of the box, StrongMail throttling of outbound email delivery allows you time to audit your network 
and to establish a good reputation with the IP addresses the StrongMail server is using for delivery. 
Once you have established your sending presence, you should disable the default throttling to achieve 
the full sending power of the server. For more information, please read Chapter 9, Deliver.


Research your IP-based reputation
The Internet has a limited supply of public IP addresses compared to the demand for more and more 
servers serving from those IP addresses. As a result, rather than using a “clean” block of IPs, 
companies regularly inherit IP subnets previously owned by others. Sometimes these previous owners 
behaved in ways that prompted others to ban or otherwise restrict what is now your block of IP 
addresses.


StrongMail recommends researching your subnet, whether it is self-hosted or managed at a co-
location facility or Internet Service Provider (ISP), as a form of network “credit check.” Look for any 
past or present issues such as sharing or inheriting IP space with a spammer.Through “guilt by 
association,” your email may end up getting blocked.


The anti-spam community provides a number of resources to help you in your research including the 
following:


• Google Groups


• SPAM-L


• Blacklist checkers


• Spam monitoring services
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Google Groups
You should occasionally search Google Groups, the web interface to Usenet, for any mention of your 
IP(s) and domain subnet(s) in the news.admin.net-abuse groups:


news://news.admin.net-abuse.blocklisting
news://news.admin.net-abuse.sightings
news://news.admin.net-abuse.email
news://news.admin.net-abuse.usenet


SPAM-L
The SPAM-L LISTSERV mailing list, dedicated to “spam prevention and discussion,” was created on 
August 18th, 1995.


http://www.claws-and-paws.com/spam-l/


Blacklist checkers
Blacklists are lists of email addresses, IP addresses, or ISPs associated with known spammers. The 
following publicly-available blacklist checkers can tell you if your current or newly-assigned IP or 
subnet has been blacklisted.


http://www.senderbase.org/
http://www.trustedsource.org/
http://openrbl.org/
http://www.dnsstuff.com/tools/ip4r.ch?ip=


Spam monitoring services
Spam monitoring services such as the Spamhaus Block List (SBL) are designed to help email 
administrators research the legitimacy of senders on specific networks and ISPs. In the case of the 
SBL, it is a real-time blocklist of spam sources, networks, and spam services.


http://www.spamhaus.org/lookup.lasso


Regulations & compliance
The CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 establishes the United States' first national standards for the sending of 
commercial e-mail. To be compliant with CAN-SPAM, make sure to:


• set up CAN-SPAM tokens to label unsolicited and/or sexually explicit messages, and include the 
sender’s postal address.


• provide a clear opt-out method.


• maintain a central opt-out system.


• use valid “From” and “To” header fields.
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List management
If you purchase a list, try to determine how was it compiled. Avoid purchased lists whenever possible. 
As a best practice, avoid emailing list members more frequently than they would reasonably expect to 
hear from your organization.


Opt-in process
Review your opt-in process, focusing on the following:


• How do recipients subscribe, and do they clearly understand what they will receive?


• Avoid pre-checked email subscription sign-up boxes.


• Use the confirmed opt-in subscription approach.


• Require “re-opt-in” for customers with whom you have not communicated in more than six months.


• Avoid invalid “From” header fields and misleading email subjects.


• Seek permission before communicating with customers, prospects, and readers.


• Publish your privacy policy clearly and prominently on your website, including how you use 
gathered personal information.


Opt-out process
Review your opt-in process, including the following:


• Are unsubscribes processed centrally?


• Immediately honor unsubscribe requests.


• Make sure all messages include a working unsubscribe link or email address.


• Publish your opt-out method on your website, and make it easy to find.


Tracking
StrongMail recommends making use of delivery assurance systems, such as StrongDelivery Tools, to 
determine the outcome of your mailings.


Whitelisting
The major ISPs provide an application process for whitelisting sender IP addresses. By whitelisting an 
IP address, the sender enters into an accountable relationship with the ISP. This accountability 
establishes credibility with the ISP, which allows the sender to bypass some of the ISP’s preliminary 
spam and reputation filters. This process gains favor with an ISP, but does not guarantee delivery.


Each ISP has a different whitelisting application process. Some provide online forms. Others either 
require a conversation with an ISP representative or a mediating third party such as StrongMail’s 
Deliverability Services team.


Segmenting email traffic according to outbound IP greatly simplifies the whitelisting process, since that 
process relies on specific IP addresses to function. For more information on segmenting your 
outbound email traffic, refer to “Virtual routing” on page 54.
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Feedback loops and complaint mailboxes
In addition to whitelists, ISPs provide feedback loops for senders. A feedback loop is a way for an ISP 
to inform a sender that an email recipient lodged a complaint against one of your messages.


In the past, users would send to common email addresses like abuse@example.com, 
complaint@example.com, or directly to a postmaster email account. ISPs such as AOL insert custom 
functionality into their email clients so that users can easily and consistently report email abuses. 
Other email services such as Yahoo!™ Mail embed web-based links in their message viewers so that 
their users can register complaints.


While this simplifies feedback loops for end users, it requires senders to register their complaint email 
address with the ISP in order to receive and act upon the complaint. After registration, when a user 
issues a complaint, the ISP sends a complaint notification to your registered email address. The 
sender should collect these email addresses from StrongMail and remove these addresses from their 
lists for future mailings.


For feedback loop management, you should perform the following tasks:


• Create a complaint mailbox, such as complaint@strongmail.example.com where 
strongmail.example.com refers to your StrongMail appliance.


You can create the mailbox in the UI by navigating to the following section and clicking on the New 
button:


Configuration > Delivery > Inbound > Complaint Mailbox


• Create an MX record for your appliance if you have not already done so for asynchronous bounce 
management.


• Contact recipient ISPs regarding their feedback loops.
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Figure 12 shows a typical network feedback loop.


Figure 12 Feedback loop overview


StrongDelivery tools
StrongDelivery Tools allow you to quickly identify potential issues with different components of your 
mailings that may affect deliverability. The tools give you immediate access to key data that may be 
affecting the success of your email programs. 


The Delivery Assurance Dashboard gives you a quick at-a-glance view into your deliverability data. 
From the dashboard, you can access the details of each tool set for troubleshooting any delivery issue 
that may arise. 


StrongDelivery Tools includes the following components:


• Campaign Preview


• Mailbox Monitor


• Blacklist Alert


• Reputation Monitor
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Campaign Preview
Campaign Preview helps you to determine how your content may be driving delivery issues. From this 
tool, you can see how:


• the most popular software and web-based email clients render your content.


• HTML content displays and determine if the HTML will break or if images won’t display.


• common filtering packages handle your content. 


Campaign Preview provides this information before you send a “live” email campaign, which allows 
you to change the portions of your content that might hinder delivery and responses. 


Mailbox Monitor
Mailbox Monitor tracks the deliverability of your campaign. By injecting a seed list of Return Path-
maintained email addresses into your email campaigns, you can see how each ISP handles your mail. 
You can see overall delivery statistics for a campaign, drill-down to the ISP level to determine how the 
major ISPs are handling your mailings: 


• delivering to the inbox.


• filtering the mail into to the bulk/spam folder.


• blocking mail originating from your company. 


Blacklist Alert
Blacklist Alert notifies you when your IP addresses are added to any of the 200 blacklists 
StrongDelivery monitors. The screen shows the importance of the blacklist so you get a sense of how 
your mail may or may not be filtered based on your listing on each of the blacklists. If you are added to 
a blacklist, StrongDelivery Tools notifies you by email and provides information about the blacklist.


Reputation Monitor
Reputation Monitor is the first comprehensive email reputation management system. With Reputation 
Monitor, you’ll know right away how ISPs and other email receivers handle your campaign. Even 
better, you’ll be able to see exactly what you need to change to improve your email reputation and to 
improve subsequent email delivery rates.



http://www.returnpath.biz/delivery/monitor/dashboard.php
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There are multiple methods for creating a mailing within StrongMail:


• Message Studio - If you have purchased the Email Marketing Server, then you can use Message 
Studio, StrongMail’s email marketing and management application, to create and manage your 
mailings. For more information about Message Studio, please read the Message Studio User 
Guide.


• APIs - If you have purchased the batch and transactional APIs, then you can use your own 
application or web service to create and manage your mailings. For more information about the 
APIs, please read Appendices D and E of this manual.


• Mailings tab of the StrongMail UI - If you have purchased the Email Integration Server, then you 
can create and manage your mailings from the Mailings tab of the StrongMail UI. Use of the 
Mailings tab is covered in this chapter.


Mailing types
You can create two types of mailings from the Mailings tab:


• Batch - Batch mailings are one-time, scheduled, or recurring mailings.


• Transactional - Transactional mailings are used in conjunction with a web service. When a specific 
event occurs, it triggers a transactional mailing.


You can personalize both batch and transactional mailings, as well as include tracking tags in both. 
For more information about personalizing an email, please read Appendix A, Customizing a Mailing. 
For more information about tracking tags, please read Chapter 10, Tracking.


In addition, you can internationalize a mailing. For more information, please read Appendix B, 
Internationalization.


Batch mailing components
StrongMail requires three components in order to send a mailing:


• Recipient database - a list of the people you are mailing; databases can be used for multiple 
mailings.


• Templates - a template used to create the message the recipient receives.


• Mailing configuration file - the file that identifies the components of a particular mailing, including 
the database and templates. This configuration file also identifies data that StrongMail uses to 
generate the email, including personalization and attachments.


NOTE: Before sending a mailing, StrongMail recommends that you test the mailing. For more 
information, read "Testing a mailing" in this chapter.
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Table 3 lists the tasks included in this chapter.


Recipient database
The recipient database is a text file identifying the people you are mailing. You can add the database 
from the Mailings tab of the UI or from the command line. For more information about creating the 
database from the command line, please read the CLI Reference Manual. 


The first row of the database identifies the fields (columns in your database); the remaining rows 
identify the recipient’s email address, and can include recipient profile data.


The recipient database must contain the email address of the recipient. Figure 13 shows a sample 
database.


Figure 13 Sample recipient database


Table 3 Tasks
Task Title Page


Task 8 Creating a database and uploading it to StrongMail page 68


Task 9 Creating a database through the UI page 69


Task 10 Creating a template & uploading it to StrongMail page 72


Task 11 Creating a template through the UI page 74


Task 12 Setting up a mailing page 76


Task 13 Testing a mailing page 82


Task 14 Sending a mailing page 84
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Recipient profiles
You can create a recipient database that includes specific information about your recipients, creating a 
profile. A recipient profile includes data associated with the recipient that is relevant to your mailings. 
For example, you may want to include the recipients first and last names, their birthday, their zip code, 
the newsletters they subscribe to, etc. You can use the recipient profile to customize the mailing for 
each customer; for more information, please read  "Appendix A, Customizing a Mailing".


When you create a database that includes recipient profiles, you must separate the fields by a 
delimiter. The default delimiter is ::.


Figure 14 shows a sample database that includes the recipient’s first and last names.


Figure 14 Sample recipient database with recipient profile


Adding a database
There are three ways to add the database:


• File Upload - create the file on your desktop and upload to the StrongMail server through the UI 
(Task 8).


• Copy/Paste - create the file through the UI by manually entering or by copying and pasting the 
recipient data (Task 9).


• File Transfer - create the file on your desktop or another computer and transfer the file (via FTP, 
SFTP, SCP, or by using a file share system) to the StrongMail server. See your system 
administration for information on file transfers. The files must be placed in the /data1/
strongmail/data/databases directory.
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Task 8 Creating a database and uploading it to StrongMail
Step Action


1 Using a text editor (like Notepad), create a text file on your desktop.


2 In the first row of the file, enter the column names for the list. Every list must include a column for email 
addresses. You may want to include additional information about the recipients (ie, first name, last 
name, zip code, etc) for customization. Separate the columns by the field delimiter you set up in the 
Message Assembly configuration (by default, the delimiter is ::). For example:


email::firstname::lastname


3 Enter the recipient data, one recipient per line. Make sure to include data for each column. For 
example:


email@somedomain.com::John::Doe


4 Once you have entered all recipient data, save the file.


5 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab. From the navigation menu, click Lists New.


6 Click File Upload.


7 Click  to select the file you just created.


8 In the List Name field, enter the name of the database.


StrongMail recommends naming all database files with db as the extension. For example:


samplelist.db


9 In the Column Name field, make sure Use First Row of Upload File is checked.


10 Click  to save the file to the StrongMail server. The file is saved in the /data1/
strongmail/data/databases directory.


11 The database is now available for use in a mailing.
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Task 9 Creating a database through the UI  
Step Action


1 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab. From the navigation menu, click Lists New.


2 Click Copy/Paste.


3 In the List Name field, enter the name of the database.


StrongMail recommends naming all database files with db as the extension. For example:


samplelist.db


4 In the Copy/Paste field, you can either copy the data from another file and paste it into the field. Or you 
can type the information. The data must use the following format:


columnheaders
recipientdata
recipientdata


The first row must contain the column names for the list and must include a column for email addresses. 
You may want to include additional information about the recipients (ie, first name, last name, zip code, 
etc) for customization. Enter the recipient data, one recipient per line. Separate the columns by the field 
delimiter you set up in the Message Assembly configuration (by default, the delimiter is ::). For 
example:


email::firstname::lastname
email@somedomain.com::John::Doe


5 Click  to save the file to the StrongMail server. The file is saved in the /data1/
strongmail/data/databases directory.


6 The database is now available for use in a mailing.
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Templates
Templates are the files that define the format and content of the message. MIME standards provide 
the ability to send multiple formats of a message in a single email (for more information about MIME, 
refer to Wikipedia). The recipient’s email client shows the message in the format that corresponds to 
the recipient’s viewing preferences (set up on the client). StrongMail supports five template formats:


• HTML
In most cases, these templates are created using an HTML editor and often include links, images, 
and other HTML-formatted content. HTML templates must have a .html extension. 


• Text
These templates are created using a text editor and do not include links or images. Text templates 
must have a .txt extension.


NOTE: Mailings often include HTML and Text versions of the message to meet the reading 
preferences of a wider range of recipients.


• AOL
This template format is used to meet the needs of AOL5.0 (and earlier) recipients, since AOL5.0 
does not support HTML email. AOL templates must have a .aol extension.


NOTE: AOL has not required this format since 2001; we include support for this format for 
backward compatibility.


• Raw


Raw templates are fully-formatted SMTP emails (including all SMTP and MIME headers). 
StrongMail relies on the data provided in the raw template to deliver the email (and uses the 
database and tokens identified in the mailing configuration file). 


StrongMail will ignore all other data in the mailing configuration file. Raw templates cannot be used 
in conjunction with any other template. Raw templates must have a .raw extension.


WARNING: StrongMail does not perform any checks on the SMTP formatting of raw 
messages.


• SMS
These templates are plain text messages that StrongMail delivers to a phone via email; the 
maximum number of characters you may use in an SMS template is 160. SMS templates cannot 
be used in conjunction with any other template. SMS templates must have a .sms extension.



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIME
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Sample Templates
Figure 15 shows a text template.


Figure 15 Sample text template


Figure 16 shows the same template, but with HTML formatting.


Figure 16 Sample HTML template


Merge tokens
Merge tokens are a set of pre-defined tracking tokens that are used to track the following recipient 
actions:


• opens - tracks the number of recipients that open an HTML email.


• clicks - tracks the links that recipients click within the email.


• unsubscribes - tracks the recipients that want to opt-out of mailings.


For additional information, please read  "Chapter 10, Track" and "Appendix A, Customizing a Mailing".


Dear Customer,


Widgets4U, Inc has just announced a new product that we think homeowners like you will 
love. Be the first on your block to own one! For more information on this great product, 
please visit our website at http://www.widgets4u-inc.com.


Regards,


Widget Marketing


To opt out of future mailings, please contact Widgets4U, Inc:
By mail: 123 Anyplace Rd, Anywhere USA
By phone: 555-555-5555
By email: optout@widgets4u-inc.com


<html>
<font face="Verdana" SIZE="2">


<p><b>Dear Customer,</b></p>
<p><font color="#000080"><b>Widgets4U, Inc</b></font> has just announced a <font 
color="#FF0000"><b>new product</b></font> that we think homeowners like you will love - 
Be the first on your block to own one! For more information on this great product, please 
visit <a href="http://www.widgets4u-inc.com">our website</a>.</p>


<p>Regards,</p>
<p><b>Widget Marketing</b></p></font>


<p><font face="Verdana" size="1">To opt out of future mailings, please contact 
Widgets4U, Inc:</p>


<blockquote>
<b>By mail:</b> 123 Anyplace Rd, Anywhere USA<br>
<b>By phone:</b> 555-555-5555<br>
<b>By email:</b> <a href="mailto:optout@widgets4u-inc.com?subject=Opt 
Out">optout@widgets4u-inc.com</a><br></font>
</blockquote>


</html>
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Adding a template
There are three ways to add the template:


• File Upload - create the template on your computer and upload to the StrongMail server through 
the UI (Task 10).


• Copy/Paste - create the file through the UI by manually entering or by copying and pasting the 
recipient data (Task 11).


• File Transfer - create the file on your desktop or another computer and transfer the file (via FTP, 
SFTP, SCP, or by using a file share system) to the StrongMail server. See your system 
administration for information on file transfers. The files must be placed in the /data1/
strongmail/data/messages directory.


Task 10 Creating a template & uploading it to StrongMail 
Step Action


1 Using a text editor or an HTML editor on your computer, create the template and save it.


2 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab.


3 From the navigation menu, click Templates New.


4 Click File Upload.


5 Click  to select the file you just created.


6 In the File Name field, enter the name of the template.


7 From the Format drop-down menu, select the template format (HTML, Text, AOL, SMS, or RAW).


8 Click  to upload the template to the StrongMail server and complete the template. The 
file is saved in the /data1/strongmail/data/messages directory.


 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Creating and editing a template


9 From this screen, you can edit and preview the template.


• To preview the template, click .
• To automatically add click-tags to your template, click .


10 To add custom SMTP headers to mailings that use this template, in the Message Headers field, enter 
the name of the header and the value of the header using the following format:


X-Header: value 


where:
X-Header is the name of the custom header.
value is the value for the header.


For example:


X-CustStatus: New Customer 


11 Click  to save the file to the StrongMail server. The file is saved in the /data1/
strongmail/data/messages directory.


12 The template is now available for use in a mailing.


Task 10 Creating a template & uploading it to StrongMail 
Step Action
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Task 11 Creating a template through the UI  
Step Action


1 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab.


2 From the navigation menu, click Templates New.


3 Click Template Editor.


Creating and editing a template


4 From this screen, you can edit and preview the template.


5 In the Template Name field, enter a name for the template.


6 From the Format drop-down menu, choose the format for your template.


7 If your template contains XSL, check the Contains XSL checkbox.
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8 To add custom SMTP headers to mailings that use this template, in the Message Headers field, enter 
the name of the header and the value of the header using the following format:


X-Header: value 


where:
X-Header is the name of the custom header.
value is the value for the header.


For example:


X-CustStatus: New Customer 


9 In the Message Body field, either enter or copy and paste the message into the field.


10 To preview the message, click .


11 If you want StrongMail to automatically add click tags to every URL in the message, click 
.


12 To manually insert merge tags, in the Select a Token drop-down menu, choose the token you want to 
insert. A token shows in the Select a Token field, copy the token and paste it into your template.


13 Click  to save the file to the StrongMail server. The file is saved in the /data1/
strongmail/data/messages directory.


14 The template is now available for use in a mailing.


Task 11 Creating a template through the UI  (Continued)
Step Action
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Setting up a mailing
To set up a mailing, you must create the mailing configuration file. Every mailing requires a mailing 
configuration file, which identifies the components of the mailing, including the database and template. 
This file includes data that StrongMail uses to assemble the email, including customization. 


Task 12 shows the basic steps for setting up a mailing.


Task 12 Setting up a mailing  
Step Action


1 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab. From the navigation menu, click Mailings New.


Mailing Information


2 In the Mailing Name field, enter a name for the mailing configuration file. StrongMail recommends using 
the following naming convention:


filename.cfg


where filename is the name of the mailing.


3 In the Mailing Tracking ID field, enter an id for the mailing. The id must be an alphanumeric entry and 
supports spaces. 


4 Optional: In the Message Tracking ID field, enter an id for the specific message. The id must be an 
alphanumeric entry and supports spaces. 


Mailing Details


5 Optional: In the From (Name) field, enter the sender’s name (this is the name you want the recipient to 
see). For example: Widgets-4U Marketing Team
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6 In the From (Email) field, enter the email address of the sender (this is the address you want the 
recipient to see). For example:


marketing@widgets4u-inc.com


7 Optional: In the Reply-To (Email) field, enter the email address used when the recipient replies to the 
mailing.


8 In the Bounce Address field, enter the email address where asynchronously bounced mail should be 
routed.


9 Optional: In the Message Subject field, enter the subject you want the recipient to see. For example:


New Product Announcement


List Information


10 In the Choose One or More Lists field, select the recipient database you want to use for the mailing.


11 In the List Delimiter field, enter the field delimiter that you used to separate fields in the database. The 
default delimiter is ::.


12 From the Email Address Field drop-down menu, select the field within the database that contains the 
recipient email addresses.


13 Optional: From the Message Format Field drop-down menu, select the field within the database that 
identifies the template format for the recipient.


14 Optional: If you want to copy someone on the email, you can set up the recipients in the CC area. 
Select the option you want to use: either a field from the database (CC Field) or the actual address (CC 
Addresses). You can include multiple addresses by separating them with a semi-colon.


Task 12 Setting up a mailing  (Continued)
Step Action
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Additional options
When you are setting up a mailing, StrongMail allows you to create a mailing with some additional 
options:


• Attachments


• Internationalization


• Custom SMTP headers


• Global personalization


• Virtual Server groups


• Logs


15 Optional: If you want to blind copy someone on the email, you can set up the recipients in the BCC 
area. Select the option you want to use: either a field from the database (BCC Field) or the actual 
address (BCC Addresses). You can include multiple addresses by separating them with a semi-colon.


16 Optional: From the User ID Field drop-down menu, select the field within the database that you want 
StrongMail to use in the logs to identify the recipient.


Mailing Content


17 Check the Template Formats that you plan to use for this mailing.


18 If the template is a standard template, select Standard. If the template is an XML template, select XML.


19 From the Select Template drop-down menu, select the template you want to use for this mailing.


20 Click  to save the file to the StrongMail server. The file is saved in the /data1/
strongmail/data/mailings directory.


21 Your mailing is now ready to be tested.


Task 12 Setting up a mailing  (Continued)
Step Action
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Attachments
StrongMail allows you to add attachments to your messages. To attach files to your message, you 
must upload the attachments to the StrongMail server (you can do this from the Mailings tab, by going 
to Media & Documents Attachments. When you set up your mailing, in the Attachments section, highlight the 
attachments you want to include in the mailing.


Internationalization
If you plan to send messages to international recipients, then you’ll need to select the character set to 
use for headers. 


• Input Header Character Set tells StrongMail what character set was used in the mailing file 
header directives or in merge fields contained in the list file(s) for the mailing. 


• Output Header Character Set tells StrongMail what character set to use for headers when 
sending outbound messages.


NOTE: Clicking the “More...” link next to each character set drop down will display an 
expanded set of choices.


• Encode Subject Using Output Header Character Set instructs StrongMail to automatically 
encode the entire subject line using the Output Character Set and “quoted-printable” encoding. If 
you want to specifically encode individual words or merge fields in the subject line, see the 
Internationalization section in the Advanced Concepts chapter for more detailed instructions. 


NOTE: If you plan to specify a character set for each recipient within the database, choose 
the token only radio button. In this case, type the name of the mailing list column 
enclosed by ## delimiters. For example if the column name is called Target_Charset, 
then type in ##Target_Charset## and the token will be dynamically replaced by the 
value contained in each row in the mailing list.


For more information, please read  "Appendix B, Internationalization".


Message format
From the Message Format Field drop-down list, select the column in your mailing list that contains a 
value for the preferred format for sending the message. The possible values are: HTML, TXT, or 
MULTI-PART. for example, given the following database: 


first email preference


Joe jsmith@aol.com TEXT


Jim jjones@domain.com HTML


Jane jjohnson@msn.com


George ggordon@hotmail.com INVALID


Fred fsims@hotmail.com MULTI-PART
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Then, if you select “preference” as the Message Format Field, then:


• Joe would receive a text message 


• Jim would receive an HTML message


• George will not receive any message


• Jane and Fred would both receive a multi-part message


This is an optional field, if the Message Format field is not selected then the message is sent in multi-
part mime format. If the value of this field is anything other than “TEXT”, ‘HTML” or “MULTI-PART” 
(and not null) then the email is not sent and the record is logged into strongmail-invalid log.


CC
From the CC Field drop-down list, select the CC Field radio button to choose the column in your 
mailing list that contains an email address that should receive a copy of the email message (each 
specific recipient can have a different CC address). 


Alternatively, select the CC Addresses radio button to type in one or more email addresses to receive 
copies of email messages sent. In this case, copies of messages for each recipient will be sent to the 
same CC addresses. Recipients will see the CC address in the received email message.


BCC
From the BCC Field drop-down list, select the BCC Field radio button to choose the column in your 
mailing list that contains an email address that should receive a blind copy of the email message (each 
specific recipient can have a different BCC address). 


Alternatively, select the BCC Addresses radio button to type in one or more email addresses to receive 
blind copies of email messages sent. In this case, copies of messages for each recipient will be sent to 
the same BCC addresses. Recipients will not see the BCC address in the received email message.


Custom SMTP headers
In some cases, you may want to add custom SMTP headers to your mailing. You can add custom 
headers when you’re setting up the mailing under Mailing Details, in the Additional Headers field. 
You must use the following format when adding custom headers:


X-Header: value 


where:
X-Header is the name of the custom header.
value is the value for the header.


For example:


X-CustStatus: New Customer 
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Global personalization
StrongMail provides support for global personalization of your mailings. For more information, please 
read  "Appendix A, Customizing a Mailing".


Virtual server groups
StrongMail allows you to assign a specific virtual server group to a mailing. This ensures that you are 
using the appropriate IP addresses to deliver your mailing.


Logs
If you want to capture additional log information for a particular mailing, you can set StrongMail to 
capture full success and full failure logs from the Advanced settings.
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Testing a mailing
StrongMail recommends testing all mailings. when you test a mailing, StrongMail sends the message 
to the email addresses listed in the test database. StrongMail assembles the message, including all 
defined customizations.


Task 13 Testing a mailing  
Step Action


1 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab. From the navigation menu, click Mailings View.


2 Enter search criteria to find your mailing and click  to see a list of mailings.


3 Click the name of the mailing you want to test.


Edit Mailing


4 From the Pre-Test List drop-down menu, choose the recipient database you want to run the test 
against.


5 Click  to save the file to the StrongMail server. The file is saved in the /data1/
strongmail/data/mailings directory.
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View Mailing Lists


6 Click  to send the test mailing.


7 Click  to send the test mailing.


8 Once the test is complete, verify the test recipients received the mailing and that the message contents 
are accurate.


9 Once you have verified the accuracy of your test, you are ready to send the mailing.


Task 13 Testing a mailing  (Continued)
Step Action
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Sending a mailing
After successfully testing a mailing, you’re ready to set up the mailing for general delivery.


Task 14 Sending a mailing  
Step Action


1 Open the StrongMail UI, click the Mailings tab. From the navigation menu, click Mailings View.


2 Enter search criteria to find your mailing and click  to see a list of mailings.


View Mailing Lists


3 Click  to schedule the mailing.
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Schedule Mailing


4 Schedule the mailing for one of the following:


• Send the mailing now, go to step 5.
• Schedule as a one-time mailing, go to step 7.
• Schedule as a recurring mailing, go to step 9.


5 To send a mailing now, select the Send this Mailing Now radio button.


Select a time delay from the Delay drop-down menu (now; in 5, 10, or 30 minutes; in 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, or 24 
hours).


Task 14 Sending a mailing  (Continued)
Step Action
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All Mailings screen
 


Use the All Mailings screen to manage your mailings. From this screen, you can delete, view, create a 
report, send a test launch, schedule, or copy a mailing. 


To delete a mailing:
Click the  button in the row for to the mailing you want to delete. 


To view a mailing: 
Click the link in the Name column for the mailing you want to view. The template displays. 


You can generate reports for mailings that have already been launched. For a list of available reports, 
see User Interface: Reports Tab on page 149.


6 Click  to send the mailing.


7 To schedule a one-time mailing, select the Schedule as a One-Time Mailing radio button.
In the Date to Send Mailing field, enter the date you want to send the mailing, using the following 
format: 02/20/2007.


In the Time to Send Mailing field, enter the time you want to send the mailing, using the following 
format: 18:30.


8 Click  to schedule the mailing.


9 To schedule a recurring mailing, select the Schedule as a One-Time Mailing radio button.
In the Time to Send Mailing field, enter the time you want to send the mailing, using the following 
format: 18:30.


In the Choose the field, choose the days, months, and years you want to use for the recurring mailing.


10 Click  to schedule the mailing.


Task 14 Sending a mailing  (Continued)
Step Action
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To view or run a report for a mailing:
1 Click the  button. 


2 Choose the type of report you want to run. 


To send a test launch:
Click the  button. 


To schedule a mailing:
Click the  button. 


To copy a mailing:
Click the  button. 


Active Mailings screen
The Active Mailings screen shows mails that are currently being processed.
 


On this report, you can view:


• Name: the name of the mailing


• Status: the status of the mail. Valid statuses include Starting, In Progress, Paused, and Stopped


• Start/Elapsed Time: the start time for the launch, and the amount of time that has elapsed since 
the start of the launch


• Mail/Hour: the number of mailings sent per hour


• Failed: the current failure rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
mailings on the list


• Deferred: the current deferral rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number 
of messages that have been deferred and are being retried
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NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Queue: the number of mails remaining in the queue


• Opens: the current number of emails that have been opened by recipients


• Clicks: the current number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients


• Use the Actions column to Suspend or Cancel an active mailing. 


During an active launch, you should refresh this screen to obtain updated statistics. You can set the 
screen to refresh on a specified interval by changing the  setting. 


Scheduled Mailings screen
Use the Scheduled Mailings screen to manage any launches that are scheduled for the future. 
 


To delete a scheduled mailing: 
Click the  button. 


To view a scheduled mailing: 
In the Mailing Name column, click the link for the launch you want to view. 


To change the time for a scheduled mailing: 
In the Schedule column, click the link for the launch you want to change.


To edit a scheduled mailing: 
Click the  button. 
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Completed Mailings screen
The Completed Mailings screen shows mails that have already launched. 


On this report you can monitor: 


• Date Sent: the date the mailing was launched


• Name: the name of the mail


• Sent: the number of messages sent 


• Mails/Hour: the number of mailings sent per hour


• Failed (%): the failure count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Deferred (%): the deferral count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of messages that have been deferred and had to be retried 


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Opens (%): the number of emails that have been opened by recipients, as well as the percentage 
of the total number of recipients on the list


• Clicks (%): the number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients, as well as the percentage of 
the total number of recipients on the list


• Unsubs (%): the number of unsubscribes by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Last Click/Open: the date and time of the last click or open by a recipient


To remove a mailing from this screen, click the  button. 
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Transactional Mailings
Use the following screens to manage transactional mailings.


New Transactional Mailing
This screen defines the parameters for new New transactional mailings. You must complete the fields 
that are defined with blue labels; fields with gray labels are optional. 


Mailing Information
1 In the Mailing Name field, type a name for your mailing, such as "June mailing" or "April 


newsletter." This name identifies the mailing so that you can locate it later. 


Using the same mailing ID will allow aggregation of response data across multiple mailings in 
reports. For example: 


Mailing A, Mailing ID 1234


Mailing B, Mailing ID 1234


Mailing C, Mailing ID 1234


By using the mailing ID, the results can be viewed for Mailings A, B, and C. 


2 In the Mailing Tracking ID field, type the tracking ID for the mailing. 
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Envelope Information


3 In the From (name) field, type the name from which the mail should appear to come. This name 
can be a person, such as "Fred Jones, CEO" or the name of a company, such as "Acme Marketing 
Department."


4 In the From (email) field, type the email address from which the mail should appear to come. This 
address should be in name@domain.suffix format, such as marketing@acme.com. 


5 In the Reply-To (email) field, type the email address to which a user can reply. This email should 
be in name@domain.suffix format, such as info@acme.com. 


6 In the Bounce Address field, type the email address to which bounces-emails that cannot be 
delivered-should be forwarded. This email should be in name@domain.suffix format, such as 
bounces@acme.com.


7 Use the Additional Headers field to add any extra information that must go in your mailing 
header. 


8 In the Message Subject field, type the subject line that you want your recipients to see, such as 
"Shipping Confirmation" or "April Statement"


9 Click the Advanced button to display options for setting international character set or encoding 
parameters for header fields.


– Select the Input Header Character Set or the Output Header Character Set by clicking on the 
associated drop-down box or click the More link to select from an expanded set. 


–  If the character set is to be provided as a token in a column, then click the radio button to 
select the "token only" choice. Note that the data must be in token format. For example: 
##my_token##.


– Click the checkbox for Encode Subject Using Output Header Character Set if you wish to 
have the message subject encoded.
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Merge Field Names
 


10 Type the name of the column that will be used as the Email Address Field.


11 In Merge Fields, enter additional column names separated by commas. For example: first, last, 
city, state, zip


12 Type in a delimiter for Field Delimiter. The default value is :: but you can use any delimiter, such 
as a Tab character or a comma.


13 If you would like to specify one column to be used as an external key that will be tracked in the 
logs, type the name of the field into the User ID Field text box.


Mailing Content


14 Select the format and types of templates that you want to use for this mailing. Supported template 
formats include HTML, Text, and AOL. StrongMail adds the proper headers and encoding for each 
of these formats. Your template must already be defined and saved on the StrongMail server. 


NOTE: SMS and Raw are both exclusive options that cannot be combined with any other 
content type. For Raw messages, XSLT support is not provided. HTML, Text and AOL 
can all be combined for multipart formatted messages, or chosen individually. After 
checking the mime type, you will then be able to choose from standard templates or 
any available XSL templates. If your file is fully formatted for the mailing type you want 
to use, click the Raw check box in the Pre-formatted Template area, then select the 
file from the drop-down list, then select the template from the drop-down list. 
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15 Click the Advanced button to see options for setting international character set or encoding 
parameters for the body of the message.


– Select the Input Character Set or the Output Character Set by clicking on the associated 
drop-down box or click the More link to select from an expanded set. 


– If the character set is to be provided as a token in a column, then click the radio button to 
select the "token only" choice. The data must be in token format. For example: ##my_token##.


– Click the drop-down box for Encoding if you wish to use base64 or quoted-printable encoding.


– Click Validate XSL to check the XSL formatting contained in your file. XSL validation is 
simple: after the StrongMail application checks the XSL, you either receive a “Valid” message 
or “Errors” message. Errors are not corrected, nor are they listed: if your XSL code contains 
errors, you must fix the template prior to launching your mail. 


Advanced
 


16 Select one or more files listed in the Attachments menu. To select multiple files, Control-click 
each file. The files to be used as attachments must be previously uploaded using the screen for 
attachments in the Media and Documents menu.


17 In the Global Personalization Tokens field, insert any tokens you want to use to personalize your 
message. You can use email templates to personalize a mailing by referencing the data provided 
in token files. 


18 Select a Virtual Server Group (if any) for the mailing. 


19 Select a Class for the mailing.


20 Enable or disable full success or full failure logging for the mailing. If left on Use Default” then the 
value specified globally for the server will be used.


When you have completed entering parameters, click the Save button to save your changes.


Click the Save and Send button to send individual messages using the parameters entered for the 
transactional mailing. 
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View screen


Use the All Mailings screen to manage your mailings. From this screen, you can delete, view, create a 
report, send a test launch, schedule, or copy a mailing. 


To view or edit a transactional mailing: 
Click the link in the Name column for the mailing you want to view. The mailing edit screen displays. 


To view or run a report for a transactional mailing:
Click the Report  button. 


To load a transactional mailing:
Click the Load  button. 


NOTE: You must load a transactional mailing to make it active. This enables it to start 
receiving and processing Send requests.


To copy a transactional mailing:
Click the Copy  button. 


To delete a transactional mailing:
Click the Delete  button in the row for to the mailing you want to delete. 


NOTE: You can only delete a transactional mailing that is either COMPLETED or  
CANCELLED.
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Active Transactional Mailings screen
The Active Transactional Mailings screen shows transactional mailings that are active or accepting 
send requests or mailings that are paused.


Figure 17 Active transactional mailing screen


On this screen, you can view:


• Cancel: allows you to cancel (abort) the transactional mailing. When the mailing is cancelled, it will 
be moved to the Completed Transactional Mailings screen with a CANCELLED code.


• Name: the name of the mailing. Click on the mailing name link to view the mailing summary report.


• Status: the mailing status. Valid statuses are ACTIVE, PAUSING, PAUSED, and COMPLETING.


• Start/Elapsed Time: the start time for the mailing since it was last loaded


• Failed: the current failure rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
messages sent


• Deferred: the current count and percentage of messages that are being retried


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Queue: the number of mails remaining in the queue waiting to be delivered


• Opens: the current number of emails that have been opened by recipients


• Clicks: the current number of clicks by recipients on links embedded in messages sent 


• Use the Actions column to Send, Pause, Pause Outbound, or Close an active mailing. 


You can refresh this screen manually by clicking on the refresh link or set it to refresh automatically 
based on a time interval. 
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Completed Transactional Mailings screen
The Completed Transactional Mailings screen shows mailings that have completed. 


On this report you can monitor: 


• Date Sent: the date the mailing was launched


• Name: the name of the mail


• Status: This shows either COMPLETED for mailings that were closed or CANCELLED for 
mailings that were cancelled.


• Sent: the number of messages sent 


• Failed (%): the failure count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Deferred (%): the deferral count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of messages that have been deferred and had to be retried 


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Opens (%): the number of emails that have been opened by recipients, as well as the percentage 
of the total number of recipients on the list


• Clicks (%): the number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients, as well as the percentage of 
the total number of recipients on the list


• Unsubs (%): the number of unsubscribes by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Last Click/Open: the date and time of the last click or open by a recipient


To remove a mailing from this screen, click the Delete  button. 
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Media and Documents
Use the Media and Documents screens to view images, Web pages, attachments, audio, and video 
files that are referenced in your emails. Though you can reference files stored on a third-party server in 
your mailings, files that display on these screens are located on the StrongMail server file system. 


Images
Use the Images screen to manage images that are included in your mailings. From this screen, you 
can upload, delete, or view image files.


To upload an image: 
1 In the Upload New File box, type the full path to your file, or click the Browse button and navigate 


to your file. 


2 Click the Upload button. 


To delete an image: 
Click the  button.


To view an image: 
In the Name column, click the link for the file you want to view. 


NOTE: To view a file, you must have the proper image viewing software for that format 
installed on your computer. 
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Web pages
Use the Web pages screen to manage Web pages that are referenced in your mailings. From this 
screen, you can upload, delete, or view Web page files. 


To upload a Web page: 
1 In the Upload New File box, type the full path to your file, or click the Browse button and navigate 


to your file. 


2 Click the Upload button. 


To delete a Web page: 
Click the  button. 


To view a Web page: 
In the Name column, click the link for the file you want to view. 


NOTE: Web page files will open with the default HTML editor for your computer. 
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Attachments
Use the Attachments screen to manage attachments that are included with your mailings. From this 
screen, you can upload, delete, or view attachment files. 


To upload an attachment: 
1 In the Upload New File box, type the full path to your file, or click the Browse button and navigate 


to your file. 


2 Click the Upload button. 


To delete an attachment: 
3 Click the  button. 


To view an attachment: 
4 In the Name column, click the link for the file you want to view. 


NOTE: Attachment files will open with the default software for the file type. If you do not have 
the proper viewing software installed, your operating system displays a dialog box that 
allows you to select the program from a file. 
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Audio
Use the Audio screen to manage audio files that are included with your mailings. From this screen, you 
can upload, delete, or view audio files. 


To upload an audio file: 
1 In the Upload New File box, type the full path to your file, or click the Browse button and navigate 


to your file. 


2 Click the Upload button. 


To delete an audio file: 
3 Click the  button.


To view an audio file: 
4 In the Name column, click the link for the file you want to view. 


NOTE: Attachment files will open with the default software for the file type. If you do not have 
the proper software installed, your operating system displays a dialog box that allows 
you to select the program from a file. 
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Video
Use the Video screen to manage video files that are included with your mailings. From this screen, you 
can upload, delete, or view video files. 


To upload a video file: 
1 In the Upload New File box, type the full path to your file, or click the Browse button and navigate 


to your file. 


2 Click the Upload button. 


To delete a video file: 
Click the  button. 


To view a video file: 
In the Name column, click the link for the file you want to view. 


NOTE: Attachment files will open with the default software for the file type. If you do not have 
the proper software installed, your operating system displays a dialog box that allows 
you to select the program from a file. 
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Scheduler
Use the Scheduler screens to schedule new launches or monitor previously scheduled launches. 


New Scheduler
Use the New Scheduler screen to schedule a new launch. 


You can choose whether to:


• Send this mailing now


• Schedule a one-time mailing


• Schedule a recurring mailing


Send this mailing now
You can schedule a launch so that it occurs immediately. 
 


To schedule a mailing now: 
1 From the Mailing File drop-down list, select the name of the mail you want to launch. 


2 Select the Send this Mailing now radio button. 


3 From the Delay drop-down, select a time to indicate when the mailing should be sent. 


4 Click the Schedule button at the bottom of the screen. 
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Schedule a one-time mailing
You can schedule a launch so that it occurs in the future at a specific date and time. 
 


To schedule a one-time mailing: 
1 From the Mailing File drop-down list, select the name of the mail you want to launch.


2 Select the Schedule as a One-Time Mailing radio button. 


3 In the Date to Send Mailing field, type the date on which you want the mailing to be sent, or click 
the calendar icon to choose a date. The date must be entered in MM/DD/YYYY format. 


4 In the Time to Send Mailing field, type the time at which you want the mailing to be sent. The time 
must be entered in 24-hour format, in HH:MM format.


5 Click the Schedule button at the bottom of the screen.


Schedule a recurring mailing
You can schedule a launch so that it repeats at a specific interval. 
 


To schedule a recurring mailing: 
1 From the Mailing File drop-down list, select the name of the mail you want to launch.


2 Select the Schedule as a Recurring Mailing radio button. 


3 In the Time to Send Mailing field, type the time at which you want the mailing to be sent. The time 
must be entered in 24-hour format, in HH:MM format.
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4 Choose the Day of the week or a specific date, Month, and Year on which your mailing should be 
sent.


5 To ensure that you do not send the same mailing to the same recipients repeatedly, you must 
replace the contents of the list. If you want to send to the same recipients repeatedly, but with 
different content, such as for a newsletter subscription, you must replace the contents of message 
template.


6 Click the Schedule button at the bottom of the screen.


Pending
Use the Pending Mailings screen to view launches that are scheduled in the future. 
 


To delete a scheduled mailing: 
Click the  button. 


To view a scheduled mailing: 
In the Mailing Name column, click the link for the launch you want to view. 


To change the time for a scheduled mailing: 
In the Schedule column, click the link for the launch you want to change.


To edit a scheduled mailing: 
Click the  button. 
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EAS is responsible for assembling the components identified in the mailing configuration file and 
combining them to create a customized message. Every mailing requires a mailing configuration file, 
which identifies the components of a particular mailing, including the recipient list and template. This 
configuration file also identifies data that StrongMail uses to assemble the email, including 
personalization and attachments.


Every mailing requires the following three components:


• Recipient list - The recipient list is a text file that identifies the people you are mailing. Every 
mailing requires at least one recipient list. The recipient list in stored in the /data1/
strongmail/data/databases directory.


• Templates - The message template is the file that defines the format and content of the message. 
Every mailing requires at least one template. The template is stored in the /data1/
strongmail/data/messages directory.


• Mailing configuration file - the file that identifies the components of a particular mailing, including 
the database and templates. This configuration file also identifies data that StrongMail uses to 
generate the email, including personalization and attachments.


In order to better target your customers and their needs, you may want to consider customizing your 
mailings. You can customize a mailing by simply adding your customer’s first name in the greeting, or 
you can create complex customizations based on your company’s goals, and on your customer’s 
interests and personal data that you have collected. 


With StrongMail, you can customize most components of the email, including templates and SMTP 
headers. All StrongMail customizations use tokens; tokens act as placeholders for data and give you 
the ability to do simple or complex customizations. When you create a mailing, you add tokens to 
implement one or more of the following customization methods:


• tokens (recipient profile)


• content blocks


• rules


• XSL


For more information, please read Appendix A, Customization.
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The following example shows a portion of the assembly phase:


Figure 18 Assembling an email
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Web Services
When a mailing is launched via the batch API or in Message Studio, a web services connection is 
made between the two servers (by default, over port 9000). To configure Web services, go to 
Administration Configuration Interfaces Web Services.


Figure 19 Web Services configuration


Configuration
1 To enable Web services, click Yes or No.


2 To enable the Web services port, type On or Off. 


Security
StrongMail provides two levels of security for each protocol: Allowed Hosts and Authorized User 
Access. Allowed hosts requires that you specify the IP address of each connecting server for each 
protocol. StrongMail strongly recommends that you do not use wild cards in this field.


For a second level of security, you can use Authorized User Access by setting up a user name and 
password for each protocol. 


NOTE: To ensure the highest level of security, StrongMail recommends using both Allowed 
Hosts and Authorized User Access.
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3 To enable Authorized User Access, check the Enable Authorization box. 


4 In the Authorized User Name field, enter the user name you want to use for SOAP access.


5 In the Authorized Password field, enter a password.


6 In the IP Address field, enter the IP address or hostname of the server that is allowed to 
communicate with EAS over port 9000. If you are using Message Studio, make sure to include 
127.0.0.1.


7 Click Add to add the server to the Allowed Hosts list.


NOTE: To remove a Host or an IP address, select the address and click the Remove button. 
Wildcards (*) are allowed. For example: 192.168.0.* enables the range of IP 
addresses from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.0.255. 


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


Message Assembly
StrongMail uses the parameters in the Message Assembly configuration to extract data from your lists 
and assemble your outgoing messages. To configure the message assembly options, go to 
Administration Configuration Message Assembly Message Assembly.


Figure 20 Message Assembly configuration
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Configuration
1 In the Record Delimiter field, choose a delimiter that separates records in your list files. The 


default is newline, but you can use anything you want. 


2 In the Default Email Address field, type the name of the field in your lists that contains email 
addresses. 


3 In the Default Field Delimiter field, choose a delimiter that separates fields in the records in your 
list files. The default is "::", but you can use anything you want.


4 In the Default Recipient ID field, type the name of the field in your list that contains the recipient 
ID. 


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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The MTA is responsible for the Deliver phase of the mailing lifecycle. The MTA is responsible for the 
following:


• managing inbound IQMP and SMTP connections.


• preparing the email for delivery


• delivering the email.


Throttled delivery
Out of the box, StrongMail throttling of outbound email delivery allows you time to audit your network 
and to establish a good reputation with the IP addresses the StrongMail server is using for delivery. 
Once you have established your sending presence, you should disable the default throttling to achieve 
the full sending power of the server. For more information, please “Domain limits” on page 159.


Ramping up
StrongMail strongly recommends that you do not send a large volume of email immediately after 
installation. ISPs may consider the sudden spike of emails as a new source of spam and place you on 
their deny lists. Instead, slowly increase message volume over time, allowing others to more easily 
determine your intentions. By gradually increasing volume, you can maintain a good reputation among 
ISPs and increase the likelihood that your message will be received.
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Managing inbound connections
The MTA manages inbound connections from EAS (over IQMP) and SMTP injections (from an 
external MTA or MUA). You can configure the following behavior:


• IQMP authentication


• SMTP authentication


• general settings


• queuing functionality


IQMP authentication
Once EAS has finished assembling the email, an IQMP connection is made between EAS and the 
MTA. To configure this connection, go to Administration Configuration Interfaces IQMP.


Figure 21 IQMP configuration


Security
StrongMail provides two levels of security for each protocol: Allowed Hosts and Authorized User 
Access. Allowed hosts requires that you specify the IP address of each connecting server for each 
protocol. StrongMail strongly recommends that you do not use wild cards in this field.


For a second level of security, you can use Authorized User Access by setting up a user name and 
password for each protocol. 
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NOTE: To ensure the highest level of security, StrongMail recommends using both Allowed 
Hosts and Authorized User Access.


1 To Enable Authentication, check the box. 


2 In the Authorized User Name field, enter the user name you want to use to connect to the MTA. 


3 In the Authorized Password field, enter a password. 


NOTE: These two parameters are used to authenticate applications attempting to connect to 
the MTA. The MTA will deny access to remote hosts or applications connecting 
without proper authentication. If you do not want to prevent access, type a * in both 
fields to disable authentication. 


4 In the IP Address field, enter the IP address or hostname of the server that is allowed to 
communicate with the MTA over IQMP. If you are deployed in a single server configuration, make 
sure to include 127.0.0.1.


5 Click Add to add the server to the Allowed Hosts list.


NOTE: To remove a Host or an IP address, select the address and click the Remove button. 
Wildcards (*) are allowed. For example: 192.168.0.* enables the range of IP 
addresses from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.0.255. 


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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SMTP authentication
You can configure SMTP authentication from Administration Configuration Interfaces SMTP. 
Use this screen to lock down the server and prevent it from being used as an open relay. Figure 22 
shows the configuration screen.


Figure 22 SMTP authentication


Security
StrongMail provides two levels of security for each protocol: Allowed Hosts and Authorized User 
Access. Allowed hosts requires that you specify the IP address of each connecting server for each 
protocol. StrongMail strongly recommends that you do not use wild cards in this field.


For a second level of security, you can use Authorized User Access by setting up a user name and 
password for each protocol. 


NOTE: To ensure the highest level of security, StrongMail recommends using both Allowed 
Hosts and Authorized User Access.


1 To enable authorized user access, check the Enable Authorization box. 


2 In the Authorized User Name field, enter the user name you want to use for SOAP access.


3 In the Authorized Password field, enter a password.


4 In the IP Address field, enter the IP address or hostname of the server that is allowed to relay mail 
through the MTA.


5 Click Add to add the server to the Allowed Hosts list.
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NOTE: To remove a Host or an IP address, select the address and click the Remove button. 
Wildcards (*) are allowed. For example: 192.168.0.* enables the range of IP 
addresses from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.0.255. 


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


General settings
You can configure various settings that relate to each of the MTAs areas of responsibilities from the 
General screen. Access the general screen from Administration Configuration Deliver  
Outbound General. Figure 23 shows the configuration screen.


Figure 23 General screen
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From this screen, you can configure the following:


• Default Domain. Enter the primary sending domain for the StrongMail server. If have not set up 
VSGs (with HELO host configuration) to manage outbound deliveries, then this domain name will 
be used for HELO. This is delivery functionality.


• SMTP Server Port. Identifies the port the MTA listens on for SMTP communication. By default, 
this is port 25.


• IQMP Server Port. Identifies the port the MTA listens on for IQMP communication. By default, this 
is port 9010.


• Number of Processes to Run. Identifies the number of strongmail-server processes the 
MTA should run to manage IQMP/SMTP communications and email delivery. The default value is 
3; you should not change this value unless directed to by support.


• Stats Reporting Interval. Identifies how frequently the MTA sends reporting statistics to EAS.


• Maximum Connections. Identifies the total number of outbound connections the MTA can make 
to receiving MTAs at one time. No value can override this number. This is delivery functionality.


• Maximum Queue Size. Each strongmail-server process maintains an independent mail 
queue in memory. This field identifies the maximum number of messages each memory queue 
can hold. This field works in conjunction with the Data Pool Size to determine the queue size.


For example, if your average message size is 50 KB and MaxQueueSize=10000, then the 
amount of memory consumed by the queue will be approximately 500 MB.


WARNING: StrongMail recommends using the default values. If you choose to make 
changes, please make sure you fully understand the implications of your settings. 
Misconfiguring these parameters may cause the server to stop sending email.


• Data Pool Size. Specifies the maximum size of memory in MB to be used for memory queues. 
The default value is 256 MB.


NOTE: The minimum of Maximum Queue Size or Data Pool Size will be used.


• Disk Queue size. Identifies the amount of space available for use with disk queuing and defer 
queuing. The recommended size is approximately 30% of disk space. StrongMail always holds 5 
GB of disk space in reserve. The default size is maxed out at approximately two million, 32KB 
messages.


• Parse Custom Header. This field indicates a custom header that the MTA should parse out for 
inclusion in the delivery and tracking logs. This feature is only supported for MTA-only installations 
and for SMTP injection. This is logging functionality.
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Queueing modes
When the MTA receives emails via IQMP or SMTP-injection, it manages the emails based on the 
configured queuing mode and the following settings from the General screen:


• Number of Processes to Run


• Maximum Queue Size


• Data Pool Size


• Disk Queue Size


The MTA offers two queueing modes:


• Disk Queue - This mode provides the highest level of recovery with a trade-off in speed of 
deliveries. This mode is recommended for mission-critical or transactional email applications. 


• Memory Queue - This mode offers the fastest speed however with minimal recovery in the event 
of a server failure. This mode is most appropriate for commercial emails. This is the recommended 
mode of operation when MTA is used in combination with EAS because EAS has built-in recovery 
methods.


Figure 24 Queuing mode
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Disk queue process
The following steps outline the disk queue process:


1 The MTA receives an email via IQMP or SMTP, which is immediately placed in the memory 
queue.


2 The MTA writes the email to disk.


3 The MTA acknowledges receipt of the email to the sending server (via IQMP or SMTP).


4 The MTA prepares the email for delivery.


5 The MTA delivers the email to the receiving MTA.


Memory queue process
The following steps outline the memory queue process:


1 The MTA receives an email via IQMP or SMTP, which is immediately placed in the memory 
queue.


2 The MTA acknowledges receipt of the email to the sending server (via IQMP or SMTP).


3 The MTA prepares the email for delivery.


4 The MTA delivers the email to the receiving MTA.


Overflow to disk
The MTA now supports overflow to disk capabilities for:


• IQMP communication between EAS and the MTA.


• SMTP injections into the MTA. 


This feature was primarily implemented to allow StrongMail to accepts emails at a high, sustained rate 
(sometimes called burst mode) from SMTP injectors when the queuing mode is set to memory-only.


Instead of sending a server busy error when the memory queue is full, overflow to disk allows 
StrongMail to buffer the incoming messages to disk.


Disk queue with overflow  The following steps outline the disk queue process when an overflow to 
disk condition occurs:


1 The MTA receives an email via IQMP or SMTP.


2 In this situation, the memory queue is unable to accept the email for processing (queue is full).


3 The MTA writes the email to disk and tags the email as overflow.


4 The MTA acknowledges receipt of the email to the sending server (via IQMP or SMTP).


5 The MTA sets a timer on the overflow email (the timer uses the Initial Retry Interval from 
Message Manager).


6 When the timer pops, the email is available for delivery.


7 When the memory queue is available, the email is read from disk into memory.


8 The MTA prepares the email for delivery.


9 The MTA delivers the email to the receiving MTA.
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Memory queue with overflow  The following steps outline the disk queue process when an overflow 
to disk condition occurs:


1 The MTA receives an email via IQMP or SMTP.


2 The MTA acknowledges receipt of the email to the sending server (via IQMP or SMTP).


3 In this situation, the memory queue is unable to accept the email for processing (queue is full).


4 The MTA writes the email to disk and tags the email as overflow.


5 The MTA sets a timer on the overflow email (the timer uses the Initial Retry Interval from 
Message Manager).


6 When the timer pops, the email is available for delivery.


7 When the memory queue is available, the email is read from disk into memory.


8 The MTA prepares the email for delivery.


9 The MTA delivers the email to the receiving MTA.
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Preparing the email for delivery
Once the MTA receives the email via IQMP or SMTP, it is responsible for preparing the email for 
delivery. For IQMP-based emails, the MTA adds the following X-headers:


• Received
• X-Destination-ID
• X-SMFBL
• X-VirtualServerGroup
• X-VirtualServer (only added when DEBUG=ON)
• X-Mailer
• X-SMHeaderMap
• X-MailingID


For SMTP-injected emails, the MTA adds the following X-headers:


• Received
• X-Destination-ID
• X-SMFBL
• X-VirtualServerGroup
• X-VirtualServer (only added when DEBUG=ON)
• X-Mailer
• X-SMHeaderMap
• X-MailingID
• From (only added if missing from injected message)
• Date (only added if missing from injected message)
• Message-ID (only added if missing from injected message)


You can configure the following functionality:


• DomainKeys and DKIM


• Goodmail (from command line only)


• custom VSG headers (For more information, please read "Virtual server groups" in this chapter.)


In addition, you may want to consider setting up a TXT record on your DNS server to support SPF and 
SenderID.


DomainKeys and DKIM
DomainKeys, originally developed by Yahoo, is a message-based email authentication mechanism. 
Rather than specifying which hosts are allowed to send email on behalf of the sender’s domain, 
Domain Keys uses public key cryptography to digitally sign individual emails. DKIM (DomainKeys 
Identified Mail) incorporates the DomainKeys specification with aspects of Identified Internet Mail for 
enhanced flexibility and robustness. Figure 25 shows the sequence of events for Domain Keys and 
DKIM email authentication.
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Figure 25 Domain Keys/DKIM


The DomainKeys implementation in StrongMail provides verification of both the domain of each email 
sender and the integrity of sent messages, ensuring that third parties or proxies have neither forged 
nor modified your messages without your permission. When combined with a recipient server that also 
supports DomainKeys, “phishing” emails go to the trash instead of users’ inboxes.


For information on DomainKeys and DKIM syntax and strategies, consult the following websites:


• http://antispam.yahoo.com/


• http://www.dkim.org/


1 The sending server digitally signs an email using the private key, which is mathematically 
related to the public key stored in DNS.


2 The sending server connects to an Internet email server through standard SMTP/ESMTP.


3 The recipient server parses the headers DomainKey-Signature and/or DKIM-Signature.


4 The recipient queries DNS using the DomainKeys/DKIM subject and domain. For the domain 
“example.com” and the subject “customer”, the server requests the TXT entry for 
customer._domainkeys.example.com.


5 The sender’s DNS returns the corresponding public key and encryption cipher.


6 The recipient server verifies the validity of the email using the public key.
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Managing public and private keys
To sign all outbound email for the domain example.com, create an RSA public and private key pair.


While the public key should be distributed freely to the Internet through DNS, the private key must 
remain secret and never leave your network. If you must copy the private key to another system, only 
use a physically connected storage device, such as a USB drive, or use secure network protocols such 
as sftp or scp. 


If the private key is stolen, anyone with the key could send forged emails from your domain. In the 
event of a lost private key, immediately create a new key pair and update your DNS with the new key.


StrongMail recommends creating the keys from the UI (see the DomainKeys and DKIM configuration 
section). However, you can create the keys from the command line:


Creating Key Pairs with the Command Line  There are many software applications, both free and 
commercial, that create and manage cryptographic keys. StrongMail ships with OpenSSL, and this 
free command line utility provides the basis for the following creation and management samples.


Key files are stored in the /data1/strongmail/data/keystore/domainkeys directory. Many 
organizations use more than one key pair, but all of your keys must be in this directory.


Canonicalization
DomainKeys and DKIM both support canonicalization, which is used to ensure that data conforms to 
the specified format (some formats may allow virtually no modifications, while others rules may be 
more relaxed). 


Task 15 Creating a key pair from the command line
Step Action


1 Log on to StrongMail from the console or remotely with a Secure Shell client.


2 Change directories to /data1/strongmail/data/keystore/domainkeys. Many organizations use more 
than one key pair, but you must place all of your DomainKeys/DKIM keys in this directory.


3 Create a 1024-bit private key. In this example, we name the private key example.com.priv.


# openssl genrsa -out example.com.priv 1024
Generating RSA private key, 1024 bit long modulus
........................................++++++
e is 65537 (0x10001)


4 Generate a public key based off the private key. We name the public key example.com.pub. The ‘\’ 
character at the end of the first line of the example allows the command to span two lines, but it is not 
needed if you enter the command all on one line.


# openssl rsa -in example.com.priv -out example.com.pub \
> -pubout -outform PEM
writing RSA key


5 For security, use the chown and chmod commands to restrict access to the private key except for the 
strongmail user (and root).


# chown strongmail:strongmail example.com.priv
# chmod 0600 example.com.priv
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DomainKeys supports from two methods: simple (hashes the signature, as is) and nofws (removes all 
white spaces from the signature, before hashing the signature).


DKIM also supports two methods: simple (which tolerates almost no modifications) and relaxed 
(relaxed is comparable to nofws). In addition, DKIM allows you to specify a different methods for the 
header and the body.


Rules
You can create rules so that StrongMail will only add signatures on emails addressed to ISPs that use 
the header for authentication. The Rules block (in the domain-keys.conf file) is used to turn signing 
ON/OFF based on a particular header. The various parts of a Rule are:


• Header: The header on the basis of which matching is to be done.For example: From, To etc.


• Match: Regular expression to match in the header. For example Match=.*@yahoo.* means all 
header values containing '@yahoo'


• Exception: Regular expression for which an exception is made to the Rule.


A sample Rules block will look like this:


Rules {
Header=To, Match=.*@yahoo.*, Exception=exclude@yahoo.com, Action=DKSIGN
Header=To, Match=.*@gmail.com.*, Exception=exclude@gmail.com, 
Action=DKIMSIGN


}


Rule 1 performs domain-keys signing for all messages that contain '@yahoo.com' in the To header 
EXCEPT messages that contain 'exclude@yahoo.com' in the To header.


NOTE: The Exception takes precedence over the Match. 


Rule 2 performs DKIM signing for all messages that contain '@gmail.com' in the To header EXCEPT 
messages that contain 'exclude@gmail.com' in the To header.


Also, for a particular action, the Rules are applied in the order in which they occur. Once a message 
matches a Rule for an action, no further Rules for that action will be considered for that message. 


DNS records
In order for the receiving MTA to verify the signature included in the header, you must place the public 
key in a DNS record on your authoritative (official) server. DomainKey and DKIM DNS records use the 
TXT DNS record format.


You can generate the appropriate TXT record from the UI. Once you have the record, you will need to 
update your DNS server or forward the record to the person responsible for administering your DNS.


NOTE: Failure to configure a DNS TXT record for your DomainKeys and DKIM 
implementations, will result in the receiving MTA rejecting the signatures.
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Here is a sample TXT record:


The TXT record contains 3 main parts. The first part is the fully-qualified domain name of the domain 
key record. The second part specifies the record type, and the third part provides the “policy” 
information for the record. There are many policy options available for a domain key TXT record 
(specify whether the record is a test record, for example). The TXT record fields are described below: 


• selector._domainkey.domain – This is the fully-qualified domain key name. 


All domain key TXT records start with the selector field, which you specify in the UI when you 
are setting up DomainKeys or DKIM. For example, banking.


The _domainkey field specifies that the record is a domain key record. 


The domain is the fully-qualified domain name. For example, islanddrivebank.com


• IN TXT – This specifies the type of DNS record, a TXT record.


• t=y – This tag specifies the record is a test record. Some receiving mail servers will choose to 
deliver a mail even though the signature fails if this is set. Remove this entry after you have 
tested the record. 


• k=rsa – This policy specifies the key type, an RSA key.


• p=MIGfMAOGCS(etc) – This is the (p)ublic key that the receiving mail server retrieves.


To view a full listing of TXT records policy options, reference section 5 of the following IETF draft 
document:


http://mipassoc.org/dkim/specs/draft-allman-dkim-base-01.txt


If you do not manage your own DNS, then copy the DNS entry you generate from the UI and paste it 
into the body of an email you can send to the administrator responsible for your DNS.


You can verify that the DNS server contains the new domain key TXT record by using the nslookup 
utility from either a Windows or Linux command prompt.


If you do not have access to a command shell or do not feel comfortable with using the nslookup 
utility, there is a website that will validate the syntax of the domain key TXT record for you. The website 
address is:


http://domainkeys.sourceforge.net/selectorcheck.html


banking._domainkey.islanddrivebank.com. IN TXT "t=y; k=rsa;
p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQC+Wz5PLdWu8t0ZTSnLGpBIwLU
EacR/UA8hATZfoUKWDsRGZHsUObPg9N3BLw1F6r1egGZLEFFGqJ9O8w0skBtPjTyx
BoRWNeNSWtZpc3Egrj2otW4dn1dKDoflBVmzZUrzNy+7n+ZCRencAG/gzeqTDhUN
lueWktQYRSHXDD7VfQIDAQAB"


# nslookup
> set q=TXT
> mail1._domainkey.example.com.
Server: 172.16.153.220
Address: 172.16.153.220#53
customer._domainkey.example.com text = "t=y\; k=rsa\;
p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQC9thNIYshzgwsDCShKMHZb3qo
raTaue8YM6HQwa3U5m6Am52sOHLyKforKRkSgyvW+p+DrMoAFwhg1IrBnHUwcsnS8
AzrpmPgW8SsvKexai85PB6xttkOPKSR/UZ/bBonseMkzSwDnLsakmR9phyc2zEwst
+LnDvv8sD2CA8XU9wIDAQAB"
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Verifying Domain Key Signatures  You can verify that StrongMail has signed the email by reviewing 
the email headers of the message in a recipient’s inbox. The following email header was taken from a 
message in a recipient’s inbox that was signed using the example.com.priv domain key. The 
message recipient’s email address is sm2@example.com.


This message was signed by a StrongMail MTA:


Return-Path: <bounces@example.com>
X-Original-To: sm2@yahoo.com
Delivered-To: sm2@yahoo.com
Received: from example.com (example.com [172.16.153.102])
by yahoo.com (Postfix) with SMTP id 0BB793A281
for <sm2@yahoo.com>; Mon, 12 Jun 2006 05:40:47 -0700 (PDT)
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1;
c=nofws;
s=customer;
d=example.com;
q=dns;
b=HZQFGTD/A0DG8BFQdU3fZ6ffo4D62jVCEI3hv9y0T4QdjM9/ygvgNUQ9t4zYHeO


aJ+mL55d/2a1nKgnnYQX/6y1MFMGzJILXkqszZXAwCWYx1XhwYmu0hq0WFnGUSDV6


pM7PuKItR5sq/YX6q6aj1e/gF62c6osoKP+cT4jitKM=
X-Mailer: StrongMail Enterprise 3.1.4(2.00.127)
X-SMHeaderMap: mid="X-MailingID"
X-MailingID: 11478894499359::dkim::0000::::2::2
X-Destination-ID: sm2@yahoo.com
X-VirtualServerGroup: Default
From: "DKIM AUTH" <bounces@example.com>
To: sm2@yahoo.com
Date: Wed, 17 May 2006 11:10:49 -0700
Subject: DK YIPPE
Message-ID: <11478894499359.2@example.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Location: Statements.html
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-type: text/html


This output shows that StrongMail accurately signed the email, but does not confirm that the receiving 
MTA can retrieve the DNS key from the sender’s DNS server and validate the signature. The website 
http://senderid.espcoalition.org provides the ability to test the sender domain key 
configuration by allowing the sender to send a domain key signed email to a test address at this site. 
The website will then attempt to validate the signature in the email and provide a status report of the 
email (pass or fail).
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Configuring DomainKeys
Task 16 shows you how to set up StrongMail to use DomainKeys.


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys 
Step Action


1 From the StrongMail UI, click the Administration tab.


2 From the navigation tree, click Configuration Delivery Outbound Sender 
Authentication DomainKeys.


3 Click New to configure DomainKeys for a specific sending domain.


Step 1: Domain Keys Configuration


4


5 In the Domain Name field, enter the sending domain. For example: islanddrivebank.com.


6 Select the method for identifying the key files.


• To generate the key files from the UI, choose Create key files on server. Go to step 7.
• To upload the key files from your computer, choose Upload key files to server. Go to step 12.
• To select the key files that were previously placed on the StrongMail server, choose Select 


existing key files on server. Go to step 15.
Click Next to continue.


 (Sheet 1 of 7)
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Step 2: Select key files (create option)


7


8 To generate new keys for the domain, click Generate Key Files.


9


10 To view the private or public key, click on the associated link.


11 Click Next to continue. Go to step 18.


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys (Continued)
Step Action


 (Sheet 2 of 7)
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Step 2: Select key files (upload option)


12


13 Upload the private key file and the public key file.


14 Click Next to continue. Go to step 18.


Step 2: Select key files (select option)


15


16 If you previously uploaded the key files to the StrongMail server, select them from the drop-down 
menu.


17 Click Next to continue. Go to step 18.


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys (Continued)
Step Action
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Step 4: Identify the selector


18


19 In the Selector field, enter the DomainKeys selector. The DomainKeys selector allows the receiving 
MTA to access the DNS TXT record associated with the sender. The selector is included in the 
DomainKey-Signature header and in the DNS TXT record. The selector may be used to create 
separate signatory controls within a domain (ie, for departments, individual senders, or by date).


If the selector in the DomainKeys-Signature does not match a selector in the DNS TXT record, the 
receiving MTA will not be able to access the public key and authentication will fail.


20 Click Next to continue.


Step 4: Setup the DomainKey-Signature


21


22 If you want StrongMail to include the DomainKey-Signature header in the email, click Enable. 


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys (Continued)
Step Action
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23 Identify the canonicalization method StrongMail should use when creating the signature. If you want 
StrongMail to remove all white spaces before hashing the signature, select Nofws. If you want 
StrongMail to hash the signature as is, select Simple.


24 Click Next to continue.


Step 5: Test Mode


25


26 DomainKeys provides support for a testing mode. If you choose to use testing mode, StrongMail will 
generate a DNS record generated that includes the value pair "t=y", which indicates that the DNS 
TXT record is being used for testing purposes. 


If you want to generate a DNS record using test mode, select Yes.


Note: Once you have completed your DomainKeys testing, you must remove the "t=y" value pair 
from the DNS record.


27 Click Next to continue.


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys (Continued)
Step Action
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Step 6: Generate DNS TXT record


28


29 To generate the DNS record, click Generate DNS Record. 


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys (Continued)
Step Action
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30


31 Copy the DNS record and publish it to your authoritative DNS server.


32 Click Finish to complete the set up.


33 Go to the Control Panel and restart the services to implement your changes.


Task 16 Setting up DomainKeys (Continued)
Step Action
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Task 17 Activate DomainKeys
Step Action


1 From the StrongMail UI, click the Administration tab.


2 From the navigation tree, click Configuration Delivery Outbound Sender 
Authentication DomainKeys.


3 Click Activate to activate the DomainKeys feature.


4 Go to the Control Panel and restart the services to implement your changes.
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DKIM
Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a method for validating the sender and recipient identities. The 
methodology behind DKIM is very similar to Domain Keys, but there are additional configuration 
options.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action


1 From the StrongMail UI, click the Administration tab.


2 From the navigation tree, click Configuration Delivery Outbound Sender 
Authentication DKIM.


3 Click New to configure DKIM for a specific sending domain.


Step 1: DKIM Configuration


4


5 In the Domain Name field, enter the sending domain. For example: islanddrivebank.com.


6 Select the method for identifying the key files.


• To generate the key files from the UI, choose Create key files on server. Go to step 7.
• To upload the key files from your computer, choose Upload key files to server. Go to step 12.
• To select the key files that were previously placed on the StrongMail server, choose Select 


existing key files on server. Go to step 15.
Click Next to continue.
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Step 2: Select key files (create option)


7


8 To generate new keys for the domain, click Generate Key Files.


9


10 To view the private or public key, click on the associated link.


11 Click Next to continue. Go to step 18.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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Step 2: Select key files (upload option)


12


13 Upload the private key file and the public key file.


14 Click Next to continue. Go to step 18.


Step 2: Select key files (select option)


15


16 If you previously uploaded the key files to the StrongMail server, select them from the drop-down 
menu.


17 Click Next to continue. Go to step 18.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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Step 4: Identify the selector


18


19 In the Selector field, enter the DKIM selector. The DKIM selector allows the receiving MTA to access 
the DNS TXT record associated with the sender. The selector is included in the DomainKey-
Signature header and in the DNS TXT record. The selector may be used to create separate signatory 
controls within a domain (ie, for departments, individual senders, or by date).


If the selector in the DKIM-Signature does not match a selector in the DNS TXT record, the receiving 
MTA will not be able to access the public key and authentication will fail.


20 Click Next to continue.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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Step 4: Setup the DKIM-Signature


21


22 If you want StrongMail to include the DKIM-Signature header in the email, click Enable. 


23 If you want StrongMail to include a timestamp in the signature, in the Signature field, select Enable. 


24 If you want StrongMail to include the number of the octets in the body of the email (after 
canonicalization) in the signature, in the Body Length Count field, select Enable.


25 In the Canonicalization field, choose a canonicalization method for both the header and the body of 
the email. The default is simple/simple.


26 If you are sending this email on behalf of the responsible party (a sub-domain of the domain), enter 
the fully qualified domain name for that party in the Sender’s Domain field. 


27 Click Next to continue.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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Step 5: Test Mode


28


29 DKIM provides support for a testing mode. If you choose to use testing mode, StrongMail will 
generate a DNS record generated that includes the value pair "t=y", which indicates that the DNS 
TXT record is being used for testing purposes. 


If you want to generate a DNS record using test mode, select Yes.


Note: Once you have completed your DomainKeys testing, you must remove the "t=y" value pair 
from the DNS record.


30 Click Next to continue.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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Step 6: Generate DNS TXT record


31


32 To generate the DNS record, click Generate DNS Record. 


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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33


34 Copy the DNS record and publish it to your authoritative DNS server.


35 Click Finish to complete the set up.


36 Go to the Control Panel and restart the services to implement your changes.


Task 18 Setting up DKIM
Step Action
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Task 19 Activate DKIM
Step Action


1 From the StrongMail UI, click the Administration tab.


2 From the navigation tree, click Configuration Delivery Outbound Sender 
Authentication DKIM.


3 Click Activate to activate the DKIM feature.


4 Go to the Control Panel and restart the services to implement your changes.
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Goodmail
While technologies like SPF and DomainKeys provide assurances that a sender’s email domain is not 
spoofed, Goodmail provides a fee-based certification of the sender’s reputation. In addition to 
assurance for the customer that the mail delivered really came from where it claims it did, Goodmail 
provides guaranteed delivery of mission critical emails like bank statements and policy changes. Many 
of these email messages must be delivered by law.


Goodmail also provides:


• detailed delivery reporting statistics.


• delivery with links and images intact.


• at AOL, preferential routing through email gateways with no spam filtering -- no stamped 
messages are ever refused.


• images and links in certified messages are enabled and have a little blue seal.


Goodmail integration requires outbound firewall access from StrongMail to Goodmail’s token servers. 
Figure 26 shows a typical Goodmail transaction.


Figure 26 Goodmail email validation


For more info on Goodmail integration, refer to “SMTP Settings” in Chapter 4. For information on 
subscribing to Goodmail, consult the following website:


http://www.goodmailsystems.com/


1 The server scans the message headers and determines whether the message should be signed 
by Goodmail. The sending server generates a hash key of the email and sends it to Goodmail.


2 Goodmail verifies the sender and returns a unique Goodmail token based on the hash key.


3 The sending server “stamps” the email by placing the token in the message header.


4 The recipient server detects and reads the token, makes a hash key of the email, and sends 
both to Goodmail for verification.


5 Goodmail returns a response to the recipient server, verifying the token and hash key.
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Configuration
Goodmail signing can be applied to a message in combination with only one of DomainKeys or DKIM 
signing, not both. 


The Goodmail (Goodmail Multiplexer process) configuration directives reside in the following file:


./strongmail-mta/system/thirdparty/goodmail/config/
Multiplexer.properties


NOTE: You must set up an account with Goodmail to obtain the correct property values to 
insert into this configuration file. Please contact Goodmail for assistance.


The domain-translation is found in the following file:


./data/goodmail/domains.txt


The StrongMail/Goodmail configuration directives reside in:


./config/strongmail-goodmail.conf


1.  Set GoodmailService=ON to enable the Goodmail proxy process.


2. Set up a domain configuration block for a specific domain for which you would like to sign messages 
with Goodmail tokens. For example:


domain1.com {
        Signature=ON
        IssuerID=1
        ImprinterID=1
        ImprinterPassword=foobar
        AccountID=44
        TokenClassDefaultValue=1
        MessagetypeDefaultValue=1
        OboIDDefaultValue=44
        PayerIDDefaultValue=44
 }


where:
IssuerID is always 1
AccountID the primary account number available in the GoodMail MailCenter website.
TokenType 1 is for standard marketing messages and 2 is for transactional messages
MessageDefault  is always 1
OboIDDefaultValue and PayerIDDefaultValue are the same as the primary account number 


available in the Goodmail Mailcenter website.
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3. Set up the Rules block. The Rules block determines which messages will be signed. It resides in the 
strongmail-goodmail.conf file:


Rules {
       Header=<header name>, Match=<regex>, Exception=<regex>, 
Action=<GOODMAILSIGN
       | NOTGOODMAILSIGN>
       ...
       Header=<header name>, Match=<regex>, Exception=<regex>, 
Action=<GOODMAILSIGN
       | NOTGOODMAILSIGN>
}


where:
Header contains the name of the header which for the rule. This is a required field.
Match contains a regular expression for matching the header's value. If the header's 


value matches, the corresponding Action executes either GOODMAILSIGN or 
NOTGOODMAILSIGN. This is a required field.


Action either GOODMAILSIGN or NOTGOODMAILSIGN. This is a required field.
Exception: contains a regular expression for matching the header's value. If the header’s 


value matches, the rule is not used. Exception has precedence over Match. 
This is an optional field.


NOTE: The order of the rules is important. Once a rule is found that matches, no other rule 
will be evaluated.


NOTE: In the absence of any matching rule, the default action is to not sign a message; 
however, the strongmail-server.conf file has a rule: "Header=From, Match=.*, 
Action=GOODMAILSIGN" which will cause all messages to be signed.


Example  


For example:


Rules {
       Header=X-DontSign, Match=.*, Action=NOTGOODMAILSIGN
       Header=From, Match=.*, Action=GOODMAILSIGN
}


Every message will be signed unless the message includes an X-DontSign header.
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Example 2:


Rules {
       Header=X-DontSign, Match=.*, Action=NOTGOODMAILSIGN
       Header=X-Token-1, Match=.*, Action=GOODMAILSIGN
       Header=X-Token-2, Match=.*, Action=GOODMAILSIGN
       Header=X-Token-3, Match=.*, Action=GOODMAILSIGN
       Header=X-Token-4, Match=.*, Action=GOODMAILSIGN
}


No message will be signed unless the message contains one of the four X-Token-X headers and does 
not contain an X-DontSign header.


In the strongmail-goodmail.conf file, the directive GoodmailService is set to OFF by default.


Signing can be disabled globally by setting GoodmailService=OFF. 


Signing can be disabled for a particular 'From' domain by setting the parameter Signature=OFF in 
this domain's block. The domain block Signature flag has precedence of domain-block over a rule. For 
example, if a message has the From-domain as "domain1.com" and a rule in the Rules block allows 
this message to be signed, the server would first check whether a block for domain1.com is configured 
in the strongmail-goodmail.conf file and will sign the message only if the Signature flag is set to 
ON in this block.


The Goodmail proxy process is started when GoodmailService is 'ON' and the strongmail-server 
process is started. The Goodmail proxy process is stopped when all servers are stopped.


To achieve optimal performance for your setup, you may need to adjust the number of connections to 
the proxy from strongmail-server in the MaxConnections parameter in the Proxy{...} block in 
the strongmail-goodmail.conf file. This value can be set up to a max of 300.


The default value is 50. See Goodmail documentation for further details.


NOTE: Goodmail signing can be applied to a message in combination with only one of 
DomainKeys or DKIM signing.


4. Restart processes in the Control Panel screen.
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SPF and SenderID
SPF (Sender Policy Framework, RFC 4408) was developed as a form of host-based email 
authentication. The original SPF specification was adopted and extended by Microsoft under the name 
SenderID (RFC 4406). Figure 27 illustrates the sequence of events during SPF and SenderID 
processing.


Figure 27 SPF/SenderID


SPF and SenderID can use the same DNS record syntax. If an ISP uses SPF, it references the domain 
in the “MAIL FROM” SMTP directive. Alternatively, if the ISP uses SenderID, it commonly references 
the domain from header fields such as “From” using an algorithm called PRA (Purported Responsible 
Address, RFC 4407).


Because SPF and SenderID are DNS-based checks for email host validity, and they do not modify 
individual email messages, only your DNS configuration needs to be updated. You do not need to 
make any changes to StrongMail to use SPF or SenderID.


For information on SPF/SenderID syntax and strategies, consult http://www.openspf.org/.


1 The sending server connects to an Internet email server through standard SMTP/ESMTP.


2 The receiving server reads the sender’s email address.


3 The email address domain is used in a query of that domain’s SPF/SenderID record.


4 If the record exists, usually as a TXT (text) record, the value is compared to the sending host.


5 If the sending host is found, the test succeeds. If not, the SPF or SenderID test fails.
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Configuration
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and SenderID compare a list of hosts in certain DNS TXT records to 
the IP address of an email sender. Recipient SPF- and SenderID-compliant email servers check the 
sending domain’s name server to ensure that the sending server is authorized to send emails on 
behalf of the sending domain.


Although SenderID is slightly more complex than SPF, they can use the same DNS record syntax. The 
primary difference between the two specifications is that a SPF-complaint email server uses the 
domain in the Return-Path email header field. SenderID-compliant email servers use the domain in the 
From email header field, also known as “the friendly from.”


Both require DNS configuration changes, but are completely independent from StrongMail.


Figure 28


Figure 29
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Delivery
Once the MTA has added the necessary headers to the email, it can begin the delivery process. You 
can configure the following outbound delivery options:


• general settings


• DNS


• virtual server groups


• domain limits


• defer management


General settings
From the General screen, you can configure the following delivery settings:


• Default Domain. Enter the primary sending domain for the StrongMail server. If have not set up 
VSGs (with HELO host configuration) to manage outbound deliveries, then this domain name will 
be used for HELO.


• SMTP Server Port. Identifies the port the MTA listens on for SMTP communication. By default, 
this is port 25.


• Maximum Connections. Identifies the total number of outbound connections the MTA can make 
to receiving MTAs at one time. No value can override this number.


• Disk Queue size. Identifies the amount of space available for use with disk queuing and defer 
queuing. The recommended size is approximately 30% of disk space. StrongMail always holds 5 
GB of disk space in reserve. The default size is maxed out at approximately two million, 32KB 
messages.


• Parse Custom Header. This field indicates a custom header that the MTA should parse out for 
inclusion in the delivery and tracking logs. This feature is only supported for MTA-only installations 
and for SMTP injection. This is logging functionality.


DNS
The MTA includes a DNS caching server (smserver-named). The caching server is responsible for 
caching the results of DNS queries in order to speed processing time. From the Domain Limits 
screen, you can configure the following DNS settings for more information about the Domain Limits 
screen, please read "Domain limits" in this chapter):


Table 4 Advanced Configuration Options
Directive Description


Defer DNS Failures  
(DeferDNSFailures)


Indicates that the MTA should treat DNS failures as deferred email. Default is ON.


Use "A" Record 
(UseARecord)


There are some domains which are valid domains but don't have published MX records in 
DNS. Setting this to ON enables the server to use the A record for such domains. This is 
ON by default.
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DNS override
If you need to send messages to domains that do not have public DNS records, you can add a new 
DNS zone. To add a new DNS Zone, click the New button. The following screen displays. 


MXHistorySize Set this value to the number of times each MX Server should be tried before failing the 
connection to the receiving MTA. 


With each failed connect attempt to the receiving MTA, this value is decremented by one, 
so for example if the initial value was 3, it would be reduced to 2 after the first failed 
connect attempt. 


Once the MXHistorySize for a particular receiving MTA reaches 0, the MTA waits until the 
DNS refresh expires for the history to be restored to 3. A successful connect will restore 
the history for that receiving MTA to its full value. 


The default value for MXHistorySize is 3.


DNS Refresh Interval (TTL) This value indicates how often StrongMail refreshes the internal cache for a specific 
domain. Unless overridden in the configuration, the default value is 36000 seconds.


DNS Failure Retry Interval 
(RefreshInterval)


This value indicates how often StrongMail checks for a new DNS record, once the domain 
is tagged as a bad domain as result of a DNS query. The default value is 360 seconds.


Use DNS SOA record’s TTL This value indicates whether the MTA should use the default time-to-live value for DNS 
caching, or use the receiving domains preferred time-to-live. If you choose to enable this 
feature, the MTA will do a DNS query for the SOA record and will use the time-to-live 
value provided from the DNS server.


Table 4 Advanced Configuration Options
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DNS Configuration (Advanced):
1 Specify the Domain address for advanced DNS configuration. 


Mail Server Configuration (Advanced):
2 Specify the MX Records IP Address. 


3 You can add new IP addresses or remove existing ones by clicking the Add or Remove buttons.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


NOTE: With this option, you can bypass DNS lookups and cause messages to be sent 
directly to the IP addresses specified.


Virtual server groups
In the past, companies sent all email (e-commerce, legal, marketing, etc) through a single MTA, with a 
single IP address. With today’s spam epidemic, anti-spam devices often tag valid IP addresses as 
spammers and block valid emails.


Figure 30


In order to ensure that your business-necessary email is delivered, StrongMail introduces the Virtual 
Server Group (VSG) feature. VSGs improve the reliability of mail delivery, reducing the chance that 
destination servers will interpret a mailing as illegitimate spam or an attempt to hack into their mail 
server.


With VSG, you define multiple server groups, with each server group having its own bank of virtual IP 
addresses that StrongMail uses for delivery and uses the maximum number of connections allowed by 
the domain limits settings before starting delivery over the next IP address. In addition, you can add 
custom headers and define throttling parameters.


NOTE: Since StrongMail uses the method described above for delivering an email using 
VSGs, the more IPs in the VSG, the longer it will take to get back to the same IP 
address and issue the next SMTP command. Having a large number of IPs in the 
VSG bank and having a large number of VSGs will affect performance.
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NOTE: For best performance, you should never configure more than two or three virtual IPs 
per VSG.


Here is a good example of how VSGs can be used within a company. Company XYZ has three 
different types of mailings: 


1 Marketing


2 E-commerce


3 Customer service


Company XYZ knows that marketing email is sometimes tagged as spam, so they want to make sure 
that the IP addresses associated with marketing mailings are kept separate from their e-commerce 
and customer service mailings. So, they have decided to use the VSG feature in order to preserve the 
integrity of their e-commerce mailings and to prioritize their mailings.


To do this, Company XYZ sets up three VSGs: Marketing, E-Commerce, and Customer Service. Each 
VSG has its own bank of virtual IP addresses to draw from and use for delivery. If you don’t identify a 
VSG for the mailing, StrongMail will use the default VSG. The following example shows an example of 
three VSGs and does not show the default VSG.


Figure 31 Virtual server groups example


There are three steps you must perform to configure StrongMail to use Virtual Server Groups:


1 Configure the network interface.


2 Update your company’s DNS server.


3 Create the Virtual Server Groups.
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Network interfaces
The Network interfaces screen enables you to create and manage virtual network interfaces for the 
server. You can activate or deactivate each interface to determine if it should enabled or disabled on 
system reboot. To activate or deactivate a network interface, click the Activate or Deactivate button.


Configure the network interface  In order to use the VSG feature, you must configure all the IP 
addresses that will be assigned to a VSG. 


Task 20 Configuring the network interface
Step Action


1 Click Configuration Interfaces Network Interfaces.


2 From the Network Interfaces screen, click New.


3 To add a new network interface, click the New button. The following screen appears:


4 From the Device drop-down menu, select the interface you want to configure.


5 In the IP Address field, enter the IP address for the VSG.


6 In the Netmask field, enter the network mask for the IP address.


7 In the Gateway field, enter the default gateway address for the IP address.


8 Click Apply to add the network interface.


9 Repeat steps 4-9 to add all the IP addresses you need for the VSG feature.


10 Restart the StrongMail services.
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Virtual server groups
StrongMail automatically creates a default VSG (based on the IP address of the StrongMail server). If 
you want to change the default, in the UI create a new group called Default. The default you create will 
override and deactivate the system default.


Figure 32 Virtual routing
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To create a new Virtual Server Group, click the New button. The following screen appears. 
 


Figure 33 Virtual routing screen
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This screen has the following fields:


• Name: Type a name for the New Virtual Server Group.


• Message Headers: You can create one or more custom headers to be included in any message 
that is delivered through this virtual server group.


• Throttling Settings: Here you can specify the following parameters for the virtual server group. 
The main reason for setting these options are to create rules for sending domains. For example, 
you can assign higher levels of throttling for non-time sensitive mailings and no throttling for 
transaction-oriented or time sensitive messages.


NOTE: The throttling options for virtual server groups are a subset of the ones that are 
available for Domain Limits. When a conflict is found between Virtual Server Group 
directives and Domain Limits directives, the more restrictive of the two shall be used.


Table 5 Virtual Routing Directives
Directive Description


Connection Limit by MX  
(ConnectionFactorByMX)


Specifies the max number of concurrent connections that should 
be used per MX server.


Max Messages per Minute  
(MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin)


Specifies the max number of messages sent per minute per 
domain. You can use this for throttling throughput to a specific 
domain.


Note: Some major ISPs do not accept messages at a high rate 
and this may cause the sender domain/IP to be black-listed by 
the ISP. Decreasing the value of this parameter to a too low 
value to avoid blacklisting, can cause the StrongMail mail queue 
to become full too quickly because messages are going out of 
the system at a slower rate then what it is receiving. So its 
important to manage the value of this parameter.


Max Messages Per Connection 
(MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection)


Specifies the max number of messages that can be sent per 
connection before the connection is closed. (Default is unlimited)


Max Delivery Attempts  
(MaxAttempts)


Specifies the maximum number of retries to attempt before 
giving up on a failed delivery.


Table 6 Advanced Settings


Retry Unverified Messages Enables automatic retries for messages that have not been 
acknowledged by the receiving MX server. This directive allows you 
to control whether or not StrongMail server tries to resend emails until 
an acknowledgement is received from the receiving server. If the 
directive is turned on, the server will continue to resend emails until 
the MaxAttempts directive is met. Each time the mail is resent, the 
unverified.log is updated to read: “Retrying unverified message 
potential duplicate.” If the directive is turned off, the server will not try 
to resend the email. The unverified.log is updated to read: “No ACK 
(Unverified) – Possibly sent, not retrying.”
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NOTE: Retry Unverified Messages: Certain mail systems do not send a final 
acknowledgement after the receipt of an email. In these cases, the server has 
successfully negotiated a transaction with the receiving server but cannot confirm that 
the email transaction was successfully completed. This can lead StrongMail to resend 
the email until an acknowledgement is received, thereby possibly duplicating mails to 
customers.


• Network Configuration: Type the IP addresses and Hostnames to be used in this virtual server 
group. Messages associated with the virtual server group will be routed through these IP 
addresses.(Used in the SMTP HELO command). You must use a hostname for HELO.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


Updating DNS
The VSG feature takes advantage of the OS’s ability to configure a single NIC with multiple IP 
addresses (virtual IPs). Since email is being sent using these IPs, you must update your company’s 
authoritative DNS server to include these IP Addresses.


NOTE: For best deliverability results, StrongMail recommends that you set up A, MX, and 
PTR records for the sending domain and each IP address you create for the VSG 
feature.


A Records  Defining an A record (or address record) in your DNS server associates an FQDN (fully 
qualified domain name) to an IP address. For the Virtual Server Groups feature, you are creating an A 
record for each. Once you have updated your authoritative DNS server, you can check to make sure 
the record is set up correctly by using the host command. For example:


When the MTA sends an A-record DNS query, the DNS server responds with the IP address 
associated with the FQDN.


MX Records  Defining an MX record (or mail exchange record) in your DNS server creates a mail 
route for a domain. Before creating the route, you must create an A record for the domain. StrongMail 
recommends creating an A record for the FQDN. 


StrongMail also recommends creating an MX record for each mailing domain. A common practice in 
creating MX records is to have the MX record in the format of mail.domain.com; for example, 
mail.islanddrivebank.com. You can create multiple MX records for the same domain name.


Once you have updated your authoritative DNS server, you can check to make sure the record is set 
up correctly by using the host -t MX command. For example:


# host mail.islanddrivebank.com
mail.examples.com has address 192.168.180.9


# host -t MX islanddrivebank.com
islanddrivebank.com mail is handled by 5 mail.islanddrivebank.com.
islanddrivebank.com mail is handled by 10 mail.islanddrivebank.com.
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When the MTA sends an MX-record DNS query, the DNS server responds with the mail route domain 
name, and MX preference, and maps the mail route domain name to the server IP address.


PTR Records  Defining a PTR record (or pointer record) in your DNS server creates a record that is 
used for reverse-lookups. A PTR record associates an IP address to a mail route domain name. PTR 
records should point to a resolvable domain name. 


PTR records use the following format:


<reverse_ipaddress>.in-addr.arpa


where:
<reverse_ipaddress> is the mail server’s four IP octets in reverse order, followed by in-
addr.arpa; for example:9.180.168.192.in-addr.arpa.


Once you have updated your authoritative DNS server, you can check to make sure the PTR record is 
set up correctly by using the host command. For example:


When the MTA sends a PTR-record DNS query, the DNS server responds with the reverse IP address 
and the domain name associated with the IP address.


# host 192.168.180.9
9.180.168.192.in-addr.arpa domain name pointer mail.islanddrivebank.com.
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Figure 34 shows StrongMail VSG setup, and DNS settings:


Figure 34 VSG and DNS settings
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Virtual server group rules


NOTE: Virtual server group rules are only supported on MTA-only installations.


Virtual server rules allow you to scan headers for regular expressions in order to specify the VSG 
dynamically based on the contents of a header. StrongMail supports Perl regular expressions (see 
www.boost.org for supported syntax). StrongMail does not support the following characters within 
regular expressions:


• \n  - new line


• ,  - comma


• {  - right bracket


• } - left bracket


Rules can be created by modifying the virtual-servers.conf file located in the /data1/
strongmail/config/ directory. 


Rules  


• The first rule that matches will be picked up.


• If a message does not match any rule the default virtual server group is used.


• If a message already has a Virtual Server header specified, then no match will be attempted.


For example, any message with the following subjects will match the first rule: “News of the Day “or 
The Weekly News”


VirtualServerRules {
   ScanHeader=Subject, Match=.*News.*, ServerGroup=Default
   ScanHeader=To, Match=.*hotmail.com, ServerGroup=hot
}
VirtualServers {
   DefaultServerGroup=Default, Debug=ON
   Default {
       Servers {
           Name=default1.domain.com, IP=555.55.197.140, Interface=eth0
       }
   }
   hot {
       Servers {
           Name=gold1.domain.com, IP=555.55.200.15, Interface=eth4
           Name=gold2.domain.com, IP=555.55.200.16, Interface=eth5
       }
   }


}


Table 7
VirtualServerRules The directives block containing rules. 


ScanHeader The name of the message header to scan


Match A regular expression to search for a match in the header 


ServerGroup Virtual Server Group to use if a match is found.



http://www.boost.org/libs/regex/doc/syntax_perl.html
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X-VirtualServerGroup Header  


NOTE: This header is only supported on MTA-only installations.


Once you’ve created VSGs, you can use them by including the X-VirtualServerGroup header in your 
messages. For example, based on the VSGs configured in step 3 earlier, each message must include 
one of the headers shown in the following:


X-VirtualServerGroup: Default


or


X-VirtualServerGroup: Newsletter


Domain limits


NOTE: Before going into production, please remember to disable the default throttling. In 
addition, StrongMail recommends ramping up your delivery.


Many top-tier ISPs often throttle incoming connections. An ISP may intentionally throttle by IP or 
unintentionally throttle because of acutely increased traffic from email spikes. Domain queue bloat 
occurs when many virtual IPs in a StrongMail virtual server group attempt to connect to an ISP with 
many MX records. Delivery may appear to stall as the ISP throttles access from your IPs.


Domain limits enables you to tailor email delivery to match the technical specifications of ISPs and 
corporate networks. This feature can be used to throttle sending speeds, limit the number of 
connections, set per-domain/MX time-outs or control other policies on a per-domain/MX level. These 
settings differ from network to network, depending on the size and resources of each. 


The traffic shaping effects of domain limits are shown in Figure 35.


Figure 35 Domain limits overview
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You can configure connection time-outs and default delivery behavior to reduce or increase the rate 
that StrongMail sends email messages.


Ramping up
StrongMail strongly recommends that you do not send a large volume of email immediately after 
installation. ISPs may consider the sudden spike of emails as a new source of spam and place you on 
their deny lists. Instead, slowly increase message volume over time, allowing others to more easily 
determine your intentions. By gradually increasing volume, you can maintain a good reputation among 
ISPs and increase the likelihood that your message will be received.


Figure 36 shows the main domain limits configuration screen.


Figure 36 Domain limits configuration


Throttled delivery
Out of the box, StrongMail throttles outbound delivery of emails in order to allow you time to audit your 
network and to establish a good reputation with the IP addresses the StrongMail server is using for 
delivery. Once you have established your sending presence and before going into production, you 
should disable Default Throttling from the Domain Limits screen


Network bandwidth limit exceeded
Network bandwidth is a finite resource. Factors that constrain bandwidth include the throughput of the 
Internet connection, the size of each message, the rate at which emails are sent, and other Internet 
traffic on the same subnet.


You can calculate email bandwidth by using the following formula:


[(msgs/hr) * (msg size in bits)] / (secs/hour) = (total bits per second)


For a message size of 50 KB at 250,000 messages per hour, you need a network pipe of 27.78 Mbps.
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Configuration
The Domain Limits configuration in StrongMail enables you to specify connection management 
policies for each receiving domain. These directives can be used for throttling throughput to each ISP, 
limiting the number of connections, controlling how many retries to attempt, and other parameters. 


You can add or edit existing domain-specific configuration options from this screen. 


The options specified here apply to outbound connections. The values used for managing connections 
are contained in three sections:


• Default Domain Limits


• StrongMail Recommended Limits


• Custom Domain Limits Overrides


The values are applied using the following precedence: 


1 Use the values (if any) specified in Custom Domain Limits Overrides, otherwise:


2 Use the values (if enabled) specified in Live Updates, otherwise:


3 Use the values (if enabled) specified in Default Throttling otherwise:


4 Use the values specified in Default Domain Limits


Under Default Domain Limits:  


1 Click Edit to modify the default domain connection settings.


(See Domain Limits Parameters section below)


Under StrongMail Recommended Limits:  You can enable or disable Live Updates or Default 
values by clicking the radio button next to each option. 


You can view the values assigned to each of these configuration options by clicking on the link next to 
each.


Creating Custom Domain Limits:  


1 Click New to create a configuration for a specific domain


If domain connection options have been created, click the link for a specific domain to view or 
modify the configuration values.


2 Click Reload to dynamically apply all changes made to all domains without requiring a server 
restart.
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3 To edit Default domain, click the Edit button. To customize a new domain, click the New button. 
The following screen displays. 


Domain Limits Parameters 


Under Edit Domain:  Type the name for the receiving domain. For example: yahoo.com or aol.com


Under Throttling Settings:  Specify the values for the following directives:


Table 8 Throttling Directives
Directive Description


Connection Limit by MX  
(ConnectionFactorByMX)


Identifies the maximum number of concurrent connections the MTA should be 
make to the receiving MTA.


Max Messages per Minute  
(MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin)


Identifies the maximum number of messages the MTA should send per minute 
to a single receiving domain. You can use this for throttling throughput to a 
specific domain.


Note: Some major ISPs do not accept messages at a high rate and this may 
cause the sender domain/IP to be black-listed by the ISP. Decreasing 
the value of this parameter to a too low value to avoid blacklisting, can 
cause the StrongMail mail queue to become full too quickly because 
messages are going out of the system at a slower rate then what it is 
receiving. So its important to manage the value of this parameter, 


Max Messages Per Connection 
(MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection)


Identifies the maximum number of messages the MTA can be send in a single 
connection before the connection is closed. (Default is unlimited)


Max Delivery Attempts  
(MaxAttempts)


Identifies the number of times the MTA should attempt to deliver the email 
before moving the email to the defer queue.
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Click the Advanced Settings link to expand and display the advanced configuration options:


Connection Timeout 
(ConnectionTimeOut)


Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a 
connection.


Connection Timeout Data 
(ConnectionTimeOutData)


Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a 
connection when in the DATA sequence of the message sending state.


Connection Timeout Before Quit  
(ConnectionTimeoutQuit)


Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a 
connection when in the QUIT sequence of the message sending state. 


Max Idle Connection Timeout 
(MaxIdleConnectionTimeout) 


Specifies the maximum time for which an unused connection is kept idle before 
it is closed. (Default is ConnectionTimeout)


Action 
(Action)


Specifies what to do with messages to the domain. 


SUPPRESS - Causes all messages to the domain to be suppressed: they will 
not be sent. Messages are discarded. For each message, a log entry is made 
that indicates that the message was suppressed.


DEFER - Causes all messages to the domain to be sent to the deferred queue 
and retried at extended intervals. 


FLUSH - Causes all messages to the domain to be discarded. For each 
message, a log entry is made that indicates that the message was flushed. 


Table 8 Throttling Directives


Table 9 Advanced Configuration Options
Directive Description


Defer DNS Failures  
(DeferDNSFailures)


Specifies that DNS failures should be retried using the Defer server. Default is ON.


Retry Unverified Messages 
(RetryUnverifiedMessages)


Enables automatic retries for messages that have not been acknowledged by the 
receiving MX server.


Note: Retry Unverified Messages: Certain mail systems do not send a final 
acknowledgement after the receipt of an email. In these cases, the server has 
successfully negotiated a transaction with the receiving server but cannot confirm 
that the email transaction was successfully completed. This can lead StrongMail to 
resend the email until an acknowledgement is received, thereby possibly 
duplicating mails to customers. The RetryUnverifiedMessages directive allows you 
to control whether or not StrongMail server tries to resend emails until an 
acknowledgement is received from the receiving server. If the directive is turned 
on, the server will continue to resend emails until the MaxAttempts directive is met. 
Each time the mail is resent, the unverified.log is updated to read: “Retrying 
unverified message potential duplicate.” If the directive is turned off, the server will 
not try to resend the email. The unverified.log is updated to read: “No ACK 
(Unverified) – Possibly sent, not retrying.”


Use "A" Record 
(UseARecord)


There are some domains which are valid domains but don't have published MX records in 
DNS. Setting this to ON enables the server to use the A record for such domains. This is 
ON by default.


Allow Local IP  
(AllowLocalIP)


Enables sending to the local IP address. If not specified, it defaults to OFF


Enable VERP Addresses If you want to enable VERP for the domain specified, click Enable. If you want to disable 
VERP for the domain specified, click Disable. If you want to use the system default, click 
Use Default. 
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When you have finished your changes, click Apply. You must click the Reload button on the Domain 
Limits screen or the Control Panel screen to start using the values specified here.


MXHistorySize Set this value to the number of times each MX Server should be tried before failing the 
connection to the receiving MTA. 


With each failed connect attempt to the receiving MTA, this value is decremented by one, 
so for example if the initial value was 3, it would be reduced to 2 after the first failed 
connect attempt. 


Once the MXHistorySize for a particular receiving MTA reaches 0, the MTA waits until the 
DNS refresh expires for the history to be restored to 3. A successful connect will restore 
the history for that receiving MTA to its full value. 


The default value for MXHistorySize is 3.


Disable on Failure If the MTA is unable to make a TCP/IP connection to the receiving domain, this field 
specifies how the MTA should manage the connecting IP addresses within the VSG. 


If you choose to disable the single virtual IP (by selecting Single VSG IP Address) that 
was attempting to connect to the receiving domain, then the MTA will no longer deliver 
emails to the specified receiving domain over that IP address. The IP address will 
continue to be used for all other domains. StrongMail will continue to use other virtual IP 
addresses for all domains, including that domain. 


If you choose to disable the entire virtual server group (by selecting All VSG IP 
Addresses), then the MTA will no longer deliver emails to the specified receiving domain 
with that specific VSG. StrongMail will continue to use the IP addresses for all other 
domains.


In both cases, any emails that could not be delivered due to a bad recipient domain, are 
tagged in the failed logs as [BAD DOMAIN].


Any domains that is tagged as a bad domain (and the resulting disabled IPs) are 
refreshed and re-enabled after 900 seconds. 


Max Percent of Queue  
(MaxPercentofQueue)


Specifies the maximum percentage of the queue that this domain should occupy. It is 
recommended that this setting be equal to 1 whenever “Max Messages per Minute” is less 
than 1000 or “Connection Limit by MX” is less than 3.


Note: This directive is only valid for EAS/SERVER configurations it will have no effect on 
MTA only configurations.


DNS Refresh Interval (TTL) This value indicates how often StrongMail refreshes the internal cache for a specific 
domain. Unless overridden in the configuration, the default value is 36000 seconds.


DNS Failure Retry Interval 
(RefreshInterval)


This value indicates how often StrongMail checks for a new DNS record, once the domain 
is tagged as a bad domain as result of a DNS query. The default value is 360 seconds.


Use DNS SOA record’s TTL This value indicates whether the MTA should use the default time-to-live value for DNS 
caching, or use the receiving domains preferred time-to-live. If you choose to enable this 
feature, the MTA will do a DNS query for the SOA record and will use the time-to-live 
value provided from the DNS server.


SMTP Servers 
(SmtpServers)


If you specify SMTP servers, then the MTA will relay all messages to the specified IP 
address and port (no DNS lookup will be performed). This should only include an IP 
address rather than a host name


Note: To specify a non-standard port for an SMTP server, follow the IP address with a ':' 
followed by a port number. For example: 192.168.100:26 Otherwise, port 25 will be 
assumed.


Table 9 Advanced Configuration Options
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Live Updates
The MTA uses data provided by StrongMail to manage deliveries to specific domains. If you have 
purchased the Live Updates component, then you will receive these custom domain settings. You can 
download these latest updates from the Live Updates screen. 


If your server requires updates, click the box associated with the module, then click the Download & 
Install New Updates Now button. StrongMail automatically updates your server with the latest 
bounce filters and domain limit settings.


Defer management
If the MTA is unable to deliver an email due to one of the following, the MTA attempts to deliver again 
(based on the domain limits Max Delivery Attempts setting, which by default is 3):


• temporary failure (SMTP 4xx failure)


• 503 failure (bad sequence of events) is received


If after reaching Max Delivery Attempts, the MTA could not deliver the email, the email is placed in the 
defer queue. The defer queue is managed by the Message Manager settings.
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Message Manager
Use the Message Manager to define the parameters for defer management. The MTA will re-attempt 
delivery of the email based on the settings on the Message Manager screen.


Figure 37 Message Manager screen


1 In the Initial Retry Interval field, enter the number of seconds the MTA should wait before re-
attempting to deliver the email. The default is 900 seconds (15 minutes).


2 In the Deferred Message Expiration Time field, enter the number of seconds the MTA should 
wait before failing the delivery of the email. The default is 14400 seconds (4 hours).


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


For example: 


Assume the Initial Retry Interval = 900 seconds (default) and Deferred Message Expiration 
Time = 14400 seconds (default).


1 The MTA places an email in the defer queue.


2 After 15 minutes, the MTA attempts to deliver the email. 


3 If that delivery attempt fails, the MTA doubles the time of the last wait period. So, after 30 
minutes, the MTA re-attempts delivery.


4 If that delivery attempt fails, the MTA doubles the time of the last wait period. So, after 60 
minutes, the MTA re-attempts delivery.


This MTA repeats this process until the email delivery succeeds or until the Deferred Message 
Expiration Time is reached. If the expiration time is reached without a successful delivery, then 
the MTA marks the message as FAILED and adds the information to the defer-failed log.
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Chapter 10 Track


StrongMail provides multiple sources for tracking your mailing, these include the following:


• Tracking tags - StrongMail tracks recipient’s actions when you add tracking tags to your templates.


• Bounce management - StrongMail provides bounce management for both synchronous and 
asynchronous bounces.


• Inbox feature - StrongMail includes an inbox feature for tracking asynchronous bounces, complaint 
emails from feedback loops, and email-based unsubscribe requests.


• Logged data - StrongMail gathers detailed information about email delivery and provides this data 
in a robust set of logs. The log data is used for reports.


Tracking tags 


StrongMail includes tracking features that allow you to track recipient actions. StrongMail can track 
three actions:


• opens - tracks the number of recipients that open an HTML email.


• clicks - tracks the links that recipients click within the email.


• unsubscribes - tracks the recipients that want to opt-out of mailings.


In order to track these actions, add the tracking tags tokens to your template before sending the 
mailing. Each tracking tag is a system-defined merge token that is made up of multiple tokens; tracking 
tags makes it easier to include the data within your message templates. Tracking tags are defined in 
the strongmail-client.conf configuration file.


Open tags
Open tags track the number of recipients that open an HTML email. To track the recipient’s behavior 
when they open the HTML email, insert the following token into the body of the HTML message 
template:


 ##OPENTAG##


Expanded tag
When StrongMail assembles the mailing, it replaces this tag with the full open tracking tag. The 
##OPENTAG## token expands to:


<IMG SRC="http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##messageid=##MessageID####Ar
gDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabaseID####ArgDelimiter##type=open##ArgDelim
iter##serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipient-
Parameter####ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name## 
##ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##" 
WIDTH="1" HEIGHT="1" BORDER="0" />
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NOTE: Table 10 defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to “Extra field” on 
page 175.


Example
An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


<IMG SRC="http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/
tracker?mailingid=1415&messageid=16&databaseid=6&type=open&serial=121435
3657&emailid=john@hotmail.com&extra=&&&" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 BORDER=0>


When the recipient opens the email, the open tag connects to the tracking server and provides 
information about the mailing (mailing id, message id, database id, and serial number) and about the 
recipient (email address).


Encoded version
You can insert a base64 encoded version of the open tag by embedding the following:


##ENOPENTAG##


Expanded tag  The encoded tag expands to:


<IMG SRC="http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?enid=#^##OPENTAGPARAMS###^" WIDTH="1" HEIGHT="1" BORDER="0" />


where:
OPENTAGPARAMS=mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##messageid=##Message
ID####ArgDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabaseID####ArgDelimiter##type=open##
ArgDelimiter##serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipie
nt-Parameter####ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name## 
##ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


Base64 encoding ensures that non-ASCII characters are correctly transmitted and hides the plain text 
values.


NOTE: For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to 
“Extra field” on page 175.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


<IMG SRC="http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/tracker?mailingid=1415& 
messageid=16&databaseid=6&type=open&serial=1214353657&emailid=john@hotma
il.com&extra=&&&" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 BORDER=0>
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When the recipient opens the email, the encoded open tag connects to the tracking server and 
provides information about the mailing (mailing id, message id, database id, and serial number) and 
about the recipient (email address).


Click tags
Click tags track the links that recipients click within the email. With this data, you can evaluate the 
effectiveness of a message based on specific response rates. 


StrongMail provides four tags for tracking clicks:


• Tiny click tag - summary level tracking.


• Short click tag - individual recipient tracking.


• Full click tag - used for formats where the URL is not visible (as in HTML).


• Encoded tag - to ensure that non-ASCII characters are correctly transmitted.


Insert click tags immediately after the "HREF=" of a link. Here is a link before the click tag is added:


<A HREF='http://www.yahoo.com'>Sample Click Here</A>


When you add the click tag, you add it after “HREF=” :


<A HREF='##CLICKTAG##http://www.yahoo.com'>Sample Click Here</A>


Tiny click tags
Use the tiny click tag to gather compact summary-level tracking data. Tiny click tags use the following 
format:


 ##TINYCLICKTAG##


Expanded tag  The tiny click tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/track?t=c 
##ArgDelimiter##mid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDe
limiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?t=c&mid=1415&&&


When the recipient clicks on a link, the tiny click tag connects to the tracking server and provides the 
mailing id.


Short click tags
Use the short click tag to gather trackable data by recipient. Short click tags use the following format:


##SHORTCLICKTAG##
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Expanded tag  The short click tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?t=c##ArgDelimiter##mid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##msgid=##Messag
eID####ArgDelimiter##did=##DatabaseID####ArgDelimiter##sn=##SERIAL_NUMBE
R####ArgDelimiter##eid=##\Recipient-Parameter####ArgDelimiter## 
uid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name####ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter## 
##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to “Extra field” on 
page 175.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?t=c?mid=1415&msgid=16&did=6& 
sn=1214353657&eid=john@hotmail.com&uid=email&extra=&&&


When the recipient clicks on a link, the short click tag connects to the tracking server and provides the 
mailing id, message id, database id, serial number, email address of the recipient, and user id.


Full click tag
Use the full click tag for formats where the URL is not visible, such as HTML. Full click tags use the 
following format:


 ##CLICKTAG##


Expanded tag  The full click tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?type=click##ArgDelimiter##mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##m
essageid=##MessageID####ArgDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabaseID####ArgDeli
miter##serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipient-
Parameter####ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name## 
##ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to “Extra field” on 
page 175. 
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USING_VSG Token


 If you would like to use the virtual server group instead of the default tracking server URL, then edit 
the CLICKTAG token parameters defined in the strongmail-client.conf file as follows:


replace: ##TrackingSystemURL## with ##USING_VSG##  so that the CLICKTAG definition reads:


http://##USING_VSG##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?type=click##ArgDelimiter##mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##mess
ageid=##MessageID####ArgDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabaseID####ArgDelimiter#
#serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipient-
Parameter####ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name## 
##ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


The expanded URL will then look something like this:


http://ecommerce.mycompany.com:9002/track?t=c?mid=1415&msgid=16&did=6& 
sn=1214353657&eid=john@hotmail.com&uid=email&extra=&&&


assuming that ecommerce.company.com was the name of the virtual server group assigned to the 
mailing.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?t=c?mid=1415&msgid=16& 
did=6&sn=1214353657&eid=john@hotmail.com&eid=email&extra=&&&


When the recipient clicks on a link, the full click tag connects to the tracking server and provides the 
mailing id, message id, database id, serial number, email address of the recipient, and user id.


Encoded version
A base64 encoded version of a tracking tag can be used by specifying the following:


##ENCLICKTAG##


Expanded tag  The encoded click tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/track?type=click 
##ArgDelimiter##enid=#^##CLICKTAGPARAMS###^##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimite
r####ArgDelimiter##


where:
CLICKTAGPARAMS=mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##messageid=##Messag
eID####ArgDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabasesID1####ArgDelimiter##serial=#
#SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipient-Parameter## 
##ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name####ArgDelimiter## 
extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


Base64 encoding ensures that non-ASCII characters are correctly transmitted and hides the plain text 
values.
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NOTE: For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to 
“Extra field” on page 175.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?type=click&mailingid=1415& 
messageid=16&databaseid=6&serial=1214353657&emailid=john@hotmail.com&use
rid=email&extra=&&&


When the recipient clicks on a link, the encoded click tag connects to the tracking server and provides 
the mailing id, message id, database id, serial number, email address of the recipient, and user id.


Unsubscribe
All mailing lists, unsolicited and "bulk" emails must contain opt-out links to allow users to unsubscribe 
from a given mailing list. StrongMail can track unsubscribe statistics and information. You can then use 
the gathered data to remove the recipient from your mailing list.


Unsubscribe statistics are available in real-time through the standard StrongMail reports. StrongMail 
maintains a separate list of recipients that chose to opt-out of future mailings in a separate log file: 


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-client/logs/strongmail-unsubscribe.log


NOTE: StrongMail does not remove users from existing or new user databases. Removing 
users that have expressed the wish to unsubscribe is the responsibility of the list 
manager. 


StrongMail provides four tags to track unsubscribes:


• Tiny unsubscribe tags - summary level tracking.


• Short unsubscribe tags - additional detail on subscription changes by content, mailing, etc.


• Full unsubscribe tags - used for formats where the URL is not visible (as in HTML).


• Encoded unsubscribe tags - to ensure that non-ASCII characters are correctly transmitted.


Unsubscribe links should be included in all emails and should be clearly stated as such. 


Tiny unsubscribe tags
Use the tiny unsubscribe tag to gather compact summary-level tracking data. Tiny unsubscribe tags 
use the following format:


 ##TINYUNSUBSCRIBETAG##


Expanded tag  The tiny unsubscribe tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/track?t=u 
##ArgDelimiter##mid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##eid=##\Recipient-
Parameter####ArgDelimiter##uid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name####ArgDelimiter## 
##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.
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Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?t=u&mid=1415& 
eid=john@hotmail.com&uid=email&&&


When the recipient clicks on the unsubscribe link, the tiny unsubscribe tag connects to the tracking 
server and provides the mailing id, email address of the recipient, and user id.


Short unsubscribe tags
Use the short unsubscribe tag to gather additional data on subscription changes by content, mailing, 
etc. Short click tags use the following format:


##SHORTUNSUBSCRIBETAG##


Expanded tag  The short unsubscribe tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?t=u##ArgDelimiter##mid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##sn=##SERIAL_NU
MBER####ArgDelimiter##msgid=##MessageID####ArgDelimiter##did=##DatabaseI
D####ArgDelimiter##eid=##\Recipient-Parameter####ArgDelimiter## 
uid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name####ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter## 
##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to “Extra field” on 
page 175.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?t=u&mid=1415&sn=1214353657& 
msgid=16&did=6&eid=john@hotmail.com&uid=email&extra=&&&


When the recipient clicks on the unsubscribe link, the short unsubscribe tag connects to the tracking 
server and provides the mailing id, serial number, message id, database id, email address of the 
recipient, and user id.


Full unsubscribe tags
Use the full unsubscribe tag for formats where the URL is not visible, such as HTML. Full click tags use 
the following format:


 ##UNSUBSCRIBETAG##


Expanded tag  The short unsubscribe tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?type=unsubscribe##ArgDelimiter##mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimi
ter##messageid=##MessageID####ArgDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabaseID####A
rgDelimiter##serial=##SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipien
t-Parameter####ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name## 
##ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.
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Include the URL to an unsubscribe web page or a page confirming cancellation of their subscription at 
the end of the tag, following the three vertical bars ('&&&'). The target page may be stored in the 
StrongMail webdocs directory (strongmail-client/data/webdocs/) if desired.


NOTE: For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to 
“Extra field” on page 175.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?type=unsubscribe& 
mailingid=1415&messageid=16&databaseid=6&serial=1214353657&emailid=john@
hotmail.com&userid=email&extra=&&&


When the recipient clicks on the unsubscribe link, the full unsubscribe tag connects to the tracking 
server and provides the mailing id, message id, database id, serial number, email address of the 
recipient, and user id.


Encoded version
A base64 encoded version of a tracking tag can be used by specifying the following:


##ENUNSUBSCRIBETAG##


Expanded tag  The encoded click tag expands to:


http://##TrackingSystemURL##:##TrackingSystemPort##/
track?type=unsubscribe##ArgDelimiter##enid=#^##UNSUBSCRIBETAGPARAMS###^#
#ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


where:
UNSUBSCRIBETAGPARAMS=mailingid=##MailingID####ArgDelimiter##messageid=##
MessageID####ArgDelimiter##databaseid=##DatabasesID1####ArgDelimiter##se
rial=##SERIAL_NUMBER####ArgDelimiter##emailid=##\Recipient-
Parameter####ArgDelimiter##userid=##\Row-ID-Column-Name## 
##ArgDelimiter##extra=##ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter####ArgDelimiter##


NOTE: Table 10 (on page 175) defines the tokens used in the expanded tag.


Base64 encoding ensures that non-ASCII characters are correctly transmitted and hides the plain text 
values.


NOTE: For more information on using the extra field to gather additional information, refer to 
“Extra field” on page 175.


Example  An example of the final tracking URL embedded in the email is:


http://strongmail.mycompany.com:9002/track?type=unsubscribe& 
mailingid=1415&messageid=16&databaseid-6&serial=1214353657& 
emailid=john@hotmail.com&userid=email&extra=&&&


When the recipient clicks on the unsubscribe link, the encoded unsubscribe tag connects to the 
tracking server and provides the mailing id, message id, database id, serial number, email address of 
the recipient, and user id.
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Tokens
Table 10 lists the tokens used to create the tracking tags.


Extra field
Each tag includes an extra field that you can use to capture custom data that is passed to URLs (such 
as information for automatically logging a user in or for accessing URLs that use queries). For 
example, if you want to send a specific recipient to the following URL: 


http://www.somedomain.com/stuff?name=John&source=ecommerce&date=01152006 


Modify the URL to replace values for certain parameters: 


http://www.somedomain.com/
stuff?name=##loginname##&source=##source##&date=##acquired## 


Then, you need to modify the definitions for the tag you’re using (in this case the CLICKTAG) in the 
strongmail-client.conf file. Search for every instance of: 


extra= 


and replace it with the data from the URL, for example: 


extra=name=##loginname##&source=##source##&date=##acquired## 


The expanded URL will look like: 


&messageid=&databaseid=&serial=&emailid=&userid=&extra=name=##loginname#
#&source=##source##&date=##acquired" href="http://:80/
track?type=click&mailingid=&messageid=&databaseid=&serial=&emailid=&user
id=&extra=name=##loginname##&source=##source##&date=##acquired"http://
<tracking_server_url>:80/
track?type=click&mailingid=<MailingID>&messageid=<MessageID>&databaseid=
<DatabaseID>&serial=<SERIAL_NUMBER>&emailid=<\Recipient-
Parameter>&userid=<\Row-ID-Column-
Name>&extra=name=##loginname##&source=##source##&date=##acquired##&&& 


Table 10 Tokens used in tracking tags
Token Description


##ArgDelimiter## This token separates the fields included in the tracking tag. The 
ArgDelimiter is &.


##DatabaseID## This token identifies the database used for the mailing (this value 
comes from the mailing configuration file).


##MailingID## This token identifies the mailing id for the mailing (this value comes 
from the mailing configuration file).


##MessageID## This token identifies the message id for the mailing (this value comes 
from the mailing configuration file).


##\Recipient-Parameter## This token identifies the recipient’s email address.


##\Row-UD-Column-Name## This token identifies the recipient’s user id.


##SERIAL_NUMBER## This token identifies the serial number of the mailing.


##TrackingSystemPort## This token identifies the tracking server port.


##TrackingSystemURL## This token identifies the URL of the tracking server.
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When you use the extra field, the tracking log contains the data you identified for the extra field, for 
Message Studio, the data will go into the extra column in the tracking table. In this case, the resulting 
tracking log entry will look something like this: 


2006-02-28 
23:04:43::click::1::192.168.29.6::114119612919984::83::38::1::9::john@do
main.com::2001::name=John&source=ecommerce&date=01152006::http://
www.somedomain.com


NOTE: All tracking tags must end with three ##ArgDelimiter##.


Tracking server
The tracking server is responsible for gathering data based on the recipients action. The tracking 
server is part of EAS and uses port 80 to gather the data. 


1 Type your Tracking URL. This is the URL to which recipient clicks are redirected for data 
gathering. 


2 Type the Tracking Port number. 


Cookie Settings
The cookie settings enables you to configure session cookies.


Setting cookies enables a web application to read the cookie and determine which mailing created the 
click even if the user navigates away from the original URL. For example: Transaction-oriented pages 
on a web site can read the session cookie and attribute revenue to the specific mailing or message 
that generated the click


NOTE: The Set Cookie function does not create persistent cookies on the user’s computer 
but rather session cookies that can be read by a web page on the site for the tracked 
URL to determine which mailing generated the click.
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1 To set session cookies on an email recipient's browser, click Enable in the Set Cookie field. 


2 In the Content field, add the tokens as shown to write the information that the token represents 
into the session cookie file. 


For example:


came_from=EMAILCAMPAIGN_##mailing_id##_##message_id##_##type##; 
domain=##server_name##; expires=01-Jan-2006 00:00:00 GMT; path=/; 


3 The Cookie Domains field enables you to set cookies for multiple domains. Enter a colon-
separated list of domains to detect. 


For example:  "bob:jack" will set cookies for bob.com, bob.co.uk, jack.no, jack.net, etc. Leaving this 
blank results in the last two parts of the domain being used. This may not be desirable for domains 
such as .co.uk, .com.au, and .co.nz.   


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


Bounce management
Approximately 33% of email addresses change on an annual basis. There are hundreds of reasons 
that an email bounces, these reasons constantly change, and vary by receiver domain and language. 


There is a big difference between an “out of the office reply,” where someone most likely received the 
message, and a “user unknown,” where you will never be able to deliver a message to that recipient, 
and a “blacklist rejection,” where you need to take some type of action before re-attempting delivery.


This information is critical for managing delivery reputation, ensuring accurate statistics and protecting 
database integrity. There are two kinds of message bounces:


• Synchronous bounces: failed delivery during the SMTP transaction


• Asynchronous bounces: the message is initially accepted by the receiving server, then is returned 
to the StrongMail server after some period of time (ranged from a minute to days) 
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StrongMail completes all deliveries through SMTP with one of the following:


• If the receiving MTA responds immediately with "user unknown" (synchronous hard bounce code), 
StrongMail marks the message as FAILED and writes an entry into the strongmail-failed.log. If full 
failure logging is enabled, the complete contents of the message including header and body are 
also written to the strongmail-fullfailed.log.


• If the receiving server acknowledges receipt of the message, then StrongMail marks it as 
SUCCEEDED. StrongMail writes an entry to the strongmail-success.log. If full success 
logging is enabled then the complete contents of the message including header and body are also 
written to the strongmail-fullsuccess.log.


• If the receiving server does NOT acknowledge receipt of the message and if 
RetryUnverified=OFF, StrongMail marks the message as SUCCEEDED. It also writes an 
entry to strongmail-success.log.


If the receiving server does NOT acknowledge receipt of the message, and if RetryUnverified=ON, 
StrongMail attempts to send the email message again. Later, if it succeeds on the retry, StrongMail 
marks the email as SUCCEEDED and writes an entry to the strongmail-success.log. Otherwise, 
if it fails the retry attempt, it marks it as FAILED and writes it to the strongmail-failed.log.


• If deferred message processing is turned on and retries have failed, StrongMail passes the 
message to the Defer process, where it goes into an extended retry mode at progressively longer 
intervals. The defer process attempts to resend the message and, depending on the result of the 
resend, marks the message as:


SUCCEEDED and writes an entry to the strongmail-success.log


EXPIRED - FAILED (the failure reason is the last failure code recorded before expiration) and 
writes an entry to the strongmail-failed.log. If you are using the defer server, the failure 
reason is written to the strongmail-deferred-failed log.


FAILED and writes an entry to the strongmail-failed.log
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Figure 38 displays the network sequence for an asynchronous bounce.


Figure 38 Asynchronous bounces


The receiving ISP will send an asynchronous bounce email message to either the MAIL FROM 
address or the address in the Return-Path header field. StrongMail stores the message in MBOX 
format in the configured mailbox.


1 The recipient server reads the bounce address.


2 The recipient server connects to the domain DNS of the bounce address.


3 The DNS server returns the MX record (or optionally the A or CNAME record) for the bounce 
domain.


4 The recipient server delivers the bounce to the original sender, in this case, StrongMail.
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Variable envelope return path (VERP)
NOTE: This is an EAS-only feature.


VERPs automatically and reliably identify the subscription address relevant to each bounce message. 
They provide the address in a form that is trivial for automated bounce handlers to parse. They require 
support from the local mailer (StrongMail), but they do not require support from any other hosts.


1 Set BounceAddress=test@yourdomain.com in mailing config file


2 Add the following two lines to your strongmail-client.conf file:


VerpDelimiter=_smverp_
Verp=ON


3 Create a new "*_smverp_*@yourdomain.com" mailbox in the strongmail-mailboxes.conf file. (This 
will create a mailbox that will catch VERP arranged messages).


MailBoxes { 
       Mailbox=*_smverp_*@yourdomain.com,File=verp.box, Type=general 
}


4 Restart strongmail-server service using the command line or the Control Panel in the Web 
user interface. This will allow the new VERP formatted bounce address to be accepted by the 
domains mailbox. For Example: 


Mail TO bar@hotmail.com  
FROM foo@sender.com 


will be transformed to:


foo_smverp_.##SERIAL_NUMBER##.##ROWNUM##._smverp_.bar=hotmail.com@sender.com


The StrongMail's Bounceparser utility takes care of translating the VERP header back into readable 
format.


All of the StrongMail logs are filled with useful information, but the following logs are important for 
managing delivery failure data:


NOTE: The bounce utilities only work on failed logs, NOT on the full versions of these logs. 
See the Logs Appendix for additional information on log formats.


Utilities
You can use the utilities listed below to parse and analyze logs and mailbox files:


• failurereport - Reads strongmail-failed.log and outputs information on the number and 
type of failed messages, but does not categorize failure codes.


• faileddetail - Reads strongmail-failed.log and outputs categorized reasons for email 
failures and shows summaries based upon various filters.


• failedparser - Reads strongmail-failed.log and outputs into strongmail-bounce.log 
and outputs categorized reasons for email failures and shows summaries based upon various 
filters.


• mboxparser - Reads MBOX file (of type BOUNCE) and outputs categorized reasons for email 
failures and shows summaries based upon various filters.
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Logs
StrongMail gathers data about the mailing. Although several log files are generated, the most 
important file is the aggregate log, which contains data from multiple sources. The following figure 
shows how the aggregate log is created from these sources (log files or mailboxes).


Figure 39 Aggregate log file and associated input log fIles
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StrongMail stores processed data compiled from the following logs into aggregate log files:


• strongmail-failed.log - information about failed delivery attempts


• strongmail-fullfailed.log - the same as strongmail-failed.log but also contains the full 
message


• strongmail-defer-failed.log - information about failed delivery attempts resulting from 
extended retries attempted by the defer process.


• strongmail-invalid.log - information on emails that were not attempted due to format errors 
of an email address


• strongmail-bounce.log - generated by the bouncereport utility and contains failure 
delivery attempts if a file name was not identified when creating the mailbox.


When using the command line, mailbox definitions are stored in the strongmail-mailboxes.conf 
file and are in the form:


MailBoxes {
     Mailbox=info@somedomain.com, File=newfile1.txt, Type=general, 
MailSizeLimi=8192
     Mailbox=bounces@somedomain.com, File=newfile1.txt, Type=bounce, 
MailSizeLimi=8192
}


Type Description


BOUNCE These types of mailboxes are configured to store asynchronous bounce messages 
received from ISPs. 


COMPLAINT These types of mailboxes are configured to store (asynchronous) complaint or SPAM 
abuse feedback loop messages received from ISPs. 


UNSUBSCRIBE These types of mailboxes are configured to store unsubscribe request messages received 
from recipients. 


GENERAL These types of mailboxes are configured to store reply messages received from recipients. 
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Inbox feature
The Inbox feature manages the processing of inbound mail, directing it the appropriate internal (to 
StrongMail) mailboxes. You can create four types of mailboxes:


• Bounce - used to manage asynchronous bounces.


• Complaint - used to manage feedback loop communication.


• Unsubscribe - used to manage unsubscribe requests via email.


• General - used to manage additional mailboxes, such as postmaster.


NOTE: RFC standards require that each SMTP server must have a postmaster@domain 
mailbox that can be accessed from outside your firewall. If you do not create this 
mailbox, your email could be rejected.


Enable the inbox feature from by accessing the Administration Configuration Delivery  
Inbound Inbox screen. 


Figure 40 Inbox screen


Click Enable to enable the Inbox; click Disable to disable the feature. Once you’ve made your 
changes, click Apply.


Mailbox configuration
Creating a mailbox is similar for each mailbox type. Access the appropriate mailbox screen from:


• Administration Configuration Delivery Inbound Bounce Mailboxes


• Administration Configuration Delivery Inbound Complaint Mailboxes


• Administration Configuration Delivery Inbound Unsubscribe Mailboxes


• Administration Configuration Delivery Inbound General Mailboxes
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The following example uses the General Mailbox screen to show the mailbox setup. You can use this 
information to set up any of the mailboxes listed above.


Figure 41 General Mailboxes screen


1 To add a mailbox, click the New button. The following screen displays. 


Figure 42 Mailbox configuration screen


2 In the Email Address field, type the email address this mailbox should use. For example, 
bounce@islanddrivebank.com, unsubscribe@islanddrivebank.com, 
complaint@islanddrivebank.com, or postmaster@islanddrivebank.com. 


3 In the Filename field, enter a name for the mailbox log. If you type the full path to your log, this 
path must already exist: it will not be automatically created.


4 Type a Maximum Message Size.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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Action
If you want to copy the email to another location, or perform an additional action on the email, 
StrongMail allows you to "pipe" the email to another command. To do this, in the Action field, enter 
PIPE.


In the Pipe field, enter the command or path where you want to pipe the email. In addition, StrongMail 
can pass the recipient email address ($RecipientAddress) and the sender email address 
($SenderAddress). For example:


/usr/local/bin/script $RecipientAddress


This will send the email to the script identified and will pass the recipient's email address.


• Forward - If you want to forward the email to another address, enter the address. StrongMail WILL 
NOT store a copy of the message on the StrongMail server.


• Store and Forward - If you want to store a copy of the message on the StrongMail server and 
forward the email to another address, choose Store_And_Forward.


Return To Sender
Use the Return To screen to configure the settings used to send notifications when messages cannot 
be delivered. This screen allows the ability to specify an email message template to use when 
returning undeliverable messages to the original sender. 


You can specify all of the headers such as the "From:" address, for example, 
postmaster@yourdomain.com; the subject header for returned messages; for example, "Undelivered 
Mail Returned to Sender"; the message body template for returned messages; for example, "Your 
message did not reach the following recipient(s):" and specify logging for successful or failed deliveries 
of returned messages.


Figure 43 Return to Sender screen
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1 Enable or Disable the Return to Sender feature. 


2 In the Sender field, type the email address from which the message should appear to come. 


3 In the Subject field, type the subject line for this email. 


4 Type your text in the Message field.


5 If desired, enable the Log Notification Success option. 


6 If desired, enable the Log Notification Failure option.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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Chapter 11 Analyze


Once the mailing is completed, it is important to analyze the data associated with the mailing to 
determine if you want to make any changes to the Create or Deliver phases. StrongMail provides 
many options for analyzing data, including:


• Export utilities (for list management purposes)


• Logs


• Mail failure analysis


• Reports


Export utilities
The StrongMail Log Processor automatically creates "remove lists" or exports of hard and soft 
bounces, complaints, and unsubscribe log files to produce export logs on a daily basis. These are the 
recommended log files to use for list hygiene. These files are stored in: strongmail/export/ as: 


• complaints.timestamp.log


• hard-bounces.timestamp.log


• soft-bounces.timestamp.log


• unsubscribes.timestamp.log


where timestamp equals the date of the log and contains one day's worth of data. 


NOTE: See the CLI Reference Manual for information on automatic data exports and log 
processing. 
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Bounces
Use the Export Bounces screen to export data about bounces.


1 In the Date field, choose a date or range of dates for which you want to export bounce data. Click 
the View button to preview the data prior to export. 


2 In the Bounce reason field, choose one or more bounce reason codes for which you want to 
export data. See the StrongMail Failure Definitions Addendum for an explanation of these codes.


3 To customize the format, check the Use/Edit Custom format box. 


4 To create a new format, enter a new Format name as well as the details of the field order and the 
delimiter. You can also keep the format name and change the order and delimiter. 


5 In the Order of Fields field, specify the order in which data should be exported. Use the table as a 
reference for the field numbers and the data stored within that particular field.


6 Select a Delimiter for your data. This separates the data between fields. 


7 Check the Export for Windows box to ensure that the file is formatted for the Microsoft Windows 
operating system. 


Click the Apply button to export your data. 
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Complaints
Use the Export Complaints screen to export data about complaints.


1 In the Date field, choose a date or range of dates for which you want to export bounce data. Click 
the View button to preview the data prior to export. 


2 To customize the format, check the Use/Edit Custom format box. 


3 To create a new format, enter a new Format name as well as the details of the field order and the 
delimiter. You can also keep the format name and change the order and delimiter. 


4 In the Order of Fields field, specify the order in which data should be exported. Use the table as a 
reference for the field numbers and the data stored within that particular field.


5 Select a Delimiter for your data. This separates the data between fields. 


6 Check the Export for Windows box to ensure that the file is formatted for the Microsoft Windows 
operating system. 


Click the Apply button to export your data. 
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Opens and Clicks
Use the Opens and Clicks screen to export data about opens and clicks. 
 


1 In the Date field, choose a date or range of dates for which you want to export bounce data. Click 
the View button to preview the data prior to export. 


2 To customize the format, check the Use/Edit Custom format box. 


3 To create a new format, enter a new Format name as well as the details of the field order and the 
delimiter. You can also keep the format name and change the order and delimiter. 


4 In the Order of Fields field, specify the order in which data should be exported. Use the table as a 
reference for the field numbers and the data stored within that particular field.


5 Select a Delimiter for your data. This separates the data between fields. 


6 Check the Export for Windows box to ensure that the file is formatted for the Microsoft Windows 
operating system. 


Click the Apply button to export your data. 
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Unsubscribes
Use the Export Unsubscribes screen to export data about unsubscribes.


1 In the Date field, choose a date or range of dates for which you want to export bounce data. Click 
the View button to preview the data prior to export. 


2 To customize the format, check the Use/Edit Custom format box. 


3 To create a new format, enter a new Format name as well as the details of the field order and the 
delimiter. You can also keep the format name and change the order and delimiter. 


4 In the Order of Fields field, specify the order in which data should be exported. Use the table as a 
reference for the field numbers and the data stored within that particular field.


5 Select a Delimiter for your data. This separates the data between fields. 


6 Check the Export for Windows box to ensure that the file is formatted for the Microsoft Windows 
operating system. 


Click the Apply button to export your data.
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Logs


1 From the Logfile drop-down, select the log file that you want to view.


2 In the Show field, choose the number of lines of the log file to display.


3 Click the Auto Refresh check box to enable the feature. The log file displays. 


4 To update the view, click the Refresh button.


NOTE: As log files grow large, it is important to rotate out the existing log files for fresh ones. 
By properly managing the size of your log files you can keep disk usage under control, 
make data analysis quicker and more efficient and archive historical data for recovery 
and ongoing analysis.


Mail failure analysis
Mail failure analysis is the process of interpreting failure reports provided be a StrongMail system 
during and after a mailing has taken place. The ability to properly interpret these reports forms the 
foundation of taking action to increase message deliverability. The StrongMail platform provides 
industry leading reporting tools for both a business user and systems administrator to quickly identify 
problems with message delivery in real time.


In order to properly interpret failure reports in StrongMail, the following sets of terms must be defined: 
synchronous/asynchronous and hard/soft bounces.
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Synchronous and Asynchronous Bounces
The difference between these two bounce types involves when the bounce occurs. A synchronous 
bounce occurs during an established connection between a StrongMail system and a receiving ISP. 
The receiving ISP rejects the message at a specific point in the exchange. For example, a receiving 
MX at an ISP may reject a message right after the StrongMail system sends the following command:


 MAIL-TO: user@example.com 


The receiving MX rejects the message because the specified user account does not exist on the 
receiving system. At this point, the communication for this one email stops as the conversation is no 
longer valid.


An asynchronous bounce occurs at a specified period of time after a message has been delivered. The 
receiving MX chooses to accept the message unconditionally at the time the StrongMail system 
attempts to send it. The receiving MX then processes the message offline and decides to reject it. 


As opposed to the previous example, an MX server will accept the message destined to 
user@example.com even though this is a non-existent user. Many larger ISPs use this technique for 
performance reasons. They do not want front line MX servers spending system resources trying to 
determine the validity of an email. 


These front line MX servers accept every message passed to them. They then offload the message to 
another system that checks the validity of the message. The offline is usually the system that rejects 
the message anywhere from 4 minutes to 4 hours later.


NOTE: StrongMail servers never retry sending an asynchronous bounced message


Soft and Hard Bounces
The difference between these two bounce types involves the reason for the bounce by the receiving 
MX server. The type of message sent by the receiving MX coupled with the rules for that message by 
the StrongMail system determine whether the bounce is soft or hard. 


Some messages are simply not deliverable due to incorrectly formatted email addresses while others 
are rejected because the user's account is temporarily locked. For the latter, the message may be 
deliverable in a couple hours or days. 


A message that has been soft bounced by a receiving MX is considered to be deliverable, just not right 
at the specific moment. As a result, the message will be sent to the StrongMail deferred messages 
server and StrongMail will attempt to deliver it again up to a user defined amount of retries. After that 
user defined amount of retries has expired, StrongMail considers the message completely failed and 
will not attempt to deliver it again.


A message that has been hard bounced by a receiving MX is considered to be non-deliverable and 
StrongMail will never attempt to deliver that message again. 
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Delivery Status Notifications (DSN)
When a StrongMail server sends an email to a receiving MTA, if for some reason that email cannot be 
delivered successfully, the receiving MTA sends a Delivery Status Notification (DSN). A DSN is an 
automated email notification or "bounce" message sent back to the StrongMail server indicating that 
the message could not be delivered. Usually the DSN indicates why the message was not delivered. 
The receiving MX server may generate DSN messages at different stages in the delivery process. 


DSN message generation depends on the action the StrongMail server takes. For example, the 
receiving MX server may send a DSN message when the StrongMail server connects stating that the 
StrongMail server has too many connections to the receiving MX. In another example, the receiving 
MX server may send a DSN stating that the email recipient user account is no longer active. 


A DSN message consists of a numerical error code and a text message. The StrongMail server logs all 
DSN messages it receives from an MX server. The following example lists a DSN code:


550 5.1.1 user@example.com: User unknown


The numerical portion of the error code is the most important part of the DSN. The StrongMail system 
takes different actions in to comply with mail standards based on these error codes. The following 
table lists the ranges of DSN error codes and the action StrongMail takes when it receives them.


StrongMail Failure Codes
StrongMail Failure Codes (SFC) categorize DSN messages and creates actionable reports to help 
solve any problems with delivering messages. This is extremely important as each ISP may use any 
DSN code they wish with any message. These creates hundreds of different messages of which many 
may attempt to say the same thing. 


The following list shows a block of messages in the 400 range. Notice how each one uses slightly 
different wording to say the same thing:


451 4.3.0 Blocked - see http://www.spamcop.net/bl.shtml?66.114.237.182
451 4.3.1 Message rejected
421 4.0.0 #4.4.5 Too many connections from your host
421 4.0.0 Too many concurrent SMTP connections from this IP address; please try 
again later.


The SFC "translates" and categorizes these divergent DSN messages into a report that gives a clear 
picture of a deliverability problem. The StrongMail server reporting engine contains a series of filters 
that do a keyword search on log entries on the StrongMail server. It then assigns an SFC to a 
particular message. 


Table 11 DSN Codes and Actions
Number Type Description Action


200 level Success The receiving MX processed the 
message.


None, the message was delivered.


300 level Sender 
Problem


The sending StrongMail server caused 
an error.


Send message to defer server.


400 level Temporary 
Problem


The problem is correctable or 
temporary.


Send message to defer server.


500 level Server 
Problem


The receiving MX will not process the 
message.


Fail the message, do not deliver.
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StrongMail failure codes contain categories within each failure code. The following table shows all of 
the categories for level 2000 “Hard Bounces”:


Interpreting StrongMail Failure Reports
The StrongMail Web User Interface (UI) provides a deep dive visibility into failure reporting. Once 
StrongMail translates a cryptic DSN into a "human readable" SFC, it then builds a very clear and easy 
to read reports for either a systems administrator or business user to be able to interpret. 


The following outlines a simple process to determine the causes mail delivery failures.


Step 1: Identify the Major Failure Categories
There are multiple reasons why an email message does not reach the intended recipient. Some are 
out of the sender's control, such as network latency or failures. Others are well within the sender's 
control, such as list management and message content. Certain types of failures lead to much larger 
policy issues such as an unconditional block of all messages to a top tier domain.


Awareness of the major failures will enable you to take actions to prevent unconditional blocking by an 
ISP either during or after a mailing campaign. The following list of StrongMail failure codes identifies 
the most dangerous types of failures to deliverability in a mailing:


• 2001 User Unknown - This is probably the most dangerous type of failure during a mailing. These 
messages are a result of list hygiene practices. ISPs interpret high volumes of these failures as a 
potential SPAM threat. Each ISP has a different threshold for the amount of these it will allow. If 
you pass this threshold, then the ISP may place you on a grey list or a blacklist, unconditionally 
blocking all of your mail for a temporary or even permanent time.


• 2003 Address Error - This error has many of the same implications as the 2001 error. ISPs 
interpret 2003 errors as a sign of poor list management and flag the sender as a SPAM sender.


Table 12 StrongMail failure codes
Category Type Description


1 level Block The receiving MX will not accept any more mail.


2 level Hard Bounce These messages failed immediately.


3 level Soft Bounce These messages failed after a series of delivery retries.


4 level Technical Network issues caused these messages to fail.


9 level Unknown StrongMail can’t categorize the DSN because of lack of information.


Table 13 Hard bounce categories
Number Type


2003 Unknown User


2002 Bad Domain


2003 Address Error


2004 Closed Account


2999 Other
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• 100X Block - Any error in this category reflects poorly on your business practices. Blocked 
messages indicate that something about your sending practices has violated an ISP rule. The 
three main ISP blocks result from: content, complaints, violating throttle rules, or poor list hygiene.


• 4003 Network Error - Although this may be technical in nature, it is quite possible that the larger 
ISPs have simply blocked any traffic from your domain. As a result, it may appear that the 
receiving MTA is "down", but in reality, it is not replying to anything you send to it. Many times, 
these errors occur as a result of 2001 and 2003 errors. Or in other words, the ISP blocks all traffic 
from the sending domain because all the email you have sent to date is bad.


Step 2: Identify Acceptable Failure Rates
There is no hard and fast rule for what dictates acceptable delivery rates as many factors play into how 
mail is delivered to each ISP. The following list gives very general guidelines on delivery rates:


• A general delivery success rate of 95% and above does not require direct and immediate action to 
solve deliverability issues.


• A delivery success rate of 85% - 90% is acceptable for acquisition based mailing campaigns. 
Anything below this and you may receive ISP blocks as you would be considered a possible 
spammer with an unclean list.


• Your delivery success rate should never fall below 95% for retention based mailing campaigns. If it 
does, then you must reconsider your opt out or customer contact management practices.


• You should never have more than 20% of your failures for a specific domain based on "user 
unknown", complaints, or content blocks. For example, if your rate for the domain example.com is 
75% success, 25% failure, and those 25% of failures comprises the previously mentioned 
reasons, you could possibly be blacklisted indefinitely by an ISP. 


Step 3: Observe StrongMail Dashboard 
The first step in observing failures is to look at the StrongMail Report Dashboard. This report provides 
an overview of how well StrongMail delivers mail. To interpret this report, do the following:


1 Observe the total amount of messages in the "Sent" column for the time specified. In the following 
figure, we will observe mail sent in the last 12 hours. 


2 All of the rows underneath the "Sent" row add up to the total amount of the "Sent" row. The 
percentages are interpreted a little differently. They are calculated as follows:


– %complaints = number of complaints/total delivered


– %unsubscribes = number of unsubscribes/total delivered


– %sent = %delivered + %failed
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3 The most important column to observe is the "Delivered" column. This column should ideally be 
90% and above and the "Failures" column should be 10% and below depending on mailing 
campaign type. 


Figure 44 StrongMail Dashboard
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Step 4: Identify Failure Categories 
After you have determined that your failure rate is not acceptable, you can drill down deeper into the 
StrongMail failure reporting to determine the exact causes of the failures. To view failures by all 
domains, click on the following in the UI:


Reports Tab  Failure Analysis  Failures by All Domains


Figure 45 Failures by All Domains - Dates


Be sure to select today’s date and click the “Refresh” button. The following report displays:


Figure 46 Failures by All Domains - Summary
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The previous report shows that there were a total of 2227 failures. Of those failures, the largest 
categories were hard (37%) and soft bounces (25%). As mentioned earlier, hard bounces have an 
error code of 200x.


Figure 47 Failures by Category - Hard Bounces


This includes the "User Unknown" errors [2001]. A scroll down through the report shows that indeed 
the 2001 error codes are an issue. The bulk of the hard bounces (679 total) are a result of user 
unknown addresses. Also notable are the 2002 errors for "Bad Domain". This usually means the 
mailing list contains typographical errors such as alo.com, ayhoo.com, or gmail.coom.


In the end, this report indicates poor list management. 


A further analysis of soft bounces indicates a large percentage of inactive or mailbox full accounts.


Figure 48 Failures by Category - Soft Bounces


Full and inactive mailboxes usually indicate that the email address on record is a bogus account used 
to register for lists. Once again, this points to poor list hygiene. As it stands, 62% ( 37% hard + 25% 
soft) of all failures on 9/06/06 are a result of invalid or unused addresses. 
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Step 5: Identify Failures by Domains
It is important to determine the delivery rates of the top 10 domains in your mailing campaign as they 
comprise the majority of your list. This view will help determine which email addresses in which 
domains are bad OR show you which domains have issued a block on you.


To view failures by domains:


Reports Tab  Failure Analysis  Failures by Domains


This report is very similar to the previous report in look and feel. What this report offers, however, is a 
dashboard view of delivery rates per domain.


Figure 49 Failures by Top Domains - Dashboard view


In the previous figure, the "Sent" column shows how many messages were sent to the domain. The 
following "Rate" column shows the sent messages for this domain as the percentage of total 
messages sent. In the case of hotmail.com, StrongMail sent 7641 messages to the domain. These 
messages comprised of 14.91% of the total mailing or 7641/51245. 


Of those 7641 messages sent, 6798 failed to be delivered. So, 88.97% of the messages sent to 
hotmail.com never made it to the customer's inbox. The 88.97% of failures are broken down into the 
following categories:


• 75.78% -Hard Bounce


• 0.77% - Soft Bounce


• 9.13% - Technical Bounce


• 3.28% - Unknown Bounce 


88.97% - Total


Also alarming in these statistics is that 5 out of the 10 domains listed in this report show near 100% 
mail failure due to an ISP block. Observe the "Block" and subsequent "Rate" columns for these 
domains.


This means that either the content, rate of delivery, or customer complaints has placed the sending 
domain on a block list. No mail is delivered to these domains.
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Reports
This section shows the reports that are available through the StrongMail UI.


Dashboard Report
The Dashboard Report provides a summarized report of delivery and performance information. The 
Delivery Summary section lists all data on Sent, Delivered, Failed, Complaint, and Unsubscribe mails 
over a specified time, with a rate expressed as a percentage. It also includes links to drill-down reports:


The formulas used in this report are:


Sent = (Delivered + Failures) These are all the messages injected into MTA for delivery to destination 
MX servers. It does not include retry attempts.


Sent Rate = Sent / (Delivered + Failures) This value should always be equal 100%


Delivered = (Sent - Failures) The number of messages for which the MTA received an 
acknowledgement from destination MX servers. It should be equal to the count of messages in the 
success log. This value is decremented each time an asynchronous failure is received, therefore, the 
count may sometimes show as a negative value in the 15 minute column.


Delivered Rate = (Delivered / Sent) The percentage of successful message deliveries


Failures = (Sent - Delivered) Count of Synchronous failures + Asynchronous failures 


Failures Rate = (Failures / Sent) The percentage of unsuccessful message deliveries


Complaints = Count of messages received into Complaint-type mailboxes


Complaint Rate = (Complaints / Delivered) 


Unsubscribes = Count of messages received into Unsubscribe-type mailboxes


Unsubscribe Rate = (Unsubscribes / Delivered)
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Active Mailings Report
The Active Mailings reports shows information for mails that are currently being processed. 
 


On this report, you can view:


• Name: the name of the mailing


• Status: the status of the mail. Valid statuses include Starting, In Progress, Paused, and Stopped


• Start/Elapsed Time: the start time for the launch, and the amount of time that has elapsed since 
the start of the launch


• Mail/Hour: the number of mailings sent per hour


• Invalid (%): the current number of invalid email addresses in the mailing, expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of recipients on the list


• Failed (%): the current failure rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number 
of mailings on the list


• Deferred (%): the current deferral rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of messages that have been deferred and are being retried


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Queue (%): the number of mails remaining in the queue


• Opens: the current number of emails that have been opened by recipients


• Clicks: the current number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients


Use the Actions column to Suspend or Cancel an active mailing. 


During an active launch, you should refresh this screen to obtain updated statistics. You can set the 
screen to refresh on a specified interval by changing the Refresh setting.
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Completed Mailings Report
The Completed Mailings Report shows mails that have already finished. By default, test mailings are 
not shown; however, you can include test data by clicking the Show Test Mailings check box. 
 


On this report you can monitor: 


• Date Sent: the date the mailing was launched


• Name: the name of the mail


• Sent: the number of messages sent 


• Mails/Hour: the number of mailings sent per hour


• Invalid (%): the current number of invalid email addresses in the mailing, expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of recipients on the list


• Failed (%): the failure count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Deferred (%): the deferral count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of messages that have been deferred and had to be retried 


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Opens (%): the number of emails that have been opened by recipients, as well as the percentage 
of the total number of recipients on the list


• Clicks (%): the number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients, as well as the percentage of 
the total number of recipients on the list


• Unsubs (%): the number of unsubscribes by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Last Click/Open: the date and time of the last click or open by a recipient


To remove a mailing from this screen, click the  button. 
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Mailing Summary Report
The Mailing Summary Report provides a summary of all mailings. 
 


To run this report: 
1 In the Mailing File dropdown, select a specific mailing file or choose All Mailings.


2 If you want just a summary of the mailings, check the Summary Only check box. 


3 Select a Mailing Date or Serial Number for the mailing on which you want to report. You can 
choose to Select All available mailings and also whether to Show Details.


4 Click the Next button. 


On this report you can view:


• the date the mailing was launched


• the name of the mail


• the number of mailings sent per hour


• the failure rate, expressed as a percentage of the total number of recipients on the list


• the deferral rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number of messages that 
have been deferred and had to be retried 


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• the number of emails opened by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total number of 
recipients on the list


• the number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• the number of unsubscribes by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total number of 
recipients on the list


• the date and time of the last click or open by a recipient


To remove a mailing from this screen, click the  button.
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Active Transactional Mailings Report
The Active Mailings reports shows information for mails that are currently being processed. 
 


On this report, you can view:


• Name: the name of the mailing


• Status: the status of the mail. Valid statuses include Starting, In Progress, Paused, and Stopped


• Start/Elapsed Time: the start time for the launch, and the amount of time that has elapsed since 
the start of the launch


• Mail/Hour: the number of mailings sent per hour


• Failed (%): the current failure rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number 
of mailings on the list


• Invalid (%): the current number of invalid email addresses in the mailing, expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of recipients on the list


• Deferred (%): the current deferral rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of messages that have been deferred and are being retried


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Queue (%): the number of mails remaining in the queue


• Opens: the current number of emails that have been opened by recipients


• Clicks: the current number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients


Use the Actions column to Suspend or Cancel an active mailing. 


During an active launch, you should refresh this screen to obtain updated statistics. You can set the 
screen to refresh on a specified interval by changing the Refresh setting.
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Completed Transactional Mailings Report
The Completed Mailings Report shows mails that have already finished. By default, test mailings are 
not shown; however, you can include test data by clicking the Show Test Mailings check box. 
 


On this report you can monitor: 


• Date Sent: the date the mailing was launched


• Name: the name of the mail


• Sent: the number of messages sent 


• Mails/Hour: the number of mailings sent per hour


• Failed (%): the failure count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Invalid (%): the current number of invalid email addresses in the mailing, expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of recipients on the list


• Deferred (%): the deferral count and rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total 
number of messages that have been deferred and had to be retried 


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• Opens (%): the number of emails that have been opened by recipients, as well as the percentage 
of the total number of recipients on the list


• Clicks (%): the number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients, as well as the percentage of 
the total number of recipients on the list


• Unsubs (%): the number of unsubscribes by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• Last Click/Open: the date and time of the last click or open by a recipient


To remove a mailing from this screen, click the  button. 
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Transactional Mailing Summary Report
The Mailing Summary Report provides a summary of all mailings. 
 


To run this report: 
1 In the Mailing File drop-down, select a specific mailing file or choose All Mailings.


2 If you want just a summary of the mailings, check the Summary Only check box. 


3 Select a Mailing Date or Serial Number for the mailing on which you want to report. You can 
choose to Select All available mailings and also whether to Show Details.


4 Click the Next button. 


On this report you can view:


• the date the mailing was launched


• the name of the mail


• the number of mailings sent per hour


• the failure rate, expressed as a percentage of the total number of recipients on the list


• the deferral rate for the launch, expressed as a percentage of the total number of messages that 
have been deferred and had to be retried 


NOTE: If there are negative values in the deferred column, this can be an indication that there 
were duplicate messages sent as a result of a recover action.


• the number of emails that have been opened by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• the number of clicks on links in the mailing by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total 
number of recipients on the list


• the number of unsubscribes by recipients, as well as the percentage of the total number of 
recipients on the list


• the date and time of the last click or open by a recipient


To remove a mailing from this screen, click the  button.
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Failures by All Domains Report
The Failures by All Domains Report displays the failures of your mailing, listed according to the most 
common domains. 
 


To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, select a date. 


2 Click the Refresh button.


The summary section shows the types of failures. In the summary section, you can view the following 
information:


• Number: The count of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


• Rate: The percentage of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


The detail section shows failures according to failure type. You can view the following information: 


• Category: Failure category to which the error belongs. 


• Type: Specific error type within the failure category.


• Description: A brief description of the failure type. 


• Count: Number of failures of this type. 


• Rate: Within a type, this is the percentage of the overall type of failures. Each category also has a 
subtotal of failures. The total of the type errors equals the subtotal for the category; when all 
category subtotals are added together, they equal the total failures. 


For more details about failures, read the Maintenance & Troubleshooting section of this manual.
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Failures by Top Domains Report
The Failures by Top Domains Report displays the failures of your mailing, listed according to the most 
common domains. 


To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, select a date for which to report.


a. Specify the Number of Domains (Top 10 or 20 Domains).
b. Specify the Order for sorting report (Sent or Failures)
c. Click the Refresh button.


NOTE: The chart in this report is only for the top 10 or 20 domains, not for the total.
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Clicking on one of the domain drill-down links displays the Failure Detail Report.
 


The formulas used in this report are:


In Domain rows:
• Sent = (Delivered per domain + Failures per domain) The count of messages sent per domain


• Sent Rate = (Sent per domain / Total Sent) 


• Failure = (Sent per domain - Delivered per domain) The count of failures per domain


• Failure Rate = (Failures per domain / Sent)


• Block = Count of Blocks per domain


• Block Rate = (Block / Sent)


• Hard Bounce = Count of Hard Bounce per domain


• Hard Bounce Rate = (Hard Bounce / Sent)


• Soft Bounce = Count of Soft Bounces per domain


• Soft Bounce Rate = (Soft Bounce / Sent)


• Technical = Count of Technical per domain


• Technical Rate = (Technical / Sent)


• Unknown = Count of Unknown per domain


• Unknown Rate = (Unknown / Sent)
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In Totals Row:
• Total Failure Rate = (Total Failures / Total Sent)


• Total Block Rate = (Total Blocks / Total Failures) 


• Total Hard Bounce Rate = (Total Hard Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Soft Bounce Rate = (Total Soft Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Technical Rate = (Total Technical / Total Failures) 


• Total Unknown Rate = (Total Unknowns / Total Failures)


Failure Detail Report
The Failure Detail drill-down report shows failures for a specific domain according to failure type. 


To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, select a date. 


2 Click the Refresh button.


The summary section shows the types of failures. 


In the summary section, you can view the following information:


• Number: The count of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


• Rate: The percentage of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.
 


On this report, you can view:


• Category: Failure category to which the error belongs. 
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• Type: Specific error type within the failure category.


• Description: A brief description of the failure type. 


• Count: Number of failures of this type. 


• Rate: Within a type, this is the percentage of the overall type of failures. Each category also has a 
subtotal of failures. The total of the type errors equals the subtotal for the category; when all 
category subtotals are added together, they equal the total failures. 


For more details about failures, read the Maintenance & Troubleshooting section of this manual.
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Click a help link next to a failure category or to a failure type to get a summary of the failure type 
definition, likely causes and recommended actions. Here is a sample help page for failure type 1004 
Content Block:


Failures by Virtual Server Group
This report displays all failures arranged by Virtual Server Group. The data include messages injected 
through SMTP or contained in mailings sent via EAS. 
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To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, select a date on which to report.


2 Specify the Number of Virtual Server Groups (Top 10 or 20 or All).


3 Specify the Order By for sorting report (Sent or Failures)


4 Click the Refresh button.


• Sent = (Delivered per virtual server group + Failures per virtual server group) The count of 
messages sent per virtual server group


• Sent Rate = (Sent per virtual server group / Total Sent) 


• Failure = (Sent per virtual server group - Delivered per virtual server group) The count of failures 
per virtual server group


• Failure Rate = (Failures per virtual server group / Sent)


• Block = Count of Blocks per virtual server group


• Block Rate = (Block / Sent)


• Hard Bounce = Count of Hard Bounce per virtual server group


• Hard Bounce Rate = (Hard Bounce / Sent)


• Soft Bounce = Count of Soft Bounces per virtual server group


• Soft Bounce Rate = (Soft Bounce / Sent)


• Technical = Count of Technical per virtual server group


• Technical Rate = (Technical / Sent)


• Unknown = Count of Unknown per virtual server group


• Unknown Rate = (Unknown / Sent)


In Totals Row:
• Total Failure Rate = (Total Failures / Total Sent)
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• Total Block Rate = (Total Blocks / Total Failures) 


• Total Hard Bounce Rate = (Total Hard Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Soft Bounce Rate = (Total Soft Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Technical Rate = (Total Technical / Total Failures) 


• Total Unknown Rate = (Total Unknowns / Total Failures)


In the Virtual Server Group rows, Clicking on one of the virtual server drill-down links displays the 
Failure Detail Report.


Failure Detail By Virtual Server Group Report
The Failure Detail by Virtual Server Group drill-down report shows failures for a specific Virtual Server 
Group according to failure type. 


To run this report:
1 Select one or more virtual server groups or click the Select All checkbox. 


2 Click the Refresh button.


The summary section shows the types of failures. In the summary section, you can view the following 
information:


• Number: The count of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


• Rate: The percentage of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


 On this report, you can view:
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• Category: Failure category to which the error belongs. 


• Type: Specific error type within the failure category.


• Description: A brief description of the failure type. 


• Count: Number of failures of this type. 


• Rate: Within a type, this is the percentage of the overall type of failures. Each category also has a 
subtotal of failures. The total of the type errors equals the subtotal for the category; when all 
category subtotals are added together, they equal the total failures. 


For more details about failures, read the Maintenance & Troubleshooting section of this manual.


Failures by IP Address Report
This report displays all failures arranged by outbound IP address. The data include messages injected 
through SMTP or contained in mailings sent via EAS. 


To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, select a date for which to report.


2 Specify the Number of IP Addresses (Top 10 or 20 or All).


3 Specify the Order By for sorting report (Sent or Failures)
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4 Optionally enter an expression to use as a filter for IP addresses. For example: 204.34.*


5 Click the Refresh button.


The values used in this report are:


In the IP address rows:
• IP Address: Clicking on one of the IP address links displays the Failure Detail Report.


• Sent = (Delivered per IP address + Failures per IP address) The count of messages sent per IP 
address


• Sent Rate = (Sent per IP address / Total Sent) 


• Failure = (Sent per IP address - Delivered per IP address) The count of failures per IP address


• Failure Rate = (Failures per IP address / Sent)


• Block = Count of Blocks per IP address


• Block Rate = (Block / Sent)


• Hard Bounce = Count of Hard Bounce per IP address


• Hard Bounce Rate = (Hard Bounce / Sent)


• Soft Bounce = Count of Soft Bounces per IP address


• Soft Bounce Rate = (Soft Bounce / Sent)


• Technical = Count of Technical per IP address


• Technical Rate = (Technical / Sent)


• Unknown = Count of Unknown per IP address


• Unknown Rate = (Unknown / Sent)


In Totals Row:
• Total Failure Rate = (Total Failures / Total Sent)


• Total Block Rate = (Total Blocks / Total Failures) 


• Total Hard Bounce Rate = (Total Hard Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Soft Bounce Rate = (Total Soft Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Technical Rate = (Total Technical / Total Failures) 


• Total Unknown Rate = (Total Unknowns / Total Failures)
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Failure Detail By IP Address Report
The Failure Detail by IP Address drill-down report shows failures for a specific IP address according to 
failure type. 


To run this report:
1 Select an IP address from the dropdown box. 


2 Click the Refresh button.


The summary section shows the types of failures. In the summary section, you can view the following 
information:


• Number: The count of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


• Rate: The percentage of failures for each failure category or type for the selected time interval.


On this report, you can view:


• Category: Failure category to which the error belongs. 


• Type: Specific error type within the failure category.


• Description: A brief description of the failure type. 


• Count: Number of failures of this type. 


• Rate: Within a type, this is the percentage of the overall type of failures. Each category also has a 
subtotal of failures. The total of the type errors equals the subtotal for the category; when all 
category subtotals are added together, they equal the total failures. 


For more details about failures, read the Maintenance & Troubleshooting section of this manual.
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Failures by IP Address Report By Domain
This report displays all failures arranged by Domain for selected outbound IP addresses. The data 
include messages injected through SMTP or contained in mailings sent via EAS. 


To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, select a date for which to report.


2 Control click on the IP addresses that you want to include in the report


3 Specify the Number of Domains (Top 10 or 20 or All).


4 Specify the Order By for sorting report (Sent or Failures)


5 Optionally enter an expression to use as a filter for IP addresses. For example: 204.34.*


6 Click the Refresh button.


NOTE: The chart in this report is only for the top 10 or 20 IP addresses, not for the total.
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The formulas used in this report are:


In Domain rows:


• Sent = (Delivered per domain + Failures per domain) The count of messages sent per domain


• Sent Rate = (Sent per domain / Total Sent) 


• Failure = (Sent per domain - Delivered per domain) The count of failures per domain


• Failure Rate = (Failures per domain / Sent)


• Block = Count of Blocks per domain


• Block Rate = (Block / Sent)


• Hard Bounce = Count of Hard Bounce per domain


• Hard Bounce Rate = (Hard Bounce / Sent)


• Soft Bounce = Count of Soft Bounces per domain


• Soft Bounce Rate = (Soft Bounce / Sent)


• Technical = Count of Technical per domain


• Technical Rate = (Technical / Sent)


• Unknown = Count of Unknown per domain


• Unknown Rate = (Unknown / Sent)


In Totals Row:


• Total Failure Rate = (Total Failures / Total Sent)


• Total Block Rate = (Total Blocks / Total Failures) 


• Total Hard Bounce Rate = (Total Hard Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Soft Bounce Rate = (Total Soft Bounces / Total Failures) 


• Total Technical Rate = (Total Technical / Total Failures) 


• Total Unknown Rate = (Total Unknowns / Total Failures)
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Bounce Summary Report
The Bounce Summary Report provides data about all bounces sorted by Mailing ID. 


For each mailing ID, you can view: 


• Blocks: refusals by an ISP to deliver mail to recipients


• Hard Bounces: messages returned to the sender as permanently undeliverable


• Soft Bounces: messages that reach a recipient's mail server but are returned undeliverable 
before reaching the recipient


• Technical: messages that are undeliverable due to technical issues, such as busy servers or 
network errors


• Unknown: messages that are returned for undetermined reasons that can't be interpreted or 
categorized based on feedback from the receiving domain.
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Bounces By Top Domain Report
The Bounces by Top Domain Report contains information for bounces for the top ten domains. 
 


Each domain is represented as a percentage in the pie chart: you can click a segment of the chart to 
enlarge the graphic and view a key for the segments.


You can also view the specific Domain name and the total number of Bounces for that domain.


NOTE: Clicking on the chart will display a legend for each data series in the chart.


Custom Bounce Report
You can customize a bounce report to view the information you want to see. 
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Report Preferences
1 Select a Report Type: choices include Daily Performance, Summary Only, or Top # of Domains.


2 In the Data Source field, select a log that corresponds to the date on which you want to report. 


3 In the Group By field, choose how to group your report.


Mailing Details


4 In the Mailing File field, select a mailing on which you want to report, or choose All Mailings. 


5 In the Date/Serial Number field, select a date for a mailing, or a serial number.


6 You can also Select All mailings and opt to Show Details. 


Advanced Options


7 Specify the Keywords for filtering the reports (for example, by domains)


NOTE: For Filter Value, wildcards "*" and comma-separated lists are allowed.


8 Click the Run Report button. The Bounce Summary Report displays, but includes only the data 
you specified. 
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Invalids Report
The Invalids report shows the number of valid and invalid email addresses in the mailing. 
 


On this report, you can view:


• Domain: the name of the domain associated with the email address.


• Sent:  the number of emails sent to valid addresses in the mailing.


• Rate (%): the number of emails sent to valid addresses in the mailing as a percent


• Invalids:  the number of emails sent to invalid addresses in the mailing.


• Rate (%): the number of emails sent to invalid addresses in the mailing as a percent


Complaints Report
The Complaints Report contains a summary of the emails sent to complaint-type mailboxes by 
domain. 
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To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, choose a date on which you want to report. 


2 Select the Number of Domains. You can report on the Top 10 or Top 20 domains. 


3 Specify the Order in which the report should be sorted: by emails sent, or by complaint.


4 Click the Refresh button to view the report. 
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The formulas used in this report are as follows:


• Delivered = (Sent - Failures) The count of messages for which the MTA received an 
acknowledgement from destination MX servers. It should be equal to the count of messages in the 
success log. This value is decremented each time an asynchronous failure is received, therefore, 
the count may sometimes show as a negative value in the 15 minute column.


• Delivered Rate = Delivered / Total Delivered


• Complaints = Count of messages received into Complaint-type mailboxes per domain


• Complaints Rate = Complaints / Delivered


• Percent/Total Complaints = Complaints per domain / Total Complaints


Unsubscribes By Email Report
The Unsubscribes By Email Report contains a summary of messages sent to unsubscribe-type 
mailboxes by domain. 


To run this report:
1 From the Report For drop-down, choose a date on which you want to report. 


2 Select the Number of Domains. You can report on the Top 10 or Top 20 domains. 


3 Specify the Order in which the report should be sorted: by emails sent, or by complaint.
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Click the Refresh button to view the report. 


The formulas used in this report are as follows:


• Delivered = (Sent - Failures) The count of messages for which the MTA received an 
acknowledgement from destination MX servers. It should be equal to the count of messages in the 
success log. This value is decremented each time an asynchronous failure is received, therefore, 
the count may sometimes show as a negative value in the 15 minute column.


• Delivered Rate = Delivered / Total Delivered


• Unsubscribes = Count of messages received into Unsubscribe-type mailboxes per domain


• Unsubscribes Rate = Number of Unsubscribes / Number of Delivered messages 


• Percent/Total Unsubscribes = Unsubscribes per domain / Total Unsubscribes
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Unsubscribes By Clicks Report
The Unsubscribes By Clicks report displays the number of times that an unsubscribe link was clicked 
for each mailing. 
 


On this report you can view:


• Mailing ID: Identified for the mailing for which the report was generated


• Unsubscribes: Count of messages received into Unsubscribe-type mailboxes per domain


• Unique unsubscribes: Number of individual email addresses that unsubscribed. 


The difference between unsubscribes and unique unsubscribes is that a single email address can 
unsubscribe more than once. For example, if the recipient at a@b.com received three emails and 
unsubscribes three times, the unsubscribe count is three. However, the unique unsubscribe rate is 
one. 
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Unsubscribes By Clicks Top Domains Report
The Unsubscribes By Clicks Top Domains report displays the number of times that an unsubscribe link 
was clicked, according to the top domains for your mailing. 


On this report you can view:


• Mailing ID: Identified for the mailing for which the report was generated


• Unsubscribes: Count of messages received into Unsubscribe-type mailboxes per domain


• Unique unsubscribes: Number of individual email addresses that unsubscribed. 


The difference between unsubscribes and unique unsubscribes is that a single email address can 
unsubscribe more than once. For example, if the recipient at a@b.com receives three emails and 
unsubscribes three times, the unsubscribe count is three. However, the unique unsubscribe rate is 
one. 


NOTE: Clicking on the chart will display a legend for each data series in the chart.
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Unsubscribes By Clicks Custom Report
You can customize an unsubscribe report to view only the information you want to see. 
 


Report Preferences
1 Select a Report Type: choices include Daily Performance, Summary Only, or Top #of Domains.


2 In the Data Source field, select a log that corresponds to the date on which you want to report. 


3 If you want to view All Logs, click the respective check box.


NOTE: Clicking the All Logs check box can cause the report to take significantly longer to 
process.


Mailing Details


4 In the Mailing File field, select a mailing on which you want to report, or choose All Mailings. 


5 In the Date/Serial Number field, select a date for a mailing, or a serial number. You can also 
Select All mailings and opt to Show Details. 
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Advanced Options
 


6 Specify the Keywords for filtering the reports (for example, by domains)


NOTE: For Filter Value, wildcards "*" and comma-separated lists are allowed.


7 Click the Next button to view the report. 


The Custom Unsubscribe Report displays with only the data you specified. 
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Clicks and Opens By Mailing ID Report
The Clicks and Opens by Mailing ID report displays the number of times that an email was opened or 
that a link in the email was clicked for each mailing. 


On this report you can view: 


• Mailing ID: Identifier for the mailing for which the report was generated


• Clicks: Number of links that were clicked for your message


• Unique Clicks: Number of individual email addresses that clicked a link in your message


• Opens: Number of messages that were viewed by recipients


• Unique Opens: Number of messages that were viewed by individual email addresses


The difference between clicks and opens and unique clicks and opens is that a single email address 
can click a link or open a message more than once. For example, if the recipient at a@b.com received 
three emails and opens all three messages, the opens count is three. However, the unique opens 
count is one. 
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Clicks and Opens by Day Report
The Clicks and Opens by Day report displays the number of times that an email was opened or that a 
link in the email was clicked, sorted by day. 
 


On this report you can view: 


• Mailing ID: Identifier for the mailing for which the report was generated


• Clicks: Number of links that were clicked for your message


• Unique Clicks: Number of individual email addresses that clicked a link in your message


• Opens: Number of messages that were viewed by recipients


• Unique Opens: Number of messages that were viewed by individual email addresses


The difference between clicks and opens and unique clicks and opens is that a single email address 
can click a link or open a message more than once. For example, if the recipient at a@b.com received 
three emails and opens all three messages, the opens count is three. However, the unique opens 
count is one.
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Clicks and Opens By Top Domains Report
The Clicks and Opens by Top Domains report displays the number of times that an email was opened 
or that a link in the email was clicked by top domains. 


On this report you can view: 


• Domain: Name of the domain for which reporting was done


• Clicks: Number of links that were clicked for your message


• Unique Clicks: Number of individual email addresses that clicked a link in your message


• Opens: Number of messages that were viewed by recipients


• Unique Opens: Number of messages that were viewed by individual email addresses


The difference between clicks and opens and unique clicks and opens is that a single email address 
can click a link or open a message more than once. For example, if the recipient at a@b.com received 
three emails and opens all three messages, the opens count is three. However, the unique opens 
count is one.


NOTE: Clicking on the chart will display a legend for each data series in the chart.
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Clicks and Opens Custom Report
You can customize a tracking report to view only the information you want to see. 


Report Preferences
1 Select a Report Type: choices include Daily Performance, Summary Only, or Top #of Domains.


2 In the Data Source field, select a log that corresponds to the date on which you want to report. 


3 If you want to view All Logs, click the respective check box.


NOTE: Clicking the All Logs check box can cause the report to take significantly longer to 
process.


Mailing Details
 


4 In the Mailing File field, select a mailing on which you want to report, or choose All Mailings. 


5 In the Date/Serial Number field, select a date for a mailing, or a serial number. You can also 
Select All mailings and opt to Show Details. 
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Advanced Options


6 Specify the Keywords for filtering the reports (for example, by domains)


NOTE: For Filter Value, wildcards "*" and comma-separated lists are allowed.


7 Click the Run Report button to view the report. 


The Clicks and Opens Custom Tracking Report displays with only the data you specified. 
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Current Status Report
This report displays a summarized status report on the system performance. 


The status log is displayed in the following sections:


• Time Interval


• Message Source


• Delivery Statistics


• Resource Pool Statistics


• Server Traffic


• Queue Status


NOTE: The data for this report comes from the XML Monitor Log
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Delivery Speed Report
The Delivery Speed Report displays the overall delivery speed for the StrongMail server.
 


To run this report:
1 If you want to keep the Auto-refresh option on, click the check box.


2 Select the Log Lines to be analyzed and click the Go button. 


The delivery speed for the particular log file is displayed on the screen as a graph.
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Top Domains Performance Reports
The Top Domains By reports display performance statistics for the top domains for the StrongMail 
server. Select a report type link to change the sort of the report. 


To run this report:
1 Specify the number of domains and the sort type.


2 Click the Next button.


This report provides performance information for top domains. The data included are:


• Server: Server process


• Queue States: The size of the queues, expressed as a number of messages. Max = total 
available. Used = Currently in use. Free = Unused. 


• SMTP Workers: Total number of SMTP connections per box. 


• Domain Name: Name of the receiving domain, such as yahoo.com 


• Queue Size: Size of the outbound queue, expressed as a number of messages


• Connections: The specific number of connections being used by the domain


• Delivered: Total number of messages for which StrongMail received acknowledgements from MX 
servers


• Failed: Total number of undeliverable messages


• Average Processing Time: Average amount of time that it takes a domain to process a message: 
to receive the message and to acknowledge receipt


• % Queue: The portion of max queue size that a domain is using
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This chapter outlines some basic maintenance and troubleshooting options.


Maintenance
This sections includes information for configuring logs and log maintenance and SNMP.


Log configurations


Log Processor
Use the Log Processor screen to configure log rotation, daily export time, and log processing interval. 
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1 In Delete Rotated Logs, select the Enable/Disable to specify whether rotated logs should get 
automatically deleted or retained. 


2 Specify the Log Processing Interval period, in minutes. This controls how often the logs are 
processed.


3 Specify the Daily Report Time in HH:MM format (for example: 23:00). This controls the file 
generation time for the daily reports written to the Export directory. This can be a process intensive 
operation so you choose a time when the server will be lightly loaded.


4 Generate Daily Reports can be used to turn the automatic report file generation off.


5 Delete Mailbox Files can be enabled to automatically delete MBOCX files after they are 
processed.


6 Move To Archive After specifies the number of days to wait until processed files are 
automatically moved to the archive directory.


7 Remove From Archive After specifies the number of days to wait until archived files are 
automatically deleted. The default is Never.


8 Delete Processed Logs enables you to automatically delete logs after they have been processed. 


WARNING: Enabling this option may cause reports to render incomplete data.


9 Rotate Aggregate Logs Every indicates how often EAS rotates the aggregate logs, in minutes.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


Rotate Logs
 


This screen displays the various Delivery Logs and System Logs, along with the log file's name. It 
also displays a link to view the current contents of the file and the file size. 
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To rotate a particular log:  Click the checkbox beside the desired file and click the Apply button.


NOTE: See the CLI Reference Manual for detailed information about data contained in logs 
and automatic log processing and data exports


Log Maintenance
Use the Log Maintenance screen to download, compress, or delete StrongMail server logs. 


1 Select the File Type. 


2 Specify the number of days for showing an updated file (for example: Less than 7 days ago)


3 If you want to keep the Display archived files option on, click the check box.


4 Click the Refresh button. The following screen displays. 


You can view the most recently updated files on the system through this screen. 
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The screen displays all the available Server System Logs based on your preferences along with the 
log file's name. It also displays a link to view the current contents of the file and the file size. If the file is 
not active currently, it displays the same with an "X" mark against the file.


After selecting a particular log file, click the respective button to perform any of the following 
operations:


• Download


• Compress 


• Uncompress


• Archive 


• Delete


NOTE: See the CLI Reference Manual for detailed information about data contained in logs 
and automatic log processing and data exports.


Archiving
Use the Archiving screen to cause the complete body of messages to be included in the full success or 
full failure logs. 


NOTE: Turning on these options can result in very large log files.


To archive the Full Success Log, click Enable. 


To archive the Full Failure Log, click Enable.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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XML Monitor
Use the XML Monitor screen to configure options for the StrongMail server Monitor interfaces. 


1 Enable or Disable the XML Monitor feature. 


2 In the Interval field, type the number of seconds to wait between polls for logging. 


3 In the Mode field, determine whether the message should be overwritten or appended. 


4 Choose a Level of detail for logging.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


NOTE: See the CLI Reference Manual for a description of XML schema for the monitor log 
file.


Interpreting the monitor logs
The StrongMail platform creates real-time log files that monitor the performance of your system. These 
log file contain useful statistics for identifying performance bottlenecks and overall system load. 
StrongMail creates one file per MTA-related process every thirty seconds, overwriting the previous log 
file. The monitor files are in XML format for easy import and export to other applications.
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All XML monitor logs are located in the /data1/strongmail/log directory. The log file naming 
convention includes the IP address of the server and the process ID as follows:


strongmail-monitor-report_127.0.0.1_PID.log


An example XML monitor log follows:


Each XML element is described below:


– SMTPWorkers - the total active and available worker threads managing outbound SMTP 
connections through the attributes Active and Free respectively.


– MemPool - the system memory pool. The Allocated attribute refers to the amount of 
resident physical memory allocated by the process. The MaxPoolSize attribute represents 
the maximum amount of memory this process may consume.


– MaxQueueSize - 


– NewQueuesProcessed - 


– SameQueuesProcessed - 


– CurrentQueueSize - 


In the example monitor log file, the StrongMail process was moderately utilized:


• 71% active SMTP workers (357/500)


• 51% of the memory pool allocated (137,462,940/268,435,456)


79% of the queue filled (23,753/30,000)


<ResourcePool>
    <SMTPWorkers Active=”357” Free=”500”>
    </SMTPWorkers>
</ResourcePool>
<MemPool Allocated=”137462940” MaxPoolSize=”268435456”>
</MemPool>
<MaxQueueSize>30000</MaxQueueSize>
<ActiveQueues>23753</ActiveQueues>
<NewQueuesProcessed>784</NewQueuesProcessed>
<SameQueueProcessed>22969</SameQueueProcessed>
<CurrentQueueSize IsFull=”0”></CurrentQueueSize>
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Manual Log File Rotation
The StrongMail logs are rotated automatically by the log processor. To rotate the logs manually, use 
the command:


Normally, logrotate should manage the entire rotate process of the logs, including moving and 
recreating log files. If the log files are moved manually, as in the example below, the StrongMail server 
must be told to begin writing to a new log file. To force the server to do so, use the sm-server loghup 
command.


# ./sm-server logrotate


# mv log/strongmail-server.log log/strongmail-server.log.yesterday


# ./sm-server loghup
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Logrotate Utility
The StrongMail logrotate tool rotates a specified log file with an optionally specified extension.


This chapter guides you through the troubleshooting process in StrongMail.


# ./logrotate -help                  


Program:


/utils/logrotate


Description:


Renames a file, appends timestamp to a filename.


       Use with caution.


       If the file being renamed with a timestamp is currently open


       by a running process ( for example apache, mysql ), you must manually


       restart the process such that the renamed file is no longer 


       used.


Context:


       You wish to backup a logfile.


Input:


       Filename


Option Flags:


       -e     File extension to append to rotated file ( example=old )


       -v     Version


       -h     This help screen


Output:


       None.


Usage:


       logrotate [-vh] [-e extension] [-f logfile]


       (must be run as root or the user strongmail)


Example:


       logrotate myfile.log
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Backing Up StrongMail
There are several configuration and log files that should be backed up as necessary.  Before 
undertaking any backups, run the log rotator tool as described in the previous section.  StrongMail 
recommends that the following list of files should be backed up periodically.  


• strongmail-mta/config/*


• strongmail-mta/data/*


• strongmail/export/*


• strongmail-mta/log/*


A selection of reporting functions are built into StrongMail to provide for real-time monitoring, summary 
reporting, and raw data for integration with external applications.  The StrongMail server provides the 
following reports and utilities.
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System Monitoring


System Status
The System Status screen provides a snapshot of the health of your StrongMail server. 


The System Status utility provides a summarized data and load characteristics for:


• Memory Usage


• Network Usage


• Mounted File systems
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SNMP
Use the SNMP screen to configure your Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) server 
settings. 


SNMP: 
1 Specify the System Description.


2 Specify the System Location.


3 Choose whether to Run automatically on reboot. If you enable this option, the SNMPD 
(daemon) process is restarted whenever the computer is restarted.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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Allowed Groups:
To edit an allowed group, click the link. To add an Allowed Group, click the New button. 
 


1 In the Name field, type a name for the new SNMP group.


2 In the Source IP field, type the Source IP address.


3 In the Community field, type the Community address.


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.


You can use a utility such as snmpwalk (not included) to monitor the load, disk, machine name, 
uptime, memory, and StrongMail processes. See the following usage examples. The following is an 
excerpt from the man page for snmpwalk, use the -h option to see all available command-line 
parameters.


USAGE: snmpwalk [OPTIONS] AGENT [OID]


OPTIONS:


-h, --help display this help message


-v 1|2c|3 specifies SNMP version to use


-c COMMUNITY set the community string


-O OUTOPTS Toggle various defaults controlling output display:


s: print only last symbolic element of OID
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To check load, use:


# snmpwalk -Os -c <community string> -v 1 <IP Address>


1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.10.1


laIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1


laIndex.2 = INTEGER: 2


laIndex.3 = INTEGER: 3


laNames.1 = STRING: Load-1


laNames.2 = STRING: Load-5


laNames.3 = STRING: Load-15


laLoad.1 = STRING: 0.01


laLoad.2 = STRING: 0.01


laLoad.3 = STRING: 0.00


laConfig.1 = STRING: 10.00


laConfig.2 = STRING: 15.00


laConfig.3 = STRING: 25.00


laLoadInt.1 = INTEGER: 1


laLoadInt.2 = INTEGER: 1


laLoadInt.3 = INTEGER: 0


laLoadFloat.1 = Opaque: Float: 0.010000


laLoadFloat.2 = Opaque: Float: 0.010000


laLoadFloat.3 = Opaque: Float: 0.000000


laErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: 0


laErrorFlag.2 = INTEGER: 0


laErrorFlag.3 = INTEGER: 0


laErrMessage.1 = STRING:


laErrMessage.2 = STRING:


laErrMessage.3 = STRING:
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To check disk, use:


# snmpwalk -Os -c <community string> -v 1 <IP Address>


1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9.1


dskIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1


dskIndex.2 = INTEGER: 2


dskPath.1 = STRING: /


dskPath.2 = STRING: /data1


dskDevice.1 = STRING: /dev/sda1


dskDevice.2 = STRING: /dev/sda3


dskMinimum.1 = INTEGER: 512000


dskMinimum.2 = INTEGER: 512000


dskMinPercent.1 = INTEGER: -1


dskMinPercent.2 = INTEGER: -1


dskTotal.1 = INTEGER: 2063504


dskTotal.2 = INTEGER: 66303448


dskAvail.1 = INTEGER: 1315240


dskAvail.2 = INTEGER: 60954276


dskUsed.1 = INTEGER: 643444


dskUsed.2 = INTEGER: 1981148


dskPercent.1 = INTEGER: 33


dskPercent.2 = INTEGER: 3


dskPercentNode.1 = INTEGER: 15


dskPercentNode.2 = INTEGER: 1


dskErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: 0


dskErrorFlag.2 = INTEGER: 0


dskErrorMsg.1 = STRING:


dskErrorMsg.2 = STRING:


To check machine name, use:


# snmpwalk -Os -c <community string> -v 1 <IP Address> 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5.0 sysName.0 =


STRING: developer.strongmail.com


To check uptime, use:


# snmpwalk -Os -c <community string> -v 1 <IP Address> 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3.0 sysUpTime.0


= Timeticks: (116363) 0:19:23.63
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To check memory, use:


# snmpwalk -Os -c <community string> -v 1 <IP Address> 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.11.0 mem-


TotalFree.0 = INTEGER: 3538816


To check strongmail processes, use:


# snmpwalk -Os -c <community string> -v 1 <IP Address> 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2


prIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1


prIndex.2 = INTEGER: 2


prIndex.3 = INTEGER: 3


prIndex.4 = INTEGER: 4


prIndex.5 = INTEGER: 5


prIndex.6 = INTEGER: 6


prNames.1 = STRING: smserver-named


prNames.2 = STRING: strongmail-smtp


prNames.3 = STRING: strongmail-inodeserver


prNames.4 = STRING: strongmail-pstore


prMin.1 = INTEGER: 0


prMin.2 = INTEGER: 0


prMin.3 = INTEGER: 0


prMin.4 = INTEGER: 0


prMin.5 = INTEGER: 0


prMin.6 = INTEGER: 0


prMax.1 = INTEGER: 0


prMax.2 = INTEGER: 0


prMax.3 = INTEGER: 0


prMax.4 = INTEGER: 0


prMax.5 = INTEGER: 0


prMax.6 = INTEGER: 0


prCount.1 = INTEGER: 1


prCount.2 = INTEGER: 8


prCount.3 = INTEGER: 0


prCount.4 = INTEGER: 0


prCount.5 = INTEGER: 0


prCount.6 = INTEGER: 0


prErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: 0


prErrorFlag.2 = INTEGER: 0


prErrorFlag.3 = INTEGER: 1


prErrorFlag.4 = INTEGER: 1


prErrorFlag.5 = INTEGER: 1


prErrorFlag.6 = INTEGER: 1


prErrMessage.1 = STRING:


prErrMessage.2 = STRING:


prErrMessage.3 = STRING: No strongmail-inodeserver process running.
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prErrMessage.4 = STRING: No strongmail-pstore process running.


prErrFix.1 = INTEGER: 0


prErrFix.2 = INTEGER: 0


prErrFix.3 = INTEGER: 0


prErrFix.4 = INTEGER: 0


prErrFix.5 = INTEGER: 0


prErrFix.6 = INTEGER: 0


prErrFixCmd.1 = STRING:


prErrFixCmd.2 = STRING:


prErrFixCmd.3 = STRING:


prErrFixCmd.4 = STRING:


prErrFixCmd.5 = STRING: 
prErrFixCmd.6 = STRING:


Restore System Defaults
Use the Restore System Defaults screen to restore your StrongMail server configuration to its out of 
the box configuration.


To restore system defaults, click the Apply button.


WARNING: Clicking this button restores all system configuration options to their original 
values. You should back up all system configuration files prior to performing this 
action.
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Changing the server time zone
You can now change the time zone from the UI. Select your geographical location and city (or region).


Figure 50 Time Zone Configuration
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Send Test Mail
Use the Send Test Mail screen to send test messages from the StrongMail server. 


1 In the Send Using field, choose SMTP or IQMP protocol.


2 Type an email address in the From field. This is who the email appears to be from. 


3 Type the recipient's email address in the To field.


4 Type a Subject for the email.


5 Type text for the email in the Body field.


NOTE: If email to your internal company address is not working, you may need to adjust your 
DNS settings.


NOTE: IQMP is StrongMail's Intelligent Queue Management Protocol. StrongMail uses this 
efficient, high speed protocol to communicate between nodes in a StrongMail cluster. 
However, all outbound and inbound communication with remote MX servers is done 
using standard SMTP.


When you have finished your changes, click the Send Mail button.
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From the command prompt


System Troubleshooting
Hard Disk Usage: StrongMail recommends at least 20% of hard disk space free at any given time. For 
example: 


Disk Usage for a specific Folder and subdirectories
cd into a folder and issue the following command. This will state the amount of space being used by 
the folder and all of its contents. For example: 


CPU Information


The information to look for is: 


model name : Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 2.80GHz 


processor : 3 (Should be 0,1,2,3 for 2 CPU/ Intel HT) 


Memory Information (RAM)


MemTotal: 2061516 KB


(Minimum value)


./sm-server status Shows the status of StrongMail Server 


./mtastatus Shows the status of StrongMail 


./sm-server progress Shows the speed of the mailings in progress 


#> df -h 


File system Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on 


/dev/sda1 9.9G 1.5G 7.9G 16% / 


/dev/sda3 22G 15G 5.8G 73% /data1 


#> cd /strongmail-client/log 


#> du -csh 


14M


14M total 


#> cat /proc/cpuinfo 


#> cat /proc/meminfo 
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Operating System Information


Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES release 4 (Nahant Update 4)


System Usage/Performance Information


The main thing to look at is %CPU and %MEM. If the server and client are stopped but there are still 
active StrongMail processes, kill the processes manually. 


Press "q" to exit top.


To kill all strongmail processes:


Restarting the server processes after reconfiguring the servers
The proper way to restart the StrongMail Server after server reconfiguration is to: 


Stop and restart the Server:


NOTE: If the Server configuration files were changed, only the Server needs to be restarted. 


SpamAssassin Error Messages
The following are known issues with SpamAssassin: 


X_MAIL_ID_PRESENT: Older versions of SpamAssasin, SpamAssasin 2.6.x, flagged this as a SPAM 
header. However, the standards have evolved in such away that this is now an accepted Header. 
Never versions of SpamAssasin, versions 3.x, recognize this Header and do not flag it as Spam.


License Issues
StrongMail attempts to connect to the License server after a specific amount of time. If StrongMail 
cannot contact the License server, due to network problems or errors in the configuration, the server 
will provide an error available in the /strongmail-mta.log. The information provided above will help to 
determine if it is either a network problem or an error in the configuration.


Several steps can be done in order to check why this is happening. 


#> cat /etc/issue 


#> top 


press 'u' then enter 'strongmail' 


PID USER PRI NI SIZE RSS SHARE STAT %CPU %MEM TIME CPU COMMAND 


#> killall strongmail 


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/sm-server stop 


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-mta/sm-server start 
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1 Check DNS servers to see if the primary and secondary DNS server are valid. 


Use the ping command to check if servers are active. 


For example:


2 Check to make sure port 4525 is open through the firewall. 


3 Check the StrongMail Server log for any errors that may be happening. 


Bandwidth throttling for message deliveries
An method for throttling bandwidth usage is to set MaxOutoingMessagesPerMin=x in the Domain 
Variables block located in strongmail-server.conf. 


For example: 


With MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin set to 100, this means that StrongMail will be throttle limit the 
number of mailing it sends to 100 x 60min = 6,000 messages/min 


This feature can also be used for domain specific throttling:


Asynchronous bounces
Asynchronous bounces are emails that come back some time after the initial delivery of an email. 
Make sure that the feature is turned on in the server configuration (you can do this by re-running setup 
and marking YES to the inbox feature) or by checking the strongmail-mta.conf file in the config 
directory to see if it's already turned on. Here is a sample of the file:


/etc/resolv.conf 


#> ping 216.34.200.24 


/strongmail/logs/strongmail-server.log 


2005-01-15 12:21:45::WARNING::Missing directive - LicenseType in the License file. 


DomainVariables { 
    Default { 
        RetryUnverifiedMessages=ON 
        ConnectionFactorByMX=30 
        DeferTo=Defer 
        ConnectionTimeOut=20 
        ConnectionTimeOutData=300 
        MaxAttempts=2 
        MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin=100 
        } 
} 


domain.com { 
        MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin=100 
}


# Turn the InboxServer "ON" or "OFF" 
InboxServer=ON 
# SMTPPort is the port that the SMTPServer or InboxServer run on 
SMTPPort=25 
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After this, you need to configure DNS so the MX record that you would like to receive bounced email 
on will resolve back to this machine. 


A Mail Exchange Record, or an MX record, creates a mail route for a domain name. A mail route 
domain name should be created for each domain name. 


A common practice is to have the MX record in the format of 'mail.<domain_name>.com', for example, 
mail.strongmailsystems.com. You can have multiple MX records for the same domain name. 


1 To confirm that your MX record is setup correctly, use the HOST command with the '-t MX' flag: 


Next, you must add the mailbox to the strongmail-mailboxes.conf file on the /strongmail/config 
directory. You can specify a number of email addresses and files for these mails to be stored in if you 
want them to be separated. 


If you don't specify a file it will put all emails in the log directory under the file strongmail-mail.log. 
However, you can specify individual files if you like and StrongMail will create them. For example, if 
you want these to go into their own file you would put this line in the conf file:


Here is a sample of this file:


1 Restart strongmail-smtp 


2 Make sure that any firewall/ipchains/iptables rules will allow port 25 traffic to flow to the system.


Virtual Servers Group not rotating IP addresses
IP addresses do not rotate IP's when mail volume is low. This is because StrongMail does not rotate 
IP's on a 'per message basis', rather it rotates IP's when the ConnectionFactorByMX limit is reached. 


VirtualServerGroup randomly rotates through the IP addresses once the ConnectionFactorByMX limit 
is reached. 


# host -t MX strongmailsystems.com 


strongmailsystems.com mail is handled by 0 mail.strongmailsystems.com 


 "Mailbox=support@reply.xyz.com,File=support.mail" 


#strongmail-mailboxes.conf is used to specify email boxes that 
#strongmail-smtp or strongmail-inbox use to define the mailboxes 
# that should be allowed to accept mail. Inbox functionality must 
# be enabled. Wildcards and regex expressions are allowed in 
# mailbox names 
# Examples: 
#MailBoxes { 
#Mailbox=abc@strong-mail.com,File=log/newfile1.txt 
#Mailbox=bounce@*,File=log/newfile2.txt 
#Mailbox=*@strong-mail.com,File=/full/path/to/newfile3.txt 
#Mailbox=bounce@strong-mail.com,File= 
#} 
# 
MailBoxes { 
Mailbox=bounce@mail.strongmailsystems.com,File= 
} 


# ./sm-server smtp restart 
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ConnectionFactorByMX is located in the DomainVariables block under 
/strongmail/config/strongmail-server.conf 


Default Value: ConnectionFactorByMX=30 


For testing purposes: ConnectionFactorByMX=2 


VirtualServers are defined in the /strongmail/config/virtualservers.conf 


This must be tested with ConnectionFactorByMX=2. If you would like to test the IP rotation, increase 
mail volume to say 50 e-mails addresses (they can be the same e-mail address) in order force the 
ConnectionFactorByMX limit to be reached and force an IP rotation. 


To check if IP's have rotated, Check the header information of each e-mail address as they come in. 


There is another way to achieve IP rotation from a specific domain. This requires your injector to inject 
a X-VirtualServerGroup header directly into the message. Using this method, you can specify which 
domain a particular message will be sent from. See below. 


To specify the domain in the message header each and every time, the virtualserver.conf file should 
have entries similar to below. 


This can be tested manually by including the X-VirtualServersGroup=Felicity.com in the message 
being sent.  For example: 


VirtualServers { 
       DefaultServerGroup=Default, Debug=ON 
       Default { 
      Servers { 
           Name=my.domain.com, IP=172.0.0.1, Interface=eth0:0 
           Name=your.domain.com, IP=172.0.0.2, Interface=eth0:1 
           Name=his.domain.com, IP=172.0.0.3, Interface=eth0:2 
           Name=her.domain.com, IP=172.0.0.4, Interface=eth0:3 
           } 
      } 
} 


fake.com { 
   Servers { 
         Name=www.fake.com, IP=555.55.197.140, Interface=eth0 
   } 
} 
domain.com { 
     Servers {
          # This achieves the same goal as the first part. The IP will rotate test 
and test2 
          # when ConnectionFactorByMX limit is reached. 
          Name=test.domain.com.com, IP=555.55.200.15, Interface=eth4 
          Name=test2.domain.com, IP=555.55.200.16, Interface=eth5 
         } 
     } 
} 


helo localhost 


mail from: name@domain.com 


rcpt to:johndoe@domain.com 


data 
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Using this method requires that the injector inject a custom header "X-VirtualServersGroup" into the 
message.


Handling e-mail addresses that contain spaces
StrongMail checks for spaces directly after the @ and, if one exists, we'll ignore it and assume the rest 
of the address is correct. We don't make assumption if the space appears anywhere else in the 
domain name. 


• email@ strongmailsystems.com: This message sends correctly. 


• email @strongmailsystems.com: This message fails with the error message - 501 5.5.4 Invalid 
Address 


• em ail@strongmailsystems.com: This message fails with the error message: 501 Bad address 
syntax 


• email@strongmailsystems.com: (With Space before name) This message sends correctly.


SMTP Error codes that trigger Retries
The following SMTP Error codes received by StrongMail will result in a retry at a later time. 


(*) Retry: SMTP Codes that result in a Retry: 


Here are the events and error codes when a message delivery is retried: 


All connection errors at any stage 


NOTE: * All other error codes lead to a failure in message delivery. Except for 25x, which are 
success codes.


Configuration Options affected by Configreload
./sm-server configreload affects ONLY the following variables: 


MaxQueueSize 
AdminLevel 
AdminFileRedirect 
AdminFileWritePolicy 
AdminRRDDump 
ConnectionTimeOut 


X-VirtualServerGroup=domain.com 


Subject: Test 


Hello. 


Connection closed by foreign host. 


Connect/HELO: 451, 450, 421, 503 


MAIL: 451, 421, 452, 503 


RCPT: 451, 421, 450, 550, 452, 503, 552 


DATA: 451, 421, 503, 452, 550, (552 will be added in later releases) 
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Stats-Interval 
Admin-Stats-Interval 
QueryOrphan 
Memory  
      Monitoring 
      MonitoringInterval 
      FreeLowerLimit 
WorkerPool  
      MaximumConnections 
      PercentQuittingConnections 
StrongMailServerPool  
      ProcessRecycle 
      Processes 
      RecycleAfterTime 
      RecycleAfterSize 
Logging  
      Success 
      FullSuccess 
      Failure 
      FullFailure 
Dns  
      TTL 
      BadDomainsRefreshInterval 
DomainVariables  
      ConnectionFactorByMX 
      ConnectionTimeOutData 
      ConnectionTimeoutQuit 
      ConnectionTimeOut 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection 
      MaxIdleConnectionTimeout 
      MaxAttempts 
      Action 
      Send8BitMIME 
      RetryUnverifiedMessages 
      DeferDNSFailures 
      UseARecord 
      AllowLocalIP 
      SmtpServers  
           IP, Port 
DKIM  
      Signature 
      KeyStore 
      KeyFile 
      Selector 
DomainKeys  
      KeyStore 
      Selector 
      Signature 
      KeyFile 
Goodmail  
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       MessagetypeDefaultValue 
       OboIDDefaultValue 
       PayerIDDefaultValue 
       TokentypeDefaultValue 
       AccountID 
       ImprinterID 
       ImprinterPassword 
       IssuerID 
       TokentypeDefaultValue 
       AccountID 
       Signature 
VirtualServers  
      ConnectionFactorByMX 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin 
      MaxAttempts 
      RetryUnverifiedMessages 
      MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnections 


Modifications to other variables will require a full restart.
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In order to better target your customers and their needs, you may want to consider customizing your 
mailings. You can customize a mailing by simply adding your customer’s first name in the greeting, or 
you can create complex customizations based on your company’s goals, and on your customer’s 
interests and personal data that you have collected. 


With StrongMail, you can customize most components of the email, including templates and SMTP 
headers. All StrongMail customizations use tokens; tokens act as placeholders for data and give you 
the ability to do simple or complex customizations. When you create a mailing, you add tokens to 
implement one or more of the following customization methods:


• Global customization - this method uses static data associated with the mailing (global 
personalization tokens are defined in the mailing configuration file).


• Simple personalization - this method uses recipient profiles you’ve created in the recipient 
database.


• Advanced personalization - this method uses “token files,” which are separate files that contain 
custom data.


• XSL-based customization - this method uses XSLT style sheets, which support conditional logic, 
loop-through data, and variables.


Tokens
For StrongMail to replace tokens with custom data, you must make sure to correctly format the token. 
All tokens use the following format: 


##TokenName##


where:
TokenName is the name of the token; ## acts as an identifier that indicates the start and end of the 
token; StrongMail recognizes the token and replaces it with custom data. For example, you might 
use a token in a greeting: 


Dear ##FirstName##:


In the email, StrongMail would replace the token ##FirstName## with the recipient’s first name. 
For example, Dear John.


NOTE: If the token does not exist, StrongMail replaces the token with a blank space in the 
email.


You can use a single token multiple times within a template; however, emails with complex 
customizations may affect system performance. 


There are two types of tokens:


• system-defined


• user-defined
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StrongMail includes several pre-defined system tokens. The following internal tokens are reserved; 
you cannot change the definitions:


• SMROWID - inserts the line number of the record within the database.


• USERROWID - inserts the text from the field in the database that you identified as the User ID field 
in the mailing configuration file. If you did not identify the field, StrongMail inserts the SMROWID.


• DATETIME - inserts the date using the following format:


“Weekday”, “Day of Month” “Abbreviated Month” “Year” “Hour:Minute:Second” “Time Zone”


For example: Tue, 13 Feb 2007 16:31:47 -0800


• TIMESTAMP - inserts a time stamp, in seconds.


• SERIAL_NUMBER - inserts the serial number of the mailing.


• FROMADDRESS_DOMAIN - inserts the domain used for the from address.


StrongMail also includes the following merge tokens (used for tracking recipient actions):


• OPENTAG - tracks the number of recipients that open an HTML email.


• ENOPENTAG - an open tag, encoded in base64.


• CLICKTAG - tracks the links that recipients click within the email. Use this token for URLs that 
aren’t visible (as in HTML).


• SHORTCLICKTAG - tracks the links that recipients click within the email. Use this token for 
tracking individual recipient actions.


• TINYCLICKTAG - tracks the links that recipients click within the email. Use this token for gathering 
summary level tracking data.


• ENCLICKTAG - a click tag, encoded in base64.


• UNSUBSCRIBETAG - tracks the recipients that want to opt-out of mailings. Use this token for 
URLs that aren’t visible (as in HTML).


• SHORTUNSUBSCRIBETAG - tracks the recipients that want to opt-out of mailings. Use this token 
for additional details on subscription changes by content, mailing, etc.


• TINYUNSUBSCRIBETAG - tracks the recipients that want to opt-out of mailings. Use this token for 
gathering summary level tracking data.


• ENUNSUBSCRIBETAG - an unsubscribe tag, encoded in base64.


NOTE: Remember, when adding a token to your template you must use the ## tags.
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Reserved Words
For more information regarding merge tokens, please read  "Chapter 10, Track".


The following is a complete list of reserved names for system identifiers and should not be used for 
token names or database columns:


AddressDelimiter AllTokensParameter Attachments BccAddressField


BCCFeature  BounceAddress Bounce-Mail-Parameter CCAddressField 


CCFeature  Class CLICKTAG CLICKTAGPARAMS


Combine Connections ContentType Databases


DatabaseSizeLimit  DataPoolSize  DeferredServerService DnsPort


DnsServer ENCLICKTAG ENCLICKURL ENOPENTAG


ENUNSUBSCRIBETAG ENUNSUBSCRIBEU
RL


ExcludeLogFiles Failure


FromAddress FullFailure FullSuccess Header


Hostname InputHeaderCharset LicenseType List-ID-Parameter


LogCollector LogCollectorInterval Logging LoggingFailure 


LoggingFullFailure  LoggingFullSuccess  LoggingSuccess LogLevelDETAIL 


LogLevelINVALID LogLevelSTATS LogLevelTRACE LogRotationSignal


LogServerPort MailingEndTimeLimit MailingID Mailing-ID-Parameter


Mail-ReplyTo-Parameter MailSubject Mail-Subject-Parameter Message


MessageFormatParameter  MessageHeaders MessageID Message-ID-Header-
Parameter  


Message-ID-Parameter MessageTemplates Message-Token-
Separator


MonitorSystemUntitled


OPENTAG OPENTAGPARAMS OutputHeaderCharset Parameter-Separator


Parameter-Set-Separator ParameterValue-
Separator


Processes Protocol 


RawMessage Recipient-Parameter RecoveryMode ReplyTo  


Row-ID-Column Row-ID-Column-
Name


Sender-Parameter SHORTCLICKTAG


SHORTUNSUBSCRIBETAG SMSMessage Source StartingPort


StrongmailServers Success TINYCLICKTAG TINYUNSUBSCRIBETAG


TokenFiles TokenFilesCount TrackingSystem TrackingSystemPort


TrackingSystemURL Type  UNSUBSCRIBETAG UNSUBSCRIBETAGPAR
AMS


Verp  VerpDelimiter  WebServices WebServicesAllowedHost
s


WebServicesPassword WebServicesPort WebServicesUser XMLEncoding
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User-defined tokens are any tokens you create to customize your mailing. For example, you can use 
every field within the recipient database as a token. Figure 51 shows a sample database.


Figure 51 Sample recipient database


In this database, there are four tokens (each of the column headers) you can use:


• ##email##


• ##FirstName##


• ##LastName##


• ##zip##
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Global customization
When you set up a mailing, you create a mailing configuration file that can contain global 
personalization tokens. Use these tokens for static content within the mailing; these tokens are not 
meant to be specific to the recipient. In other words, the same values will be inserted for all recipients.


For example, you may send out a monthly newsletter. The newsletter always contains the issue 
number and date in the newsletter template and in the subject line of the email. Figure 52 shows an 
example (in this example, the Edit Mailing screen only shows the fields relevant to the example).


Figure 52 Example of global customization
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Simple personalization
Simple personalization uses the recipient database and the template to create a personalized email.


Recipient database
When you create your recipient database, you can add data for the recipient’s profile. Figure 53 shows 
a sample database that includes profile data (first name, last name, and zip code).


Figure 53 Recipient database with profile data


In this database, there are four tokens (each of the column headers) you can use:


• ##email##


• ##FirstName##


• ##LastName##


• ##zip##


NOTE: Token names are case-sensitive.


Sample Templates
When you create your template, you can use the tokens from the recipient database as placeholder’s 
for the recipient’s personal data. Figure 54 shows a text template that personalizes the mailing by 
using the recipients first name (##FirstName##) and their zip code (##zip##); in the figure, the 
tokens are highlighted in orange.


Figure 54 Sample text template with personalization
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Personalized output
Whenever you use a token in your template, StrongMail replaces it with the data corresponding to the 
specific recipient. Figure 55 shows how StrongMail uses the database and template to personalize the 
final email.


Figure 55 Example of a personalized text email
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Advanced personalization
Advanced personalization uses separate files that contain custom data. Advanced personalization can 
use a combination of data from the recipient profile and data contained within token files.


There are two methods for using the data in these files: redirection and standard token replacement. In 
both cases, you must modify the mailing configuration file using a text editor (mailing configuration files 
are stored in /data/strongmail/data/mailings directory).


Token files
Token files can use two formats: single-line or multi-line. You should always use the same format in a 
single file.


Single-line token files
In a single-line token file, a single token is defined on each line. For example, you may want to create 
a token file that maps the zip code to the city (see Figure 56). 


Figure 56 zipcode.data token file


Multi-line token files
Create a token file for standard token replacement using the following format:


TokenName {
  content
}


where:
TokenName is the name of the token you’re using in the template or mailing configuration file.
content is the data that will replace the token in the email.


Figure 57 hobbies.content token file
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Default token
In some cases, a token may be a null value (for example, an empty field in the database). StrongMail 
allows you to define a default value in these cases. For example, you may want include the customer’s 
name in a greeting. If the name is blank, StrongMail will use the default value, such as “Customer”. 


To define a default token within the email, use the following syntax:


Dear ##firstname[Customer]##,


In this example, an email where the first name (Joe) was available would have the following greeting:


Dear Joe,


An email where the first name was blank would have the following greeting:


Dear Customer,


The default token supports multiple lines of text, and supports HTML-code. For example:


##hobby[
     <p>We’d like to learn more about you and your hobbies. Please login 
now to update your personal profile.<p>
]##


In addition, the default token can be used with redirection (see below). 


NOTE: Default tokens cannot contain the token delimiter (##) or the default delimiters ([ and 
]).


Redirection
Redirection instructs StrongMail to recognize a token as a variable, instead of as a value. You can use 
redirection to point to another token or even to a token that contains another token. For example, in the 
example in Figure 55, the final email includes the recipient’s zip code. 


Using redirection, you can instruct StrongMail to replace the zip code with the name of the recipient’s 
city. To do this, you would use the single-line token file in Figure 56. 


When you create your template, you would make the zip code token a redirection token, by placing a 
back-slash (\) in front of the token name (see Figure 58). This instructs StrongMail to search the token 
files for a value for the variable.


Figure 58 Template with redirection token
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NOTE: If you wanted to use redirection for a default value, the syntax is: 
##name[\othertoken]##


Using the same data from the previous example, Figure 59 shows the email that will be sent to John 
Doe when you use the redirection tag with the zipcode token file.


Figure 59 Resulting email
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Sub-tokens
StrongMail also supports subtokens. The syntax for sub-tokens is:


##\token.subtoken##


For this example, assume that a customer wants to provide content based upon the language of the 
recipient. The database will look like this:


emailaddr::::firstname::language
joe@islanddrivebank.com::joe::german
mary@islanddrivebank.com::mary::french


The token file will look like this:


german {
     ;goodmorning=Guten Morgen
     ;goodday=Guten Tag
     ;goodevening=Guten Abend
     ;goodnight=Guten Nacht
}
french {
     ;goodmorning=Bonjour
     ;goodday=Bonjour
     ;goodevening=Bonsoir
     ;goodnight=Bonsoir
}


The syntax for the greeting might look like this:


##\language.goodmorning## ##firstname##,


The email to Joe would look like this:


Guten Morgen Joe,


The email to Mary would look like this:


Bonjour Mary,


NOTE: Sub-tokens support default syntax. For example, you can use the following syntax: 
##\token.subtoken[Default]##
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Content block syntax
You can also create content blocks (for use with sub-tokens) that contain multiple lines and commas, 
for example:


english {
     ;hiking {
We also know that you love to hike, and we’re now offering special 
discounts on all our hiking gear.
     }


     ;scuba {
And, since we know that you love SCUBA diving, we want to let you know 
that we’re now carrying top of the line BCs, regulators, masks, and fins.
     }
}


german {
     ;hiking {
Wir wissen auch, daß Sie lieben zu wandern, und wir bieten jetzt 
Sonderrabatte auf unserem ganzem wandernden Zahnrad an.
     }


     ;scuba {
Und, da wir wissen, daß Sie UNTERWASSERATEMGERÄT-Tauchen lieben, 
wünschen wir informieren Sie, daß wir jetzt Oberseite der Linie BCs, der 
Regler, der Schablonen und der Flossen tragen.
     }
}


french {
     ;hiking {
Nous savons également que vous aimez trimarder, et nous offrons 
maintenant des escomptes spéciaux sur toute notre vitesse de hausse.
     }


     ;scuba {
Et, puisque nous savons que vous aimez la plongée de SCAPHANDRE, nous 
voulons vous faisons savoir que nous portons maintenant le dessus de la 
ligne BCs, des régulateurs, des masques, et des ailerons.
     }
}
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Standard token replacement
StrongMail can use token files for standard token replacement, basically using the token files to 
identify the replacement data, instead of the recipient database. In this case, the data that replaces the 
token can be content as simple as a word, or as complex as an HTML-formatted section of an email.


Figure 60 shows a simple token file that contains the opt-out text for the example above.


Figure 60 Simple token file called optout.content


When you create your template this time, you’ll add a token for the opt-out section of the email (see 
Figure 61).


Figure 61 Template with opt-out token
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With these changes, John Doe will receive the same email he received in the previous example (see 
Figure 62).


Figure 62 Resulting email
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Advanced customization using the recipient profile
You can include tokens in the recipient profile to further personalize the email. For example, Figure 63 
includes a Hobby field in the database. Each field contains a token, related to the recipient’s hobby. In 
this case, John Doe is interested in SCUBA.


Figure 63 Recipient database with tokens


Figure 64 shows a token file that contains content for each of the recipient’s hobbies.


Figure 64 Token file with custom content called hobby.content


NOTE: Token values can also contain HTML content.
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When you create the template this time, you’ll add a token for an additional paragraph that addresses 
the recipient’s hobby (see Figure 61).


Figure 65 Template with hobby token
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With these changes, John Doe will receive an email that identifies his home area (Redwood City) and 
specials related to his hobby of SCUBA diving (see Figure 66).


Figure 66 Resulting email
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Modifying the mailing configuration file
Using a text editor, open the mailing configuration for the mailing that is using token files. In order for 
StrongMail to use the token files you’ve set up, you must add the TokenFile directive. The 
TokenFile directive uses the following format:


TokenFiles {
  Name=filename.tkn
}


Here is an example:


TokenFiles {
  Name=zipcode.data
  Name=optout.content
  Name=hobby.content
}


For additional information about the TokenFile directive, please read the CLI Reference Manual.


XSL-based customization
StrongMail provides advanced customization options through the use of XML (Extensible Markup 
Language) and associated XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) style sheets or 
XSL. With this method of creating message templates, you can:


• use conditional logic


• loop through data


• define variables


Using XSL to control customization
To use XSL to control personalization:


1 Create or upload a mailing list file. 


2 Specify that the message is formatted as an XSL style sheet. To do this, check the Contains XSL 
box when uploading or creating your template.


3 Create a mailing that references the XSL message template.


Do not fill in any Global Tokens at this time. Global tokens with XSL require special handling. Please 
read "Including Global Tokens".


Creating XSL-based templates
The next step is to specify that the message template is formatted as an XSL style sheet. The XSL 
code contained in the message template will control the dynamic rendering of content to the recipient. 
The data contained in columns in the mailing list will be used to control what content to include in the 
message. Use the following steps using the StrongMail User Interface to use XSL:
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The following example describes the minimum XSL tags that must be contained in XSL message file:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"> <xsl:output method="html"/> 
<xsl:template match="/">
…your message content goes here…
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>


Sample XSL style sheet for HTML email:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"> <xsl:output method="html"/> 
<xsl:template match="/">
<html>
<head>
<title>sample</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Hello <xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/first_name"/>&nbsp; 
<xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/last_name"/>,</p>
<p>Our records indicate that you signed up for the <xsl:value-of 
select="StrongMail/member_level"/>&nbsp;membership</p>
</body>
</html>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>


Note the use of the &nbsp; non-breaking space HTML escape character for separating XML tokens 
that are merged into the message template.


Sample XSL style sheet for text email:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"> <xsl:output method="html"/> 
<xsl:template match="/">
Hello <xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/first_name"/> <xsl:value-of 
select="StrongMail/last_name"/>,
Our records indicate that you signed up for the <xsl:value-of 
select="StrongMail/member_level"/> membership.
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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Creating a mailing that uses XSL templates 
Use the New Mailing screen to create a mailing for your XSL template. In the Mailing Content Section, 
select the XSL button in the Template Type column. 


Figure 67 Mailing Content setup


For more information about setting up a mailing, please read  "Chapter 7, Create".


Using XSL tags
The following examples illustrate the use of XSL to control dynamic content in messages. When 
writing your style sheet code, you can exploit many of the standard features of XSL such as looping 
and the use of conditional statements. The following sample database is used for all of the following 
examples. The first row of the file contains the column names and the default delimiter is: "::"


id::first_name::last_name::member_level::email::teams
1::John::Smith::silver::jsmith626@somedomain.com::<team 
id="1"><name>Lakers</name></team>
2::Lisa::Lennox::gold::llennox@somedomain2.com::<team 
id="2"><name>Spurs</name></team><team id="3"><name>Hornets</name></team>
3::Tom::Turner::platinum::tturner@somedomain3.com::<team 
id="4"><name>Clippers</name></team>
4::Bill::Barnes::bronze::bill.barnes@somedomain4.com::<team 
id="5"><name>Raiders</name></team><team id="6"><name>Rams</name></
team><team id="7"><name>Vikings</name></team>


NOTE: The database columns may contain plain text data or XML-formatted data.


If you followed steps 1 through 5 described above for creating the message template, then the 
StrongMail server will automatically create an XML file extracted from the database file specified and 
store it in the <strongmail path>/strongmail-client/data/messages directory. This file will have the same 
name as the message template file. 
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XSL-based customization


The XML file based on the sample database shown above will look as follows:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<StrongMail>


<id>##id##</id>
<first_name>##first_name##</first_name>
<last_name>##last_name##</last_name>
<member_level>##member_level##</member_level>
<email>##email##</email>
<teams>##teams##</teams>


</StrongMail>


XSL:VALUE-OF SELECT Tag: You can use this tag to insert or merge a value contained in a mailing 
database columns into your message. For example:


<p>Dear <xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/first_name"/>&nbsp; <xsl:value-
of select="StrongMail/last_name"/>,</p><p></p>
<p>Thank you for your order…</p>


Using the sample database above, the result output for each email message will be as follows:


XSL:CHOOSE Tag: This tag behaves as a case statement. It checks the value of each xsl:when 
element that it finds and when it finds a true expression, it uses that element's contents and then skips 
the rest of the xsl:choose element. If it finds no xsl:when element with a true expression, it checks for 
the optional xsl:otherwise element. If it finds one, then it uses that value instead. 


Dear John Smith,


Thank you for your order…


Dear Lisa Lennox,


Thank you for your order…


Dear Tom Turner,


Thank you for your order…


Dear Bill Barnes,


Thank you for your order…
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For example:


<p>Dear <xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/first_name"/>&nbsp; <xsl:value-
of select="StrongMail/last_name"/>,</p><p></p>
<xsl:choose>
    <xsl:when test="StrongMail/member_level='silver'">
      <p>Since you signed up for our silver package you will be granted 
access to our facilities on Mondays and Tuesdays.</p>
    </xsl:when>
    <xsl:when test="StrongMail/member_level='gold'">
     <p> Since you signed up for our gold package you will be granted 
access to our facilities on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday.
    </p></xsl:when>
    <xsl:when test="StrongMail/member_level='platinum'">
      <p>Since you signed up for our platinum package you will be granted 
access to our facilities on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
    </p></xsl:when>
    <xsl:otherwise>
     <p> In order to gain exclusive access to our facilities you need to 
sign up for our silver, gold or platinum package.
    </p></xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>


Using the sample database above, the result output for each email message will be as follows:


Dear John Smith,


Since you signed up for our silver package you will be granted access to our facilities on Mondays 
and Tuesdays.


Dear Lisa Lennox,


Since you signed up for our gold package you will be granted access to our facilities on Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday.


Dear Tom Turner,


Since you signed up for our platinum package you will be granted access to our facilities on 
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.


Dear Bill Barnes,


In order to gain exclusive access to our facilities you need to sign up for our silver, gold or platinum 
package.
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XSL-based customization


XSL:IF Tag: The xsl:if tag tests a condition and uses its value if the condition is true. For example:


<p>Dear <xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/first_name"/>&nbsp; <xsl:value-
of select="StrongMail/last_name"/>,</p><p></p>
<xsl:if test="StrongMail/member_level='silver'">
  <p>Since you signed up for our silver package you will be granted 
access to our facilities on Mondays and Tuesdays.
</p></xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="StrongMail/member_level='gold'">
  <p>Since you signed up for our gold package you will be granted access 
to our facilities on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday.
</p></xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="StrongMail/member_level='platinum'">
 <p> Since you signed up for our platinum package you will be granted 
access to our facilities on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
</p></xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="StrongMail/member_level='bronze'">
     <p> In order to gain exclusive access to our facilities you need to 
sign up for our silver, gold or platinum package.
</p></xsl:if>


Using the sample database above, the result output for each email message will be as follows:


Dear John Smith,


Since you signed up for our silver package you will be granted access to our facilities on Mondays 
and Tuesdays.


Dear Lisa Lennox,


Since you signed up for our gold package you will be granted access to our facilities on Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday.


Dear Tom Turner,


Since you signed up for our platinum package you will be granted access to our facilities on 
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.


Dear Bill Barnes,


In order to gain exclusive access to our facilities you need to sign up for our silver, gold or platinum 
package.
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XSL:FOR-EACH Tag: This tag loops through each element in a set. For example:


<p>Dear <xsl:value-of select="StrongMail/first_name"/>&nbsp; <xsl:value-
of select="StrongMail/last_name"/>,</p><p></p>


<p>Here are the teams you are currently following:</p>
<table>
    <xsl:for-each select="StrongMail/teams/team"> 
    <tr>
        <td><xsl:value-of select="name"/></td>
    </tr>
    </xsl:for-each>
</table>


Using the sample database above, the result output for each email message will be as follows:


Dear John Smith,


Here are the teams you are currently following: 


Lakers


Dear Lisa Lennox,


Here are the teams you’re currently following: 


Spurs


Hornets


Dear Tom Turner,


Here are the teams you’re currently following: 


Clippers


Dear Bill Barnes,


Here are the teams you’re currently following: 


Raiders


Rams


Vikings
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XSL-based customization


XSL validation
StrongMail can determine, at a basic level, the validity of your XSL code. After you have added your 
code to the Template Editor, click the Validate XSL button in the Message Content section. StrongMail 
parses your XSL and displays any errors. 


Figure 68 XSL error message


Including Global Tokens
To include global tokens in your mailing, you must:


• Copy the file that was automatically created to a different file name.


• Edit the file to contain the tokens that you want to include.


• Modify the mailing configuration file to point to the new file. 


For example:


Given a message file is msgTemplate.html, StrongMail automatically renames msg_template.html to 
xsl.xsl_msgTemplate.html and will automatically create xsl_msgTemplate.xml. To include user-defined 
tokens, then copy xsl_msgTemplate.xml to a new name, for example, xsl_msgTemplate_tokens.xml, 
edit the section of mailing conf file where the files are referenced to read:


Message {
  ContentType=text/html
    Source {
      Combine {
        GenerationType=xml,
        SourceFile=xsl_msgTemplate_tokens.xml,
        XslFile=xsl.xsl_msgTemplate.html
      } 
    }  
}
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XSL summary
Keep the following in mind as you create your XSLT style sheets:


• Your XSLT style sheets need to be well formed. Errors may occur if they are not.


• Check out your favorite XML reference to find out how to make this determination.


• Thoroughly error-check your work using your favorite browser before sending a mailing.


• The strongmail-invalid.log file contains any errors that might occur during the XML 
transformation.
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Appendix B Internationalization


You can use the following directives for controlling the encoding of messages using 
internationalization features such as multi-byte character sets and encodings. The following directives 
can be used inside a mailing configuration file.


Directives
This sections describes the supported internationalization directives.


InputHeaderCharSet
Specifies the character set contained in the headers of the message template file.


InputHeaderCharset=utf8 


InputCharSet
Specifies the character set contained in the body of the message template. This is contained in the 
Combine block of the MessageTemplates directives block. See example below. 


InputCharset=utf8 


OutputHeaderCharSet
Specifies the character set to be used in the headers of the outbound message: 
OutputHeaderCharset must match the charset specified after  =?<charset>?B portion of the 
subject header directive. See subject header example below.


OutputHeaderCharset=gb2312 


OutputCharSet
Specifies the character set to be used in the body of the outbound message: This is contained in the 
MessageTemplates directives block.  See example below.


OutputCharset=gb2312 


Encoding
This directive specifies the encoding to be used in the body of the outbound message: This is 
contained in the Combine block of the MessageTemplates directives block. The encoding directive 
can be “quoted-printable” or “Base64”. See example below.


Encoding=quoted-printable
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Complete example
InputHeaderCharset=utf8 


OutputHeaderCharset=gb2312 


MessageTemplates {


  Message {


           ContentType=text/html


           OutputCharset=gb2312 


           Source {


              Combine {


                 SourceFile=template.html, GenerationType=template,  


                 Encoding=quoted-printable, InputCharset=utf8 


              }


           }


  } 


  Message {


           ContentType=text/plain


           OutputCharset=gb2312 


           Source {


              Combine {


            SourceFile=testmessage.txt, Encoding=quoted-printable, InputCharset=utf8 


              }     


          } 


  }  


}


Dynamically specifying Charset directives
The OutputHeaderCharset and OutputCharset directives in the mailing config file can be 
specified using tokens. This enables users to have different character sets for each record in the 
database. For example, given the following entries in the mailing.conf file:


OutputHeaderCharset=##OUTPUT_HEADER_CHARSET## 
MessageTemplates {
  Message {
    ContentType=text/html
    OutputCharset=##OUTPUT_BODY_CHARSET## 


Where OUTPUT_HEADER_CHARSET and OUTPUT_BODY_CHARSET are database columns will result in 
each message being encoded with the charset specified per user.


NOTE: Variable-length multi-byte characters are supported however, fixed length charsets 
such as UTF-16 are not supported. 
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Using Multibyte Characters


Using Multibyte Characters 


In the SUBJECT or FROM Headers
Multi-byte characters can be included in headers using the following format: 


<headername>==?<charset>?B?#^<string>#^?=


 
or alternate form for base64 encoding:


<headername>==?<charset>?B?#^[B]<string>#^?=


 
or alternate form for quoted-printable encoding:


<headername>==?<charset>?Q?#^[Q]<string>#^?=


For example, given a token or a database column called SUBJECT where the value is set to:


 
MailSubject==?gb2312?B?#^Hi there ##SUBJECT###^?=


Will result in the following SUBJECT header:


NOTE: The value specified in: <charset> (between =? and ?B?)  must match the charset 
value specified in OutputHeaderCharset


Explanation of tokens and delimiters
MailSubject==?gb2312?B?#^Hi there ##SUBJECT###^?=


Part


Description


MailSubject SUBJECT Header directive


= Assignment operator, the string to the right of the ‘=’ operator will be assigned to 
MailSubject in this example.


=? Start of encoded section


gb2312 Output charset


? Parameter delimiter required by RFC This indicates that a parameter value follows.
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In the FROM Header
Example:


FromAddress==?gb2312?B?#^##FROM_NAME###^?= <##FromEmail##>


or: 


FromAddress==?gb2312?B?#^[B]##FROM_NAME###^?= <##FromEmail##>


or: 


FromAddress==?gb2312?Q?#^[Q]##FROM_NAME###^?= <##FromEmail##>


This will result in the FROM header line for the outbound message to be:


From:  <mailings@somedomain.com>


Explanation of tokens and delimiters
FromAddress==?gb2312?B?#^##FROM_NAME###^?= <##FromEmail##>


B Base64 encoding operator required by RFC (or ‘Q’ for quoted-printable)


#^ Start of Base64 encoded string (or #^[B] alternate form or #^[Q] for quoted printable)


Hi there A string


## Start of StrongMail token specifier


SUBJECT StrongMail token or database column


## End of StrongMail token specifier


#^ End of Base64 encoded string


?= End of encoded section


Part


Part Description


MailSubject SUBJECT Header directive


= Assignment operator, the string to the right of the ‘=’ operator will be assigned to 
MailSubject in this example.


=? Start of encoded section


gb2312 Output charset


? Parameter delimiter required by RFC This indicates that a parameter value follows.


B Base64 encoding operator required by RFC (or ‘Q’ for quoted-printable)


#^ Start of Base64 encoded string (or #^[B] alternate form or #^[Q] for quoted printable)


## Start of StrongMail token specifier


FROM_NAME StrongMail token or database column


## End of StrongMail token specifier


#^ End of Base64 encoded string


?= End of encoded section
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Character sets


In the TO Header
If multi-byte characters are required in the TO header (recipient’s address), then the database column 
that contains the recipient’s address must contain the recipient’s name and email address. Only the 
name portion may be encoded, the email address must not be encoded. For example: 


Database file:


First,Email,Age,charset
Anders,=?##charset##?B?#^Anders Adelsvrd#^?= <anders@domain1.com>,22,utf8
Lars,=?##charset##?B?#^Lars Bjrnstjerna#^?= <lars@domain2.com>,35,gb2312


In the mailing.conf file:


Recipient-Parameter=Email


Character sets
Table 14 lists the character sets that StrongMail supports.


Space character


< ‘<’ character


## Start of StrongMail token specifier


FromEmail StrongMail token or database column


## End of StrongMail token specifier


> ‘>’ character


Part Description


Table 14 Character Sets  
1046 437 850 851 852


855 856 857 860 861


862 863 864 865 866


866NAV 869 874 8859_1 8859_2


8859_3 8859_4 8859_5 8859_6 8859_7


8859_8 8859_9 904 ANSI_X3.110 ANSI_X3.110-1


ANSI_X3.4 ANXI_X3.4-1968 ANSI_X3.4-1986 ARABIC ARMSCII-8


ASCII ASMO-708 BALTIC BIG-5 BIG-FIVE


BS-4730 CA CN CN-GB CP10007


CP1004 CP1046 CP1089 CP1124 CP1125


CP1129 CP1133 CP1161 CP1162 CP1163


CP1250 CP1251 CP1252 CP1253 CP1254


CP1255 CP1256 CP1257 CP1258 CP1361


CP367 CP437 CP737 CP775 CP813


CP819 CP850 CP851 CP852 CP855


CP856 CP857 CP860 CP861 CP862


CP863 CP869 CP874 CP891 CP903


CP904 CP912 CP915 CP916 CP920
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CP922 CP932 CP936 CP949 CP950


CP-AR CP-GR CP-HU CPIBM861 CSA7-A


CSA7-2 CSASII CSA_T500 CSA-T500-1983 CSA_Z243.4-1985-1


CSA_Z243.4-1985-2 CSEUCPKDFMTJAPANESE CSGB2312 CSIBM851 CSIBM855


CSIBM857 CSIBM860 CSIBM863 CSIBM864 CSIBM865


CSIBM866 CSIBM868 CSIBM869 CSIBM891 CSIBM903


CSIBM904 CSISO10367BOX CSISO103T618BIT CSISO10SWEDISH CSISO11SWEDISHFORNAMES


CSISO121CANADIAN1 CSISO122CANADIAN2 CSISO139CSN369103 CSISO141JUSIB1002 CSISO143IECP271


CSISO14JISC6220RO CSISO151CUBA CSISO153GOST1976874 CSISO15ITALIAN CSISO16PORTUGESE


CSISO17SPANISH CSISO21GERMAN CSISO25FRENCH CSISO49INIS CSISO4UNITEDKINGDOM


CSISO58GB1988 CSISO60DANISHNORWEGIAN CSISO60NORWEGIAN1 CSISO61NORWEGIAN2 CSISO646DANISH


CSISO69FRENCH CSISO84PORTUGUESE2 CSISO85SPANISH2 CSISO86HUNGARIAN CSISO90


CSISO92JISC62991984B CSISO99NAPLPS CSISOLATIN1 CSISOLATIN2 CSISOLATIN3


CSISOLATIN4 CSISOLATIN5 CSISOLATIN6 CSISOLATINARABIC CSISOLATINCYRILLIC


CSISOLATINHEBREW CSKSC5636 CSMACINTOSH CSN_369103 CSPC775BALTIC


CSPC850MULTILINGUAL CSPC862LATINHEBREW CSPC8CODEPAGE437 CSPCP852 CUBA


CWI CWI-2 CYRILLIC DE DEC


DEC-MCS DIN_66003 DK DS_2089 ECMA-114


ECMA-118 ECMA-128 ECMA-CYRILLIC ELOT_928 ES


ES2 EUC-CN EUC-JISX0213 EUC-JP EUC-JP-MS


EUC-KR EUC-TW FI FR GB


GB13000 GB18030 GB_1988-80 GB2312 GBK


GEORGIAN-ACADEMY GEORGIAN-PS GOST_19768 GOST_19768-74 GREEK


GREEK8 HEBREW HP-ROMAN8 HU IBM1004


IBM-1046 IBM1089 IBM-1124 IBM-1129 IBM-1133


IBM-1161 IBM-1162 IBM-1163 IBM367 IBM437


IBM775 IBM813 IBM819 IBM848 IBM850


IBM851 IBM852 IBM855 IBM-856 IBM857


IBM860 IBM861 IBM862 IBM863 IBM864


IBM865 IBM866 IBM866NAV IBM868 IBM869


IBM874 IBM891 IBM903 IBM904 IBM912


IBM915 IBM916 IBM920 IBM-922 IBM-932


IBM-943 IEC_P27-1 INIS ISIRI-3342 ISO_10367-BOX


ISO-10646/UTF-8/ ISO-2022-CN ISO-2022-CN-EXT ISO-2022-JP ISO-2022-JP-2


ISO-2022-JP-3 ISO646-CA ISO646-CA2 ISO646-CN ISO646-CU


ISO646-DE ISO646-DK ISO646-ES ISO646-ES2 ISO646-FI


ISO646-FR ISO646-FR1 ISO646-GB ISO646-HU ISO646-IT


ISO646-JP ISO646-JP-OCR-B ISO646-KR ISO646-NO ISO646-NO2


ISO646-PT ISO646-PT2 ISO646-SE ISO646-SE2 ISO646-US


ISO646-YU ISO6937 ISO_6937 ISO_6937-2 ISO-8859-1


ISO-8859-10 ISO-8859-11 ISO-8859-13 ISO-8859-14 ISO-8859-15


ISO-8859-16 ISO-8859-2 ISO-8859-3 ISO-8859-4 ISO-8859-5


ISO-8859-6 ISO-8859-7 ISO-8859-8 ISO-8859-9 ISO-CELTIC


ISO-IR-10 ISO-IR-100 ISO-IR-101 ISO-IR-103 ISO-IR-109


ISO-IR-11 ISO-IR-110 ISO-IR-111 ISO-IR-121 ISO-IR-122


Table 14 Character Sets  (Continued)
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Character sets


ISO-IR-126 ISO-IR-127 ISO-IR-138 ISO-IR-139 ISO-IR-14


ISO-IR-141 ISO-IR-143 ISO-IR-144 ISO-IR-148 ISO-IR-15


ISO-IR-151 ISO-IR-153 ISO-IR-155 ISO-IR-156 ISO-IR-157


ISO-IR-16 ISO-IR-166 ISO-IR-17 ISO-IR-179 ISO-IR-19


ISO-IR-193 ISO-IR-197 ISO-IR-199 ISO-IR-203 ISO-IR-209


ISO-IR-21 ISO-IR-226 ISO-IR-25 ISO-IR-27 ISO-IR-4


ISO-IR-49 ISO-IR-57 ISO-IR-6 ISO-IR-60 ISO-IR-61


ISO-IR-69 ISO-IR-8-1 ISO-IR-84 ISO-IR-85 ISO-IR-86


ISO-IR-90 ISO-IR-9-1 ISO-IR-92 ISO-IR-99 IT


JIS_C6220-1969-RO JIS_C6229-1984-B JOHAB JP JP-OCR-B


JS JUS_I.B1.002 KOI-8 KSC5636 L1


L10 L2 L3 L4 L5


L6 L7 L8 LATIN1 LATIN10


LATIN2 LATIN3 LATIN4 LATIN5 LATIN6


LATIN7 LATIN8 LATIN-9 LATIN-GREEK LATIN-GREEK-1


MAC MAC-CYRILLIC MACINTOSH MAC-IS MAC-SAMI


MAC-UK MS932 MS936 MS-ANSI MS-ARAB


MSCP1361 MSCP949 MS-CYRL MS-EE MS-GREEK


MS-HEBR MS_KANJI MS-MAC-CYRILLIC MS-TURK MSZ_7795.3


NAPLPS NATS-DANO NATS-SEFI NC_NC00-10 NF_Z_62-010


NF_Z_62-010_1973 NF_Z_62-010_(1973) NO NO2 NS_4551-1


NS_4551-2 OS2LATIN1 OSF00010001 OSF00010002 OSF00010003


OSF00010004 OSF00010005 OSF00010006 OSF00010007 OSF00010008


OSF00010009 OSF0001000A OSF00010020 OSF00030010 OSF0004000A


OSF0005000A OSF05010001 OSF10010001 OSF100201B5 OSF10020352


OSF10020354 OSF10020357 OSF10020359 OSF1002035D OSF1002035E


OSF1002035F OSF10020360 OSF10020364 OSF10020365 OSF1002037B


OSF10020387 OSF10020388 OSF100203B5 PT PT2


R8 ROMAN8 RUSCII SE SE2


SEN_850200_B SEN_850200_C SHIFT-JIS SJIS SJIS-OPEN


SJIS-WIN SS636127 ST_SEV_358-88 T.61 T.61-8BIT


TCVN TCVN-5712 TIS-620 TS-5881 TSCII


UHC UJIS UK US US-ASCII


UTF-7 UTF-8 VISCII WINBALTRIM WINDOWS-1250


WINDOWS-1251 WINDOWS-1252 WINDOWS-1253 WINDOWS-1254 WINDOWS-1255


WINDOWS-1256 WINDOWS-1257 WINDOWS-1258 WINDOWS-31J WINDOWS-936


WIN-SAMI-2 WS2 YU


Table 14 Character Sets  (Continued)
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Appendix C Failure Definitions


This section provides a description of the various failure categories and types contained in Strong-
Mail reports. For each failure type, a definition is included along with a list of likely causes and rec-
ommended actions to correct the problem. 


General Definitions
• SENT


• DELIVERED


• FAILED


• COMPLAINT


• UNSUBSCRIBE


 
 
SENT


Definition:


Number of your emails deployed for this mailing. 


DELIVERED


Definition:


The number of your emails sent that were accepted by the ISPs and other domains. Your number of 
Delivered is net of all failures: Block, Hard Bounce, Soft Bounce, Technical, and Unknown. 


NOTE: Delivered does not indicate favorable placement in the mailbox. It means that the 
message was accepted by the receiving domain. Use StrongMail’s Mailbox Monitor to 
track placement. 
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FAILED


Definition: 


The number of your emails that failed either during the SMTP transaction (synchronous bounce) or 
returned undelivered afterwards (asynchronous bounce). Failures are categorized by Block, Hard 
Bounce, Soft Bounce, Technical and Unknown. 


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Delivery failures occur for multiple reasons. Use the 
Failure Detail Report to determine where your fail-
ures are concentrated, and to examine specific Fail-
ure Types within each category to diagnose the likely 
causes. 


List Management: Your objective should be to 
remove undeliverable addresses from your list and 
find replacements so you can restore communica-
tions as soon as possible. Some failures, such as Hard 
Bounces, are immediately recognizable as undeliver-
able addresses. These records should be invalidated 
and removed from your list as soon as possible to 
avoid negative repercussions with the ISPs. Other 
failures result from conditions or issues that may be 
correctable. You'll want to address the underlying 
causes for failure and resend these records. However, 
it is important to monitor acceptance on subsequent 
attempts to avoid continual mailings that never 
reach the intended recipients. Regardless of the rea-
son for failure, records for which you can't affect 
delivery should be invalidated and removed from 
your list after a reasonable number of attempts. You 
should then focus on obtaining replacement email 
addresses. Consult with StrongMail on your Address 
Recapture options. 


Email Practices: Your objective should be to use 
your past experience to improve future perfor-
mance. Use of your Failure Detail Report as a diag-
nostic tool can help you achieve that objective.


Many forms of failure directly correlate to practice 
deficiencies from data capture and permission to tar-
geting and message content. Use StrongMail's 
reports to isolate your most common failures, then 
hit the “info button” on the Failure Detail Report to 
understand their likely causes and the ways you can 
address them. Look for commonalities and correla-
tions across Failure Types to isolate the underlying 
causes.   You'll then want to examine your own prac-
tices and make the appropriate adjustments. The 
changes you make will likely improve both your 
email deliverability and the effectiveness of your 
communication programs. 
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General Definitions


COMPLAINT


Definition:


The number of complaints received form the delivery of your email. This number includes both 
complaints received from established feedback loops (AOL) and formal abuse complaints filed with 
system administrators. Complaints are tantamount to customers rescinding their permission for 
you to send them email. As such, you complaint rate is a key email metric and important measure 
of customer satisfaction. Managing your complaint rate is also important because they trigger ISP 
blocks and blacklisting, and are a key component to your reputation as a legitimate email sender. 
Since only a handful of ISPs offer complaint feedback loops, you should use this data as a proxy for 
customers that you may not be hearing form. 


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Low Engagement: Recipients may not be engaged 
with you (no/low opens or clicks). Inactivity directly 
correlates to complaint. 


• Conduct separate reactivation mailings to 
inactive recipients. 


• Purge non-respondents from your lists. 


High/Low Frequency: Recipients may be associat-
ing your email with spam if you're mailing too fre-
quently or not frequently enough to prompt recall of 
permission.     


• Review your email sending frequency and 
reset it to be consistent with customer 
expectations and recall requirements. 


• Offer choice to recipients on both frequency 
and content.


Poor Relevance: Recipients may associate you email 
with spam if not targeted appropriately or if the con-
tent is not relevant to their preferences. 


• Tighten your targeting criteria and associate 
your content with preferences. 


• Develop feedback mechanisms to confirm 
relevance


Weak Branding: Recipients may not realize that the 
email is from you if your branding is weak. 


• Use consistent, prominent branding in your 
From Address, From Name and Subject Line.


Weak Permission: Recipients may not associate 
your email with permission granted to you or a third 
party (list rental, affiliate programs).


• Use more explicit methods to obtain and 
disclose permission (unchecked box, 
confirmation notice).


• Investigate permission practices of affiliates.
• Confirm consent before incorporating third 


party names into your list.
• Make prominent permission statements to 


remind recipients why they're getting your 
email.


• Reconfirm permission and/or track other 
indicators of sustained interest (response, 
purchase). 


Inadequate Complaint Management: You may not 
be unsubscribing recipients who previously com-
plained or addressing the underlying causes of their 
complaints.


• Immediately unsubscribe recipients who 
complain that your messages are spam.


• Act on abuse mail and spam forum issues in a 
timely manner.


• Establish whitelisting and feedback loops with 
ISPs, if available.


• Monitor the nature of complaints received and 
investigate recurring problems.
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UNSUBSCRIBE


Definition:


Number of unsubscribe requests received from the delivery of your email. When customers unsub-
scribe from your list, they're rescinding their permission for you to send them email.   As such, your 
unsubscribe rate is a key email metric and important measure of customer satisfaction.


NOTE: Under the CAN SPAM law, you are required to honor unsubscribe requests within 10 
business days. Email best practices are to do so within 2 to 3 business days.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Low Engagement: Recipients may not be engaged 
with you (no/low opens or clicks). Inactivity directly 
correlates to complaint. 


• Conduct separate reactivation mailings to 
inactive recipients. 


• Purge non-respondents from your list.


High/Low Frequency: Recipients may be associat-
ing your email with spam if you're mailing too fre-
quently or not frequently enough to prompt recall of 
permission.     


• Review your email sending cadence and reset 
it consistent with customer expectations and 
recall requirements. 


• Offer choice to recipients on both frequency 
and content.


Poor Relevance: Recipients may associate you email 
with spam if not targeted appropriately or if the con-
tent is not relevant to their preferences. 


• Tighten your targeting criteria and associate 
your content with preferences.


• Develop feedback mechanisms to confirm 
relevance (surveys, etc.).


Weak Branding: Recipients may not realize that the 
email is from you if your branding is weak. 


• Use consistent, prominent branding in your 
From Address, From Name and Subject Line.


Weak Permission: Recipients may not associate 
your email with permission granted to you or a third 
party (list rental, affiliate programs).


• Use more explicit methods to obtain and 
disclose permission (unchecked box, 
confirmation notice).


• Investigate permission practices of affiliates.
• Confirm consent before incorporating third 


party names into your list.
• Make prominent permission statements to 


remind recipients why they're getting your 
email.


• Reconfirm permission and/or track other 
indicators of sustained interest (response, 
purchase)
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Failure Categories and Types


Failure Categories and Types
Failures are automatically analyzed and processed into high level Categories and detailed Types.


Failure Categories


• BLOCK [1]


• HARD BOUNCE [2]


• SOFT BOUNCE [3]


• TECHNICAL [4]


• UNKNOWN [9]


Failure Types


Category Type Description Category Type Description


Block [1] 1001 Spam Complaint Soft Bounce [3] 3001 Mailbox Full


1002 Blacklist 3002 Inactive/Disabled Acct


1003 ISP Block 3003 Greylist


1004 Content Filter 3004 Server Too Busy


1005 Spam URL 3999 Other


1006 Excess Traffic Technical [4] 4002 Data Format Error


1007 Security Violation/Virus 4003 Network Error


1008 Technical Error Block 4004 Other Receiver Error


1009 List Practices 4006 Network or 
Configuration Error


1010 Authentication 4999 Other


1011 User Initiated Block Unknown [9] 9999 Unknown


1999 Other


Hard Bounce [2] 2001 Unknown User


2002 Bad Domain


2003 Address Error


2004 Closed Acct


2999 Other
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BLOCK [1]


Definition:


Your email has been intentionally refused by the receiving ISP or domain. Blocks occur when the 
receiving server refuses your connection, refuses to accept your email during the connection or 
returns your email undelivered afterwards.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Blocks occur for multiple reasons, including the 
receiver's use of a blacklist or other filter as well as 
your spam complaint or bounce rates and perceived 
bounce management. Examine the specific Failure 
Types to determine the likely causes.


• Major ISP: Determine the cause, take 
corrective action and seek to lift the block. 
Consult with StrongMail for ISP mediation 
assistance if necessary.


• Secondary Domain: Determine incidence 
(percent blocked) and importance of domain. 
If incidence and importance are high, contact 
system administrator and company 
management. Consult with StrongMail for 
assistance if necessary.


• Otherwise: Invalidate records after 3 to 5 
attempts with the same result on subsequent 
mailings. Contact the recipient for 
replacement (better) email address or flag for 
Address Recapture. Consult with StrongMail 
for assistance if necessary.
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Failure Categories and Types


BLOCK [1] - Spam Complaints [1001]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because of recipient complaints that your email is unwanted (spam).


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Low Engagement: Recipients may not be engaged 
with you (no/low opens or clicks). Inactivity directly 
correlates to complaint. 


• Conduct separate reactivation mailings to 
inactive recipients. Purge non-respondents 
from your list.


High/Low Frequency: Recipients may be associat-
ing your email with spam if you're mailing too fre-
quently or not frequently enough to prompt recall of 
permission.     


• Review your email sending cadence and reset 
it consistent with customer expectations and 
recall requirements.


•  Offer choice to recipients on both frequency 
and content.


Poor Relevance: Recipients may associate you email 
with spam if not targeted appropriately or if the con-
tent is not relevant to their preferences. 


• Tighten your targeting criteria and associate 
your content with preferences. Develop 
feedback mechanisms to confirm relevance.


Weak Branding: Recipients may not realize that the 
email is from you if your branding is weak. 


• Use consistent, prominent branding in your 
From Address, From Name and Subject Line.


Weak Permission: Recipients may not associate 
your email with permission granted to you or a third 
party (list rental, affiliate programs).


• Use more explicit methods to obtain and 
disclose permission (unchecked box, 
confirmation notice).


• Investigate permission practices of affiliates.
• Confirm consent before incorporating third 


party names into your list.
• Make prominent permission statements to 


remind recipients why they're getting your 
email.


• Reconfirm permission and/or track other 
indicators of sustained interest (response, 
purchase). 


Inadequate Complaint Management: You may not 
be unsubscribing recipients who previously com-
plained or addressing the underlying causes of their 
complaints.


• Immediately unsubscribe recipients who 
complain that your messages are spam.


• Act on abuse mail and spam forum issues in a 
timely manner.


• Establish whitelisting and feedback loops with 
ISPs, if available.


• Monitor the nature of complaints received and 
investigate recurring problems. 
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BLOCK [1] - Blacklist [1002]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because your domain name or IP address is on an external blacklist. 


NOTE: There are hundreds of blacklists. Most have low penetration and no appreciable 
impact on your deliverability. However, multiple blacklists can negatively impact your 
reputation and indicate potentially serious email practice problems. 


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


High Spam Complaints: Your email may be gener-
ating a high rate of spam complaints. See “Block/
Spam Complaint” for likely causes.   


• See “Block/Spam Complaint” for suggested 
actions.   


Spam Trap Hits: Your email may have been caught 
in spam traps used to identify spammers.


• Know your data sources. Investigate their 
compilation and management practices. 
Confirm consent before incorporating third 
party names into your list.


Inadequate Complaint Management: You may not 
be unsubscribing recipients who previously com-
plained or addressing the underlying causes of their 
complaints.


• Immediately unsubscribe recipients who 
complain that your messages are spam.


• Act on abuse mail and spam forum issues in a 
timely manner.


• Establish white listing and feedback loops with 
ISPs, if available.


• Monitor the nature of complaints received and 
investigate recurring problems.


• Blacklist Remediation. Contacting the blacklist 
owner to request removal can be difficult and 
is not always productive. Before making 
contact:


• Address the underlying causes
• Determine the incidence (percent blocked)
• Consult with StrongMail if necessary 
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Failure Categories and Types


BLOCK [1] - ISP Block [1003]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because your domain name or IP address is on an ISP internal blacklist.


BLOCK [1] - Content Filter [1004]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because some aspect of your email content has triggered a spam filter.


NOTE: There are hundreds of spam filters. Most have low penetration and no appreciable 
impact on your deliverability. Others may have broader impact depending on usage at 
the domains on your list.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


High Spam Complaints: Your email may be gener-
ating a high rate of spam complaints. See “Block/
Spam Complaint” for likely causes.   


• See “Block/Spam Complaint” for suggested 
actions


Poor List Management: Your email may be generat-
ing high failure rates that are associated with spam 
or poor list management practices. See “Block/List 
Mgt” for likely causes. 
Other: Your email may be blocked because of 
domain-specific policies (no commercial email), 
resource constraints, etc.     


• See “Block/List Mgt” for suggested actions.     


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Your email may have triggered a spam filter due to:
• Prohibited words or phrases
• Too many HTML tags
• Too many images.
• Too many different font styles, sizes or colors.


• Content Scoring. Implement a content 
checker, such as StrongMail's Spam filter 
Monitor·


• Content Review. Based on the content score, 
reexamine your email templates, adjusting the 
language, style and HTML as much as possible 
without sacrificing effectiveness.
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BLOCK [1] - Spam URL [1005]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because one or more of the URLs in your email is associated with spam 
complaints.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Poor URL Usage: URLs are being used too broadly. 
The practices of affiliates or others may be impacting 
your reputation.


• Segregate your URLs. Use distinct URLs for 
each class of mail (transactional, commercial, 
newsletter, etc.). 


• Verify URL is not being used in other email 
perceived as spam (other divisions, affiliates). 
Investigate underlying cause of problem URLs.


Low Engagement: Recipients may not be engaged 
with you (no/low opens or clicks). Inactivity directly 
correlates to complaint. 


• Conduct separate reactivation mailings to 
inactive recipients. 


• Purge non-respondents from your list.


High/Low Frequency: Recipients may be associat-
ing your email with spam if you're mailing too fre-
quently or not frequently enough to prompt recall of 
permission.    


• Review your email sending cadence and reset 
it consistent with customer expectations and 
recall requirements. 


• Offer choice to recipients on both frequency 
and content.


Poor Relevance: Recipients may associate you email 
with spam if not targeted appropriately or if the con-
tent is not relevant to their preferences. 


• Tighten your targeting criteria and associate 
your content with preferences. 


• Develop feedback mechanisms to confirm 
relevance.


Weak Branding: Recipients may not realize that the 
email is from you if your branding is weak.


• Use consistent, prominent branding in your 
From Address, From Name and Subject Line.


Weak Permission: Recipients may not associate 
your email with permission granted to you or a third 
party (list rental, affiliate programs).


• Use more explicit methods to obtain 
permission (confirmation notice).


• Investigate permission practices of affiliates.
• Confirm consent before incorporating third 


party names into your list.
• Make prominent permission statements to 


remind recipients why they're getting your 
email.


• Reconfirm permission and/or track other 
indicators of sustained interest (response, 
purchase). 


Inadequate Complaint Management: You may not 
be unsubscribing recipients who complain or 
addressing the underlying causes of their com-
plaints.


• Immediately unsubscribe recipients who 
complain that your messages are spam.


• Act on abuse mail and spam forum issues in a 
timely manner.


• Establish whitelisting and feedback loops with 
ISPs, if available.


• Monitor the nature of complaints received and 
investigate recurring problems
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Failure Categories and Types


BLOCK [1] - Excess Traffic [1006]


Definition:


Your email volume is exceeding the receiving mail server's limits or capacity.


BLOCK [1] - Security Violation/Virus [1007]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because of a security policy violation.


BLOCK [1] - Technical Error Block [1008]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because an open proxy has been detected and you may be unwittingly 
relaying Spam.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Sending Too Much/Too Fast: You may be exceed-
ing the receiving domain's traffic thresholds. Send-
ing too much/too fast is associated with spamming 
and can result in temporary or permanent blocks.


• Apply domain controls to the receiver mail 
server (speed throttling, connection limits).


• Retry or resend later and monitor acceptance.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Sender Identity Problem: Your identifying informa-
tion can't be verified (reverse DNS or valid From and 
Reply To addresses).


• Double check your DNS entries. Validate your 
From and Reply To addresses to be sure they 
actually exist.


Virus Infection: A virus has been detected in your 
email message or attachment.


• Double check that your mail systems are not 
infected with viruses or worms. Some may 
attach themselves maliciously to outbound 
email.


Excess Volume: Your cumulative daily volume 
exceeds to the number of emails allowed. (Some 
smaller domains inbound volume to protect their 
servers from Spam.)


• Determine incidence (percent block) and 
importance of domain. If warranted, spread 
volume over multiple days. 


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


You may have an open proxy or relay due to system 
configuration errors. 


• Conduct a technical audit of your mail 
systems; close any unsecured proxies or relays
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BLOCK [1] - List Practices [1009]


Definition:


Your email is being blocked because Unknown User failures have reached an unacceptably high 
level. 


NOTE: Unknown User indicates the email address is valid for the domain but nonexistent. 
Generally, this means the account has been closed for some time. Unknown User 
failures are associated with spamming (dictionary attacks) and are the most “toxic” 
type of failure for legitimate mailers. A high incidence typically indicates list 
management problems.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Stale Data: At 33% address churn per year, your list 
may contain a high number of undeliverable records 
if it hasn't been recently mailed or too much time has 
elapsed between data capture and mailing. 


• While mail frequency should be adjusted for 
customer preference and value, all segments 
of your list on a regular basis to ensure brand 
visibility, continuity of communication and 
address deliverability.


• Set standards for the first communication after 
data capture (5 to 10 days). This action will also 
reduce the likelihood of complaint.


• If mailing to an “old” segment, do a test before 
full deployment. Deploy the mailing slowly to 
avoid spikes in Unknown User failures.


Poor Data Capture: You may not be adequately val-
idating email addresses at the point of data capture.   


• Send a follow up email to new customers to 
confirm opt-in permission and validate 
deliverability of address provided. If email 
bounces, invalidate and contact customer for 
new/corrected address.


• Require double entry of email addresses to 
minimize typographical errors.


Unreliable Data Source: You may be introducing 
undeliverable records to your list because of unreli-
able data sources (list rental, affiliate, etc.). A high 
incidence of stale, inaccurate or fictitious data sug-
gests a problem.


• Know your data sources. Investigate their data 
compilation and management practices. 
Confirm consent and deliverability before 
incorporating third party names into your list.


Failure to Invalidate: You many not have invali-
dated previously identified Unknown User failures 
and removed them from your list.    


• Verify that Unknown User failures identified by 
StrongMail have been properly invalidated 
and removed from your list. If not, 
immediately do so. 
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Failure Categories and Types


BLOCK [1] - Authentication [1010]


Definition:


Authentication prevents unauthorized people from forging your email address or domains. Send-
ers publish a record identifying the servers authorized to send email for a domain. Upon the receipt 
of email, the receiving domain checks the record against data in the email header to be sure that 
the sending server (IP address) and domain name match. 


NOTE: You must change settings in your email program and DNS servers or the receiving 
email system may mistake you for an unauthorized sender. 


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Your identifying information cannot be verified via 
an SPF or Sender-ID record because of a bad record 
or no record at all. Your DomainKeys signature has 
not been properly configured in your email and DNS 
servers, or is not configured at all. 


• If you are the system administrator for the 
domain in question, check to make sure that 
the authentication record for that domain lists 
the particular server as authorized to send 
email on its behalf. If you need help setting up 
an authentication record, contact StrongMail 
support. 


• If you did not send the message, then 
someone tried to send email pretending to be 
from you and the message was rejected before 
anyone saw it. Authentication is working as it 
should. 
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BLOCK [1] - User Initiated Block [1011]


Definition:


You have caused all messages to the domain(s) not to be sent or discarded by setting a user initi-
ated directive.


BLOCK [1] - Other [1999]


Definition:


Your email has failed for other block reasons that are typically low incidence.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Stale Data: Your list may contain “dead domains” if 
it hasn't been recently mailed.
This action causes all messages to the domain not to 
be sent. The messages are discarded and a log entry 
is made for each message, indicating that the mes-
sage was suppressed. 


• If you suppressed a domain due to it being a 
“dead domain”, upon notification from 
StrongMail, invalidate records immediately 
and remove them from your list. 


• Contact the recipient for replacement or 
corrected email address or flag for Address 
Recapture. 


• Consult with StrongMail for assistance if 
necessary.


ISP Block or Other Technical Issues: Your email has 
been intentionally refused by the receiving ISP, 
domain, or you are experiencing technical difficul-
ties.
This action causes all messages to the domain to be 
discarded. A log entry is made for each message, 
indicating that the message was flushed.


• If you flushed a domain due to blocking issues, 
determine the cause, take corrective action 
and seek to lift the block.


• If you flushed a domain due to an underlying 
technical problem, determine the cause, take 
corrective action, and retry or resend and 
monitor acceptance.


• Consult with StrongMail for ISP mediation or 
support assistance if necessary.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


• Consult with StrongMail to determine the 
reason if incidence is high.
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Failure Categories and Types


HARD BOUNCE [2] 


Definition:


Your email is permanently undeliverable due to address or domain errors or status.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Hard Bounces occur for multiple reasons, such as 
address errors, bad domain name names, unknown 
users and closed accounts. Examine the specific Fail-
ure Types to determine the likely causes.


• Major ISP: Upon notification from StrongMail, 
invalidate records immediately and remove 
them from your list. Contact the recipient for 
replacement or corrected email address or flag 
for Address Recapture. Consult with 
StrongMail for assistance if necessary.


• Secondary Domain: Invalidate records after 
no more than 2 to 3 attempts with the same 
result on subsequent mailings. Contact the 
recipient for replacement or corrected email 
address or flag for Address Recapture. Consult 
with StrongMail for assistance if necessary.
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HARD BOUNCE [2] - Unknown User [2001]


Definition:


Your email address is valid for the domain but nonexistent. Generally, this means the account has 
been closed for some time. 


NOTE: Unknown User failures are associated with spamming (dictionary attacks). They are 
the most “toxic” type of failure for legitimate mailers and can produce ISP blocking. A 
high incidence typically indicates list management problems.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Stale Data: At 33% address churn per year, your list 
may contain a high number of undeliverable records 
if it hasn't been recently mailed or too much time has 
elapsed between data capture and mailing. 


• While mail frequency should be adjusted for 
customer preference and value, all segments 
of your list on a regular basis to ensure brand 
visibility, continuity of communication and 
address deliverability.


• Set standards for the first communication after 
data capture (5 to 10 days). This action will also 
reduce the likelihood of complaint.


• If mailing to an “old” segment, do a test before 
full deployment. Deploy the mailing slowly to 
avoid spikes in Unknown User failures.


Poor Data Capture: You may not be adequately val-
idating email addresses at the point of data capture.   


• Send a follow up email to new customers to 
confirm opt-in permission and validate 
deliverability of address provided. If email 
bounces, invalidate and contact customer for 
new/corrected address.


• Require double entry of email addresses to 
minimize typographical errors.


Unreliable Data Source: You may be introducing 
undeliverable records to your list because of unreli-
able data sources (list rental, affiliate, etc.). A high 
incidence of stale, inaccurate or fictitious data indi-
cates a problem.


• Know your data sources. Investigate their data 
compilation and management practices. 
Confirm consent and deliverability before 
incorporating third party names into your list.


• Restoring Communication: Contact the 
recipient for replacement email address or flag 
for Address Recapture. Consult with 
StrongMail for assistance
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Failure Categories and Types


HARD BOUNCE [2] - Bad Domain [2002]


Definition:


Your email has a domain name that's invalid or no longer exists.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Stale Data: Your list may contain “dead domains” if 
it hasn't been recently mailed. 


• While mail frequency should be adjusted for 
customer preference and value, all segments 
of your list on a regular basis to ensure brand 
visibility, continuity of communication and 
address deliverability.


• If mailing to an “old” segment, do a test before 
full deployment. Deploy the mailing slowly to 
avoid spikes in failures.


Poor Data Capture: You may not be adequately val-
idating email addresses at the point of data capture.   


• Send a follow up email to new customers to 
confirm opt-in permission and validate 
deliverability of address provided. If email 
bounces, invalidate and contact customer for 
new/corrected address.


• Require double entry of email addresses to 
minimize typographical errors.


• Perform Address Correction (hygiene) to 
correct common misspellings on major 
domains before adding large quantities of new 
records to your list. Send confirmation email 
on corrected records.


Unreliable Data Source: You may be introducing 
undeliverable records to your list because of unreli-
able data sources (list rental, affiliate, etc.). A high 
incidence of stale, inaccurate or fictitious data indi-
cates a problem.


• Know your data sources. Investigate their data 
compilation and management practices. 
Confirm consent and deliverability before 
incorporating third party names into your list.


• Restoring Communication: Perform Address 
Correction (hygiene) to correct common 
misspellings on major domains (Hotmial to 
Hotmail). Send confirmation email on 
corrected records. Consult with StrongMail for 
assistance if necessary. 


• Contact the recipient for replacement or 
corrected email address or flag for Address 
Recapture. Consult with StrongMail for 
assistance if necessary.
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HARD BOUNCE [2] - Address Error [2003]


Definition:


Your email address has a format or syntax error (multiple or missing @ sign).


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Poor Data Capture: You may not be adequately val-
idating email addresses at the point of data capture.   


• Send a follow up email to new customers to 
confirm opt-in permission and validate 
deliverability of address provided. If email 
bounces, invalidate and contact customer for 
new/corrected address.


• Require double entry of email addresses to 
minimize typographical errors.


• Perform Address Correction (hygiene) to 
correct common format and syntax errors 
before adding large quantities of new records 
to your list. Send confirmation email on 
corrected records.


Unreliable Data Source: You may be introducing 
undeliverable records to your list because of unreli-
able data sources (list rental, affiliate, etc.). A high 
incidence inaccurate data indicates a data capture or 
compilation problem.


• Know your data sources. Investigate their data 
compilation and management practices. 
Confirm consent and deliverability before 
incorporating third party names into your list.


• Restoring Communication: Perform Address 
Correction (hygiene) to correct common 
format and syntax errors. Send confirmation 
email on corrected records. Consult with 
StrongMail for assistance if necessary.


• Contact the recipient for replacement or 
corrected email address or flag for Address 
Recapture. Consult with StrongMail for 
assistance if necessary.
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Failure Categories and Types


HARD BOUNCE [2] - Closed Account [2004]


Definition:


Your email address is valid for the domain, but is now closed or suspended.


HARD BOUNCE [2] - Other [2999]


Definition:


Your email has failed for other hard bounce reasons that are typically low incidence.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Email Address Change: At 33% address churn per 
year, closed accounts is a major cause of list attrition.


• Given the rate of address churn, customer 
reactivation should be a key component of any 
email communication program.   


• Request second/back-up email address or 
new/better one as standard part of your data 
capture and ongoing communications.


• Contact the recipient for replacement email 
address if now closed.


• Flag for Address Recapture (eCOA, email 
append, etc.). To maximize success, link email 
addresses to offline data (name, postal). 
Consult with StrongMail for assistance if 
necessary.


Stale Data: Your list may contain a high number of 
closed accounts if it hasn't been recently mailed or 
too much time has elapsed between data capture 
and mailing. 


• While mail frequency should be adjusted for 
customer preference and value, all segments 
of your list on a regular basis to ensure brand 
visibility, continuity of communication and 
address deliverability.


• If mailing to an “old” segment, do a test before 
full deployment. Deploy the mailing slowly to 
avoid spikes in failures.


Unreliable Data Source: You may be introducing 
undeliverable records to your list because of unreli-
able data sources (list rental, affiliate, etc.). A high 
incidence of stale, inaccurate or fictitious data indi-
cates a problem.


• Know your data sources. Investigate their data 
compilation and management practices. 
Confirm consent and deliverability before 
incorporating third party names into your list.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


• Consult with StrongMail to determine the 
reason if incidence is high.
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SOFT BOUNCE [3]


Definition:


Your email is temporarily undeliverable due to mailbox status, etc.


SOFT BOUNCE [3] - Mailbox Full [3001]


Definition:


Your recipient's mailbox is full or has exceeded its allowed storage.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Soft Bounces occur for multiple reasons, including 
mailbox over limit conditions and inactive accounts. 
Examine the specific Failure Types to determine the 
likely causes


• Resend records that fail for temporary 
conditions.


• Invalidate records only if the same result is 
received on subsequent mailings over at least 
30 days. 


• Contact the recipient for replacement or 
corrected email address or flag for Address 
Recapture. Consult with StrongMail for 
assistance if necessary.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Temporary Condition: The recipient may have 
received unusually high email volume or has not 
checked his account for a while (vacation, travel).


• Resend and monitor acceptance.


Infrequent Use: With consumers averaging 3 email 
accounts, a full mailbox may signify that you're mail-
ing to one of lesser importance.


• Consider Full Mailbox failures as a warning 
sign. Request a second/back-up email address 
or new/better one. Attempt contact with 
customer through alternate means.


Address Change: The recipient may have aban-
doned this email address. Watch for it to appear as a 
Hard Bounce/Closed in future mailings.


• Contact the recipient for replacement email 
address if reported Closed in subsequent 
mailings. Flag for Address Recapture (eCOA, 
email append, etc.). 
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SOFT BOUNCE [3] - Inactive/Disabled Account [3002]


Definition:


Your recipient's email account is inactive or temporarily disabled.


SOFT BOUNCE [3] - Greylist [3003]


Definition:


Your email is being greylisted, a type of temporary block to combat spam. 


NOTE: The receiving domain is not refusing your email. You're being tested to see whether 
you will retry delivery. Spammers will not.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Delinquency or Dispute: The recipient may not 
have paid his subscription fee or is involved in dis-
pute with the ISP.


• Resend and monitor acceptance.


Temporary Condition: The recipient may not have 
checked email due to access reasons (vacation, 
travel).


• Resend and monitor acceptance.


Infrequent Use: The ISP may have flagged the recip-
ient's account as inactive due to no activity. Watch 
for it to appear as a Hard Bounce/Closed in future 
mailings.


• Consider Inactive failures as a warning sign. 
Request a second/back-up email address or 
new/better one. Attempt contact with 
customer through alternate means.


Address Change: The recipient may have aban-
doned this email address. Watch for it to appear as a 
Hard Bounce/Closed in future mailings.


• Contact the recipient for replacement email 
address if reported Closed in subsequent 
mailings. Flag for Address Recapture (eCOA, 
email append, etc.). 


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Greylisting: This is a technique used by smaller ISPs 
and corporate domains.


• Resend and monitor acceptance.
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SOFT BOUNCE [3] - Server Too Busy [3004]


Definition:


Your email can't be accepted because the receiving mail server is temporarily overwhelmed with 
delivery attempts.


SOFT BOUNCE [3] - Other [3999]


Definition:


Your email has failed for other soft bounce reasons that are typically low incidence.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


High Traffic: The receiving mail server is being over-
whelmed with traffic.


• Apply domain controls to the receiver mail 
server until traffic subsides (speed throttling, 
connection limits).


• Retry or resend later and monitor acceptance.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


• Consult with StrongMail to determine the 
reason if incidence is high
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TECHNICAL [4]


Definition:


Your email to this address or domain can't be delivered because of technical difficulties. Technical 
failures occurred during the attempt to connect with a receiving server.


NOTE: There is no 4001 failure type. It has been re-categorized as 3004


TECHNICAL [4] - Data Format Error [4002]


Definition:


Your email is being rejected because of formatting issues.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Technical failures occur for multiple reasons, includ-
ing server down or overload conditions and network 
or DNS errors. Examine the specific Failure Types to 
determine the likely causes.


• Resolve underlying technical problem and 
resend records.


• Invalidate records only if the same result is 
received on subsequent mailings over at least 
30 days. 


• Contact the recipient for replacement or 
corrected email address or flag for Address 
Recapture. Consult with StrongMail for 
assistance if necessary.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Lengthy Subject Line: Your Subject Line may vio-
late the receiving domain's length restrictions.


• Shorten the message or, if attachments are 
included, try removing them. Retry delivery 
later.


• Implement a content checker, such as 
StrongMail Spam filter Monitor.


Prohibited Characters: Your message may contain 
prohibited formatting or characters. Smaller 
domains may not accept foreign language charac-
ters.


• Review From, Subject and message content 
itself for any unusual formatting or characters, 
retry delivery.


• Implement a content checker, such as 
StrongMail Spam filter Monitor.


Invalid Headers: The headers in your mail may be 
incorrectly formatted.


• Review From, Subject and message content 
itself for any unusual formatting or characters, 
retry delivery.
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TECHNICAL [4] - Network Error [4003]


Definition:


Your connection to the receiving mail server was lost during delivery.


TECHNICAL [4] - Other Receiver Error [4004]


Definition:


Your connection to the receiving mail server timed out.


NOTE: There is no failure type for 4005. It has been re-categorized as 1011


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Server Down: The receiving mail server may have 
gone down or timed out.


• Double check that your Internet connection is 
working and stable. Retry or resend and 
monitor acceptance. 


Routing Issues: There may be routing issues 
between you and the receiving mail server.


• Double-check that your Internet connection is 
working and stable. Retry or resend and 
monitor acceptance.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


DNS Error: DNS may not be configured properly on 
your mail server or in your network.


• Make sure you're polling a valid DNS server for 
domain names. Make sure your mail server can 
poll receivers' DNS servers.


Internal Network Error: You may be experiencing 
on-premises network issues.


• Check your physical Internet connection to 
your mail servers. Check to make sure you 
have enough bandwidth allocated to your 
server.


External Network Error: Your Internet Service Pro-
vider may be experiencing intermittent connectivity 
issues.      


• Check your ISP connection. Make sure it's 
working properly. Check for bandwidth 
latency issues to the Internet.
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TECHNICAL [4] - Network or Configuration Error [4006]


Definition:
Your email has failed because of a problem in your configuration files or network set-up


TECHNICAL [4] - Other [4999]


Definition:


Your email has failed for other technical reasons that are typically low incidence.


UNKNOWN [9]


Definition:


Your email has failed for reasons that can't be interpreted or categorized based on feedback from 
the receiving domain.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions


Configuration Error: Your network configuration 
files have not been properly set-up or formatted 
correctly.


•  Check configuration files for intended set-up, proper 
formatting, mistakes, or illegal characters.


Virtual Server Error: There was an mis-configura-
tion in your virtual server configuration files


•  Check your virtual server(s) configuration to make 
ensure they have the proper access from your network 
and intended set-up.


Physical Network Error: There is an issue with the 
network the system is attached to. 


•  Check your ISP connection.  Make sure it’s working 
properly.  
• Check for bandwidth latency issues to the Internet 
or your internal systems.
• Ensure that the configuration you set-up will work 
with the system set-up you have.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


• Consult with StrongMail to determine the 
reason if incidence is high.


Likely Causes Suggested Actions 


Failures for unknown reasons are typically due to 
new bounces codes implemented by the ISPs or MTA 
providers that have not yet been categorized.


• Send unknown failures to StrongMail Support 
for review and inclusion in the next bounce 
system update. 


• For specific instructions, log into your 
StrongMail Support Portal and look under 
“Top Solutions” for “Sending unknowns to 
StrongMail Systems.” 
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Appendix D Web Services SOAP API


Web services API
The StrongMail API is published using WSDL files. The contents of each WSDL file can be accessed 
on the strongmail server at: 


For the standard Email Application Server (EAS) batch mailing API:


for versions prior to 4.0:


http://<server>:9000/SOAP/strongmail.wsdl   


for version 4.0: 


http://<server>:9000/SOAP/strongmail-v2.wsdl   


and for Transactional Mailings API:


http://<server>:9000/SOAP/sm_tmailing.wsdl


NOTE: Please note that the protocol for accessing the WSDL files is HTTP rather than 
HTTPS


The corresponding WSDL files are located in:


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas/system/web/SOAP/ 
or:


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas/system/web/SOAP-v2/ 


The standard EAS API consists of a single method which can take XML as parameters. Examples of 
XML requests and responses are located onthe strongmail server in: 


<installpath>/strongmail/strongmail-common/system/inc/wsdl/xml


and Perl examples are located in:


<installpath>/strongmail/strongmail-common/system/inc/wsdl/examples 


and Java examples for transactional mailing are located in:


<installpath>/strongmail/strongmail-common/system/inc/strongmail-
tmailing


where
<installpath>  is the path where you installed StrongMail.
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Strongmail Client API General Response Codes


Response:  


0 = failure


1 = success


Mailing status code:  


0 = Unavailable/Deleted


1 = Active


2 = Incomplete


3 = Completed


4 = Config/Saved


5 = Scheduled


6 = Unscheduled


Component status code:  
0 = Failed/Not Running


1 = Started/Stopped/Running


2 = Disabled


Server status code:


0 = Inactive
1 = Active


ClientInfo API
The ClientInfo API returns information about mailings in the current installation. It can be used to 
detailed information for a specific mailing or only summary status information. 


• action = mailings: Returns the complete list of mailings by type. E.g. all completed mailings etc.


• action = mailing_info: Returns information about any specific mailing specified by either mailing 
id or config file.


ACTION = mailings
• Gets the serial number & mailing config file for all mailings of a certain status


• Can optionally specify a specific mailing config file


• Status name or code may be used (code takes preference)


– active (code:1) = active dir, only status files where the PID is running


– incomplete (code:2) = active dir, only status files where the PID is not running


– completed (code:3) = completed dir, all status files


– config (code:4) = data/mailings dir, all mailing config files (no serial number)
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<mailing> tag: This contains the status code for requested mailing type e.g. all active mailings will be 
status code = 1. It can optionally specify a specific mailing config file. In which case only information for 
that config file will be returned.Status name or code may be used in request. If both are present code 
takes preference.


If no mailings are found, then the response is:


Request


<strongmail-client 
    username="strongmail" 
    password="strongmail" 
    context="clientinfo" 
    action="mailings">
    <mailing>
        <status code="1">Active</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response


<strongmail-client 
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="mailings"  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing1.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="1">Active</status>
        <enhstatus>ACTIVE</enhstatus>
        <isrunning>YES</isrunning>
        <reportsent>1</reportsent>
        <reportfailed>1</reportfailed>
        <reportfailedpercent>100</reportfailedpercent>
        <reportdeferred>0</reportdeferred>
        <reportdelivered>0</reportdelivered>
    </mailing>
    <mailing file="/path2/mailing2.cfg" serial="112244">
        <status code="1">Active</status>
        <enhstatus>PAUSED</enhstatus>
        <isrunning>NOTRUNNING</isrunning>
        <reportsent>1</reportsent>
        <reportfailed>1</reportfailed>
        <reportfailedpercent>100</reportfailedpercent>
        <reportdeferred>0</reportdeferred>
        <reportdelivered>0</reportdelivered>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


<strongmail-client   
    context="clientinfo"   
    action="mailings"   
    response="1">
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = mailing_info
Gets all mailing info for the specified mailing, by serial number or mailing config file (uses latest serial 
number for that mailing config file). If multiple mailings were run for the same mailing configuration file, 
then it gets the latest serial number for that mailing file and reports on it.


• get config, database, message, attachment, delivery info from the status file (in  
log/active/SERIAL.status or log/completed/SERIAL.status)


• get tracking info from the log/tracking/SERIAL.tracking file 


• if file passed & no serial exists, use mailing config file in data/mailings


Request


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"  
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="mailing_info">
    <mailing serial="112233"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response


<strongmail-client  
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="mailing_info"  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" serial="112233">
        <enhstatus>COMPLETE</enhstatus>
        <isrunning>YES</isrunning>
        <config>
            <id>1234</id>
            <message_id>333</message_id>
            <subject>test subject</subject>
            <from_name>Julie Smith</from_name>
            <from_email>julies@johnsoninc.com</from_email>
            <bounce_email>bounce@johnsoninc.com</bounce_email>
            <virtual_server_group>gold</virtual_server_group>
        </config>
        <database id="1001" format="file">
            <file>/path/to/mylist.txt</file>
            <size>156733</size>
        </database>
        <message type="TEXT" xsl="0" format="file">
            <file>/path/to/mymsg.txt</file>
        </message>
        <message type="HTML" xsl="0" format="file">
            <file>/path/to/message.html</file>
        </message>
        <message type="AOL" xsl="0" format="file">
            <file>/path/to/message.aol</file>
        </message>
        <attachment format="file">
            <file>/path/to/picture.gif</file>
        </attachment>
        <status code="1">Active</status>
        <delivery type="test">
            <pid>4567</pid>
            <start>2003-04-15 20:30:00
                <year>2003</year>
                <month>04</month>
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                <day>15</day>
                <hour>20</hour>
                <minute>30</minute>
                <second>00</second>
            </start>  
            <end>2003-04-15 22:15:57


                <year>2003</year>
                <month>04</month>
                <day>15</day>
                <hour>22</hour>
                <minute>15</minute>
                <second>57</second>
               </end>
           <elapsed_time></elapsed_time>
           <retries_end_time>2005-12-07 16:39:57</retries_end_time>
           <total_eplased_time></total_eplased_time>
           <restarts>0</restarts>
           <last_restart_time>0</last_restart_time>
           <deferred_succeeded></deferred_succeeded>
           <invalid>0</invalid>
           <deferred_failed></deferred_failed>
           <deferred>21</deferred>
           <in_queue></in_queue>
           <mph></mph>
           <sent>100</sent>
           <failed>10</failed>
           <total>110</total>
        </delivery>
        <tracking>
            <opens></opens>
            <last_open></last_open>
            <clicks>9</clicks>
            <last_click></last_click>
            <click_rate></click_rate>
            <unsub></unsub>
            <last_unsub></last_unsub>
        </tracking>
        <mailinginfo>
            <status></status>
            <sent>44</sent>
            <failed>6</failed>
            <delivered>23</delivered>
            <targeted>200</targeted>
            <defer>15</defer>
            <clicks>9</clicks>
            <opens>7</opens>
            <unsubs></unsubs>
            <sentpercent>22.00</sentpercent>
            <failedpercent>13.64</failedpercent>
            <deferredpercent>34.09</deferredpercent>
            <deliveredpercent>52.27</deliveredpercent>
            <clickspercent>39.13</clickspercent>
            <openspercent>30.43</openspercent>
            <unsubspercent></unsubspercent>
        </mailinginfo>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = mailing_config
Gets info from mailing config file  


Response


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"  
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="mailing_config">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response


<strongmail-client  
    installpath="/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas"  
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="mailing_config" response="1" >
    <mailing file="/data1/strongmail/data/mailings/mailingcfg.sample" serial="">
        <config>
            <id>1235</id>
            <message_id>1300</message_id>
            <subject>Hi ##RecipientAddress##</subject>
            <from_name>Test Name</from_name>
            <from_email>testname@somedomain.com</from_email>
            <bounce_email>bounce@yourdomain.com</bounce_email>
            <virtual_server_group></virtual_server_group>
        </config>
        <database id="1234" format="file">
            <file>testdb.sample</file>
            <size>213</size>
        </database>
        <message type="TEXT" xsl="0" format="file">
            <file>testmessage.txt</file>
        </message>
        <message type="HTML" xsl="0" format="file">
            <file>testmessage.html</file>
        </message>
        <message type="AOL" xsl="0" format="file">
            <file>testmessage.aol</file>
        </message>
        <status code="4">Config</status>
    </mailing>
<strongmail-client>  
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ACTION = message_info
Gets each message's content for the specified mailing mailing configuration file


ACTION = databases
Gets a list of all database files


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="message_info">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <message type="text" format="data">
            <file>/where/to/save/mymessage.txt</file>


  <body>
      this is my sample text message
      it can be on multiple lines
  </body>


            <header>X-Priority: 3</header>
  <header>Reply-To: julie@test.com</header>


        </message>
        <message type="html" format="data">
            <file>/where/to/save/mymessage.html</file>


  <body>
      this is my <b>sample</b> text message
      like <a href="http://www.strongmailsystems.com">links</a>
  </body>


       </message>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="databases">
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <file>/path/to/database.file1"></file>
    <file>/path/to/database.file2"></file>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = messages
Gets a list of all message 


Mailing API


NOTE: The value of the InputHeaderCharset and InputCharset tags must match the value 
specified in the SOAP request. It is strongly recommended that you use UTF-8 as the 
charset for SOAP requests.


ACTION = save
• Saves all the mailing info provided to a mailing config file


• Overwrite existing mailing config file (if one exists)


• prepend default path to any filenames (if full path not given)


• For database, message, attachment


• if format=file, save the filename to the mailing config file


• if format=data, save all the info passed to the filename specified and then use that filename in the 
mailing config file


• For messages of format=data, headers are optional


• The content-type header will be added automatically (based on the message type)


• For database, use id="test" for the TestDatabase


Request


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="messages">
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <file>/path/to/message.file1"></file>
    <file>/path/to/message.file2"></file>
</strongmail-client>
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Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="admin"  
    password="admin"  
    context="mailing"  
    action="save">
    <mailing file="sample-mailing.cfg">
        <config>
            <id>1234</id>
            <message_id>333</message_id>
            <subject>test subject</subject>
            <from_name>Julie Smith</from_name>
            <from_email>julies@johnsoninc.com</from_email>
            <reply_email>reply@johnsoninc.com</reply_email>
            <bounce_email>bounce@johnsoninc.com</bounce_email> 
            <virtual_server_group>gold</virtual_server_group>
            <recipient_parameter>email</recipient_parameter>
            <parameter_separator>::</parameter_separator>
            <record_delimiter>_sm_row_delim_\n</record_delimiter>
            <rowid_column>RID</rowid_column>
            <header>X-Priority: 3;</header>
            <log_success>0</log_success>
            <log_fail>1</log_fail>
            <InputHeaderCharset>utf8</InputHeaderCharset>
            <OutputHeaderCharset>gb2312</OutputHeaderCharset>
            <message_format>format_column</message_format>
       </config>
       <database id="1001" format="data">
           <file>sample001-list.txt</file>


 <header>RecipientAddress::Name</header>
 <records>


               one@test.com::First Test
               two@test.com::Second Test


 </records>
       </database>
       <database id="1002" format="file">


<file>sample001-database.txt</file>
       </database>
       <database id="test" format="file">
           <file>sample001-testdatabase.txt</file>
       </database>
       <message type="text" format="data">


 <file>sample-001-message.txt</file>
           <body>
              this is my sample text message


    it can be on multiple lines
 </body>


           <header>Y-Priority: 3</header>
       </message>
       <message type="html" format="file">
           <content_type>text/html</content_type>
           <InputCharset>utf8</InputCharset>
           <OutputCharset>gb2312</OutputCharset> 
           <encoding> quoted-printable | base64 | 7bit | 8bit </encoding>


 <file>sample001-message.html</file>
       </message>
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        <message type="html" xsl="yes" format="file">
            <file>AUTO</file>
           <body>
                <xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"  
                    xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40">
                    <xsl:output type="html" />
                    <xsl:template match="/">
                        <html>
                            <p>Hello World</p>
                        </html>
                    </xsl:template>
                </xsl:stylesheet>
            </body>
         </message>
         <attachment format="data">
              <file>sample001-attach.txt</file>
              <body>
                 attachment content goes here
              </body>
         </attachment>
         <attachment format="file">
             <file>sample001-attach.pdf</file>


         </attachment>
         <token file="/data1/token.txt" />
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    context="mailing"  
    action="save"  
    response="1" >
    <mailing file="/my_mailing.cfg" >
        <status code="4">Saved</status>
        <enhstatus></enhstatus>
        <isrunning></isrunning>
        <reportsent></reportsent>
        <reportfailed></reportfailed>
        <reportfailedpercent></reportfailedpercent>
        <reportdeferred></reportdeferred>
        <reportdelivered></reportdelivered>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = save_tokenfile
Creates one or more token files and saves the specified tokens (name-value pairs) in the files.


ACTION = delete  deletes the specified mailing (by mailing config file)


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="*"  
    password="*"  
    context="mailing"  
    action="save_tokenfile">
    <token file="mytokenfile.txt">
        bookid=1234
        codename=F233WSS
        newsid=4345
    </token>
    <token file="mytokenfile2.txt">
        letterid=34522
        userguideid=23332
        flatcode=e8800x
    </token>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    installpath="/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas"
    context="mailing"  
    action="save_tokenfile"  
    response="1" >
    <token file="/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas/data/tokens/mytokenfile.txt">
        <status code="4">Saved</status>
    </token>
    <token file="/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas/data/tokens/mytokenfile2.txt">
        <status code="4">Saved</status>
    </token>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
     username="strongmail"  
     password="strongmail"  
     context="mailing"  
     action="delete">
         <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="0">Deleted</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = test
starts the specified mailing, in test mode (by mailing config file)


ACTION = start
Starts the specified mailing (by mailing config file)


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"      
    context="mailing"  
    action="test">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="1">Active</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"      
    context="mailing"  
    action="start">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    installpath="/data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas"          
    context="mailing"  
    action="start"  
    response="1" >
    <mailing file="/data1/strongmail/data/mailings/mailingcfg.sample"
      newfilename="/data1/strongmail/data/mailings/mailingcfg.sample">
        <status code="1">Active</status>
        <enhstatus></enhstatus>
        <isrunning></isrunning>
        <reportsent></reportsent>
        <reportfailed></reportfailed>
        <reportfailedpercent></reportfailedpercent>
        <reportdeferred></reportdeferred>
        <reportdelivered></reportdelivered>
   </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = stop
Immediately stops messages from being delivered in the specified mailing (by mailing config file). This 
action must be preceded by the pause action. 


ACTION = cancel
Permanently stops the specified mailing (by mailing config file.


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail" 
    context="mailing"  
    action="stop">
        <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="2">Incomplete</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="mailing"  
    action="cancel">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1"> 
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="2">Incomplete</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = pause
Pauses the mailing specified by <mailing>. This action can be reversed with the resume action.


ACTION = resume  Resumes the mailing specified by <mailing>. This action can be reversed with the 
pause action.


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="admin"  
    password="admin"  
    context="mailing"
    action="pause">
    <mailing file="TestDB_2.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    context="mailing"  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="TestDB_2.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="2"></status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="admin"  
    password="admin"  
    context="mailing"
    action="resume">
    <mailing file="TestDB_2.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    context="mailing"  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="TestDB_2.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="2"></status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = recover
starts the specified mailing in the specified recovery mode (by mailing config file). 


Recover types:


• Min: the most optimistic (assumes most mails were delivered, this would be used to avoid double-
mailing to the same users) -- this delivers most of the messages, though some small percentage of 
deliveries may be missed.


• Max: the most pessimistic (assumes most mails were not delivered, this would ensure that most 
users received the mail, even if some of them receive them twice) -- this delivers some of the 
messages, though some small percentage of people may be mailed twice.


ACTION = schedule  Schedules a mailing.


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="mailing"  
    action="recover">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <recover>min</recover>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" serial="112233">
        <status code="1">Active</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="mailing"  
    action="schedule">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" [action="startmailing|callurl|execute"]>
        <datetime>8/25/03 23:15</datetime> 
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


OR


<datetime type="range"> 
    <startdate></startdate>
    <enddate></enddate>
    <recurperiod></recurperiod>
</datetime>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <status code="5">Scheduled</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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If the mailing fails to schedule, the response is:


Examples


Scheduling Launch of Mailing


Scheduling callback URL


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <status code="5">Scheduled</status>
        <error>Invalid Date Format! ( HASH(0x8a05444) ) Must be 'mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm'
               Invalid Date Format! ( HASH(0x8a05444) ) Must be 'mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm'
               Invalid Date Format! ( HASH(0x8a05444) ) Must be 'mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm'
               Invalid Date Format! ( HASH(0x8a05444) ) Must be 'mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm'
        </error>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"  
    context="mailing" 
    action="schedule">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <datetime>8/25/03 23:15</datetime>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <status code="5">Scheduled</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"  
    context="mailing"   
    action="schedule">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" action=”callurl”>
        <datetime>8/25/03 23:15</datetime>
        <actionparam>https://path/callback.url<actionparam>
        <notifydelete>https://callmeoncompleting.schedule</notifydelete>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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Scheduling command execution:


ACTION = unschedule
Unschedules a mailing.


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <status code="5">Scheduled</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"  
    context="mailing" 
    action="schedule">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg" action=”execute”>
        <datetime>8/25/03 23:15</datetime>
        <actionparam>/usr/local/bin/iamcommand<actionparam>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <status code="5">Scheduled</status>
    </mailing> 
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="mailing"  
    action="unschedule">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <datetime>8/25/03 23:15</datetime>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <status code="6">Unscheduled</status>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = viewschedule
Views all schedules for a mailing.


ClientAdmin API
ACTION = status
Display status of StrongMail client processes


• Can optionally specify component: scheduler, trackhttpd and logcollector .


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="mailing"  
    action="viewschedule">
        <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg"></mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <mailing file="/sample/mailing.cfg">
        <datetime>8/25/03 23:15</datetime>
        <datetime>8/28/03 23:15</datetime>
    </mailing>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="clientadmin"  
    action="status">
    <component name="scheduler"></component>
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client response="1"> 
    <component name="scheduler">
        <status code="1">Running</status>
    </component>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = version
Gets the StrongMail client version


ACTION = server_status
gets the status of the StrongMail servers


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="clientadmin"  
    action="version">
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="1">
    <version>3.2.0</version>
</strongmail-client>


Request:


<strongmail-client  
    username="strongmail"  
    password="strongmail"
    context="clientadmin"  
    action="server_status">
</strongmail-client>


Response:


<strongmail-client  
    response="0">
    <server ip="192.168.0.1" port="9010">
        <status code="1">Active</status>
    </server>
    <server ip="192.168.0.2" port="9010">
        <status code="0">Inactive</status>
    </server>
</strongmail-client>
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ACTION = csvreport  


This API allows you to fetch the contents of a CSV report and write to a CSV file. For example, you 
could save a report and view it on a Windows computer.


The sample test.csv file is structured as follows:


column_1,column_2,column_3,column_4


123,456,789,abc


qwe,rty,uio,zxc


lalalala,abababa,23k2k2l,23oofdod000


Request


<strongmail-client  
    username=""  
    password=""  
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="csvreport">
    <report file="test.csv">
    </report>
</strongmail-client>


Response


<strongmail-client  
    context="clientinfo"  
    action="csvreport"  
    response="1" >
    <report file="/data/temp/test.csv">
        <row line="1">
            <item column="column_1">123</item>
            <item column="column_2">456</item>
            <item column="column_3">789</item>
            <item column="column_4">abc</item>
        </row>
        <row line="2">
            <item column="column_1">qwe</item>
            <item column="column_2">rty</item>
            <item column="column_3">uio</item>
            <item column="column_4">zxc</item>
        </row>
        <row line="3">
            <item column="column_1">lalalala</item>
            <item column="column_2">abababa</item>
            <item column="column_3">23k2k2l</item>
            <item column="column_4">23oofdod000</item>
        </row>
    </report>
</strongmail-client>
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StrongMail WSDL File
This is the WSDL file for the StrongMail API


NOTE: See separate WSDL for Transactional Mailings in Appendix C - Transactional Mailings 
API.


NOTE: NOTE: When calling the SAVE method, the charset value specified in the SOAP 
request will be used implicitly for the InputHeaderCharset and InputCharset directives 
saved in the mailing configuration file. It is strongly recommended that you use UTF-8 
as the charset for SOAP requests.


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<wsdl:definitions


    name="strongmail"


    targetNamespace="http://strongmail.com/soap/strongmail.wsdl"


    xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"


    xmlns:tns="http://strongmail.com/soap/strongmail.wsdl"


    xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"


    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"


    xmlns:xsd1="http://strongmail.com/soap/strongmail.xsd1">


    <wsdl:documentation xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"></
wsdl:documentation>


    <wsdl:types>


        <xsd:schema


            targetNamespace="http://strongmail.com/soap/strongmail.xsd1"


            xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"


            xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"


            xmlns:xsd1="http://strongmail.com/soap/strongmail.xsd1"> </xsd:schema>


    </wsdl:types>


    <wsdl:message name="xmlMessageIn">


        <wsdl:documentation xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">This is 
xml in request message.</wsdl:documentation>


        <wsdl:part name="smIn" type="xsd:string"/>


    </wsdl:message>


    <wsdl:message name="executeResponse">


        <wsdl:documentation xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">This is 
xml Message Out</wsdl:documentation>


        <wsdl:part name="soapVal" type="xsd:string"/>


    </wsdl:message>


    <wsdl:portType name="strongmailPortType">


        <wsdl:operation name="execute">
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            <wsdl:documentation xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/
">executes the command with smIn and soapVal. Refer separate documentation for the 
xml schema.</wsdl:documentation>


            <wsdl:input message="tns:xmlMessageIn"/>


            <wsdl:output message="tns:executeResponse"/>


        </wsdl:operation>


    </wsdl:portType>


    <wsdl:binding name="strongmailBinding" type="tns:strongmailPortType">


        <soap:binding style="rpc" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>


        <wsdl:operation name="execute">


            <soap:operation soapAction="strongmail:strongmailPortType#execute"/>


            <wsdl:input>


                <soap:body parts="smIn" use="encoded" encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"/>


            </wsdl:input>


            <wsdl:output>


                <soap:body parts="soapVal" use="encoded" encodingStyle="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"/>


            </wsdl:output>


        </wsdl:operation>


    </wsdl:binding>


    <wsdl:service name="strongmail">


        <wsdl:port binding="tns:strongmailBinding" name="strongmailPort">


            <soap:address location="http://luis.strongmailsystems.com:9000/SOAP/sm-
client-v2"/>


        </wsdl:port>


    </wsdl:service>


</wsdl:definitions>
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Document Type Definition Files
StrongMail provides two Document Type Definition (DTD) files for verifying XML. They contain formal 
definitions of all of the data elements used by the XML API.


These files are located in:


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-common/system/inc/wsdl/xml/request/smrequest.dtd


/data1/strongmail/strongmail-common/system/inc/wsdl/xml/response/smresponse.dtd 


Request DTD


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<!--DTD generated by XMLSpy v2006 sp2 U (http://www.altova.com)-->


<!ELEMENT actionparam (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT attachment (file, body)>


<!ATTLIST attachment


format CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT body (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT bounce_email (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT component EMPTY>


<!ATTLIST component


name CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT config (id, message_id, subject, from_name, from_email, reply_email, 
bounce_email, recipient_parameter, parameter_separator, header+, log_success, 
log_fail)>


<!ELEMENT database (file, header, records)>


<!ATTLIST database


id CDATA #REQUIRED


format CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT datetime (#PCDATA | enddate | recurperiod | startdate)*>


<!ATTLIST datetime


type CDATA #IMPLIED


>


<!ELEMENT enddate (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT file (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT from_email (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT from_name (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT header (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT id (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT log_fail (#PCDATA)>
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<!ELEMENT log_success (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT mailing (#PCDATA | status | datetime | actionparam | recover | config | 
database | message | attachment | token | notifydelete | start_from)*>


<!ATTLIST mailing


file CDATA #IMPLIED


serial CDATA #IMPLIED


action CDATA #IMPLIED


>


<!ELEMENT message (file, body?, header?)>


<!ATTLIST message


type CDATA #REQUIRED


format CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT message_id (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT notifydelete (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT parameter_separator (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT recipient_parameter (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT records (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT recover (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT recurperiod (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reply_email (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT start_from (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT startdate (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT status (#PCDATA)>


<!ATTLIST status


code CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT strongmail-client (#PCDATA | component | mailing)*>


<!ATTLIST strongmail-client


username CDATA #REQUIRED


password CDATA #REQUIRED


context CDATA #REQUIRED


action CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT subject (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT token EMPTY>


<!ATTLIST token


file CDATA #REQUIRED


>
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Response DTD


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>


<!--DTD generated by XMLSpy v2006 sp2 U (http://www.altova.com)-->


<!ELEMENT a (#PCDATA)>


<!ATTLIST a


href CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT actionparam (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT attachment (file, body)>


<!ATTLIST attachment


format CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT b (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT body (#PCDATA | a | b)*>


<!ELEMENT bounce_email (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT click_rate EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT clicks (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT clickspercent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT component (status)>


<!ATTLIST component


name CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT config (id, message_id, subject, from_name, from_email, reply_email?, 
bounce_email, virtual_server_group?, recipient_parameter?, parameter_separator?, 
header*, log_success?, log_fail?)>


<!ELEMENT database (file, size?, header?, records?)>


<!ATTLIST database


id CDATA #REQUIRED


format CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT datetime (#PCDATA | startdate | enddate | recurperiod)*>


<!ATTLIST datetime


type CDATA #IMPLIED


>


<!ELEMENT day (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT defer (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT deferred (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT deferred_failed EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT deferred_succeeded EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT deferredpercent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT delivered (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT deliveredpercent (#PCDATA)>
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<!ELEMENT delivery (pid, start, end, elapsed_time, retries_end_time, 
total_eplased_time, restarts, last_restart_time, deferred_succeeded, invalid, 
deferred_failed, deferred, in_queue, mph, sent, failed, total)>


<!ATTLIST delivery


type CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT elapsed_time EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT end (#PCDATA | day | hour | minute | month | second | year)*>


<!ELEMENT enddate (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT enhstatus (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT error (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT failed (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT failedpercent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT file (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT from_email (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT from_name (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT header (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT hour (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT id (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT in_queue EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT invalid (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT isrunning (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT last_click EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT last_open EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT last_restart_time (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT last_unsub EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT log_fail (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT log_success (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT mailing (enhstatus?, isrunning?, config?, database*, message*, status?, 
delivery?, tracking?, mailinginfo?, enhstatus?, isrunning?, reportsent?, 
reportfailed?, reportfailedpercent?, reportdeferred?, reportdelivered?, 
attachment?, token?, datetime*, actionparam?, notifydelete?, error?)>


<!ATTLIST mailing


file CDATA #REQUIRED


serial CDATA #IMPLIED


action CDATA #IMPLIED


>


<!ELEMENT mailinginfo (status, sent, failed, delivered, targeted, defer, clicks, 
opens, unsubs, sentpercent, failedpercent, deferredpercent, deliveredpercent, 
clickspercent, openspercent, unsubspercent)>


<!ELEMENT message (file, body?, header*)>


<!ATTLIST message


type CDATA #REQUIRED


xsl CDATA #IMPLIED


format CDATA #REQUIRED
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>


<!ELEMENT message_id (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT minute (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT month (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT mph EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT notifydelete (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT opens (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT openspercent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT parameter_separator (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT pid (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT recipient_parameter (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT records (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT recurperiod (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reply_email (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reportdeferred (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reportdelivered (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reportfailed (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reportfailedpercent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT reportsent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT restarts (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT retries_end_time (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT second (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT sent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT sentpercent (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT server (status)>


<!ATTLIST server


ip CDATA #REQUIRED


port CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT size (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT start (#PCDATA | day | hour | minute | month | second | year)*>


<!ELEMENT startdate (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT status (#PCDATA)>


<!ATTLIST status


code CDATA #IMPLIED


>


<!ELEMENT strongmail-client (#PCDATA | version | component | server | file | 
mailing)*>


<!ATTLIST strongmail-client


response CDATA #IMPLIED


installpath CDATA #IMPLIED


context CDATA #IMPLIED


action CDATA #IMPLIED


username CDATA #IMPLIED
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password CDATA #IMPLIED


>


<!ELEMENT subject (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT targeted (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT token EMPTY>


<!ATTLIST token


file CDATA #REQUIRED


>


<!ELEMENT total (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT total_eplased_time EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT tracking (opens, last_open, clicks, last_click, click_rate, unsub, 
last_unsub)>


<!ELEMENT unsub EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT unsubs EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT unsubspercent EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT version (#PCDATA)>


<!ELEMENT virtual_server_group EMPTY>


<!ELEMENT year (#PCDATA)>


Short Message Service (SMS) Server
StrongMail now provides a new license option to send one way Short Message Service (SMS) text 
messages using the SMPP protocol. This feature will be limited in this release to only work through the 
SOAP API. 


Short Message Service is available on digital GSM networks allowing text messages of up to 160 
characters to be sent and received via the network operator's message center to mobile phones, or 
from the Internet, using an SMS gateway service provider. If the phone is powered off or out of range, 
messages are stored in the network and are delivered at the next opportunity.


SMPP Domain Limits Directives
The directives are located in the domain-variables.conf file.


ConnectionTimeOut: Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on a 
connection. (Same as SMTP)


ConnectionTimeoutSubmit: Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up 
on a connection in the SubmitSM sequence of the SMS sending state.


IdleConnectionHeartbeatInterval: Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait 
before sending EnquireLink pdu on an idle connection.


ReconnectionRecoveryAtempts: Specifies the maximum number of attempts to be made to 
recover the lost connection. Used only when AutoReconnect=ON


RecoverConnectionAfter: Specifies the time interval in seconds to wait before attempting to 
recover the lost connection. Used only when AutoReconnect=ON 
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AutoReconnect: If ON, Server will attempt to recover from a lost connection. (Recommendation: 
ON)


MaxIdleConnectionTimeout Specifies the maximum time for which an unused connection is 
kept idle before it is closed.


ConnectionTimeOutUnbind Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up 
on a connection in the Unbind sequence of SMS sending state.


ConnectionTimeOutQuery Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before giving up on 
a connection in the Query sequence of SMS sending state.


ConnectionTimeOutEnquireLink Specifies the timeout interval in seconds to wait before 
giving up on a connection in the EnquireLink sequence of SMS sending state.


MaxAttempts Specifies the maximum number of retries to attempt before giving up on a failed 
delivery. (Same as SMTP)


MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection Specifies the max number of SMSs that can be sent 
per connection before the connection is closed. (Same as SMTP)


MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin Specifies the max number of messages sent per minute per 
domain. (Same as SMTP)


ConnectionFactorByIP Specifies the max number of concurrent connections that should be 
used per SMS centre (Same as ConnectionFactorByMX used for SMTP) 


External Short Messaging Entity (ESME) Directives
These directives enable you to configure the StrongMail server with account details obtained from your 
SMS service provider:


EsmeSystemType Specifies the System Type.


EsmeSystemId: Specifies the System ID.


EsmeAccountPassword: Specifies the Account Password to use.


EsmeInterfaceVersion: Specifies the SMPP protocol version that needs to be advertised to 
the provider Default value is 0x34. Possible values are 0x33, 0x34, and 0x50


EsmeAddressRange: Address range specification for this SMSE server 


EsmeTypeOfNumber: TON specification for this SMSE server address specified by 
EsmeAddressRange. Possible values are Unknown, International, National, Network, Subscriber, 
Alphanumeric, and Abbreviated


EsmeNumberingPlanIndicator: NPI specification for this SMSE server address specified by 
EsmeAddressRange. Possible values are Unknown, E164, Data, Telex, Mobile, National, Private, 
ERMES, Internet, and WA


Additional message delivery options:


ProtocolId: This is set to a suitable value if the SMS is not a mobile terminated message 
(Contact your SMS Service provider for supported values)


MessageMode: Controls the messaging sending/storing policy of the SMS service provider. 
Possible values are Default, Datagram, Transaction, and StoreAndForward
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ServiceType: Specifies the targeted SMS Application service. Supported values are CMT, CPT, 
VMN, VMA, WAP, USSD, CBS, and GUTS.


RegisteredDelivery: Specifies if the Server should expect “Delivery status notification from 
the SMSC for messages sent by the server. If this is O, the server will attempt to repeatedly send 
Queries to retrive the message status It is ON by default. (Recommendation: ON)


VerifyScheduledDeliveries: Specifies whether messages scheduled by SMSC should be 
queried until delivered. ( Some service providers will return scheduled even after the message 
reaches the recipient ). Possible values are On and Off. This variable will be used only if 
RegisteredDelivery=OFF


VerifyEnrouteDeliveries: Specifies whether messages enrouted by SMSC should be 
queried until delivered. (Some service providers will return enroute even after the message 
reaches the recipient). Possible values are On and Off. This variable will be used only if 
RegisteredDelivery=OFF


Example (in domain-variables.conf):
SmppVariables { 
     Default {
          SmppServers {
               IP=127.0.0.1, Port=2775
          }
         ConnectionTimeOut=30 
          ConnectionTimeoutSubmit=20
          IdleConnectionHeartbeatInterval=30
          MaxIdleConnectionTimeout=10
          ConnectionTimeOutUnbind=10
          ConnectionTimeOutQuery=11
          ConnectionTimeOutEnquireLink=12
          MaxAttempts=10
          MaxOutgoingMessagesPerConnection=500
          MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin=500
          ConnectionFactorByIP=1
          EsmeAccountPassword=mypass
          EsmeSystemId=myid
          EsmeSystemType=mysystype 
     }
}


SMPP Virtual Servers Directives
The format is similar to that of SMTP virtual servers.
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Example (in virtual-servers.conf):
SmppVirtualServers {
     Default {
          Servers {
               IP=555.55.197.140, Interface=eth0
               IP=555.55.197.141, Interface=eth1
               IP=555.55.197.142, Interface=eth2
               IP=555.55.197.143, Interface=eth3
          }
          MaxAttempts=3
          ConnectionFactorByIP=1
          MaxOutgoingMessagesPerMin=500
          RetryUnverifiedMessages=ON
     }
     gold {
          Servers {
               IP=555.55.200.15, Interface=eth4
               IP=555.55.200.16, Interface=eth5
          }
     }
}


SMPP Worker Pool Directives Block
MaximumConnections Maximum number of connections to be made to SMS centers.


WorkerCapacity Maximum number of SMS messages which can be sent asynchronously on a 
single connection before waiting for a response. Default value is 10


Example (in strongmail-server.conf):
SmppWorkerPool { 
     MaximumConnections=10
    WorkerCapacity=10 
}


Other Global SMPP Directives
SmppQueryChunkSize: The maximum number of concurrent queries scheduled to be sent to the 
SMSC (for querying the status of already submitted messages)


SmppQueryLaunchInterval: The interval after which new queries if any are scheduled to be sent to 
the SMSC.


SmppMaxQueueSize: This is similar to MaxQueueSize directive.


SmppAdminLevel: This is similar to AdminLevel directive. Default value is DETAIL.
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SMS Server API


Sample SMS Mailing Save API call:
<Credentials>
    <UserName>admin</UserName>
    <Password>admin</Password>
</Credentials>
   
 <SMPPMailing>
 
    <MailingName>sms_sample</MailingName>
 
    <MessageId>abcd</MessageId>
 
    <VirtualServerGroup>
        <item>new_vsg</item>
    </VirtualServerGroup>
 
    <From>919890129556</From>
 
    <Schemas>
      <item>
        <Columns>
          <item>H1</item>
          <item>cellno</item>
          <item>col2</item>
        </Columns>
        <Class>MyClass</Class>
      </item>
    </Schemas>
 


API Description


Save Saves configuration options for an SMS mailing. This includes envelope information, merge fields, 
etc. Note: This API will have additional parameters specific to SMS mailings.


Load Activates an SMS mailing, this tells the SMS service to start listening for Send messages for a 
specific mailing.


Send Includes data for one or more messages to be merged into the template specified in the Create 
call.


Pause This instructs the SMS server to temporarily stop listening for Send messages. This has no effect 
on the delivery queue.


Resume This instructs the SMS server to start listening for Send messages for a previously paused 
mailing. This has no effect on the delivery queue.


Cancel This action is irrevocable. It instructs the SMS server to permanently stop listening for Send 
messages, marks the mailing as Canceled and discards the messages in the delivery queue 


Close This action is irrevocable. It instructs the SMS server to permanently stop listening for Send 
messages, marks the mailing as Completed and finishes sending the messages in the delivery 
queue. 


GetState This returns the state of the mailing
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    <ParameterSeparator>::</ParameterSeparator>
    <RecipientParameter>cellno</RecipientParameter>
    <UserIdColumn>UserID</UserIdColumn>
 
    <MessageTemplates>
      <item>
         <Body>
          <FileName>sms-template.txt</FileName>
          <Data>test of sms message</Data>
          <Format>Data</Format>
          <Overwrite>true</Overwrite>
        </Body>
 
        <UseUCS2BOM>false</UseUCS2BOM>
        <InputCharset>UTF-8</InputCharset>
        <OutputCharset>ASCII</OutputCharset>
        
        <GenerationType>Template</GenerationType> 
      </item>
    </MessageTemplates>
    
    <TokenFiles>
      <item>
        <FileName>mytoken.txt</FileName>
        <Format>File</Format>
        <Overwrite>true</Overwrite>
      </item>
    </TokenFiles>
 
    <Logging>
      <Success>true</Success>
      <Failure>true</Failure>
      <FullSuccess>true</FullSuccess>
      <FullFailure>true</FullFailure>
    </Logging>
 
    <Id>69876</Id>
    <ServiceProvider>clickatell.com</ServiceProvider>
 
    <ReceiverTerminal>
      <TON>1</TON>  
      <NPI>2</NPI> 
    </ReceiverTerminal>
 
    <SenderTerminal>
      <TON>3</TON>  
      <NPI>4</NPI> 
     </SenderTerminal>
 
    <Priority>normal</Priority> 
    <ReplaceUndelivered>true</ReplaceUndelivered>
    <ScheduledDeliveryTime>not now</ScheduledDeliveryTime> 
 
   </SMPPMailing>
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SMS Server Logs
• strongmail-sms-failed.log


• strongmail-sms-success.log


• strongmail-sms-submitted.log


• strongmail-sms-invalid.log


The strongmail-sms-submitted.log tracks messages that have been submitted to the SMS Gateway or 
service provider. The format of the log is:


NOTE: Note: The format is exactly same as the strongmail-success.log (includes VSG IP, 
Remote IP, VSG Name), except that email column is now a phone number


Field # Field Name Description/Meaning Values/Range/Format Example


1 Date/time Timestamp of when the 
message was submitted to 
an SMSC


yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 2005-09-17 
20:34:32


2 Serial 
Number


System generated unique 
identifier for an instance of a 
mailing. 


Numeric string 1126640847433
9 


3 Mailing ID User-assigned ID for an SMS 
mailing 


User-specified alpha-numeric 
string


7320


4 User ID This can be an external or 
foreign key for uniquely 
identifying a recipient


NULL or user-specified alpha-
numeric string (contained in a 
list column)


123456789


5 Message 
serial 
number


System-generated unique 
identifier for each message 


Numeric string 33158


6 Recipient 
Address


Recipient's phone number <country code><area 
code><phone number>


011-555-555-
1212
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Appendix E Transactional Mailings API


The StrongMail transactional API provides an interface for CRM and web applications to send auto-
generated, non-interactive, individual personalized emails based on transactions between a user and 
a web site. The following are some of the most common uses for the transactional API:


• Registration confirmation - when the user registers with your company.


• Email auto responders – when the user want to subscribe or unsubscribe.


• eCommerce transactions – for sending receipts, statements, or reminders to the user.


Architecture
Figure 69 shows an overview of the transactional architecture:


Figure 69 Transactional Architecture
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Events
Events are the specific transactions that occur between the customer and the web application.


Event handler
Event handlers are blocks of code (Java, C++, .NET.) that execute when a particular event or 
transaction occurs on your CRM or web server. The event handler initiates a conversation with the 
StrongMail service layer to perform mailing functions such as save, load, and send.


The event handler code is either linked in with the CRM/web application or embedded inside a 
scheduled application mediated through a message queue.


Client-side stubs
The interface definition, associated message structure, and the actual service end-point (host, port) 
are published through a WSDL. The WSDL is available on the StrongMail HTTP server through a 
published URL (defined below). The WSDL provides in-line schemas that can be used to generate 
client side stubs.


SOAP messages
SOAP messages are serialized XML messages sent over HTTP. The document structure contains a 
SOAP envelope (outside) and a payload (the message.) Standard classes create the SOAP envelope. 
The StrongMail WSDL provides the helper classes with the appropriate information to create the 
serialized XML messages.


Web server
StrongMail uses the Apache web server to route specific SOAP requests (as HTTP) to the appropriate 
handlers (CGI, servlets, etc.) This layer also validates the SOAP envelope and strips the envelope 
prior to sending the message to the handler.


Server-side SOAP handler
This layer implements the contract specified in the WSDL. It validates the argument structure and 
makes internal calls to StrongMail EAS to satisfy the request message. This layer is completely 
stateless.


StrongMail EAS
The StrongMail EAS is a listening UNIX binary that receives the internal calls from the handlers. It 
merges and personalizes the attributes passed in the SOAP message into a pre-defined template. 
Once merged, EAS opens a connection to the StrongMail MTA for delivery.


StrongMail MTA
The StrongMail MTA is the MTA used to deliver the mail. Although it receives messages in a 
proprietary format from the EAS client (using IQMP), it sends all messages to receiving MX servers 
using RFC compliant SMTP.
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StrongMail transaction mailing interface 
All transactional API calls are defined in the transactional mailing WSDL. The sm_tmailing.wsdl 
file is located in  the /data1/strongmail/strongmail-eas/system/web/SOAP/ directory. The WSDL 
contains the appropriate XSD values inline, so no separate XSD schema or DTD file is needed for 
client stubs generation. 


The following sections highlight some of the interfaces defined in the WSDL:


The transactional API is exposed as a web service over HTTP (named sm_tmailing) on port 9000.


The transactional WSDL is based on a series of operations and their associated ports. Each operation 
contains its own corresponding response. These operations are defined below in two different 
categories: mailing configuration and mailing sending.


Mailing configuration operations
Mailing configuration operations setup the context for the mailing.


• Save – saves the parameters of a single mailing to the StrongMail server as a specifically named 
mailing (for example, registration.cfg)


• Load – activates the named mailing and places it in a listening state (for example, listen for a 
specific request, ie “registration” SOAP requests).


• Close – the opposite of the “Load” operation, it terminates the listening state of the mailing, but 
can be loaded again later


NOTE: These three operations can also be performed through the StrongMail administrator 
interface. If the administrator resources are available, the deployment of the 
transactional mailing can be simplified by leveraging the administrative UI as opposed 
to coding clients to perform these operations on the mailings. 


• GetState – retrieve the state of the mailing.


• Send – send the appropriate email customization elements to StrongMail to create and send an 
email.


• Pause – pause the specific transactional mailing.


• PauseOutbound -allows you to pause transactional message assembly in order to change some 
attribute of the email (envelope or template). This feature allows the Web service to continue 
sending SOAP requests, which are queued on the StrongMail server until the mailing is resumed. 
Once the mailing is resumed, EAS uses the modified envelope or template for the queued 
mailings.


<port name="sm_tmailing" binding="tns:sm_tmailing">
 [% HostName = args.smwebserviceswsdl.HostName || '127.0.0.1' %]
 [% Port = args.ipf_args.param( 'ipf_webservice_port' ) || 
args.smwebserviceswsdl.Port || '9000' %]
 <SOAP:address location="http://[% HostName %]:[% Port %]/SOAP/sm_tmailing"/>
 </port>
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NOTE: Once the queue is filled, StrongMail notifies the web service of this state with a 
QUEUE_FULL error message.


• Resume – resume the specific transactional mailing.


• Cancel – cancel a specific transactional mailing, it can’t be loaded again


The following is an example Load operation:


NOTE: Each operation requires the “Credentials” element. This is a username and password 
pair that has been configured in StrongMail. Consult your systems administrator to 
acquire these credentials.


Messages, ports, and bindings
Operations are further defined in messages. For example, here is the message (LoadRequest) that 
corresponds to the Load operation:


All operations are defined within a single port called sm_tmailingPortType. The following section 
describes the port, Load operation, and its corresponding message:


<!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Load">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/
>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Class" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>


<message name="LoadRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Load"/>
</message>


<portType name="sm_tmailingPortType">
 <operation name="Load">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Load</documentation>
  <input message="tns:LoadRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:LoadResponse"/>
 </operation>
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StrongMail templates 


The binding uses doc/literal strings (as opposed to batch mailings that use rpc/encoded strings). 


Figure 70 Sample flow of binding


StrongMail templates 
A message template contains the body of the email message to be sent to a recipient. StrongMail 
supports HTML, TXT, AOL, and XML/XSL based templates. Templates are often created by a business 
user or administrator. StrongMail provides customization within the template through the use of tokens. 
For more information, please read the StrongMail System Administrator’s Manual.


<binding name="sm_tmailing" type="tns:sm_tmailingPortType">
 <SOAP:binding style="rpc" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
 <operation name="Load">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
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Tokens
For StrongMail to replace tokens with custom data, you must make sure to correctly format the token. 
All tokens use the following format: 


##TokenName##


where:
TokenName is the name of the token; ## acts as an identifier that indicates the start and end of the 
token; StrongMail recognizes the token and replaces it with custom data. For example, you might 
use a token in a greeting: 


Dear ##FirstName##:


In the email, StrongMail would replace the token ##FirstName## with the recipient’s first name. 
For example, Dear John.


NOTE: If the token does not exist, StrongMail replaces the token with a blank space in the 
email.


Transactional assembly
The transactional API passes the data source record into the transactional SOAP listener. During the 
mailing, the StrongMail assembly engine extracts the records from the SOAP call and substitutes the 
token in the template with the appropriate value. This happens dynamically in the system’s memory.


Creating a java client
The following exercise describes how to build a java client to send transactional mail records to a 
StrongMail server. The StrongMail server parses these records, assembles, and sends the associated 
customized email to the intended customer. The goals of this exercise are outlined below:


• Gain deep understanding of StrongMail transaction mailing capabilities


• Help evolve integration strategies and designs choices to integrate your company’s business 
applications and StrongMail


• Provide insights to develop a project plan for the migration


To achieve these goals, this exercise leads you through a series of steps starting with a problem 
statement then analyzing requirements and developing a prototype.


Exercise requirements
• Software - JDK 1.4, Apache Axis, Ant, XML and XSL libraries


• Basic knowledge of SOAP protocols


• StrongMail Web Services username and password (consult your systems administrator)
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NOTE: You should collaborate with your StrongMail administrator to setup and load a 
transactional mailing in order for this prototype to work. Your prototype must use the 
exact same configuration names and record order setup by the administrator. 


Customer registration prototype
The following steps show how to code a customer registration prototype. This prototype sends the 
appropriate email records to StrongMail for creating a personalized registration confirmation. The 
concepts discussed here will allow you to then create other prototypes, such as order confirmations. 


Based on the StrongMail WSDL layout and the transactional API requirements, the registration 
prototype is divided into four main functions: react, map, extract, and send.


The following table lists the functions and the details on how you can implement the functions. 


Client stubs generation – wsdl2java
The WSDL file can be directly translated to a set of Java classes that provide us with helper classes to 
hold parameter values, serialize the values as XML, document that it complies with the WSDL 
specification, and make the necessary HTTP request to the SOAP server.


The tool that allows us to translate a WSDL file to a set of Java classes is called wsdl2java and is 
part of Apache Axis (open source) project. A sample command will look like:


$ wsdl2java http://wsdl.url.com/tm_mailing.wsdl


This produces the necessary set of classes. Some of these classes are container classes (store and 
serialize to XML) and locator and service classes (which knows how to locate the services and make 
the HTTP requests to the server.)


The Sm_tmailingPortType.java shows how the operation in the WSDL has been translated to a 
Java interface containing the method signature of the send method.


Table 15 Prototype Functions


Function Details


React Method that will accept as parameter the ‘customer-registration’ event. The event object will 
contain a event-name, and an event-id. This is a controller method that will orchestrate the 
remaining work.


Map Method which will accept an event as parameter and return a transactional mailing name (that 
has already been created using StrongMail)


Extract Method which will accept an event and return the transaction details for that event


Send Method that will accept a mailing name, and transaction details and use the appropriate 
StrongMail transactional service to delegate the remaining work,
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Code 1: Sm_tmailingPortType.java  


The AuthDetails.java file shows how the parameter specification in the WSDL has been 
translated into a container class.


Code 2: AuthDetails.java   


A Java class that would consume StrongMail SOAP web service would look like:


package TransactionalMailing;


public interface Sm_tmailingPortType extends java.rmi.Remote {


….snip….


    public void send(TransactionalMailing.AuthDetails credentials,
                     java.lang.String mailingName, 
                     java.lang.String records, 
                     javax.xml.rpc.holders.StringHolder databaseId, 
                     javax.xml.rpc.holders.LongHolder count) 
                          throws java.rmi.RemoteException


….snip….
}


package TransactionalMailing;


public class AuthDetails  implements java.io.Serializable {
    private java.lang.String userName;


    private java.lang.String password;


    public AuthDetails() {
    }


    public AuthDetails(
           java.lang.String userName,
           java.lang.String password) {
           this.userName = userName;
           this.password = password;
    }
… snip…
}
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Code 3: Sample Java class using wsdl2java stubs  


Creating prototype java classes 
Once stubs are generated, there are three main classes that must be created in the prototype. These 
are defined below:


package client;
import TransactionalMailing.*;
import javax.xml.rpc.holders.*;
import java.io.FileInputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.Properties;


..snip..
    AuthDetails auth = new AuthDetails(username, 
password);
    String mClass = new String ("");
    Stromg mailingName = “example_mailing”;


    Sm_tmailingLocator stub = new Sm_tmailingLocator();
    stub.setsm_tmailingEndpointAddress(endpoint);
    Sm_tmailingPortType simpl = stub.getsm_tmailing();


    simpl.load(auth, mailingName, mClass );
}


Import package containing auto-
generated classes using the 
WSDL2JAVA tool.


Setup the parameters fo rth load 
call using the auto-generated 
container class AuthDetails


Locate the service, and get the 
interface to the service.


Call the method defined on that 
service.


Table 16 Refining classes


Classes Details


Class BusinessEvent
{
String eventId;
String txId;
}


A class to represent a BusinessEvent emanating 
from your business application. It would carry some 
information about the event (identifier) and the 
associated transaction (txId). The eventId will 
be used to map to the mailing name and txId will 
be used to extract the transaction record.


Class TransactionRecord
{
String firstName;
String lastName;
String email;
String purchasedItem;
String getRecordAsString();
}


This will most likely represent a database record. 
For convenience we have kept it simple by 
hardcoding the field names and a helper method to 
serialize the field values as an ordered delimited 
string.


Class ProtoType
{
Boolean React(BusEvent evt);
String Map(BusEvent evt);
TransactionRecord Extract(BusEvent evt);
Boolean Send(String mailingName, 
TransactionRecord txRec);
}


Main class that implements the functions and 
features of the model/prototype.
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Implementing the prototype
The implementation phase takes you through the typical development- to-compile- to-test-to-debug 
cycle. A brief tour of the development environment and each component of the cycle are presented 
below.


Environment


Figure 71 Development environment


• sm-xactn/deploy.properties contains some key/value information that can be used as a 
parameter to the prototype (instead of hardcoding it in the program)


• sm-xactn/build.xml is a rule file that contains directives on how to compile, build, and run 
your Java program. It is used by the ant program to compile, and package your Java application.


• sm-xactn/lib/sm_tmailing.jar file is the library containing the prototype and all of the auto-
generated classes. This is the library that the compile cycle actually build


• sm-xactn/lib/log4j.properties is a control file that specifies how the standard Java 
logging capability will be controlled.


Develop
The following code sample provides a prototype to send transaction email. It demonstrates how to 
react to business events. The steps involved are as follows: map the business events to a concrete 
mailing name (created in StrongMail), extract the record (recipient) from a transaction id, and send the 
mail.


 Code 4: Java Client Prototype  


package client;
import TransactionalMailing.*;
import javax.xml.rpc.holders.*;
import java.io.FileInputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.Properties;


class BusinessEvent
{
     public String     eventName = null;
}
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class TransactionRecord
{
     public String firstName = null;
     public String lastName = null;
     public String email = null;
     public String topic = null;
     public String id = null;


     public String getRecordAsString()
     {
          return email+”::”+id+”::”+firstName+”::”+lastName+”::”+topic;
     }
}


public class ProtoType
{
     public Properties properties = null;


     //Constructor
     public ProtoType(String propFile)throws IllegalArgumentException
     {
          try
          {
               properties = new Properties();
               properties.load(new FileInputStream(propFile));


               //Construct an event
               BusinessEvent evt = new BusinessEvent();
               evt.eventName = properties.getProperty(“mailing.txevent.name”);


               //react to the event
               react (evt);
          }


          catch(java.io.IOException ioe)
          {
               throw new IllegalArgumentException(ioe.toString());
          }
     }


     //React
     public void react(BusinessEvent evt)
     {
          String                mailingName = map(evt);
          TransactionRecord     tx = extract(evt);
          boolean               result = send(mailingName, tx);
     }
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     //Map
     private String map(BusinessEvent evt)
     {
          return properties.getProperty("mailing.txmap."+evt.eventName);
     }


     //Extract
     private TransactionRecord extract(BusinessEvent evt)
     {
          TransactionRecord tx = new TransactionRecord();
          tx.firstName = properties.getProperty("mailing.txrecord.first_name");
          tx.lastName = properties.getProperty("mailing.txrecord.last_name");
          tx.email = properties.getProperty("mailing.txrecord.email");
          tx.topic = properties.getProperty("mailing.txrecord.topic");
          tx.id = properties.getProperty("mailing.txrecord.id");
          return tx;
     }


     //Send
     private boolean send(String mailingName, TransactionRecord tx)
     {
          boolean result = false;
          try
          {
               // Setupt the parameters
               AuthDetails auth = 
               new AuthDetails(properties.getProperty("service.user"),
             properties.getProperty("service.passwd"));
               String className = "";
               StringHolderdatabaseId = new StringHolder();
               LongHolder count = new LongHolder();


               //Setup the connections
               String endPoint = properties.getProperty("service.endpoint");
               Sm_tmailingLocator stub = new Sm_tmailingLocator();
               stub.setsm_tmailingEndpointAddress(endPoint);


               //Extract the interface
               Sm_tmailingPortType simpl = stub.getsm_tmailing();
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Compile
To build the modified program issue the following command from the sm-xactn directory.


$ ant compile


This builds the sm-xactn/lib/sm_tmailing.jar library file. If there are syntax errors, correct them 
and re-compile the program until there are no more errors.


Testing the prototype
Setup a transactional mailing in the StrongMail Administrative UI (see your System Admin if you need 
access).In order to setup a new mailing, first login to the Admin UI and perform the following steps:


1 Click on the “Mailings” tab at the top left of the UI.


2 Click on the “Transactional Mailings” link on the left navigation window.


3 Click on “New” in the sub-menu.


4 Setup a new mailing.


For this example, the “Mailing Name” must match the 
mailing.txmap.customer_registration property in the properties file. The “Merge Fields” 
are the database fields that are used to replace tokens in the mailing template. 


NOTE: The order you list them in when you setup your TX mailing is the order you must 
specify them in when creating a record for a transactional email. 


               //Make the call
          simpl.send(auth, mailingName, tx.getRecordAsString(), databaseId, count);


               System.out.println("databaseID=>"+databaseId.value+"\n");


               result = true;
          }
          catch(Exception ex)
          {
          }
          return result;
     }


     // ----------- Main program -----------------------------------
  
     public static void main(String[] args)
     {
          ProtoType proto = new ProtoType(args[0]);
     }
}
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The following values are used in the example below:


– Mailing Name - CustRegMail


– Email Address Field - email


– Merge Fields - id,firstname,lastname,topic


– User Id - id


Be sure to check the following:


– The email field does not need to be listed as one of the “Merge Fields” (it is implicitly first).


– There must be no spaces between the commas in the “Merge Fields”.


– The “User Id” field must be the first entry in the “Merge Fields”.


–  When the record is specified as part of the SEND call, the field values must follow the same 
order and the delimiter is “::”, e.g.: 
“smith@yahoo.com::T1009::John::Smith::Newsletter”.


5 Click the “Save” button at the bottom of the page in order to create the mailing. 


6 A mailing must be loaded before it can receive emails. To load the mailings, click the “View” menu 
item under “Transactional Mailings”, then click the “Next” button, then click “Load” for your 
mailing.


7 The mailing is now ready to send mails from the java client prototype.


Modifying the properties file
You must edit the tx_proto.properties file to reflect the names of the mailing, message template, 
and database record layout. The following tx_proto.properties file is explained below:
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Executing the test commands
The buid.xml file contains all of the necessary instructions to compile the java programs, build a 
library out of the compiled java programs, and to execute the prototype with appropriate arguments.


1 Compile the necessary files.


$ ant compile


2 Bundle the compiled classes into a library.


$ ant jar 


3 Execute the program.


$ ant test-proto


Checking the results
After you have tested the prototype, you can confirm success by checking the StrongMail log files. 
There are two sets of log files to check in the /data1/strongmail/log directory:


• strongmail-success.log*


• strongmail-failed.log*


#The following three lines are directions to find the SOAP service and the 
#credentials to consume the service.
service.endpoint=http://pso5.strongmailsystems.com:9000/SOAP/sm_tmailing
service.user=admin
service.passwd=admin


#The following 5 lines act as a mock/test data that makes up a recipient record. 
#Consider them as a single database record with field names, and values.
mailing.txrecord.email=jdoe@example.com
mailing.txrecord.first_name=John
mailing.txrecord.last_name=Doe
mailing.txrecord.topic=Transaction Mailing
mailing.txrecord.id=X12012


#The following one line maps event name to specific mailing name in StrongMail. 
#Please make sure to create the mailings in StrongMail prior to using the test 
#case.
mailing.txmap.customer_registration=CustRegMail


#The following one line tells the test program what sort of event to fire.
mailing.txevent.name=customer_registration
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Troubleshooting
The following are a list of items to check in the event that the prototype failed. 


• Check tx_proto.properties file and make sure that the following are the correct names on 
the StrongMail system:


– txrecord.email


– service.endpoint


– service.user


– service.passwd


• Login to the StrongMail Administrative UI and make sure the transactional mailing defined in the 
properties file is “Loaded”.


• Errors tend to occur when record values do not map correctly to the records setup in the 
transactional mailing in the StrongMail Administrative UI. 


• Compare the assigned database file (/data1/strongmail/data/databases/
mailingname.db) and the database instance file /data1/strongmail/data/databases/
*-<databaseid>.db file. The prototype prints the database ID to stdout when you run the test 
case. It would look like this: 


[java] databaseID=>1170898872


• Check the StrongMail transactional debug file:


/data1/strongmail/log/strongmail-client.log


• Turn on full-debugging output for the client test program by tweaking the lib/
log4j.properties file. To do this, replace FATAL to DEBUG.
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Frequently asked questions
How does the transactional email process work in StrongMail, in general?
The function of transaction email is to provide a scalable, secure, and verifiable infrastructure to 
personalize and track emails sent to recipients based on business transactions generated within your 
business applications. The process could be viewed as containing two sub-processes:


Static process (one time)


1 Identifying the set of business transactions (events) that warrants an email action or response.


2 Map events to mailings (could be one-to-one or many-to-one).


3 Prepare and store the necessary assets templates and the personalization elements for each 
mailing in StrongMail.


4 Setup the transaction mailings in StrongMail by bringing together the assets, from, bounce, 
subject, etc (could be done using UI or service calls).


Dynamic Process (many times, event-based)


1 When a business event occurs, map the event to mailing (identified in step 2 above)


2 Extract the set of recipient (target) records based on the event.


3 Using sm_tmailing API


– Activate the mailing if not already active


– Send mailing to recipients identified in step 2


How is this related to using StrongMail as an SMTP server?
The transaction mailing service is an interface to StrongMail EAS transaction mailing capability 
including the highly scalable dynamic message customization capability. The transaction mailing does 
not talk to StrongMail SMTP server.


What are the best practices for using StrongMail transaction email?
Business Process & Modeling


• figure out the business case/reason for using this feature.


• Figure out the set of events that would warrant personalized mailing. This must include the 
granularity of reaction time. If it’s a day or more than a day, then you could use scheduled batch 
mailings.


• Figure out the work process (roles, responsibilities, etc) relating to setting up and tracking 
mailings, establishing maps between event types and mailings, templates, etc.


• Figure the technical resource and what needs to be done at the business application layer (even 
generation)


Technique


• Loose coupling mediated via a message queue (probably ActiveMQ would work fine).
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Security


• Transaction API includes authentication parameter for each call. The parameter value is setup in 
SM-UI.


• The protocol used or supported in http.


• You could close the access to port 9000 for outside access.


How does a client (Java application) work with the StrongMail transactional API?
StrongMail services are exposed through two interfaces (batch and transactional). The interface 
definition, associated message structure, and the actual service end-point (host, port) is published via 
a WSDL on the StrongMail http server. The way a client application consumes the API could vary, but 
most typically would be of following pattern.


Generate client stubs from the WSDL using wsdl2java utilities. This process generates classes that:


1 Map the content model expressed in the WSDL to XML serializable java classes.


2 Map the operations and parameters expressed in WSDL to Java classes (as method calls).


3 Locator and service interface classes (identify, connect, and communicate with service end-
points).


Use Case #1 - New Customer Registration


New customer-[registration/password]-event generated in your CRM which requires an immediate 
thank you response and further directions. Write an event handler that will be triggered by your 
business application on a particular event or a set of events. The event handler would perform the 
following:


• Map the event type to the appropriate mailing (already set up in StrongMail).


• Extract the set of recipients based on the event.


• Instantiate, populate, and compose the necessary wrapper classes that would contain the 
payload.


• Instantiate locator service to StrongMail endpoint.


• Handle exceptions.


Use Case #2 - Monthly Statements


Have your billing system send personalized monthly statements to customers.


• Write an event handler that will be triggered by a scheduler (could be twice a day, daily, weekly, 
monthly, etc).


• Extract events from message queue or database


• Group events into mailing groups (requires you to map event to a mailing)


• Instantiate locator service to StrongMail endpoint.


• For each group, instantiate, populate, and compose the necessary wrapper classes that would 
contain the payload, call the target method (send, pause, activate, etc) with the payload as a 
parameter.


• Handle exceptions.


What does StrongMail do in processing a transactional email?
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On receiving a “send” command from the client, the server determines the mailing configuration file, 
creates a CSV for the recipients, generates a serial number for the mailing, customizes the mailing, 
and queues it up to the MTA server for final delivery to the recipient.


Once a call has been sent, what does StrongMail send in reply?
Each message (SOAP messages) sent to the server has specific response. The WSDL defines these 
responses.


How do email templates work with the transactional email?
Templates work the same in transactional mailings as they do in batch mailings. The same 
customization elements apply.


Can we create transactional mailings in Message Studio?
No. Message Studio support for transactional mailings is in the product roadmap. Currently, you must 
use the StrongMail UI to set up transactional mailings.


How are templates referenced in the SOAP call?
As a fine name with optional path.


How are customization values from the SOAP call merged into the template (tokens, 
XSLT, both)?
StrongMail manages customization of transactional mailings in the same way it manages batch 
mailings. The SOAP call is the method of providing the customizations to the EAS server for message 
creation.


How is open and click tracking set up in the template?
No different than batch mailings.


Do we need to do any further setup of the sTrongMail server for building and sending 
Transactional emails?
None, except a valid license to use the transactional mailing feature. You can also manually create the 
transactional mailing configuration parameters instead of using the API.


How does StrongMail track transactional mailings?
This is the same as the batch mailing.


Do mailings appear in Message Studio reporting?
No. Message Studio support for transactional mailings is in the product roadmap. Currently, you must 
use the StrongMail UI to set up transactional mailings.
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Transactional Mailing WDSL


NOTE: NOTE: When calling the SAVE method, the charset value specified in the SOAP 
request will be used implicitly for the InputHeaderCharset and InputCharset directives 
saved in the mailing configuration file. It is strongly recommended that you use UTF-8 
as the charset for SOAP requests.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- Copyright 2007 StrongMail Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.


Visit http://www.strongmail.com for more information.
Use of this software is subject to the StrongMail (TM) End User License Agreement.
For more information review the EULA.txt that comes with the StrongMail (TM)


The typical lifecycle of a transactional mailing is:


Save > Load > Send, Send... [Pause > Resume] > [PauseOutbound > Save > 
ResumeOutbound] > Send... Close | Cancel


API             Mailing State
========================================================================
Save            None
Load            ACTIVE
Send            ACTIVE
Pause           PAUSING > PAUSED
Resume          ACTIVE
PauseOutbound   PAUSINGOUTBOUND > PAUSEDOUTBOUND
ResumeOutbound  ACTIVE
Close           COMPLETING > COMPLETED
Cancel          CANCELLED
GetState        * (returns the mailing state)


API             Description
=======================================================================
Save:           Creates a transactional mailing. The mailing is not
        active at this point and will not accept Send requests until
        it is explicitly activated using a Load request.


Load:           Loads a transactional mailing into memory and activates
        it. This enables the mailing to start accepting Send requests.
        Changes the mailing state to ACTIVE.


Send:           Sends one or more messages. It uses the mailing template
        and other parameters specified in the Save request. A Send
        request can include multiple records. Multiple Send requests
        can be sent successively.


Pause:          Temporarily stops accepting new Send requests for the
        specified mailing. Does not halt delivery of previously submitted
        Send requests. Changes the mailing state to PAUSING which
        then automatically transitions to PAUSED.


Resume:         Resumes accepting new Send requests for the specified
        mailing. Changes the mailing state to ACTIVE.


PauseOutbound:  Temporarily stops personalization for the specified mailing.
        However, continues to accept new Send requests and buffers them.
        Changes the mailing state to PAUSINGOUTBOUND which then automatically
        transitions to PAUSEDOUTBOUND. The mailing can be resaved with overwrite
        option.
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ResumeOutbound: Resumes the personalization for the specified mailing.
        Changes the mailing state to ACTIVE.


Close:          Permanently stops accepting Send requests for the specified
        mailing. Does not halt delivery of previously submitted Send
        requests. Changes the mailing request to COMPLETING which then
        automatically transitions to COMPLETED.


Cancel:         Permanently stops accepting Send requests for the specified
        mailing. Halts delivery of previously submitted Send requests.
        Changes the mailing request to CANCELLED.


GetState:       Returns the current state for the specified mailing.


-->
<definitions name="sm_tmailing"
 targetNamespace="urn:TransactionalMailing"
 xmlns:tns="urn:TransactionalMailing"
 xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"
 xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-encoding"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
 xmlns:ns="urn:TransactionalMailing"
 xmlns:SOAP="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap12/"
 xmlns:MIME="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
 xmlns:DIME="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/04/dime/wsdl/"
 xmlns:WSDL="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
 xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">


<types>


 <schema targetNamespace="urn:TransactionalMailing"
  xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"
  xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-encoding"
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
  xmlns:ns="urn:TransactionalMailing"
  xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
  elementFormDefault="unqualified"
  attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
  <import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-encoding"/>
  <simpleType name="MailingStates">
   <restriction base="xsd:string">
    <enumeration value="ACTIVE"/><!-- enum const = 0 -->
    <enumeration value="COMPLETING"/><!-- enum const = 1 -->
    <enumeration value="COMPLETED"/><!-- enum const = 2 -->
    <enumeration value="PAUSED"/><!-- enum const = 3 -->
    <enumeration value="PAUSEDOUTBOUND"/><!-- enum const = 4 -->
    <enumeration value="CANCELLED"/><!-- enum const = 5 -->
    <enumeration value="PAUSING"/><!-- enum const = 6 -->
    <enumeration value="PAUSINGOUTBOUND"/><!-- enum const = 7 -->
   </restriction>
  </simpleType>
  <simpleType name="FormatType">
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   <restriction base="xsd:string">
    <enumeration value="File"/><!-- enum const = 0 -->
    <enumeration value="Data"/><!-- enum const = 1 -->
   </restriction>
  </simpleType>
  <simpleType name="GenerationType">
   <restriction base="xsd:string">
    <enumeration value="None"/><!-- enum const = 0 -->
    <enumeration value="Template"/><!-- enum const = 1 -->
    <enumeration value="Xml"/><!-- enum const = 2 -->
   </restriction>
  </simpleType>
  <simpleType name="Encoding">
   <restriction base="xsd:string">
    <enumeration value="SevenBit"/><!-- enum const = 0 -->
    <enumeration value="EightBit"/><!-- enum const = 1 -->
    <enumeration value="QuotedPrintable"/><!-- enum const = 2 -->
    <enumeration value="Base64"/><!-- enum const = 3 -->
   </restriction>
  </simpleType>
  <complexType name="AuthDetails">
   <sequence>
     <element name="UserName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Password" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="StringArray">
   <sequence>
     <element name="item" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" 
nillable="true"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="FileDetails">
   <sequence>
     <element name="FileName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Data" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Format" type="ns:FormatType" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Overwrite" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="FileDataArray">
   <sequence>
     <element name="item" type="ns:FileDetails" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/
>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="MessageData">
   <sequence>
     <element name="Headers" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Body" type="ns:FileDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="XslContent" type="ns:FileDetails" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ContentType" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="InputCharset" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="OutputCharset" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="GenerationType" type="ns:GenerationType" minOccurs="1" 
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maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Encoding" type="ns:Encoding" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="true"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="MessageDataArray">
   <sequence>
     <element name="item" type="ns:MessageData" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/
>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="MessageInformation">
   <sequence>
     <element name="File" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Type" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="MessageInformationArray">
   <sequence>
     <element name="item" type="ns:MessageInformation" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="EmailDetails">
   <sequence>
     <element name="Name" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Email" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="SchemaDetails">
   <sequence>
     <element name="Columns" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Class" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="DatabasePath" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="SchemaDetailsArray">
   <sequence>
     <element name="item" type="ns:SchemaDetails" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="LogDetails">
   <sequence>
     <element name="Success" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Failure" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="FullSuccess" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="FullFailure" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="SMPPMessageData">
   <sequence>
     <element name="Body" type="ns:FileDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="XslContent" type="ns:FileDetails" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="UseUCS2BOM" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
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     <element name="InputCharset" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="OutputCharset" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="GenerationType" type="ns:GenerationType" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="SMPPMessageDataArray">
   <sequence>
     <element name="item" type="ns:SMPPMessageData" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="SMPPTerminus">
   <sequence>
     <element name="TON" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="NPI" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="SMPPMailingDetails">
   <sequence>
     <element name="MessageId" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="VirtualServerGroup" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="From" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Schemas" type="ns:SchemaDetailsArray" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ParameterSeparator" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ParameterSetSeparator" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="RecipientParameter" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="UserIdColumn" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessageTemplates" type="ns:SMPPMessageDataArray" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="TokenFiles" type="ns:FileDataArray" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/
>
     <element name="Logging" type="ns:LogDetails" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="true"/>
     <element name="Id" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ServiceProvider" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ReceiverTerminal" type="ns:SMPPTerminus" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="SenderTerminal" type="ns:SMPPTerminus" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Priority" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ReplaceUndelivered" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ScheduledDeliveryTime" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="WrapCDATA" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <complexType name="MailingDetails">
   <sequence>
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     <element name="MessageId" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailSubject" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="VirtualServerGroup" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="From" type="ns:EmailDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ReplyTo" type="ns:EmailDetails" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="BounceAddress" type="ns:EmailDetails" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Schemas" type="ns:SchemaDetailsArray" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ParameterSeparator" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ParameterSetSeparator" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="RecipientParameter" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="BCCEnable" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="true"/>
     <element name="CCAddressField" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="CCEnable" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="true"/>
     <element name="BCCAddressField" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="AddressDelimiter" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/
>
     <element name="UserIdColumn" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="OutputHeaderCharset" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessageHeaders" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessageTemplates" type="ns:MessageDataArray" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Logging" type="ns:LogDetails" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="true"/>
     <element name="TokenFiles" type="ns:FileDataArray" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/
>
     <element name="Attachments" type="ns:FileDataArray" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Id" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessageFormatParameter" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="WrapCDATA" type="ns:StringArray" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
   </sequence>
  </complexType>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Load">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Class" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="LoadResponse">
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   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="SerialNumber" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Resume">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="ResumeResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Pause">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="PauseResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="ResumeOutbound">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="ResumeOutboundResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
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   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="PauseOutbound">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="PauseOutboundResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Cancel">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="CancelResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Close">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="CloseResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="GetState">
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   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="GetStateResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="State" type="ns:MailingStates" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Send">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Records" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="SendResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="DatabaseId" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Count" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="Save">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    <choice>
     <element name="SMTPMailing" type="ns:MailingDetails" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1" nillable="false"/>
     <element name="SMPPMailing" type="ns:SMPPMailingDetails" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1" nillable="false"/>
    </choice>
     <element name="Overwrite" type="xsd:boolean" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="SaveResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Result" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
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    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation request element -->
  <element name="GetStatus">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="Credentials" type="ns:AuthDetails" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    <choice>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="false"/>
     <element name="SerialNumber" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" 
nillable="false"/>
    </choice>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
  <!-- operation response element -->
  <element name="GetStatusResponse">
   <complexType>
    <sequence>
     <element name="MailingName" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="SerialNumber" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="State" type="ns:MailingStates" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MailingID" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="StartTime" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="EndTime" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="ElapsedTime" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="LastRestartTime" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="Restarts" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="TotalDatabaseRecords" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessagesDelivered" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessagesFailed" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessagesDeferred" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
     <element name="MessagesInvalid" type="xsd:long" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
    </sequence>
   </complexType>
  </element>
 </schema>


</types>


<message name="LoadRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Load"/>
</message>


<message name="LoadResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:LoadResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="ResumeRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Resume"/>
</message>
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<message name="ResumeResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:ResumeResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="PauseRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Pause"/>
</message>


<message name="PauseResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:PauseResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="ResumeOutboundRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:ResumeOutbound"/>
</message>


<message name="ResumeOutboundResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:ResumeOutboundResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="PauseOutboundRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:PauseOutbound"/>
</message>


<message name="PauseOutboundResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:PauseOutboundResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="CancelRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Cancel"/>
</message>


<message name="CancelResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:CancelResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="CloseRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Close"/>
</message>


<message name="CloseResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:CloseResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="GetState">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:GetState"/>
</message>


<message name="GetStateResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:GetStateResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="Send">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Send"/>
</message>
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<message name="SendResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:SendResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="SaveRequest">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:Save"/>
</message>


<message name="SaveResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:SaveResponse"/>
</message>


<message name="GetStatus">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:GetStatus"/>
</message>


<message name="GetStatusResponse">
 <part name="parameters" element="ns:GetStatusResponse"/>
</message>


<portType name="sm_tmailingPortType">
 <operation name="Load">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Load</documentation>
  <input message="tns:LoadRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:LoadResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Resume">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Resume</documentation>
  <input message="tns:ResumeRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:ResumeResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Pause">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Pause</documentation>
  <input message="tns:PauseRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:PauseResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="ResumeOutbound">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__ResumeOutbound</documentation>
  <input message="tns:ResumeOutboundRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:ResumeOutboundResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="PauseOutbound">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__PauseOutbound</documentation>
  <input message="tns:PauseOutboundRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:PauseOutboundResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Cancel">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Cancel</documentation>
  <input message="tns:CancelRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:CancelResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Close">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Close</documentation>
  <input message="tns:CloseRequest"/>
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  <output message="tns:CloseResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="GetState">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__GetState</documentation>
  <input message="tns:GetState"/>
  <output message="tns:GetStateResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Send">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Send</documentation>
  <input message="tns:Send"/>
  <output message="tns:SendResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Save">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__Save</documentation>
  <input message="tns:SaveRequest"/>
  <output message="tns:SaveResponse"/>
 </operation>
 <operation name="GetStatus">
  <documentation>Service definition of function ns__GetStatus</documentation>
  <input message="tns:GetStatus"/>
  <output message="tns:GetStatusResponse"/>
 </operation>
</portType>


<binding name="sm_tmailing" type="tns:sm_tmailingPortType">
 <SOAP:binding style="rpc" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
 <operation name="Load">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Resume">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Pause">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="ResumeOutbound">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
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  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="PauseOutbound">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Cancel">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Close">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="GetState">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Send">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="Save">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
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     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
 <operation name="GetStatus">
  <SOAP:operation style="document"/>
  <input>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </input>
  <output>
     <SOAP:body parts="parameters" use="literal"/>
  </output>
 </operation>
</binding>


<service name="sm_tmailing">
 <documentation>Transactional Mailing Web Service Definition</documentation>
 <port name="sm_tmailing" binding="tns:sm_tmailing">
  <SOAP:address location="http://shawn-3.x:9000/SOAP/sm_tmailing"/>
 </port>
</service>


</definitions>
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sm-update
The sm-update tool is a command line interface to Conjurer. It allows you  to manage any OS-level 
updates the StrongMail releases.


Retrieving System Information.
The sm-update tool provides various ways to query the system.


Conjurer Version.
Conjurer can display it's version number. This may be useful when contacting technical support or 
reporting bugs. The following command can be used to display the Conjurer library version number.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --version
sm-update using conjurer-lib version: 1.0
_______________________________________________________________________________


Querying Installed Collections.
Conjurer can list the software collections installed on the local system. The list is generated using the 
system database. The example below shows how to query the installed collections.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --query
1. expressos-4.4
_______________________________________________________________________________


As you can see only the expressos collection is installed and it's version number is 4.4.


Querying Transactions.
Transactions represent installations or removals of software. Any time Conjurer modifies a system, it 
does so transactionally. This is done for two reasons. Transactions are used to ensure system stability. 
A failed update will be rolled back automatically, so that the system is not left in a broken state. 
Additionally, transactions can later be rolled back manually to undo the system changes which were 
part of the transaction. Transactions have sequential ID numbers starting at 1. One can list the 
transaction history of their system using the following syntax.
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_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --list
        1 - 2008-02-13 23:34:16         
 1.  expressos-4.4                     
 2.  strongmail-appliance-1.0          
 3.  strongmail-repo-1.0               
_______________________________________________________________________________


Above, you can see that a single transaction has been applied to the system, and it affected three 
collections.


Updating your System.
Updating the system is the primary purpose for Conjurer. Thus, there are quite a few options in this 
regard. 


Checking for Updates.
One can check for new updates before installing them. This allows for an opportunity to selectively 
install updates.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --check
Checking for software updates...
  strongmail-stable - New Collections  
 1.  strongmail-testharness-4.1.0     
 2.  strongmail-testharness-4.1.0-r1  
  strongmail-stable - Available Upgrades  
 1.  expressos-4.4^4.5                   
 2.  expressos-4.4^4.6   
_______________________________________________________________________________


The above shows that there are two available upgrades, and two available new collections. New 
collections are collections which are not installed. Upgrades are newer versions of collections which 
are installed on the system.


Fetching Updates.
Fetching updates is a way to download the updates without installing them. This is useful in a few 
scenarios.


• If you wish to pre-fetch updates in order to ensure updates are applied with as little downtime as 
possible.


• An automated task might use the fetch command to ensure that updates are always available 
when needed.


• If a system does not always have an Internet connection and one wishes to fetch the updates 
while the connection is available, but update at a later time.


Fetch syntax is a bit more complicated than previous commands. This command takes an optional 
parameter. The optional parameter is the list of updates to fetch. If this parameter is omitted, then all 
available updates are fetched.
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_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --fetch
Fetching software updates...
-----------------------------------
| Fetching from strongmail-stable |
-----------------------------------
| 1. | expressos-4.4^4.6          |
-----------------------------------
100% [==============================]
_______________________________________________________________________________


However, the optional parameter can be used to fetch one or more updates. When the parameter is 
given and the version number omitted, the latest version of the requested collection is fetched. If one 
desires to fetch a new collection (one that is not yet installed, and is therefore not an update), one must 
provide it's name in this manner.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --fetch expressos
Fetching software updates...
-----------------------------------
| Fetching from strongmail-stable |
-----------------------------------
| 1. | expressos-4.4^4.6          |
-----------------------------------
100% [==============================]
_______________________________________________________________________________


Additionally, a specific version number can be provided, this will cause an update to that specific 
version to be fetched.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --fetch expressos-4.5
Fetching software updates...
-----------------------------------
| Fetching from strongmail-stable |
-----------------------------------
| 1. | expressos-4.4^4.5          |
-----------------------------------
100% [==============================]
_______________________________________________________________________________


Installing Updates.
The install syntax is exactly the same as the fetch syntax above. The only difference is that all 
requested updates are fetched then installed. The following will fetch and install all available updates.
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_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --install
Installing software updates...
-------------------------------------
| Installing from strongmail-stable |
-------------------------------------
| 1. | expressos-4.6                |
-------------------------------------
A reboot is required to install the following collections.
expressos-4.5
Reboot or abort? [ABORT/reboot]: reboot
Transaction starting...
backing up...Transaction completed.
_______________________________________________________________________________


The latest version of ExpressOS was installed. However, one might wish to install a specific version as 
illustrated below. 


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --install expressos-4.5
Installing software updates...
-------------------------------------
| Installing from strongmail-stable |
-------------------------------------
| 1. | expressos-4.5                |
-------------------------------------
A reboot is required to install the following collections.
expressos-4.5
Reboot or abort? [ABORT/reboot]: reboot
Transaction starting...
backing up...Transaction completed.
_______________________________________________________________________________


It is also possible to provide the name of a collection which is not already installed, and thus 
considered “new”. New collections are never installed implicitly and must be named explicitly.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --install strongmail-testharness
Installing software updates...
----------------------------------------
|  Installing from strongmail-stable   |
----------------------------------------
| 1. | strongmail-testharness-4.1.0-r1 |
----------------------------------------
100% [==============================]
Transaction starting...
backing up...Transaction completed.
_______________________________________________________________________________


Reverting to a Previous Version.
Revering to a previous version involves two steps. The first step is to identify the transaction one 
wishes to roll back. The correct transaction is the one which installed the collection one desires to 
rollback. The first step is to list the transactions.
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_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --list
        1 - 2008-02-13 23:34:16         
 1.  expressos-4.4                     
 2.  strongmail-appliance-1.0          
 3.  strongmail-repo-1.0               
        2 - 2008-02-14 16:13:51         
 1.  expressos-4.4^4.5                 
        3 - 2008-02-14 16:24:05         
 1.  strongmail-testharness-4.1.0-r1
_______________________________________________________________________________


Above you can see that three transactions have been performed. Let's assume that we wish to remove 
strongmail-testharness, which was installed in the third transaction. Let's roll it back.


_______________________________________________________________________________
# sm-update --rollback 3
Rolling back transaction id 3...
Transaction starting...
backing up...Transaction Completed.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix G Cluster Configuration


Use the clustered configuration settings to configure a cluster of StrongMail servers. A cluster consists 
of a single EAS server and one or more remote servers. The EAS server will be doing the message 
assembly and central queue management for the cluster while the other servers are delivery servers. 
This screen should only be used for configuring the EAS server. 


Enter the connection information for each remote server that will be sent messages from this EAS 
server. The connection information will enable the EAS to log into and open connections to the remote 
servers..


For example, given the following cluster configuration:


EAS Server:


server1 on 10.0.0.1


Remote Servers:


server2 on 10.0.0.2 


server3 on 10.0.0.3


then the configuration entries on server1 will be something like:


127.0.0.1,9010,1,10,admin          


10.0.0.2,9010,1,10,server2user,server2pwd  


10.0.0.3,9010,1,10,server3user,server3pwd,Proof


The first entry enables Server1 to send to its local server. The next two lines enable Server1 to log into 
the other two servers. The information includes:


<IP Address>,<Port>,<# of Processes>,<# of Connections>,<User Name>,<Password>[,Proof]


in the example for Server3 above:


IP Address = 10.0.0.3


Starting Port = 9010


Processes = 1


Connections = 10


User name: server3user


Password = server3pwd


Test Server =Proof
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Use the Clustering screen to configure the server that manages load balancing if you have multiple 
StrongMail servers. This screen managers centralized queues, log collection, and recovery data. 


1 Type a Server IP Address. To add an IP address to the list, click the Add button. To remove an IP 
address, select the address and click the Remove button.


2 Type the  Starting Port Number. The starting port number is the port that the MTA (outbound) or 
Inbox (inbound) starts with when sending messages.


3 Type the Number of Processes to run. The number of processes setting allows multiple 
StrongMail processes to run on the same machine. The default value is 3. 


4 Type the Number of Connections. The number of connections controls the maximum number of 
connections that the StrongMail server can make to remote MX servers.


5 Type in the Authorized User Name for logging into the server.


6 Type in the Authorized Password for logging into the server.


7 Click on Yes if this server will be used as a test server


When you have finished your changes, click the Apply button.
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VSGs in a cluster
If you are configuring a cluster of StrongMail servers, there are two ways to setup virtual server 
groups. You can either create the same VSG on each server, but define different IP addresses for eah, 
or you can define different VSGs on each server and include both VSGs in your mailings. Assuming 
the following IP addresses:


Server1 has IP addresses: 192.168.25.1 and 192.168.25.2
Server2 has IP addresses: 192.168.25.3 and 192.168.25.4


Example 1 - The same VSG on both servers:  On Server1, define:
banking {
    Servers {
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.1, Interface=eth0
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.2, Interface=eth0
    }
}


On Server2, define:
banking {
    Servers {
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.3, Interface=eth0
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.4, Interface=eth0
    }
}


Then include the VSG in your mailing configuration:


VSG {
    Name=banking
}


Example 2 - Different VSGs on each server:  On Server1, define:
banking {
    Servers {
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.1, Interface=eth0
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.2, Interface=eth0
    }
}


On Server2, define:
loans {
    Servers {
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.3, Interface=eth0
        Name=islanddrivebank.com, IP=192.168.25.4, Interface=eth0
    }
}


Then include the VSG in your mailing configuration:
VSG {
    Name=banking
    Name=loans
}
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NOTE: If you decide to use different virtual server names on each server and add them to the 
mailing configuration, the VSG reports may not contain the data for the entire mailing.
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